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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 701-TA-312 (Final)
SOFTWOOD LUMBER FROM CANADA
Determination
On the basis of the record 1 developed in the subject investigation, the
Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 705(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. I 167ld(b)) (the Act), that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of imports from Canada of softwood lwnber, 3
provided for in subheadings 4407.10.00, 4409.10.10, 4409.10.20, and 4409.10.90
of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, that have been found
by the Department of Commerce to be subsidized by the Government of Canada.
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation, effective March 6, 1992,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of softwood lwnber from Canada were being subsidized within the
meaning of section 703(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. I l67lb(b)).

Notice of the

institution of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be

1

The record is defined in sec. 207.2(£) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR I 207.2(f)).
2 Commissioners Brunsdale and Nuzwn dissenting.
3
For purposes of this investigation, "softwood lwnber" means coniferous
wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed,
sanded or finger-jointed, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm, provided for in
subheading 4407.10.00 of the HTS; and coniferous wood siding, flooring and
other goods (except coniferous wood moldings and wood dowel rods; but
including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously
shaped (tongued, grooved, rebated [rabbeted], chamfered, V-jointed, beaded,
molded, rounded or the like) along any of its edges or faces, whether or not
planed, sanded or finger-jointed, provided for in HTS subheadings 4409.10.10,
4409.10.20 and 4409.10.90.

2

held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice ln the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Vashington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of March 26, 1992 (57

r.a.

10498).

The hearing was held in Vashington, DC, on May 28, 1992, and all

persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by
counsel.

3

VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN NEWQUIST, VICE CHAIRMAN WATSON
COMMISSIONER. B.OHB.., AND COMMISSIONER. CB.AWFOR.D
Based on the record in this final investigation, we determine that an
industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of imports of
softwood lumber from Canada that the Department of Commerce has determined are
subsidized.

I.

LIKE PB.ODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTB.Y
A.

Statutory Criteria and Background

In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially
injured or is threatened with material injury by reason of the subject
imports, the Commission must first define the "like product" and the "domestic
industry."

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines the relevant

domestic industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or
those producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a
major proportion of the total domestic production of that product . . .

" !/

In turn, the statute defines "like product" as na product which is like, or in
the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the
article subject to investigation . .

!/
'l:J

" 'l:J

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). The Commission•s decision regarding the
appropriate domestic product or products like the imported articles subject to
investigation is essentially a factual determination, and the Commission has
applied the statutory standard of "like" or nmost similar in characteristics
and uses" on a case-by-case basis. Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de
Flores, et al. v. United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169 (Ct. Int•l Trade
1988)(hereinafter Asocoflores). The like product factors considered by the
Commission have included: (1) physical characteristics and end uses, (2)
interchangeability of the products, (3) channels of distribution, (4) producer
and customer perceptions, (5) common manufacturing facilities, production
processes and production employees and, (6) where appropriate, price.
Calabrian Corp. v. United States, Slip Op. 92-69 (Ct. Int•l Trade, May 13,
1992); Torrington Co. v. United States, 767 F. Supp. 744 (Ct. Int•l Trade
1990), aff 1 d. 938 F.2d 1278 (1991); Asocoflores, 693 F. Supp. at 1168 n.4,
(continued ... )

4
A.

Background and Product Description

The Department of Commerce (Commerce) has defined the class or kind of
merchandise subject to investigation as:
certain softwood lumber products. These lumber products include:
1) coniferous wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled,
whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed, of a thickness
exceeding six millimeters; 2) coniferous wood siding (including
strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembled)
continuously shaped (tongued, grooved, rabbitted, chamfered, Vjointed, beaded, molded, rounded or the like) along any of its
edges or faces, whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed;
3) other coniferous wood (including strips and friezes for parquet
flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped (tongued, grooved,
rabbitted, chamfered, V-jointed, beaded, molded, rounded or the
like) along any of its edges or faces, whether or not planed,
sanded or finger-jointed; 4) coniferous wood flooring (including
strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembled)
continuously shaped (tongued, grooved, rabbitted, chamfered, Vjointed, beaded, molded, rounded or the like) along any of its
edges or faces, whether or not planed, sanded or fingerjointed. 11
In the preliminary, the Commission determined that the domestic product
like the imports subject to investigation was all softwood lumber. !±./

Late in

the preliminary investigation, the issue of whether nremanufactured lumber"

'l:.J( ... continued)
1180 n.7. No single factor is dispositive, and the Commission may consider
other factors it deems relevant based upon the facts of a particular
investigation. Gray Portland Cement and Cement Clinker from Venezuela, Inv.
No. 303-TA-21 and 731-TA-519 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2400 (July 1991) at 12.
Generally, the Commission disregards minor variations between the articles
subject to an investigation and looks for clear dividing lines between
possible like products. S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979).
"It is up to [the Commission] to determine objectively what is a minor
difference." Asocoflores, 693 F. Supp. at 1169.
11
Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination: Certain Softwood
Lumber Products from Canada, 57 Fed. Reg. 22570 (May 28, 1992), Report at
Appendix A (hereinafter Commerce Final Notice).
!±./
Softwood Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-312 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2468 (December 199l)(hereinafter Lumber Preliminary) at 6-7. Vice Chairman
Watson and Commissioner Crawford did not participate in the preliminary
investigation.

5

was a separate like product was raised.

21

In the final investigation,

producers of "bed frame components" §./ argued that bed frame components, a
remanufactured lumber product, constitute a separate like product. II

Thus,

the like product question in this investigation concerns whether all softwood
lumber is a single like product, or whether certain remanufactured lumber
products, and in particular bed frame components, should be considered
separate like products.
B.

Like Product Analysis

In terms of physical characteristics, all softwood lumber, whether or
not remanufactured, is wood from coniferous trees sawn to specified
dimensions.

~

Producers of lumber classify it into seven major categories -

studs, dimension lumber, stress grades, timbers, boards, selects, and shop. 2/
In most of the seven categories, the lumber may be derived from different
species of trees, green or dried, of differing dimensions, and of different

21

There was no independent information concerning remanufactured lumber or
the producers of remanufactured lumber in the record of the preliminary
investigation. The Commission indicated that it would explore the issue in
any final investigation. Lumber Preliminary at 6-7. Accordingly, the
Commission staff sought information concerning remanufactured lumber in the
domestic producer questionnaires in the final. The Commission is unaware of
any public sources of information on remanufactured lumber or producers of
remanufactured lumber. No information concerning such producers separate from
other softwood lumber producers was made available to staff, despite the fact
that the parties raised the issue. Five softwood lumber producers indicated
that they produce remanufactured lumber products, but that separate
information concerning those articles does not exist. Report at A-37 n.61.
§./
"Bed frame components" are the wood used in the construction of a box
spring. They do not include any visible wood parts of a bed.
II
Pre-hearing Brief of Leggett & Platt, Incorporated and the International
Sleep Products Association at 2-19; Pre-hearing Brief of National Frame
Company at 12-21. The Commission has received some information concerning
manufacturers of bed frame components, which appears at Appendix E to the
Report.
~
Report at A-6 - A-8.
'lJ
Id. at A-7 (definitions of categories).

6

grades. !QI

Remanufactured lumber is largely indistinguishable from other

lumber in its physical characteristics, although it may consist of two pieces
of wood joined together, may be a higher grade, and may be sawn to different
specifications. !!/

Remanufactured lumber products range from pieces cut to

size and shape from high-grade lumber, intended as stock for furniture
manufacture, to pieces of standard dimension size finger-jointed from smaller
pieces of low grade lumber which would otherwise be scrapped.

111

However,

there is no agreement among producers as to what constitutes remanufactured
lumber. 111

All softwood lumber is readily workable, has

~high

strength-to-

weight ratio, and is moderately durable.
Although lumber is, as discussed below, essentially a commodity product,
not all softwood lumber is suitable for all uses.
variety of lumber is suitable.

However, for most uses, a

For instance, 2 x 4s cut from different

species of tree are equally suitable for the same use.

~

Once a log has

Id. at A-7 - A-9.
Id. at A-11 and Appendix E. The Independent Lumber Remanufacturers
Association of Canada (hereinafter IL.RA), in arguing that remanufactured
lumber is a separate class or kind of merchandise, provided Commerce with a
list of remanufactured lumber products. IL.RA Post-hearing Submission at
Exhibit 1. In rebuttal, Fred Tebb & Sons, Inc. (hereinafter Tebb) argued that
the IL.RA exaggerated the differences.among its members• products and all other
lumber products. Tebb Post-hearing Brief, Exhibit A at 3-4, Exhibit B at 23, 5-8.
111 IL.RA Post-hearing Submission at Tab 1, pages 1-4. Tebb Post-hearing
Brief, Exhibit 1 at 4. Commerce•s scope includes remanufactured lumber, but
does not include table-tops, chair rails, mill work (~, turned or lathed
wood). Some of the remanufactured products identified by the IL.RA are the
stock from which furniture manufactures and mills manufacture these specialty
items.
111 Report at A-11, n.27. Even the bed frame components submitted by
National Frame Company as exhibits at the Commission•s hearing are simply
short pieces of 1 x 3 dried wood, with one or both edges rounded. To a nonexpert eye, they are indistinguishable from any other short 1 x 3 piece of
wood which might, for instance, be window framing stock.
~
There are regional preferences for lumber from certain species of tree
for certain uses. For instance, Yest coast builders have a preference for
(continued ... )
!QI
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been sawn to specific dimensions, the range of uses to which the resulting
lumber is suited has been limited.

However, there are few inherent

limitations on the specific dimensions of the lumber to be produced at the
outset of the sawmill operation.

Most remanufacturing operations produce

specific sizes and shapes of lumber from either roughly sawn lumber or timber
for a particular use, i.e., to be further processed into furniture, millwork,
ladders, etc.

~

Lumber is distributed through a variety of channels.

Lumber producers

may sell directly to manufacturers, directly to retailers, through stocking
wholesalers, through brokers, to buying groups (similar to cooperatives), or
through their own distribution systems. !§/ Generally, the more specialized
the product, the fewer the levels of distribution - that is, it is more likely
to be sold directly to retailers or manufacturers than through wholesalers.
However, both domestic and Canadian producers of softwood lumber sell through
all these channels.

Remanufactured lumber, as a more specialized product, is

more commonly sold directly from the mill to the manufacturer, although it is
also sold to wholesalers who deal in all other lumber products.

!11

!!/( ... continued)
Douglas fir and Ponderosa pine for framing houses, while northern and southern
builders tend to prefer SPF (spruce-pine-fir - a grouping of species for
production and marketing purposes). Report at A-9. These user preferences do
not limit the inherent suitability of different species for the same use.
Moreover, a change in the price differential between the price of Douglas fir
2 x 4s and SPF 2 x 4s, or southern yellow pine 2 x 4s, will cause some users
to switch among species despite such preferences. Report at A-22 n.57, A-72
n.73.
~
Id. at A-11 & n.28. These latter articles are not within the scope of
the investigation.
!§/
~ !.!!· at A-22 - A-23 for a description of the various channels of
distribution.
!lJ Id. at A-22, Appendix E at B-83 - B-84. Tebb Post-hearing Brief,
Exhibit B at 6. Bed frame co~onents are most commonly sold directly to
bedding manufacturers.

8
Customer and producer perceptions of softwood lumber depend largely on
the particular end use for which the article is intended.

However, end user

preferences based on specific needs alone, for particular dimensions, species,
or degrees of finishing, are in this case insufficient to differentiate
softwood lumber articles as separate like products. l!/ Wholesalers and
retailers of lumber gen•r•lly purchase and supply a full range of lumber
products to serve the spectrum of end user needs.
The information on the record indicates that many, if not all, of the
items that could be considered •remanufactured lumber• are produced in the
same establishments as all other softwood lumber products, on co11110n
production lines, by comaon employees.

!21

While it is true that not all

producers manufacture or remanufacture the entire range of lumber products
available, there do not appear to be any clear distinctions which can be
drawn. 1.Q/

Nor does it appear that manufacturers of other softwood lumber

products could not, should they so choose, also manufacture bed frame
components using their existing equipaent and personnel.

While

remanufacturing operations, including cutting bed frame components, may
require that equipment be adjusted to the specific dimensions necessary, that

l!/

~

Asocoflores, 693 F. Supp. at 1168 (•If one has to choose a single
basis upon which to make a like product determination, consumer preference
would seem to be a poor choice.•).
!2/ Report at A-11, A-21, Appendix E at B-83 - B-84. coalition Pre-hearing
Brief at 120-121, Coalition Post-hearing Brief at A-36; Tabb Post-hearing
Brief, Exhibit B at 2-4.
1Q/ The Commission was unable to obtain a list of •remanufacturers• -separate
from other producers of softwood lumber. National Frame Company provided a
list of 17 manufacturers of bed frame components. However, it does not appear
that these companies• operations are all limited exclusively to manufacture of
bed frame components. Report, Appendix E at B-83 - B-84.
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equipment consists primarily of saws, feeds, and planers, which can also be
used to produce other lumber products. 111
The prices of various softwood lumber articles, including remanufactured
lumber, vary widely.

Factors that determine price include the species of tree

from which the lumber is derived, the grade, the dimensions of the specific
piece, whether it is kiln-dried or green, whether it is unfinished or planed
or sanded, whether it is edged, finger-jointed, etc. 'l:1J

While it is true

that some remanufacturing results in higher value products, for instance
because the article is high grade lumber cut to specified dimensions, dried,
finished, and edged, other remanufacturing results in articles
indistinguishable from the dimension lumber

(i.e~.

finger-jointed 2 x 4s)

which makes up the bulk of softwood lumber, both domestic and imported.

The

latter operations tend to use wood that, without remanufacturing, would not be
suitable for the specific end use, but that cannot be sold after
remanufacturing at a significantly different price from comparable nonremanufactured lumber suitable for that same use.

1.11

The range of dimensions and edges in which lumber is generally
available, green or dried, rough, planed or sanded, cut from timber or from
rough sawn lumber, finger-jointed, glued or otherwise remanufactured, does not
allow for the establishment of any clear dividing lines between various lumber
articles, including remanufactured lumber, bed frame components, and other

111
'l:1/

Report at A-11. Tebb Post-hearing Brief, Exhibit B at 3-4.
See Report at A-72.
1.11 Transcript of the Hearing (Tr.) at 134 (Ms. Elliot) ("A finger jointed 2
x 4 or finger jointed 2 x 6 in the use and construction it is still considered
a 2 x 4-12 foot even though it came from a reman operation. And it is
competitive with a solid piece of 2 x 4-12 foot. So it•s, it is a remanned
product but it is used in the same application."). Coalition Post-hearing
Brief at A-36; Tebb Post-hearing Brief, Exhibit B at 4-5.
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softwood lumber. 'l:!!:J

Reliance on different physical sizes or shapes,

interchangeability in use, or pricing as determinative factors in
distinguishing like products in this case would effectively require the
Commission to determine that every specific dimension of lumber, and some
specific species, constitute separate like products.

Congress has expressed

the view that:
The requirement that a product be "liken the imported article
should not be interpreted in such a narrow fashion as to permit
minor differences in physical characteristics or uses to lead to
the conclusion that the product and article are not "liken each
other, nor should the definition of "like product" be interpreted
in such a fashion as to prevent consideration of an industry
adversely affected by the imports under investigation. 1.21
There are no clear dividing lines along which we can distinguish
remanufactured lumber or any subset thereof from all other softwood lumber
within the scope of Commerce•s investigation. l§/

The definition of a

multitude of like products in this investigation would fragment the
Commission's analysis of the industry.

~

We therefore determine that the

like product is all softwood lumber, including all remanufactured lumber

There is both domestic production and imports of the full range of
available lumber products, with the exception of southern yellow pine, which
does not grow in Canada. However, southern yellow pine is sold in a wide
variety of dimensions corresponding to those of lumber from other trees. No
party in this investigation argued that southern yellow pine is a separate
like product.
1.21 S. Rep. No. 249 at 90-91.
l§/ Commerce reached the same conclusion in finding that there was a single
class or kind of merchandise subject to this investigation. Commerce Final
Notice, 57 Fed. Reg. at 22571-72.
~
Moreover, the record does not contain information segregated to the
level of different species, sizes, etc. We do not believe such information
could be obtained in any case. The Commission was unable to obtain
information concerning remanufactured lumber as a general matter; producers
who reported remanufacturing operations also indicated that the information
requested does not exist separately for such operations.

'l:!l/
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products within the scope of Commerce•s investigation (including bed frame
components).
C.

The Domestic Industry

We determine that there is one domestic industry producing the like
product, consisting of mill operators, including remanufacturers and
manufacturers of bed frame components.
D.

~

Related Parties

The related parties provision states that when a producer is related to
the importer or foreign manufacturer of a product, or is itself an importer of
the allegedly dumped or subsidized imports, the Commission may exclude such a
producer from the domestic industry in "appropriate" circumstances. 1.21
Application of the related parties provision is within the Commission•s
discretion based upon the facts presented in each case. lQ/
This is also the conclusion reached in the preliminary investigation,
Lumber Preliminary at 7, and in previous lumber investigations. Softwood
Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-197 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1320 (Nov.
1982) at 5; Softwood Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-274 (Preliminary)
USITC Pub. 1874 (July 1986) at 7.
12/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B) provides:
When some producers are related to the exporters or importers, or
are themselves importers of the allegedly subsidized or dumped
merchandise, the term "industry" may be applied in appropriate
circumstances by excluding such producers from those included in
that industry.
1Q/
The Commission generally has applied a two-step analysis in determining
whether to exclude a domestic producer from the domestic industry under the
related parties provision. The Commission has considered first whether the
company qualifies as a related party under section 771(4)(B), and second
whether in view of the producer•s related status there are "appropriate
circumstances" for excluding the company in question from the definition of
the domestic industry. The primary factors the Commission has examined in
deciding whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude the related
parties include:
(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to the
importing producer;
(2) the reasons the U.S. producer has decided to import the
product subject to investigation, i.e., whether the firm benefits
(continued ... )
1.§/
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The rationale for the related parties provision is the concern that
domestic producers who are related parties may be in a position that shields
them from any injury that might be caused by the subsidized imports.

The

related parties provision may be employed to minimize distortion in the
aggregate data bearing on the condition of the domestic industry that would
result from including related parties whose operations are shielded from the
effects of the subject imports.

Thus, including these parties within the

domestic industry would cause the industry to appear healthier than it in fact
is.
As in the preliminary investigation, we believe it appropriate to
consider the related parties issue despite the fact that no party has argued
that any producer should be excluded as a related party. 1!/

In this

investigation, seven domestic producers reported importing softwood lumber
from Canada, mostly from their Canadian affiliates.

Those producers accounted

for more than 15 percent of U.S. softwood lumber production in 1991. ll/
lQ/( ... continued)

from the LTFV sales or subsidies or whether the firm must import
in order to enable it to continue production and compete in the
U.S. market, and
(3) the position of the related producers vis-a-vis the rest of
the industry, i.e., whether inclusion or exclusion of the related
party will skew the data for the rest of the industry.
In addition, the Commission has considered other factors, such as the ratio of
import shipments to U.S. production for each producer and the length of time
that the producer has been engaged in domestic production. The Commission has
also considered whether each company's books are kept separately from its
"relations" and whether the primary interests of the related producers lie in
domestic production or in importation. Torrington v. United States, Slip Op.
92-49 at 10, (Ct. Int 1 l Trade, April 3, 1992); Empire Plow Co. v. United
States, 675 F. Supp. 1348, 1352 (Ct. Int 1 l Trade 1987).
1!/ Lumber Preliminary at 9. The Commission determined not to exclude any
producers in the preliminary. The Commission determined that nothing in the
record indicated that the importing producers are in any different position
from other producers in the domestic industry, or that they are importing in
order to benefit from the alleged subsidization of Canadian lumber. Id.
ll/ Report at A-71.
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The nature of the relations between domestic producers and exporters or
importers of lumber varies from company to company. 11/

Some domestic

producers own lumber production facilities in Canada, which sell lumber in the
U.S. market to both related U.S. producers or distributors, and to independent
purchasers.

Some domestic companies own both production and retailing

operations where the retailing operations sell lumber from the production
operation and in addition purchase lumber imported from Canada.

Some domestic

producers themselves own wholesale or retail lumber sellers, or distribution
centers, which purchase imported lumber from Canada, generally through armslength transactions and in competition with the domestic product.

~

Many

Canadian lumber producers act as the importer of record in lumber sales to
U.S. markets.

l2f

Thus, the extent to which these "related parties" may be in

a position to shield themselves from the effects of subsidized imports, or
take advantage of them, varies, and in light of the competitive nature of the
lumber market, appears limited.

Nothing in the record indicates that the

importing producers, or producers who purchase imports from either related or
independent importers, are in any different position from other producers in
the domestic industry, or that they are able to benefit from the subsidized
imports of Canadian lumber. 1§./

Ye therefore do not exclude any producers

from the domestic industry.

lit

See !,g. at A-21; Coalition Post-hearing Brief at A-32 - A-34.
Coalition Post-hearing Brief at A-32 - A-34.
l.21 The Commission recently determined that the term "importer" in the
context of the related parties provision includes more than just an importer
of record. Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from China and
Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520-521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2527 (June 1992) at 1012.
1§./ The Commission gathered information specifically reflecting only the
domestic production operations of softwood lumber producers, and not importing
operations.
~
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II.

CONDITION OF THE INDUSTRY
In assessing whether there is material injury to a domestic industry by

reason of subsidized imports, the Commission is instructed to consider

11

all

relevant economic factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry in
the United States . . . . " ]l/

In undertaking that assessment, we consider,

among other relevant.factors, U.S. consumption, production, shipments,
capacity utilization, employment, wages, financial performance, capital
investment, and research and development expenses. l!I

The Commission may

consider other factors it deems relevant, and must explain their relevance to
the determination.

121

In each investigation, the Commission considers the

relevant economic factors that have a bearing on the state of the industry in
the "context of the business cycle and conditions of competition that are
distinctive to the affected industry."

!±!l.J

The U.S. lumber industry is comprised of thousands of mostly small
producers, and some large corporations with high volumes of production.

~

Production is concentrated in the West, where old growth forests and large

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
l2/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B).
!±!l.J 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). See H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st
Sess. 36 (1979); S. Rep. No. 249 at 88.
~
Report at A-18. Commerce data indicate that 5,680 establishments
produced softwood lumber in the United States in 1991. Id. at A-17. In this
investigation, the Commission sent questionnaires to more than 100 producers
who accounted for more than 75 percent of U.S. production in 1991. Fifty
producers, accounting for nearly 49 percent of 1991 production responded to
the Commission•s questionnaires. Id. at A-18. In addition to the information
gathered in questionnaires, a great deal of public information about the
softwood lumber industry is available from various government sources and
industry organizations. Id. at A-16 n.54. Where possible, we have considered
the public information, as it generally covers more of the industry than the
information gathered in questionnaires, and extends back to 1986, the last
full year before the Memorandum of Understanding on Softwood Lumber went into
effect.
]l/

l!I
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tracts of high quality timber are found, and in the South, where plantations
of southern yellow pine (SYP) are at merchantable size. !!1J
lumber purchase timber from sources outside their operations.

Most producers of
Approximately

10 percent of the consumed timber comes from forest industry land.

~

Particularly in the West, lumber producers are heavily dependent on timber
from federal and state lands - approximately one-half of all timber land in
the West is publicly owned and managed.

~

In the past few years, mills in the West have faced sharply reduced
access to timber supplies because of environmental regulations and wildlife
preservation programs that prohibit logging on large tracts of U.S. Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management lands, as well as some state and private
lands.

~

Uncut timber supplies under contract on National Forest lands in

the West declined precipitously from 20.2 billion board feet at the end of
1986 to approximately 5.5 billion board feet at the end of 1991. !:!:!/

As a

result of restricted timber supplies, the price of logs, the principal cost in
lumber production !:!l./, has risen in all regions of the United States. !±1!f
At the same time timber costs have been rising, demand for lumber in the
United States has declined.

!!11

Softwood lumber is used in primarily commercial

Id. at A-16, A-17. The West accounted for 58.3 percent of U.S. softwood
lumber production in 1991, while the South accounted for 37 percent. Id. at
A-17.
~
Id. at A-21.
~
Memorandum EC-P-039 at 9.
~
Report at A-16.
!:!:!/ Memorandum EC-P-039 at 9.
!:!:11 Direct materials costs, primarily log costs, increased from 74.3 percent
to 77.7 percent of total costs of U.S. lumber producers during the period of
investigation. Report at A-55, Table 24.
!±1!/ Timber supplies are not significantly constrained in the South, where
the majority of timber land is privately owned. Nonetheless, timber costs
have also risen in the South, albeit less than in the West. Report at A-43,
A-45, Tables 15 and 16.
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and residential construction and repair and remodeling. !±!l.J Housing starts
nearly always consume the greatest portion of softwood lumber, and changes in
overall consumption generally track those starts . .2Q/ Housing starts have
declined significantly during the period of investigation.

1991 housing

starts of 1.0 million units were down 43.8 percent from 1986 levels, and 31.8
percent from 1988 levels .

.2.11 Moreover, the cost of lumber makes up only a

small portion of the selling price of a house, and there appear to be few
substitutes for lumber in most residential construction applications . .21/
Thus, the amount of lumber demanded is unlikely to change substantially in
response to a change in price.
An additional condition of competition distinctive to the lumber
industry during the period of investigation was the Memorandum of
Understanding on Softwood Lumber (MOU) between the United States and Canada,
executed on December 30, 1986. 2.11

Under the MOU, the Government of Canada

agreed to impose a 15 percent export charge on softwood lumber products
exported to the United States.

The MOU provided that the charge could be

reduced or eliminated with respect to imports from provinces that instituted

!±!l./

Approximately 80 percent or more of apparent U.S. consumption of
softwood lumber was used for those purposes from 1986 through 1991. Report at
A-9 .
.2Q/
Although consumption and housing starts followed divergent paths from
1986 to 1987, from that year through 1991 they exhibited a close correlation.
Report at A-23 .
.2.11 Report at A-23 .
.211 Memorandum EC-P-039 at 21-22.
2.11 Based on a petition filed by the domestic industry, on June 5, 1986,
Commerce had initiated a countervailing duty investigation of softwood lumber
products from Canada. On October 22, 1986, following an affirmative
preliminary injury determination by the Commission, Commerce issued a
preliminary determination that subsidies of 15% ad valorem were being provided
to Canadian producers of certain softwood lumber products.

17
qualifying replacement measures.

2!±J

In return, the domestic industry

withdrew its petition and Commerce terminated its investigation.

We note that

Canadian market share decreased following the execution of the MOU.

Canadian

imports as a percentage of apparent U.S. consumption declined from 29.5
percent in 1986 to 28.9 percent in 1987 measured by quantity and from 30.0
percent to 26.9 percent measured by value . .2.2.f
On September 3, 1991, the Government of Canada announced its intention
to terminate the MOU effective October 4, 1991, pursuant to Paragraph 9 of the
agreement . .2§1

Accordingly, the United States Trade Representative initiated

an investigation under section 302 of the Trade Act of 1974 and determined
that certain policies and acts of the Government of Canada regarding the
exportation of softwood lumber to the United States were unreasonable and
burden or restrict U.S. commerce. 'J1/

To maintain the status quo

~

in the

interim period between the termination of the MOU and any preliminary subsidy
determination by Commerce, USTR directed the Secretary of Treasury to impose
bonding requirements for those products that were not covered by the
replacement measures instituted by the provincial governments . .2.!!/

2!±1

The vast

Subsequent to the execution of the MOU, the Governments of the Provinces
of British Columbia and Quebec instituted replacement measures increasing the
fee charged on the harvest of timber or other costs borne by timber
harvesters, resulting in the elimination of the export charge on imports from
British Columbia as of December 1, 1987, and a reduction in the export charge
on imports from Quebec to 8 percent as of April 1, 1988, and a further
reduction to 6.2 percent in 1990. British Columbia and Quebec accounted for
73 percent of total imports of softwood lumber from Canada in 1991 .
.2.2.,1
Report at A-24, Table 2 .
.2§1
After that date, the Government of Canada ceased collecting the export
charge.
'J1/
Initiation of Section 302 Investigation and Request for Public Comment
on Determinations Involving Expeditious Action: Canadian Exports of Softwood
Lumber, 56 Fed. Reg. 50738 (1991) .
.2!f
Id. at 50739. For softwood lumber products originating in the province
of Quebec, a 6.2 percent rate was established for entries filed before
(continued ... )
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majority of exports to the United States were, however, still subject to those
replacement measures.
Finally, on March 12, 1992, Commerce made a preliminary determination
estimating a net subsidy rate of 14.48 percent,

.22./ which amount was reduced

on May 28, 1992 when Commerce published its final determination.

In its final

determination, Commerce found that notwithstanding the replacement measures in
effect during the period of Commerce•s investigation, Canadian softwood lumber
was still being subsidized at a country-wide rate of 6.51 percent. §QI
These conditions establish the framework within which the U.S. industry
was operating during the period of investigation.

U.S. producers• capacity to

produce softwood lumber increased by 12.0 percent from 1986 to 1991, to a
level of 39.5 billion board feet.

~

Most of that increase occurred from

1986 to 1988 - capacity has increased only slightly since 1988.

Domestic

production of lumber increased from 1986 to 1987, and has declined
consistently since then, to 34 billion board feet in 1991, less than the level

.2.!/( ... continued)
November 1, 1991, and a 3.1 percent rate for entries after that date. For
products originating in British Columbia, a zero rate was set. For all other
provinces, except Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward
Island (the Maritime Provinces), the rate was 15 percent. In self-initiating
the investigation, Commerce had specifically exempted imports from the
Maritime Provinces, noting that the "special circumstances" leading to the
self-initiation of this investigation did not apply with respect to those
provinces. The Maritime Provinces were exempt from payment of export charges
under the MOU, and consequently Commerce concluded that the "special
circumstances" underlying the initiation, Canada•s termination of the MOU, did
not exist as to them. Self-Initiation of Countervailing Duty Investigation:
Certain Softwood Lumber Products from Canada, 56 Fed. Reg. 56055, 56057-58
(Oct. 31, 1991) .
.22./ Preliminary Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination: Certain
Softwood Lumber Products from Canada, 57 Fed. Reg. 8800 (March 12, 1992).
§QI
Commerce Final Notice at 22623. Commerce•s period of investigation was
the Government of Canada•s fiscal year, April 1, 1990 through March 31, 1991.
The replacement measures of both British Columbia and Quebec were in effect
throughout that period.
~
Report at A-32.
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of production in 1986. §1/

The value of domestic production followed a

similar trend, although because of increases in unit value, the value of
domestic shipments in 1991 remained well above the value of production in
1986. §11
In general, shipments of lumber vary only slightly from production, and
follow essentially the same trends.
are not available.

Complete data on industry-wide shipments

Information on shipments from the West and the South, the

two major lumber producing areas in the United States are, however, available.
Shipments by producers in the West increased from 1986 to 1987, then declined
thereafter by 17.6 percent, to 19.7 billion board feet in 1991. §.!!./

Shipments

by producers in the South increased from 1986 to 1988, then declined
irregularly by 1.3 percent, to 12.5 billion board feet in 1991. §11

Shipments

by U.S. producers responding to the Commission•s questionnaire declined by 6
percent from 1988 to 1991, from 14.8 billion board feet to 13.9 billion board
feet . .§§/

Information gathered in Commission questionnaires indicates that

U.S. producers• inventories of softwood lumber remained fairly steady from
1988 through 1991, and decreased as a share of shipments from 8.2 percent in
1988 to 7.2 percent in 1991. §1/
The number of production and related workers decreased steadily and
significantly, by 14.8 percent during the period, from 32,280 workers in 1988
to 27,492 workers in 1991 . .§!/

Twenty firms reported permanent layoffs of at

least 50 workers or 5 percent of their workforce during the period of
§l/

§11

~

§.ii
.§§/
§1/

.§!/

Report
at
at
at
at
at
at

~.
~.
~·
~·
~.
~.

at A-29, A-24, Table 2.

A-24, Table 2.
A-35 and Table 9.
A-35 and Table 10 .
A-35, A-37, Table 11.
A-37 and Table 11 .
A-39 and Table 13.
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investigation.

Total hours worked increased from 1988 to 1989, but declined

significantly thereafter, to 60.7 million hours in 1991, 12.4 percent below
the 1988 level.

Hourly wages increased less than 2 percent annually, or 7.8

percent total during the period of investigation.

Unit labor costs increased

from 1988 to 1989 and declined thereafter, to $50.18 per thousand board feet,
marginally above the level reported in 1988.

Productivity, measured in output

per hour, increased 8.2 percent during the period of investigation, to 271.6
board feet per hour.
U.S. producers• net sales increased from $4.3 billion in 1988 to $4.6
billion in 1989, remained flat in 1990, then declined to $4.4 billion in 1991,
a level only 1.1 percent above that in 1988 . .§.21

Cost of goods sold increased

more rapidly than sales from 1988 to 1990, from $3.8 billion in 1988 to $4.4
billion in 1990, before declining somewhat in 1991 to $4.1 billion dollars,
7.3 percent above the 1988 level. 1!Jj

The ratio of cost of goods sold to net

sales increased from 87.6 percent in 1988 to 95.8 percent in 1990, before
declining somewhat to 92.9 percent in 1991.

As a result of barely increased

net sales in conjunction with significantly increased costs, operating and net
income levels declined substantially from 1988 through 1990.

Operating income

of $331 million in 1988 became an operating loss of $31 million in 1990,
before improving in 1991 to $107 million, a level well below the 1988
operating income reported on about the same volume and value of sales .
Id. at A-53, Table 23.
Cost of goods sold increased from $228 per thousand board feet in 1988
to $250 per thousand board feet in 1990, before declining to $243 per thousand
board feet in 1991. Report at A-66, Table 23. The value of net sales
increased from $260 per thousand board feet in 1988 to $267 per thousand board
feet in 1989, declined to $260 per thousand board feet in 1990, and increased
slightly in 1991 to $262 per thousand board feet in 1991. Thus, while cost of
goods sold per thousand board feet increased 6.5 percent over the period of
investigation, sales value increased only 0.5 percent per thousand board feet.

.§.21
1!Jj

21
U.S. producers• operating income as a ratio to net sales declined from
7.6 percent in 1988 to negative 0.7 percent in 1990, before improving in 1991
to 2.4 percent.

Operating returns on assets followed the same trends,

declining significantly from 1988 to 1990, before improving somewhat in
1991. ]JJ

Capital expenditures increased from $199 million in 1988 to $304

million in 1989, then fell to $185 million in 1991, well below the 1988
level.

J.11

Research and development expenditures declined throughout the

period. 1lJ
The improvement in the profit performance of U.S. producers in 1991 was
due in significant part to increases in by-product revenues. l!!/
of producers reporting net losses increased from 1988 to 1990.

The number
In 1990,

nearly half of the producers responding to the Commission's questionnaires
reported losses.

Close to half the producers reported operating and net

losses in 1991, and one producer in five reported losses at the gross profit
level.
In response to arguments made by the parties, the Commission gathered
financial information on a regional basis for the West Coastal region, the

]JJ

Report at A-59, Table 28.
Id. at A-60, Table 29.
1lJ Id., Table 30.
l!!J The production of softwood lumber leads to production of by-products
such as wood chips, sawdust, bark, and woodshavings. The revenue from these
by-products is substantial, averaging about 15 percent of the net sales value
of softwood lumber alone. Report at A-55. In order to present the operating
performance of producers consistently, the Commission treated by-product
revenue as a reduction in costs for all producers, although some reported it
as an increase in revenue. Either method, if applied consistently, will
result in the same operating and net incomes. Since we are concerned here
with the performance of the industry producing softwood lumber, the domestic
industry at issue, and not the production of by-products, we note that, absent
the substantial by-product revenues, the operating results of the domestic
industry would have been poorer throughout the period of investigation.

J.11

22
West Inland region, the South, and the North,
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and separately compiled the

financial information reported by small, medium, and large producers. 7..§./
Consideration of the financial results reported by these categories of
producers indicates no significant differences in performance by region or
size of producer. 1.11 1!/
III.

MATEllIAL INJUllY BY llEASON OF SUBSIDIZED IMPORTS
A.

Legal Standard

In making a final determination in a countervailing duty investigation,
the Commission is to determine whether an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of the imports under investigation.

111

When

making that determination, the statute provides that the Commission consider
in each case:
(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject
of the investigation,
(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the
United States for like products, and

121

Report at A-42 n.65 (definitions of regions).
Id. at A-56 - A-58 and Tables 25, 26, and 27.
1.11 Id. at A-56 - A-58 and Tables 25, 26, and 27, A-47 and Table 17, A-48
and Table 19, A-42 - A-44 and Table 15. However, we note that small producers
did not do as well as large and medium sized producers, particularly in 1991.
SG&A expenses were higher for the small producers, resulting in relatively
lower operating and net incomes, while larger companies may have an advantage
with respect to such expenses due to economies of scale. Since most the
producers in the industry are small, and we did not obtain financial
information for the vast majority of small producers, it is likely that the
industry's overall performance was actually poorer than is reflected in the
data reported.
J.jJ
Based on the information discussed above, Chairman Newquist and
Commissioner Rohr determine that the domestic industry is currently
experiencing material injury. Material injury is "harm .which is not
inconsequential, immaterial or unimportant." 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(A).
111 19 u.s.c. § 167ld(b)(l).
7..§./
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(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic
producers of like products, but only in the context of production
operations in the United States. ~
In evaluating the volume of imports of merchandise, the statute directs that
the Commission "shall consider whether the volume of imports of the
merchandise, or any increase in that volume, either in absolute terms or
relative to production or consumption in the United States, is
significant."!!/

In evaluating the price effect of subject imports, the

statute states that the Commission:
shall consider whether (I) there has been significant price underselling by the imported
merchandise as compared with the price of like products of the
United States, and
(II) the effect of imports of such merchandise otherwise depresses
prices to a significant degree or prevents price increases, which
otherwise would have occurred, to a significant degree.
In examining the impact of imports on the domestic producers of like products,
the statute states:
[t]he Commission shall evaluate all relevant economic factors
which have a bearing on the state of the industi:y in the United
States, including, but not limited to (I) actual and potential decline in output, sales, market
share, profits, productivity, return on investments, and
utilization of capacity,
(II) factors affecting domestic prices,
(III) actual and potential negative effects on cash flow,
inventories, employment, wages, growth, ability to raise
capital, and investment, and
(IV) actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the like product.
~

!!/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i).
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The Commission shall evaluate all relevant economic factors
described in this clause within the context of the business cycle
and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected
industry. W
Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr note that the Commission need
not determine that subsidized imports are the principal or a substantial cause
of material injury, §11 only whether subsidized imports are a cause of
injury.

~

Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioner Crawford interpret the

statute's causation requirement in a different manner. !2J .§§./

ll/

The Commission

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
See S. Rep. No. 249 at 57 ("Any such requirement has the undesirable
result of making relief more difficult to obtain for industries facing
difficulties from a variety of sources; such industries are often the most
vulnerable to subsidized imports.")
~
~. Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F.Supp. 17, 25 (Ct.
Int 1 l Trade 1989).
!2J Vice Chairman Watson notes that the courts have interpreted the
statutory requirement that the Commission consider whether there is material
injury 11 by reason of" the subject imports in a number of different ways.
Compare, e.g., United Engineering & Forging v. United States, 779 F. Supp.
1375, 1391 (Ct. Int 1 l Trade 1991) ("rather it must determine whether unfairlytraded imports are contributing to such injury to the domestic industry. Such
imports, therefore need not be the only cause of harm to the domestic
industry." (citations omitted)) with Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United
States, 728 F. Supp. 730, 741 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1989) (affirming a
determination by two Commissioners that "the imports were a cause of material
injury") and USX Corporation v. United States, 682 F. Supp. 60, 67 (Ct. Int•l
Trade 1988) ("any causation analysis must have at its core, the issue of
whether the imports at issue cause, in a non de minimis manner, the material
injury to the industry . . . ") and Maine Potato Council v. United States, 613
F. Supp. 1237, 1243 (Ct. Int 1 l Trade 1985) (in which the Court declined to
issue a further remand even though the ITC determination refers to whether or
not imports were a "material cause" of the domestic industry's injury).
Accordingly, Vice Chairman Watson has decided to adhere to the standard
articulated by Congress in the legislative history of the pertinent
provisions, which states that the Commission must satisfy itself that, in
light of all the information presented, there is a "sufficient causal link
between the subsidization and the requisite injury." S. Rep. No. 249 at 58 .
.§§./
Commissioner Crawford notes that the statute requires that the
Commission determine whether a domestic industry is "materially injured by
reason of" the subsidized imports. Many, if not most domestic industries are
subject to injury from more than one economic factor. Of these factors, there
may be more than one that independently is causing material injury to the
(continued ... )
§11
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may consider alternative causes of injury, but it is not to weigh causes.

'91.J

It may also consider whether factors other than the subsidized imports have
made the industry more susceptible to the effects of the subsidized
imports.

~

The MOU, and the replacement measures instituted as a result, operated
to shield the U.S. softwood lumber industry to some degree from the effects of
subsidized Canadian imports during the period of investigation.
however, was a negotiated compromise between two governments.

The MOU,
As a result,

not only was Commerce•s investigation terminated, but Commerce•s 1986
preliminary finding of a 15 percent net subsidy was erased.

We note that,

!§./( ... continued)

domestic industry. It is assumed in the legislative history that the "ITC
will consider information which indicates that harm is caused by factors other
than the subsidized imports." S. Rep. No. 249 at 58. However, the
legislative history makes it clear that the Commission is not to weigh or
prioritize the factors that are independently causing material injury. Id. at
57; H.R. Rep. No. 317 at 47. The Commission is not to determine if the
subsidized imports are "the principal, a substantial or a significant cause of
material injury." S. Rep. No. 249 at 57. Rather, it is to determine whether
any injury nby reason ofn the subsidized imports is material. That is, the
Commission must determine if the sub1ect imports are causing material injury
to the domestic industry. "When determining the effect of imports on the
domestic industry, the Commission must consider all relevant factors that can
demonstrate if unfairly traded imports are materially injuring the domestic
industry." S. Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong., 1st Sess. 116 (1987).
'91/ ~. Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075, 1101
(Ct. Int•l Trade 1988). Alternative causes may include the following:
the volume and prices of nonsubsidized imports, contraction in
demand or changes in patterns of consumption, trade restrictive
practices of and competition between the foreign and domestic
producers, developments in technology, and the export performance
and productivity of the domestic industry.
S. Rep. No. 249 at 57. Similar language is contained in the House Report.
H.R. Rep. No. 317 at 47.
~
United Engineering & Forging, 779 F. Supp. at 1392; Iwatsu Electric Co.
Ltd. v. United States, 758 F. Supp. 1506, 1512 (Ct. Int 1 l Trade 1991) ("the
woes of the domestic industry were exacerbated by LTFV imports.") (emphasis
deleted).
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upon termination of the MOU, the replacement measures could be unilaterally
altered at the discretion of provincial authorities.

~

The MOU per !£ does not form the basis for our determination.

Although

we decline to consider what the impact of the imports on the domestic industry
might have been absent the MOU, we note that the existence of the MOU created
a unique set of circumstances that affected competition.
As a share of apparent U.S. consumption, Canadian imports have retained
a significant share of a declining U.S. market throughout the period of
investigation . .2Q,1

Imports of Canadian softwood lumber increased from 14.1

billion board feet in 1986 to 14.6 billion board feet in 1987, and then
declined to 11.7 billion board feet in 1991 . .2.!/

We note that in 1987, the

year following the execution of the MOU, the Canadian share of apparent U.S.
consumption of softwood lumber declined measured by both quantity and value as
compared to 1986.

From 1987 to 1991, Canadian market share measured in terms

of quantity decreased from 28.9 percent to 27.5 percent.

~

During that same

!2,1
Paragraph 9 of the MOU provides: •Either Government may terminate this
Understanding at any time upon thirty (30) days written notice." In fact,
despite arguments to the contrary, the U.S. lumber industry had no guarantee
that the MOU would not be terminated and replacement measures rolled back with
little warning. When the MOU was terminated by the Government of Canada,
thirty days notice was given. We note that Canadian excess capacity increased
substantially from 1986 to 1991. Report at A-64 .
.2Q/ To the extent imports from the Maritime Provinces are included in our
data, imports from Canada and related ratios are marginally overstated. We
note that we include imports from Quebec in our analysis. Commerce did not
make a separate subsidy determination with respect to Quebec. In determining,
inter alia, that Quebec is not a •country under the Agreement," Commerce
rejected the very arguments Quebec raised before the Commission in requesting
a separate injury determination. Commerce Final Notice, 57 Fed. Reg. at
22578-80. Commerce also denied a request that the final determination be
amended to exclude, inter alia, Quebec. Th.ere is no basis for a separate
injury analysis with respect to imports from the Province of Quebec in this
investigation .
.2.!/ Report at A-70 and Table 35.
~
Id. at A-24, Table 2.
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period, however, Canadian market share
from 26.9 percent to 28.3 percent.

W

mea~ured

in terms of value increased

Thus, Canadian imports were

significant in terms of both absolute volume and market share throughout the
period of investigation. 'l.!!J
In light of the nature of and demand for the subject merchandise, the
volume and market share of the subsidized Canadian imports have a significant
impact on U.S. lumber prices and sales by the U.S. industry . .2.21

Generally,

the impact of imports on domestic sales and prices is greater when, first,
they are available in significant volumes (absolute or relative to total
consumption), second, consumers are unwilling to purchase significantly more
of the product even if the prices go down (demand is inelastic), and third,
consumers view the imported and like product as close substitutes.

The

Commission has noted that, for fungible, price sensitive commodity products,
"the impact of seemingly small import volumes and penetrations is magnified in

21./ Id.
'1!zj
Neither increased imports nor increased market share are required for an
affirmative determination. Under the statute:
In evaluating.the volume of imports of merchandise, the Commission
shall consider whether the volume of imports of the merchandise .21:
any increase in the volume, either in absolute terms or relative
to production or consumption in the United States, is significant.
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i) (emphasis added). Thus, it is the significance of
the volume or market share of imports for the particular industry that is
critical. USX Corp. v. United States, 655 F. Supp. 487, 490 (Ct. Int 1 l Trade
1987); Iwatsu Electric Co. Ltd., 758 F. Supp. at 1513-14 .
.2.21 Congress has indicated that we are to take into account the nature of
the product when assessing injury:
For one type of product, pr.ice may be the key factor in making a
decision as to which product to purchase and a small price
differential resulting from the amount of subsidy or the margin of
dumping can be decisive.
S. Rep. No. 249 at 46.
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the marketplace." 2.§.,1

This is particularly true when, as here, demand is

inelastic and there is negligible third-country import competition.

211

Consideration of the price effects of subsidized imports of lumber is
complex.

On the whole, lumber is a commodity product, with a significant

proportion of all lumber, both domestic and imported, competing head-to-head
on the basis of price.

~

This is clearly the case within species groups,

and the record indicates that there is a significant degree of head-to-head
competition among species.

Both U.S. and Canadian building codes treat

softwood lumber species as almost entirely substitutable for common
applications . .2.2.f

The U.S. Forest Service, in its TAMM model used in forest

management, considers the principal Canadian species to be fully substitutable
with U.S. species, including southern yellow pine. 100/
Among species, prices tend to move together, maintaining fairly
consistent price differentials. 101/ Variations in the price differentials
among species will cause purchasers to switch, despite long held preferences

.2§./ Certain Carbon Steel Products from Spain, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-155, 157-160
& 162 (Final), USITC Pub. 1311 (Dec. 1982) at 17. USX Corp. v. United States,
655 F. Supp. at 490 (inherent product fungibility and price sensitivity "make
small quantities of imports particularly significant in the U.S. market.");
Shop Towels from Bangladesh, Inv. No. 731-TA-514 (Final), USITC Pub. 2487
(March 1992) at 20 (price very important despite quality differences).
211 See Certain Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Tubes from Argentina,
Inv. No. 731-TA-409 (Final), USITC Pub. 2187 (May 1989) at 11-12.
~
The Commission has found that lumber is a substitutable commodity
product in previous investigations. Lumber Preliminary at 19-20; Softwood
Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-274 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1874 (July
1986) at 5-6; Conditions Relating to the importation of Softwood Lumber, Inv.
No. 332-TA-210, USITC Pub. 1765 (Dec. 1985) at 5; Softwood Lumber from Canada,
Inv. No. 701-TA-197 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1320 (Nov. 1982) .
.2.2.f
Coalition Post-hearing Brief at 3-4 & n.9.
100/ Coalition Post-hearing Brief at Exhibit 10.
101/ Coalition Pre-hearing Brief, Exhibit A at Figure 13. RISI price
projections for the period 1991 through 1996 show extremely high correlation
among species. Coalition Post-hearing Brief, Exhibit 2 at Table 2.
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for certain species or sources. 102/

Furthermore, the lumber market is

characterized by the almost instantaneous spread of pricing information among
both purchasers and consumers, resulting in rapid price equilibration at
market clearing levels. 103/

Even small differences in price are quickly

known and affect purchasing decisions.

Thus, the effects of even small price

changes are rapidly spread throughout the market, and sales are sensitive to
relatively small price movements.
In this final investigation, following extensive consultations with
industry representatives, both U·.S. and Canadian, the Commission gathered
carefully specified pricing information for seven products, both domestic and
imported, sold in six different market areas on specific days during the
period January 1990 through March 1992. 104/

In addition, we obtained and

considered published prices from Random Lengths, and price indices of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

102/ Report at A-89 n.73. The Commission has found in the past that the
existence of a price premium does not mean that there is an absence of
competition between two products. Certain Telephone Systems and Subassemblies
Thereof from Japan and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-426 & 428 (Final), USITC Pub.
2237 (Nov. 1989) at 49-50, aff 1 d sub. nom. Iwatsu Electric Co. Ltd. v. United
States, 758 F. Supp. 1506. In that case, the Commission found that the
premium price was nthe equilibrium price at which most purchasers would be
relatively indifferent in choosing the premium product over the generic
product.n Id.
103/ There are numerous public sources of pricing information in the lumber
industry, which report prices for a variety of lumber articles on a weekly
basis. The reported prices in these publications frequently serve as a basis
for price negotiations. In addition, both purchasers and producers reported
that price quotes from different suppliers are used in order to negotiate
prices.
104/ Following the hearing, Commission staff performed on-site verifications
of pricing information provided by two U.S. and three importers of Canadian
lumber. In addition, staff contacted all other domestic producers and
importers to ensure that the information was reported in the manner requested
in the questionnaires. Report at A-110 n.90.
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While we are satisfied that our pricing information is accurate and
reflects pricing trends in the market, its usefulness for reflecting
comparative prices of domestic and imported lumber is limited.

J-91/ The

information reported in questionnaire responses is simply not sufficient to
ensure that anomalies resulting from the volatility of the market are dampened
so as to allow us to make a reasoned judgment concerning under- or overselling.

Nor is publicly available price information suitable for purposes of

assessing comparative prices.

Prices are published in Random Lengths for

purposes of reporting general trends and price levels for the information of
producers and purchasers.

Consequently, they are not reported with the degree

of specificity and consistency necessary to enable us to rely on them for
developing price comparisons.

Similarly, while price indices inform us about

trends in prices, they are not suitable for comparing price levels.
Softwood lumber is sold as a commodity and prices change daily, and even
hourly.

Producers quote prices to purchasers on a spot basis, relying on

internal price lists or industry sources such as Random Lengths as a guide.
The day-to-day volatility of the market, combined with the relative difficulty
of obtaining specific price information from producers, importers, and
purchasers, complicates the gathering and interpretation of price information.
Moreover,

~bile

U.S. producers often quote prices on an f.o.b. mill basis, the

practice in Canada has changed in the past few years, and Canadian mills now
generally quote prices on a delivered basis. 106/

The different bases used

105/ The information available from Commission questionnaires tracks the
price trends in published sources.
106/ Most producers and importers estimated that transportation cost account
for between 5 and 20 percent of the total delivered cost of the softwood
lumber that they sell. Report at A-76.
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for quoting prices by Canadian and U.S. producers makes developing price
comparisons particularly difficult.
Prices for spruce-pine-fir (SPF) are a bellwether in the market, serving
as a reference point for pricing. 107/

The Canadian share of apparent U.S.

consumption of SPF ranged upwards of 75 percent from 1986 through 1991. 108/
The substantial volume of imported Canadian lumber in this important segment
of the market limits potential increases in prices not only of U.S. produced
SPF, but other species as well.

Species common to both countries constitute

approximately 43 to 46 percent of U.S. production, and over 95 percent of
Canadian production. 109/

Although prices of softwood lumber, both imported

and domestic, generally increased during the period under investigation 110/,
rising domestic costs far outstripped those increases, resulting in
dramatically poorer financial results for the domestic industry, including

107/ Widman Management Limited, Vancouver, BC, Canada•s Forest Industry;
Markets 87-90 at 43 (1987)("The bellwether of forest industry health in North
America is the price level of SPF random length 2x4 . . . . this product is the
most widely traded commodity within Canada and the U.S. and serves as an
accurate measure of overall lumber prices.") The importance of SPF prices is
apparent from other information in the record as well. Not only are SPF
prices reported as the key first price in Random Lengths, but they constitute
20 percent of Random Lengths• composite price for 2 x 4s, which is an
important guide to pricing in the market. In addition, futures contracts for
lumber have, since the early 1980•s routinely been fulfilled with deliveries
of SPF. Report at A-76. In its 1985 investigation of the lumber industry,
the Commission identified British Columbia mills as appearing to lead prices
on widely used lumber products such as 2 x 4s. Conditions Relating to the
Importation of Softwood Lumber Into the United States, Inv. No. 332-210, USITC
Pub. 1765 (October 1985) at 130 (footnote omitted). The bulk of British
Columbia production is SPF. See Report at A-65, A-66, Table 33.
108/ The vast majority of Canadian lumber exports to the United States, more
than 75 percent, are of SPF. Report at A-68. We calculated apparent U.S.
consumption of SPF by adding U.S. production of Eastern and Western SPF to 75
percent of total Canadian imports, and calculated the Canadian import share of
that figure for each year 1986 through 1991. .§.!!.Report at A-31, Table 6, and
A-70, Table 35.
109/ Id. at A-8.
110/ Report at A-76 - A-86.
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severe losses during 1990.

Recently, in certain areas of the West, harvest

from publicly-owned and private timberlands has been restricted by the removal
of key timberlands from availability for harvest for environmental reasons,
primarily the spotted owl.

The removal of these timberlands has significantly

increased the price of logs in the West and has had some effect on the value
of logs harvested from areas not directly affected by these restrictions.
This has caused the input price of logs for lumber to increase throughout the
industry. 111/

The inability of the industry to raise prices, commensurate

with rapidly increasing costs, demonstrates significant price suppression.
We note that Canadian producers• log costs did not increase during the
period of investigation as steeply as log costs did in the United States. 112/
While different factors affect log costs in the two countries, one obvious and
relevant factor affecting Canadian log costs is the subsidy Commerce
determined is received by Canadian lumber producers despite replacement
measures enacted under the MOU. 113/

As we noted above, the lumber market is

extremely competitive, with full information disseminated rapidly among both
111/ We note that lumber firms relying on public timberlands in the West are
directly affected by the removal of harvestable acreage and are at the
greatest cost disadvantage. The West accounted for 58 percent of total U.S.
softwood lumber production in 1991, and approximately one-half of all timber
land in the West is publicly owned and managed. Memorandum EC-P-039 at 9.
Owners of private timberlands may actually experience a net benefit from the
removal of public timberlands from harvest because it increases the value of
these holdings without increasing the cost owners must pay for logs. We
recognize that the effects of removing acreage from harvest may have
disproportionate impacts on lumber producers depending on the location of the
lumber company and the relative dependency of the company on public
timberlands.
112/ Coalition Pre-hearing Brief at 54 and Appendix A, Figures 15, 16, & 17.
113/ Commissioner Rohr notes that the effect of the subsidy on Canadian log
costs is not a relevant inquiry in his analysis. The question for him is
whether the imports which Commerce has determined are subsidized are a cause
of injury to the domestic industry. Whether and how the subsidy affects log
costs in Canada and thus benefits the production of lumber is an element of
Commerce•s determination, which he will not revisit.
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purchasers and producers, and purchasing decisions are sensitive to relatively
small changes in price.

The significant volume of subsidized Canadian lumber

sold in the U.S. market has contributed to the inability of U.S. producers to
increase lumber prices in the face of significant cost increases, resulting in
material injury to the industry.
The evidence of price suppression caused by the subject imports
demonstrates that the recession and timber supply constraints are not the sole
causes of material injury to the domestic industry.

A comparison of the

performance of U.S. producers on their softwood lumber operations and their
operations producing other wood products and building materials confirms that
conclusion.

We find the comparison between the two sectors to be particularly

relevant to our analysis because softwood lumber and wood products and
building materials are similarly marketed and financed and are commonly
manufactured by the same companies. 114/

Mo.reover, the same macroeconomic

factors, particularly increased timber costs, the recession, and the downturn
in housing starts, affected the softwood lumber industry and the wood products
and building materials industry during the period of investigation.

However,

the wood products and building materials industry is insulated to a degree
from the effects of subsidized imports. 115/
From 1988 to 1991 U.S. producers• net sales of wood products and
building materials (not including softwood lumber) increased substantially,
while during that period, those same producers• net sales of softwood lumber

114/ See Report at
115/ ~Coalition
significant portion
other than softwood
plywood.

A-40.
Pre-hearing Brief at 77. Plywood production constitutes a
of production of wood products and building materials
lumber. There is a significant tariff on imports of
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remained flat. 116/ Moreover, from 1988 to 1991, U.S. producers• operating
income as a ratio to net sales on wood products and building material
operations was higher than the ratio for softwood lumber operations in all
periods, and significantly so from 1989 through 1991. 117/

Particularly

revealing is that in 1990 producers reported operating losses of more than $30
million on softwood lumber sales of $4.6 billion, while reporting operating
income of $394 million on sales of $5.l billion of wood products and building
materials. 118/
In summary, Canadian lumber imports consistently accounted for a very
large share of apparent U.S. consumption during the period of investigation,
and increased when measured by value.

Lumber is a highly substitutable,

commodity product, sales of which are sensitive to relatively small price
movements.

In addition, the quantity of lumber demanded (primarily in the

construction industry) generally does not change significantly in response to
changes in price.

The major species group represented in Canadian import

volumes, SPF, has a significant influence on price movements in the U.S.
market.

In these circumstances, it is clear that U.S. producers• inability to

116/ Report at A-41, Table 14, A-53, Table 23. In making this comparison, we
subtracted the data in table 23 from the data in table 14 to derive
information concerning the operations of U.S. producers on wood products and
building materials not including softwood lumber, and recalculated the value
and ratio to net sales data.
117/ While U.S. producers• operating income on their softwood lumber
operations as a ratio to net sales declined from 7.6 percent to a negative 0.7
percent in 1990, before improving somewhat to 2.4 percent in 1991, the ratio
on their wood products and building materials operations increased from 8.4
percent in 1988 to 11.1 percent in 1989, before declining to 7.7 percent in
1990 and 5.8 percent in 1991. Id.
118/ Id. The data reveal that the value of net sales of softwood lumber
followed generally the same trends as the value of net sales' of wood products
and building materials, increasing from 1988 to 1989 and declining thereafter.
However, while the value of net sales of lumber in 1991 was only 1.1 percent
above 1988 levels, the value of net sales of wood products and building
materials was 11 percent higher in 1991 than in 1988.
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raise prices commensurate with rising costs is attributable, at least in part,
to sales of imported subsidized Canadian lumber.

Accordingly, we find that

the domestic industry producing softwood lumber is materially injured by
reason of subsidized imports of softwood lumber from Canada. 119/

119/ Having determined that the domestic industry is materially injured,
Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr determine that the subsidized imports
from Canada are a cause of that injury.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
Softwood Lumber from Canada
Inv. No. 701-TA-312 (Final)
In this hard fought, difficult case, a majority of my
colleagues have concluded that imports of subsidized softwood
lumber from Canada are materially injuring a U.S. industry.
disagree.

I

I am well aware, however, of the seeming inevitability

of binational panel review of our decision.

I am therefore

taking the opportunity a dissent provides to outline not just my
usual microeconomic analysis as it applies to the record in this
case, but the more general approach I take in deciding a case
like this.
I.

Domestic Like Product

I agree with my colleagues that the domestic like product in
this case is all sqftwood lumber.

However, because I analyze

like-product questions somewhat differently than they do, I
arrived at that conclusion by a different path.

As I discussed

at greater length in Polyethylene Terephthalate Film etc. from
Japan and Korea. Inv. Nos. 731-TA-458 and 459 (Final), USITC Pub.
2383, I think that instead of using its traditional multipart
test (which is repeated at note 2, above), the Commission should
focus on whether a change in price allowed by the unfair trade
practice would induce significant substitution between two or
more potential like products by either producers or consumers.
At first glance, it might seem absurd to contend that all
softwood lumber products are "like" one another.
scores, perhaps hundreds, of different forms.

Lumber takes

It varies by
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species, grade, length, strength, color, and probably a dozen
other qualities that matter to consumers.

These differences are

naturally reflected in an incredible range of prices that
demonstrate that not all lumber is alike.
Nevertheless, there are several reasons that compel us to
regard all softwood lumber, even if remanufactured, as one like
product.

First and foremost is the amount of production

substitutability.

Given the right timber, lumber manufacturers

can switch production at very low cost among a vast array of
products.

See op. at 8.

Even some first mills are quite capable

of making the same products as remanufacturers do, using the same
production processes and employees that they use to make first
milled lumber.

Op. at 8.

Moreover, some remanufacturers simply

repair or finish somewhat defective first milled wood to make it
saleable.

Op. at 9.

Consumers of such lumber products would

find them ready substitutes.

There are thus some instances of

both producer and consumer substitutability that I regard as
preconditions for a finding that products are "like".
That degree of substitutability notwithstanding, the record
does not reveal that all softwood lumber products are readily
interchangeable one with another on either the production or
consumption side.

It is unlikely that they are.

I would

therefore be inclined to find more than one like product.

our

investigation, however, was unable to disentangle the web of
production in this industry to reveal any information on producer
and consumer substitutability of different lumber products.
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Moreover, disaggregating the statistics of such.a complicated
industry to the necessary level of detail proved quite
impossible.

Under 19 USC Section 1677(4) {D), I am required to

assess the effect of the dumped imports on "the narrowest group
or range of products, which includes a like product, for which
the necessary

i~formation

can be provided."

In this

investigation, that means all softwood lumber, including
remanufactured softwood lumber. 1
II.

Material Injury by Reason of Subsidized Imports

Those who follow Commission proceedings are aware that my
analysis of causation in title VII cases differs from that of my
colleagues.

In determining whether or not a domestic industry is

materially injured by reason of subsidized imports, I consider,
as the statute directs, the volume and prices of the subject imports, the effects of these imports on the price in the United
States of the like product, and the effects on the domestic
industry producing the like product.
1677(7) (B).

~

19

u.s.c.

Section

As is obvious from these statutory factors, and as I

have stated so often in the past, 2 a coherent and transparent
I concur in my colleagues' discussion of the domestic industry
and related parties.
2

~e.g., Chrome-Plated Lug Nuts from China and Taiwan. Invs.
Nos. 731-TA-474-475 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 2427, at 24-29 (Sept.
1991) (Concurring Views of Acting Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale);
Sparklers from China. Inv. No. 731-TA-464 (Final), USITC Pub.
2387, at 19-20 (June 1991) (Concurring Views of Acting Chairman
Anne E. Brunsdale); Residential Door Locks and Parts Thereof From
Taiwan. Inv. No. 731-TA-433 {Final), USITC Pub. 2253, at 33-36
(continued ••• )
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analysis of the kind demanded by the statute requires me to
assess the domestic market and understand the role of the subject
imports within that market.

I cannot tell what effect dumped or

subsidized imports have on a domestic industry simply by looking
at the trends in volume and price, whether in absolute or
relative terms.

I need to know, in almost all cases, something

about the unfair trade practice, the substitutability of the
products, and the conditions of supply and demand in the affected
industry.
Without some idea of these other factors, it is impossible
to analyze in any rational way the volume effect, the price
effect, and the overall impact of the subsidized imports on the
domestic industry as the law specifically and unambiguously
requires.
(A)

19

u.s.c.

Section 1677(7) (B).

The Volume of the Imports.

I start by noting that

Canadian. imports hold slightly over a 28 percent share of the
U.S. market by value.

Table 2, A-24.

This percentage has not

noticeably changed in the last few years.

Compared to other

investigations, it is a substantial, though not enormous, share.
(B)

The Effect of the Imports on Domestic Prices.

To

estimate the effect of the Canadian subsidization on domestic
softwood prices and volumes, I also need to know about both the

2

( ••• continued)
(January 1990) (Additional Views of Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale);
and Electrical Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod from Venezuela. Inv.
Nos. 701-TA-287 (Final) and 731-TA-378 (Final), USITC Pub. 2103,
at 42-46 (August 1988) (Dissenting Views of Chairman Anne E.
Brunsdale).
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rate and the nature of that subsidy.

Except in very unusual

circumstances, the U.S. industry will feel the effects of the
subsidization through the volume and prices of the imports.

In

this case, the subsidy rate is low, amounting to only 6.51
percent.

This means, as an upper limit, that the fair price of

Canadian softwood lumber would have been 6.51 percent higher than
it is in the absence of the subsidization.

In this case, I

believe the effect of the subsidization to be much less.
First, the subsidy rate is calculated on the value of the
lumber as it leaves the first mill.

Transportation costs are not

trivial in this industry, amounting to between 5 and 20 percent
of the total delivered cost of the lumber.

A-76.

Moreover,

because the rate is calculated on the value after first milling,
additional value added by Canadian remanufacturers is not
reflected in the final number.

Third, the part of the subsidy

represented by too low a stumpage rate must logically inure at
least in part to timber producers rather than be passed through
entirely to mill owners.

And, finally, we should not forget that

neither of the subsidies present here is an export subsidy, much
less a subsidy only on exports to the United States.

Because a

substantial fraction of Canadian lumber goes to consumption in
Canada and third countries,

~table

34, A-67, the actual

difference between the price of Canadian lumber to U.S. buyers as
it is and as it would have been if unsubsidized is probably even
less than 6.51 percent.
The effect of subsidization on the U.S. market is not deter-
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mined by the volume of subsidized imports and the subsidy margin
alone.

One must place the imports and the prices at which they

are sold in the context of the domestic market in which they
compete.

This requires an examination of the decrease in the

quantity of softwood lumber that would be sold if the price of
the product rose

the elasticity of demand -- and the degree of

substitutability

the elasticity of substitution -- between

subsidized and domestic softwood lumber.
The staff estimates that demand for softwood lumber is
fairly inelastic, probably falling in a range of between 0.3 and
0.9.

Economic Memorandum, EC-P-039 at 21.

The reason for this

is that the cost of lumber is a small fraction of the cost of a
new home, amounting to perhaps 7 or 8 percent of the final
selling price, and new construction is a major use for lumber.
This makes it unlikely that consumers would buy much more lumber
if its price fell, or much less if its price rose.

I do not mean

to imply that the demand for lumber is completely inelastic:

the

cost of lumber can be a more significant fraction of the cost of
remodeling, which is another major use for lumber, and for some
uses of lumber there are substitutes.

Id. at 22.

On the whole,

however, I conclude that the elasticity of demand is more likely
to fall toward the bottom of the range suggested by staff • 3
3

To the extent the subsidization of Canadian lumber has any
effect on the U.S. industry, it is probably on the quantity the
U.S. industry could otherwise sell, rather than on the price at
which it could sell it. The reason is that the domestic supply
of softwood lumber is moderately elastic, due to the decline in
capacity utilization in the last few years, and the competitive
(continued ..• )
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In contrast, the elasticity of substitution between U.S. and
Canadian softwood lumber is probably at least moderately high.
The staff estimates that it falls within the range of 3 to 5.
Economic Mem., supra, at 18.

Many of the factors that affect

substitutability show no great differences between the imports
and domestic like product.

On the whole, lumber from both

countries is put to the same end uses, and has comparable
quality.

However, many consumers have marked preferences for

particular species and lumber is usually sold relatively near
where it is milled.

Southern yellow pine, for example, absorbs

chemicals better, and so is preferred for outdoor uses.

Other

species are preferred for superiority in molding and millwork.
~

at 19.

Since the mix of species between the Canadian and

U.S. industries is so wide, the Coalition's claims that this is a
almost perfectly fungible commodity ring somewhat hollow.

I

conclude that the elasticity of substitution is probably
somewhere in the middle of the range calculated by the staff.
Were it not for the low rate of subsidization and what I
believe to be a still lower effective rate of subsidization, I
would probably have made an affirmative determination.

3

However,

( • • • continued)
nature of the industry (which consists of thousands of
producers). The environmental restrictions on logging in the
Pacific Northwest have, of course, reduced the ability of mills
in that area to increase output. However, their inability is
counterbalanced by the ease of adding new capacity in this
industry (a matter of months in some cases), and the
comparatively unconstrained ability of Southern mills (which
depend primarily on privately held timber) to expand output.
Economic Mem. supra, at 11-12.
·
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Canadian lumber is not a perfect substitute for U.S. lumber; the
demand for lumber is not perfectly inelastic; and the U.S.
industry does account for 70 percent of the market.

Even if the

price of Canadian softwood lumber were 6.51 percent higher,
Canadian lumber holds only 29 percent of the market, and the U.S.
industry would not benefit materially.

I therefore conclude that

the unfair subsidization of softwood lumber from Canada, acting
through softwood lumber imports to this country, is not
materially injuring, or threatening to injure, 4 a domestic
industry. 5
III. Effects of the Unfair Practice or All Imports
Left unanswered by my specific analysis is the underlying

4

My negative threat determination is based on the absence of
evidence in the record of any "real and imminent" threat that the
subsidies as found by the Commerce Department will increase in
the near future. such changes would require changes in the
domestic law or administrative practice of the provinces
involved. The only evidence on the record of the intent of those
provinces is that they do not plan any changes. See Staff Cfce.
Tr. at 98, 102; BC Posthearing Br. at 10-13; Que. Posthearing Br.
at 31; Alb. and Ont. Posthearing Br. at 10-15. Since I find no
present material injury, and no prospect for change in the near
future, my determination of no threat of material injury follows
as a matter of course.
5

An interesting check on my conclusion {or at least its
consistency with my conclusions in other cases) can be seen by
comparing my analysis in this case with Chrome-Plated Lug Nuts.
In that case, in which I did find a domestic industry materially
injured by reason of unfair imports, the imports' market share
was more than 40 percent. The dumping margin was about the same
as it is in this case, but I found the elasticity of substitution
to be about twice as high. Chrome-Plated Lug Nuts, supra n.2, at
28. That was a case I considered "close". Id. This case,
involving less substitutable products, a lower market share, and
a subsidization rate that is very unlikely to be passed through
fully to the U.S. market, is not.
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question, as yet unanswered by a binational panel, of whether my
focus on the effects of the unfair trade practice -- in this
case, the subsidization of the Canadian softwood lumber industry
-- is permissible or even required.

Given the severe time

constraints under which the Commission operates, it is
unsurprising that my colleagues and I rarely state explicitly the
underlying assumptions and methods of analysis that we use.
Some describe this question, which has been one of the major
faultlines at the Commission over the last few years, as the
"dumping or subsidization" versus "imports" debate.
really a mischaracterization.

This is

All Commissioners look at the

effects on a domestic industry of the subject imports.

Except in

very unusual circumstances (e.g., a foreign subsidy contingent on
relocating an American factory abroad), the only way an unfair
trade practice can injure a U.S. industry is by increasing the
volume or reducing the price of the subject imports that compete
with the domestic like product. 6
The debate is also sometimes mischaracterized as one about
whether the Commission is required in every case to consider the
dumping or subsidy margin, with many practitioners regarding the
question as one left up to the discretion of individual
• This unusual situation appears to be what the CIT meant by
"direct causal relationship" when it said "[t]his language does
not mean that when a direct causal relationship between the
bounty or grant and the injury to the domestic industry is not
shown to exist then no causation between the subsidization (the
subsidized imports) and the injury can be found and no final
affirmative injury determination may issue." Alberta Pork
Producers' Mktg. Bd. y. United States. 669 F. Supp. 445, 466 (CIT
1987). Indirect causes may still be legal causes.
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commissioners.

The rough consensus, at least among judges on the

Court of International Trade, was expressed in Hyundai Pipe co.
v. ITC. 670 F. Supp. 357, 360 (CIT 1987):

"[T)he Court holds

that the Commission is not barred from examining margins in
carrying out its duties under the 1979 Trade Act.

But neither

must the Commission always examine margins in making
determinations • . • . "
This characterization also misses the point.

The key

question is whether we must (or may) gauge the effect of the
unfair trade practice, or of the presence of the imports, on a
domestic industry.

In some cases, particularly those where the

margins of dumping or subsidization are extremely high or the
volume of subject imports extremely low, the distinction between
these approaches makes no difference.

As one CIT judge put it:

(P)laintiffs raised at oral argument the "horrible
example" of a particular company with only one or
two percent of its sales at LTFV. . • . If,
despite its statutory design, Congress did not
intend the statute to be interpreted or applied to
impose duties where dumping could not be the cause
of injury, one might argue that ITC should
consider evidence of an extremely low percentage
of sales at LTFV . . . . This, however, is not a
case of a few LTFV sales but of LTFV sales as a
substantial percentage of all sales. It is also a
case of substantial margins. Under these
circumstances, the court need not resolve these
issues •
Algoma Steel Corp. y. United States. 688 F. Supp. 639, 645 (CIT
1988). 7
7

As the quotation shows, the plaintiffs in Algoma were arguing
that the ITC must consider not only the effect of the dumping,
but only the effect of individual sales found to be dumped. The
(continued •.. )
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I recognize, of course, that our reviewers (whether courts
or binational panels) give all commissioners broad deference.
But both binational panelists and federal judges have stressed
that this deference is not unbounded.
bounds of special importance here.

There are three of these

The first, applicable to all

administrative agencies and reviewing courts, are general
principles of statutory construction (we are bound to act "in
accordance with law," 19 USC§ 1516a(b) (1) (B)).

The second, of

particular importance to us as an agency involved in
international trade, is that "the Tariff Act should, where
possible, be construed in a manner consistent with the General
Agreement on Tariff and Trade • . . . 11

Replacement Parts for

Self-Propelled Bituminous Paying Eguipment from Canada. USA-891904-03 (Mar. 7, 1990) at 18. 8
7

( • • • continued)
subsequent Federal Circuit opinion stressed that the "sole issue
in the appeal" was the question of whether individual sales of
the subject imports at more than fair value had to be excluded in
the Commission's injury analysis. Algoma Steel Corp. y. United
States. 865 F.2d 240, 241 (Fed. Cir. 1989). Since the effect of
excluding more than fair value sales would necessarily have been
the upward revision of the margin on the remaining sales, ~
Algoma. 688 F. Supp. at 645 n.7, its consequence for an analysis
like mine would have been nugatory. (Even as in this case the
exclusion of Quebec's exports would be nugatory, since their
exclusion would compel an upward revision of the subsidy margin
on the rest of the subject imports.)
8

As the Panel in Bituminous Paving also stressed, construction
of U.S. law consistent with GATT is particularly important when a
Binational Panel is reviewing a determination. "In its preamble,
the FTA states that one of the significant reasons why the
governments of Canada and the United States reached the agreement
was 'to build on their mutual rights and obligations under the
[GATT] • • • • ' We believe that these provisions in the FTA
compel Binational Panels to be as consistent with the GATT as
(continued ••. )
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The third bound is a more general one of rationality when an
administrative agency makes its decisions, as we must, on the
basis of either express or implied microeconomic assumptions.
Judge Wald of the

o.c.

As

Circuit wrote in a landmark article:

[W]hatever their differences over the soundness of
particular policies, economists substantially
agree on certain fundamentals of microeconomic
theory. In the long run, supply must equal
demand; in a competitive market, an efficient
operator will earn a reasonable return on invested
capital but no more; investors will seek to
maximize profits; and so on. If, after careful
factual inquiry . . . a judge determines that the
agency's analysis is inconsistent with basic
microeconomics and that the agency has not
explained (perhaps because it has not noticed) the
discrepancy, the judge may properly conclude that
the agency action is arbitrary and capricious.
This is not to say that an agency cannot reject
the prevailing economic wisdom, but courts can
properly insist that the agency do so consciously
and explain why it chose to rely on an unorthodox
theory.
Wald, Judicial Review of Economic Analyses. 1 Yale J. on Reg. 43,
51-52 (1983).
This bound was repeated more recently in the context of
binational panel review by Prof. Whalley:
I have interpreted the mandate of FTA panels as
being not only to ask whether or not ITC
determinations are supported by substantial
evidence on the record in the sense of determining
the accuracy of the record itself. I also ask
myself whether the logical chains of connection
which link the record to the final determination
are reasonable and can be supported on the basis
of best professional practice.

•c ... continued)

possible when construing either U.S. or Canadian • • • law."
Bituminous Paving at 19. Concur. Fresh. Chilled, and Frozen
Pork. USA-89-1904-06 (Sept. 28, 1990) at 39.
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Pork. USA-89-1904-11 (Aug. 24, 1990), Additional Views of J.
Whalley at 1-2.
The question of whether the Commission should focus on the
effects of the unfair trade practice is one whose answer lies in
the text of the statute, in its legislative history, and in the
relevant provisions of the GATT.

Little of this analysis is

completely novel, and most is reflected in my past opinions or
the academic literature.

I will only sketch the broad outlines

here, always keeping in mind the three boundaries I have already
described. 9
(A)

The Statute.

The key phrase in the statute is "by
of the merchandise with respect to which

reason of imports

the administering authority has made an affirmative
determination."

19 USC§ 1671D(b) (1) (similar language may be

found in the sections governing antidumping and preliminary
countervailing investigations).
language is ambiguous.

Viewed in isolation, this

The language describing the imports

could, for example, be describing those additional imports that
entered the country as a result of the subsidy, or those imports
specifically found by the Commerce Department to receive the
benefits of the subsidy, or those imports over which the Commerce

9

The most complete analysis of the position I take, the most
thorough justification for it, and most of the arguments I make
below, may be found in Knoll, "An Economic Approach to the
Determination of Injury under United States Antidumping and
Countervailing Duty Law," 22 NYUJ of Int'l L. and Pol. 37 (1989).
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Department calculates the rate of subsidy. 10
"By reason of" is also unclear.

It could refer to the

effect of the presence of the imports (however defined); or to
the effect the unfair subsidization has in increasing the
quantity of the imports shipped into the U.S. market or reducing
their price or both.
Both other .language in the statute and the statute's
structure, however, support my view that it is the effects of the
subsidization rather than the mere presence of the imports in the
market that I should examine.

I will just mention two.

First,

the statute itself provides the remedy not of excluding the
imports, but of charging a duty to offset the advantage received
by the foreign producer.

19 USC

§

167le.

Second, Congress has

expressly required us to consider the "nature of

subsidy" and

~he

"its likely effects'' in making threat determinations.
1677(7)(F) (i) (I).

19 USC

§

If the relevant causal factor is not the

unfair trade practice, it is unclear why the likely effects of
the subsidy would be relevant for a determination.

The statutory

provision allowing suspension agreements is similarly predicated
on the idea that an increase in the imports' price, rather than
the elimination of the imports from the market, suffices to
eliminate the injurious effect.

At the very least, one is

entitled to expect from Congress a clearer expression of its
intent if it wishes us to construe a statute other than in accord

10

This was the point of contention in Algoma Steel, discussed
above.
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with its purpose.

Accord, Brunswick corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat.

Inc., 429 U.S. 477, 488-489 (1977) (construing "by reason of
anything forbidden in the antitrust laws" to mean "by reason of"
that which made the acquisitions unlawful).
My position is further supported by the way we review cases
under Section 1675.

That section allows us to review an

affirmative determination and, in doing so, we ask how the
elimination of an outstanding antidumping or countervailing duty
would affect the prices and quantities of the subject imports.
See .American Permac, Inc. v. United States. 656 F. Supp. 1228,
1231 (CIT 1986); Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers from
Japan, Inv. No. 751-TA-ll, USITC Pub. No. 1921 (Dec. 1986) at 17.
This approach would only be consistent with consideration of the
impact of the unfair

tra~e

practice at the outset of a case, lest

the Commission be in the anomalous position of being able to
make, on the same set of facts, an affirmative determination in
both a final investigation and a revocation proceeding.
(B)

Legislative History.

The legislative history on the

1979 Act is voluminous and, to be sure, there was a great deal of
shifting back and forth (even as there is in our opinions)
between phrases such as "subsidization", "the unfairly subsidized
goods", "the subject imports" and so on.
at 83-85.

See Knoll, supra n.9,

But there are a few places where a more considered

discussion breaks through.

For example, the Senate Report

specifically instructed that "for one type of product, price may
be the key factor in making a decision as to which product to
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purchase and a small price differential resulting from the amount
of the subsidy or the margin of dumping can be decisive; for
others, the size of the differential may be of lesser
significance."

s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 88 (1979).

See also, e.g., id. at 58 ("the Commission must satisfy itself
that, in light of all the information presented, there is a
sufficient causal link between the subsidization and the
requisite injury").
The Statements of Administrative Action describing how the
proposed legislation was to be administered made the same point:
"The petitioner must demonstrate, and the Commission must satisfy
itself that, in light of all the information presented, there is
the requisite causal link between the subsidization or dumping
and material injury."
pt. 2 at 434-35,

guot~g

HR Doc. No. 153, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.,
in Knoll, supra note 9, at 84.

Congress

has specifically ratified this Statement in 19 USC Section
2503(a). 11
(C)

GATT.

The consideration of the effects of the

subsidization is required as well by Article VI of the GATT:

"No

contracting party shall levy an antidumping or countervailing
duty on the importations of any product . . • unless it
11

Section 2504 states that no trade agreement approved by
Congress that conflicts "with any statute of th~ United States"
shall be given effect. 19 use§ 2504(a). I do not think we
should construe this statute to mean more than it says. If there
are two possible interpretations of a statute and one
interpretation would conflict with a trade agreement approved by
Congress, that should be the one adopted even if, under ordinary
principles of judicial review, poth interpretations would
otherwise be reasonable.
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determines that the effect of the dumping or subsidization, as
the case may be, is such as to cause or threaten material injury
"

The Codes are similar, with the Subsidies Code, for

example, stating that "[i]t must be demonstrated that the
subsidized imports are, through the effects of the subsidy,
causing injury . .

"

Art. VI, para. 4.

All the factors I

look at to gauge the impact of an unfair trade practice -- the
market share of the imports, the margin of dumping or
subsidization, the estimates of the relevant elasticities -- are
precisely the "basic microeconomics" noted by Judge Wald that one
must, I think, use to forge the "logical chains of connection"
between the subsidization and any harm it might cause an American
industry.
In this case, that chain is too weak to support an
affirmative determination.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER JANET A. NUZUM
On the basis of the record developed in this final investigation, I
determine that the industry producing softwood lumber in the United States is
neither materially injured nor threatened with material injury by reason of
subsidized imports of softwood lumber from Canada. 1

I join my colleagues in

their determinations on "like product" and "industry," and therefore will not
repeat that discussion here.2

Instead, I will focus on my analysis of the

record, which led me to make a negative determination in this investigation.
I.

LEGAL STANDARD

Under section 705(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended ("the Act"),
the Commission is to make a final determination of whether "an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, or
the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded"
by reason of imports of the merchandise found by the Department of Commerce
("Commerce") to be subsidized.3

Section 771(7)(A) of the Act defines

"material injury" as "harm which is not inconsequential, immaterial, or
unimportant. n4
In making this determination, the Commission is required to consider the
volume of imports, the effect of imports on prices in the United States, and
the impact of the imports on domestic producers of like products.s

The

Material retardation of the establishment of an industry is not an issue in
this investigation.
2 See Views of Chairman Newquist, Vice Chairman Watson, Commissioner Rohr, and
Commissioner Crawford at 3-13.
3 19 U.S.C.§ 167ld(b).
4 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(A).
5 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B). In considering the impact of the imports on domestic
producers, the Commission is directed to consider this factor only in the context
of production operations within the United States. This caveat, however, is not
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Commission is to consider all relevant economic factors; "the presence or
absence of any factor which the Commission is required to evaluate . . . shall
not necessarily give decisive guidance" with respect·to our determination. 6
A final determination under section 705(b) must be based on positive
evidence in the record; it may not be based on speculation or supposition.

In

evaluating all the evidence in the record, the Commission may weigh the
evidence and selectively rely on certain evidence as more credible; however,
the Commission's determination in the final analysis must be supported by
substantial evidence on the record. 7
In this investigation, the record contains extensive data.

Most of the

data focus on the four-year period 1988-91; however, industry data were
available for prior years, and certain pricing data were available through
March 1992.

For purposes of my determination, I generally relied on data

covering the period 1988-91; reliance on other data is noted as appropriate.

II. BACKDROP:

CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION IN THE SOFTWOOD LUMBER INDUSTRY

In evaluating the impact of dumped or subsidized imports on a domestic
industry, the Commission is required to "evaluate all relevant economic
factors .

within the context of the business cycle and conditions of

competition that are distinctive to the affected industry. 118

I find that a

discussion of these particular conditions of competition, including a general
understanding of the market forces at work in this industry, provides a useful
starting point for an analysis of the impact of unfair imports on a domestic
industry.
at issue in
19 U.S.C.
7 19 U.S.C.
8 19 U.S.C.
6

this investigation.
§ 1677(7)(E)(ii).
§ 1516A(b)(l).
§ 1677(7)(C)(iii).
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In the United States, the overwhelming majority -- 84 percent -- of
softwood lumber is consumed in the construction sector (both residential and
nonresidential, new construction and repair/remodeling). 9

The demand for

lumber by the construction sector is relatively price-insensitive, both
because the cost of lumber accounts for a relatively small share of the
overall cost of the end product

(~,

a house), and because lumber is

relatively less expensive, and more functional, than most alternative or
substitute materials.10

Thus, the actual quantity of lumber demanded in the

marketplace depends overwhelmingly on the level of activity of the industries
that use it.

In contrast, the effect of changes in overall price levels on

the quantity demanded is minimal.
Trends in housing starts -- the primary measure of new residential
construction activity -- and in overall consumption of softwood lumber showed
a relatively close correlation during the period. 11 New housing starts fell
steadily during the period of investigation, from 1.5 million units in 1988 to
1.4 million in 1989 (a 7.5-percent decline), then to 1.2 million in 1990 (down
13.3 percent), and bottomed out12 at 1.0 million units in 1991 (a further
14.9-percent drop from the 1990 level and fully 31.8 percent down from that in
1988). 13

Overall consumption of softwood lumber declined somewhat less

Report of the Commission ("Report") at A-11 and id., n.28. Other uses of
softwood lumber within the manufacturing sector include shipping materials and
furniture.
10 Memorandum EC-P-039 at 21-23. I note, however, that particular substitute
products are often more economical for particular end uses, and steel and
aluminum are being increasingly used in commercial construction. Report at A-9,
n.24, and A-74.
11 Report at A-23.
12 Annual housing starts in 1991 were at their lowest level since 1946. Report
at A-25, n.58, citing the National Association of Home Builders ("NAHB")
posthearing brief at 2.
13 Report at A-25.
Calculated from unrounded data.

9
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dramatically because use in repair/remodeling and in the manufacturing sector
declined less overall than did use in new home construction. 14

Apparent U.S.

consumption of softwood lumber totalled 48.7 billion board feet in 1988,
47.7 billion board feet in 1989, 45.0 billion board feet in 1990, and
42.5 billion board feet in 1991 -- representing annual declines of 2.1, 5.7,
and 5.5 percent, respectively, and an overall decrease of 12.7 percent. 15

The

generally price-insensitive nature of demand suggests that declines in
consumption, even of this magnitude, may not have had a substantial pricedepressing effect.

In the face of declining demand, however, suppliers could

not easily pass on cost increases in the form of higher prices.
An important condition affecting U.S. supply of softwood lumber is the
removal from harvesting of large tracts of federal timber in Washington,
Oregon, and California.1 6

These actions reduce the availability of the raw

material for softwood lumber -- namely softwood logs.

Respondents suggest

that reductions in U.S. timber supply are significant in terms of their volume
effects:

"The timber isn't there to buy. 11 17

I note, however, that the

differences between decreases in production of softwood lumber in the western
United States (by 16.5 percent) and in either decreases in total U.S.
production of softwood lumber (11.2 percent) or decreases in U.S. consumption

14 Calculated from data presented in the Report at A-9 and A-24, Table 2. "In
years of low housing starts, the share of softwood lumber consumed by new housing
c.onstruction may drop somewhat, with the share accounted for by repair and
remodeling increasing slightly." Report at A-9.
15 Report at A-24, Table 2.
16
Report at A-16 and id., n.52.
"[A]s much as one-half of the commercial
timber supply in the Yest is publicly owned. Some producers in the Yest are
100 percent dependent on public timber for their raw material supply." Report
at A-16.
17 Transcript of the Hearing ("Tr.") at 208.
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(12.7 percent) are not substantial. 18

Rather, the overwhelming effect of the

timber supply constraints appears to have been to drive up prices.

The

reduced supply of logs resulted in substantial price increases for this raw
material.19

The vast majority of softwood lumber producers, especially in the

Yest, do not own their own timberland20 and were forced either to pay
prevailing prices for softwood logs or to shut down.21
Another significant condition of competition affecting the U.S. softwood
lumber market during this period was the U.S.-Canada Memorandum of
Understanding on Softwood Lumber ("MOU").

Under the terms of the MOU, entered

into in December 1986, the Government of Canada imposed a 15-percent ad
valorem charge on certain softwood lumber products exported to the United
States.
certain

This charge was subsequently reduced with respect to exports from
prov~nces

by "replacement measures" (including increases in stumpage

fees) that shifted the costs of Canadian timberland maintenance to the
Canadian lumber industry.22

As described by a representative of the

Government of Canada:

18 Report at A-30, Table 5, and A-24, Table 2.
The western, southern, and
northern regions of the United States are shown in the Report at A-19, Fig. 2.
19 Industry representatives have suggested that the system of bidding on federal
timber "can create a systematic upward bias in auction prices." NAHB posthearing
brief at 6. Softwood log prices increased substantially more than did softwood
lumber prices. Report at A-76 - A-77. Log prices went up not only in the Yest
but nationwide. Report at A-44, A-46, and A-64. Thus, it appears that prices
of logs were affected greatly by factors other than actual supply levels.
20 Report at A-21.
21 "The majority of producers with mills in the Yest who responded to the
Commission questionnaire indicated that their western operations had been
affected by the reduction of available timber for harvest.
The effects
manifested themselves in the form of both temporary and permanent mill shutdowns
as well as some instances of increased log costs." Report at A-16, n.53.
22 See, .!..:...&.:... Letter to Judith Czako from M. Jean Anderson on behalf of the
Government of Canada, dated June 23, 1992 at 1-2 ("the [replacement] measures
implemented by the provinces had the effect of transferring significant costs
and obligations from the provincial governments to stumpage holders").
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The modifications undertaken by British Columbia were accepted in
December 1987 by the Department of Commerce and the U.S. industry
as fully replacing the 15 percent export tax which was imposed by
Canada under the MOU. With respect to Quebec, the Commerce
Department and the U.S. industry had agreed by·l990 that the
changes implemented by Quebec under its 1986 Forest Act had
replaced all but 3.1 percent of the export tax. Significant
changes made by Alberta and Ontario also had the effect of placing
greater burdens and higher costs on their industries. 23
Upon termination of the MOU by the Government of Canada in October 1991,
the U.S. Trade Representative instructed the Secretary of the Treasury to
impose bonding requirements on imports of Canadian softwood lumber.

The bond

rates were set to equal the export charges that had been terminated, on a
province-specific basis.24 Bonding rates imposed on the subject imports were
adjusted as of March 1992 to reflect Commerce's preliminary subsidy
determination of 14.48 percent for all provinces except the Maritimes. 25

The

bond was reduced to 6.51 percent following Commerce's final determination in
May 1992. 26

Thus, both prior to and during the period of this proceeding,

Canadian subsidies were reduced or offset to a greater or lesser extent by

23

Id.
24 Report at A-5. Bonding requirements for softwood lumber originating in the
province of Quebec were 6.2 percent of the entered value prior to Nov. 1, 1992,
and 3 .1 percent thereafter. No bonding requirements were imposed on the products
of British Columbia or the Maritime Provinces, and a 15-percent bond was imposed
on all other Canadian softwood lumber.
The Commission staff estimated the
countrywide bond rate at 3. 7 percent, weighted on the basis of shares of Canadian
production. Memorandum EC-P-041 at 2. This figure is not, however, equivalent
to the actual bond rate applied to Canadian exports because provincial shares
of production do not equal provincial shares of exports. ~. Compare Report
at A-20, Fig. 3, with Report at A-70.
25 57 Fed. Reg. 8800, Mar. 12, 1992.
The Maritime Provinces include New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. Softwood lumber
produced in these provinces from timber harvested there is not subject to this
investigation. 57 Fed. Reg. 22623, May 28, 1992. To the extent that data on
imports of softwood lumber from Canada include products from the Maritimes, they
are slightly overstated. Because, however, imports from the Maritimes represent
a very small portion of total imports from Canada, their inclusion has a minimal
effect on import and import penetration data. Report at A-69, n.70.
26 57 Fed. Reg. 22570, May 28, 1992.
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either Canadian export charges or U.S. bonding requirements.
The Coalition for Fair Lumber Imports (Coalition), appearing in support
of the imposition of countei:vailing duties, has suggested that the Commission
should consider the impact of the MOU on the U.S. industry and reach an
affirmative determination on the basis that, but for the MOU,
the industry would have been substantially worse.27

th~

condition of

I reject this approach.

Such an approach is analogous to the analysis the Commission generally applies
in a determination following the violation of a suspension agreement.28

In

the instant investigation, however, the MOU was not a suspension agreement,
and the termination of the MOU was not a violation of the agreement -- indeed,
termination was explicitly authorized under the agreement.

The statutory

authority governing procedures and standards to be applied with respect to
suspension agreements and their violation is very specific.

Hence, I do not

believe that authority may be used to treat the MOU and its termination as if
they were a suspension agreement and subsequent violation.
This does not mean that I do not believe the MOU and its termination are
not to be taken into account.

Indeed, I have taken both the existence of the

MOU and its termination into account in my analysis.

It would be unrealistic

and inconsistent with Congressional intent to ignore a condition of
competition that affected the terms of trade in this industry as directly as
the MOU did.

The relevant focus, however, is to consider the economic effect

of the MOU, the legal and economic effects of the termination of

th~

MOU, and

the economic effects of the replacement measures.
The economic impact of the MOU during the time it was in effect was to

27

28

Coalition prehearing brief at 98-105.
See section 704(j) of the Act, 19 U.S.C. § 167lc(j).
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increase prices of Canadian lumber in the U.S. market, and to offset, roughly,
the subsidy alleged to have been provided to Canadian producers. 29
question then becomes:

The

Yhat happens when the MOU is not in effect?

The legal effect of the termination of the MOU is to remove the
obligation on the part of the Canadian government to impose any export charge
on its softwood lumber exports to the United States.

Thus, as a purely legal

matter, any subsidy provided to Canadian producers would not be required to be
offset by an export charge.

The more germane concern, however, is whether

this change in legal obligation translates into a change in economic
conditions, so as to support a finding of material injury or threat thereof.
In other words, what are the economic effects of the termination of the MOU?
The economic impact of the termination of the MOU must be analyzed along
with the economic effect of the replacement measures.

Although the

replacement measures are not, as a matter of law, dependent on the existence
of the MOU,30 the purpose of the replacement measures was to shift some of the
costs of stumpage systems to the Canadian lumber industry in order to avoid
the need for an export charge or other countervailing measure.

To the extent

that these replacement measures offset the subsidy element of provincial
programs thereby replacing the conditions justifying the export charge, and
continue to do so despite the termination of the MOU, there is no economic
effect to the termination of the MOU.

If, on the other hand, the replacement

measures are eliminated or altered in a manner which provides a cost advantage

29 The 15 percent export charge was based on a preliminary (not final)
determination of subsidy margin by the Department of Commerce in its 1986
countervailing duty investigation.
30 See Letter to Judith Czako from M. Jean Anderson dated June 23, 1992 ("the
measures undertaken by the provinces are embedded in provincial policy, law, and
practice, and do not depend in any way upon the existence of the MOU").
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to the Canadian lumber industry, and such cost advantage is passed on to
Canadian exports to the U.S. market, then there is likely to be an adverse
economic impact on the U.S. lumber industry.

Such adverse economic impact

would likely be visible through lower Canadian prices and/or higher Canadian
penetration of the U.S. market.

III.

These events have not yet occurred, however.

VOLUME OF THE SUBJECT IMPORTS
The Commission is required to consider the volume of the subject

imports, and whether "the volume of imports of the merchandise, or any
increase in that volume, either in absolute terms or relative to domestic
production or consumption in the United States, is significant" (emphasis
added).3 1 In absolute terms, U.S. imports of softwood lumber from Canada, on
both a quantity and value basis, did not increase but rather decreased during
the period of investigation.

On a quantity basis, imports declined steadily

from 13.7 billion board feet in 1988 to 13.5 billion board feet in 1989 (a
1.7-percent decline), then to 12.1 billion board feet in 1990 (a further
10.1-percent drop), and to 11.7 billion board feet in 1991 (an additional
3.6-percent annual decline) -- an overall reduction in volume of
14.9 percent. 32

On a value basis, imports also declined, although at a more

moderate rate (4.6 percent overall), as a reflection of the fact that the unit
value of the Canadian product increased steadily.33
Relative to domestic consumption, imports of Canadian softwood lumber on
a quantity basis accounted for between 26.9 percent and 28.1 percent of the
31 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i).
32 Report at A-70, Table 35.
33 The unit value of the subject imports increased from $215.67 per thousand
board feet (mbf) in 1988, to $234.52 per mbf in 1989, to $237.31 per mbf in 1990,
and peaked at $241.62 per mbf in 1991 (an overall 12-percent increase). Report
at A-70, Table 35.
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U.S. market during the period of investigation.

I do not dispute that, if

viewed in isolation, such market shares may be "significant" in their size.
However, I believe that in this case, in which absolute import volumes are
decreasing and U.S. consumption is declining, the more probative concern with
respect to market share is the increase, if any, in market share ..
The Canadian share of U.S. consumption, based on quantity, however,
actually declined over the period of investigation. 34

If we further examine

the changes in market share on an annual basis, we find that Canadian market
share declined in one period (from 1989 to 1990, Canadian market share fell
from 28.2 percent to 26.9 percent -- or 1.3 percentage points) and increased
in two periods (from 1988 to 1989, Canadian market share increased from 28.l
percent to 28.2 percent -- a meager 0.1 percentage point increase; from 1990
to 1991, Canadian market share increased from 26.9 percent to 27.5 percent
an increase of merely 0.6 percentage points).

In other words, changes in

Canadian market share were minimal; Canadian market share was relatively
steady during the period·of investigation. 35

I note that the Canadian share

of the U.S. market on the basis of value (as opposed to quantity) did increase
from 26.8 percent in 1988 to 28.3 percent in 1991; but this relatively small
increase is fundamentally a reflection of the increase in unit value of the

34 The share of domestic consumption accounted for by the Canadian imports
fluctuated from 28.l percent in 1988, to 28.2 percent in 1989, to 26.9 percent
in 1990, to 27.5 percent in 1991 -- an overall decrease of less than one percent
market share. Report at A-24, Table 2.
~5 I further note that softwood lumber imports from Canada have held a similar
market share for nearly two decades. The U.S. market share held by Canadian
softwood lumber increased irregularly from 24.3 percent by volume in 1977 to a
peak of 31.6 percent in 1985. Softwood Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA274 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1874 at A-12, Table 2 (July 1986). That share then
declined irregularly through 1991.
The 1991 Canadian market share of
27.5. percent nearly equalled the 1981 share of 27.3 percent.
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subject imports relative to the unit value of apparent consumption.36
I therefore find neither the volume nor the changes in volume accounted
for by the subject imports to be significant.37

IV.

PRICE EFFECTS OF THE SUBJECT IMPORTS
The Commission is also required to consider the effect of the subject

imports on prices in the United States for the like product.

In evaluating

this effect, the Commission must consider whether there has been significant
price underselling by the subject imports, and whether the subject imports
either depress prices to a significant degree, or prevent price increases
which otherwise would have occurred to a significant degree.38
The evaluation of data relating to pricing in this investigation has
been very difficult.

Despite the best efforts of the Commission staff39 and

the cooperation of the parties,40 the evidence of record presents a mixed
picture of both underselling and overselling, and does not clearly establish
price depression or suppression by the subsidized imports.

In certain

previous investigations, the Commission has found that the available pricing
data did not support a finding of either underselling, lack thereof, or price
36 Report at A-24, Table 2. In 1988, the unit value of imports from Canada
($215.67) was less than the unit value of apparent consumption ($226.88) by
$11.21. In 1989, that disparity shrank to $2.28. The 1990 unit value of the
Canadian product was $9.97 greater than that of total apparent consumption, and
in 1991 the surplus was $7.08. Id.
37 "Congress, this court, and ITC itself have repeatedly recognized that it is
the significance of a quantity of imports, and not absolute volume alone, that
must guide ITC's analysis under section 1677(7)." USX Corp. v. United States,
655 F. Supp. 487, 490 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1987) (USX) (emphasis in the original.)
38 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii).
39 I note the extraordinary effort undertaken by the Commission staff to ensure
the maximum usability of the pricing data, including extensive consultations with
counsel for both the Coalition and respondents, meetings with industry
participants, and on-site verification of both producer and importer pricing
information. See Tr. at 82-88.
40 ~ Tr. at 90 and 217-218.
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depression or suppression.41

In some investigations where actual transaction

prices for products were not reliable or unavailable, the Commission has
examined other factors indicative of pricing practices. 42
Prices for softwood lumber fluctuate considerably from day to day, and
even from hour to hour.

Price fluctuations for a specific species or species

group, 43 grade, and dimension may be caused by, among other factors, access to
timber supplies, prices of competitive species within a region, weather,
market forecasts, published prices, inventory levels, the size of an order,
and export demand. 44

Thus, isolated prices for even the same product within

the same market may differ substantially.
The Coalition has argued that softwood lumber is a commodity product,
that U.S. and Canadian lumber are highly substitutable, and that the
substantial volume of subsidized imports has a price-suppressive effect.45
Respondents have essentially countered by emphasizing that the data belie the
Coalition's arguments, and point to product differentiation within the overall

41 See, £....:..&.:.., Nepheline Syenite at 23 (majority views) and 37 (my additional
views); Certain Granite from Italy and Spain, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-289 and 731TA-381 and 382 (Final), USITC Pub. 2110 (1988) at 25 (Granite); and Fabricated
Structural Steel from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-387 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2062
(1988) at 14.
42 See, £....:..&.:.., Granite at 25-26 (consideration of unit values for purposes of
underselling analysis); and Certain Telephone Systems and Subassemblies Thereof
from Japan and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-426 and 428 (Final), USITC Pub. 2237
at 48 and 53 (consideration of installed system prices, of which only about
50 percent represented the prices of the subject or like product, for purposes
of price depression analysis).
4.3 Some species with similar characteristics are grouped for production and
marketing purposes. See Report at A-8, n.19; Report at A-8, n.20; and Report
at A-8, n. 21.
44 Report at A-72.
45 The Coalition goes so far as to assert that: "The injurious impact of the
subsidized lumber is dramatic in its own right, and it is readily isolated from
[other injury-causing] factors." Coalition prehearing brief at 2. I obviously
disagree.
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like product and alternative causes by way of explanation. 46
The record confirms a certain degree of product differentiation in this
industry.

Within the overall like product are items· that can be rough or

remanufactured; as large as timbers or as small as precut framing materials;
shop or select grade; green or dried; stress grades or pressure-treated. 47
Specialty items compete in relatively distinct, small-volume markets.

There

remains, however, a substantial portion of the market characterized by U.S.
and Canadian competition in commodity-type products, specifically studs,
boards, and dimension lumber.48
All coniferous species are included within the like product, although
several species groups account for the bulk of commercial production.
Canadian and U.S. softwood lumber do not represent the same mix of species;
the spruce-pine-fir species group ("SPF") accounts for the bulk of Canadian
production49 but only a small portion of U.S. production. 50

The primary

domestic species group is Southern Yellow Pine ("SYP"), whose member species
are not grown in Canada.
Some purchasers have a strong preference for one or more species, based
on the end use of the material and on personal familiarity. 51

There is a

strong regional pattern to purchasers' preferences, reflecting local building
codes and traditional use or availability of a particular species in a

46 See, ~. Canadian Forest Industries Council.!,!; al. (CFIC) posthearing brief
at 1-10 and Government of Canada posthearing brief at 11-15.
47 Report at A-6 - A-8.
48 Report at A-7, A-24, and A-75. These were the products for which pricing
data were gathered and presented.
49 Report at A-66, Table 33.
50 Report at A-31 and id., Table 6.
51
Report at A-9; A-22-:- n.57; and A-72 - A-73. See also Tr. at 291 and NHBA
post~earing brief at app. II.
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geographic area. 52

For certain purchasers, preference for a particular

species can tLanslate into a price premium -- the amount of which does not
appear to have changed substantially during the period of investigation. 53
Other purchasers are either unwilling or less inclined to pay a premium for a
specific species. 54

Overall, I find that there is substantial price

competition between various species and between various species groups.

I

further conclude that a substantial portion of the U.S. market consists of
species, both U.S. and Canadian, that do compete with each other on the basis
of price.

In analyzing the pricing data, however, I have examined more

closely comparisons of products within the same species or species group.
Underselling.

The Coalition relies on official and public data to

substantiate their assertions of underselling. 55

Respondents, in turn, cite

questionnaire data, which show a pattern of overselling. 56

The courts have

recognized that the Commission has the discretion to determine which, among
differing or conflicting data, are the most reliable.57

Specifically,

"Congress chose to give the ITC broad discretion in analyzing and assessing

52 See, !....:..&.:..· Report at A-12 and A-88; Tr. at 291.
53 " ... for most jobs requiring dimension lumber, SYP is chosen over SPF only
when it is priced considerably below SPF, most likely by a margin of $20-$25 per
mbf." Report at A-89, n. 73. See also Report at A-29, n. 57; Transcript at 291;
and Coalition's Prehearing Brief, Exhibit A, Figures 22 and 24 (nonindexed
§raphs).
4 Reported results of a survey of 30 builders suggest a general reluctance by
end users to switch species, but a willingness to do so if given a certain
economic incentive. Individual builder comments ranged from "Always use [SYP
and spruce], regardless of price increases" to "Always investigating other
species to stop price increases." See NAHB post-hearing brief at app. 11.
55 Coalition prehearing brief at 61.
56 CFIC prehearing brief at 15-18.
5 7 See, !....:..&.:... Torrington Co. v. United States, Slip Op. 92-49 at 13, 15 (Ct.
Int'l Trade, April 3, 1992).
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the significance of the evidence on price [underselling]." 58
Comparisons of f .o.b. mill prices, as reported by Random Lengths
Publications, 59 reveal consistent patterns of underselling. 60
these comparisons, however, to be particularly meaningful.

I do not find
First of all,

price comparisons within species were not possible and, as noted above, I
believe such price comparisons are more relevant.
generally quote on a delivered price basis. 61

Second, Canadian producers

Random Lengths Publications

derives the Canadian f .o.b. prices it reports based on delivered prices and
published freight rates.

Published rates do not include contract rates,

rebates, or prepayment and other discounts;62 all of which are likely to lower
actual freight costs; thus, the constructed Canadian f.o.b. prices may be
understated and the margins of underselling overstated. 63

Third, due to the

substantial component of the delivered value of softwood lumber that is
accounted for by transportation costs, f.o.b. mill prices do not appear to be
an accurate measure of how the product is priced to the end user. 64

Fourth,

the margins of underselling are larger than one would expect for a commodity-

58

Copperweld Corp. v. United States, 682 F. Supp. at 565 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1988). Also specifically with regard to pricing data, "[a]s a trier of fact,
ITC must assess the quality of the evidence and give such weight to the evidence
as it believes is justified." Iwatsu Electric Co. Ltd. v. United States, 758
F. Supp. 1506, 1509 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1991).
59 Random Lengths Publications, Inc. , Eugene, OR, publishes reports on prices
of a wide range of forest products in the North American market. Prices are
gathered through weekly pricing surveys of buyers and sellers located throughout
the United States. Report at A-72, n.71. See also How to Read Random Lengths:
Your Guide to Understanding Wood Products Markets and Prices, reproduced in the
CFIC posthearing brief at exh. 2.
60 Report at A-81, Table 38.
61 Report at A-73 - A-74.
62 Report at A-77 and A-80, citing Random Lengths, Lumber Price Guide at 3-5
(May 22, 1992).
63
I further note that the Commission has not generally relied on comparisons
based on constructed prices.
64 See Report at A-80.
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type product. 65

Finally, other data in the record show exactly the opposite

-- that is, overselling.66

For these reasons, I do not find the evidence of

UJ'lderselling based on comparisons between actual U.S. and constructed Canadian
f .o.b. prices for different species to be persuasive in supporting an
affirmative determination.67
In its questionnaires, the Commission collected data on delivered prices
for specified products sold in specified geographic markets. 68

This data

collection was designed to measure actual prices paid (delivered prices rather
than f.o.b. mill), and to eliminate price differences based upon regional
preferences (for example, prices for SPF in Chicago were not commingled with
prices for SPF in Los "1tgeles).

Unfortunately, certain questionnaire

respondents had difficulty complying with the Commission's request and
therefore coverage of the industry was limited.69
Available compari,ons between different species generally showed a
pattern of overselling; however, for reasons stated above, I have put very
little weight on comparisons between different species.

Comparisons within a

species or within a species group (!.:A.:., Douglas fir in Boston and Los
Angeles; SPF in Boston, Chicago, Baltimore, and Atlanta; hem-fir in Boston;

65 I note the observation of the Commission in its preliminary determination (in
which I did not participate):
"in a market for a commodity product such as
lumber, we would not expect to see a consistent pattern of under- or
overselling." Softwood Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-312 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2458 at 19 (December.1991).
66 See Report at A-83 - A-117, Tables 39-51.
67 It is for many of these same reasons that I also put relatively little weight
on the evidence of overselling shown by comparing weighted-average composite U.S.
and Canadian net delivered prices (Report at A-84, Table 39). I note, however,
that the margins of overselling are closer to what one might expect for this type
of product.
68 Report at A-82 - A-83.
69 Report at A-83. I note, however, that there is no reason to suspect this
data is inaccurate, just limited in quantity.
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and Englemann spruce/lodgepole pine in Dallas) showed a preponderance of
overselling.70

Because the data reported do not appear to present a

representative picture of industry pricing, however, I have also put very
little weight on the size of the margins.
Overall, after weighing the evidence on price comparisons, I find that
there is not convincing evidence of any significant price underselling.
Price depression and suppression.

The pricing data were somewhat more

useful for purposes of considering price trends.

Most of the pricing data in

the record covered the period January 1990 through March 1992.

I have

concentrated my analysis of price trends on data for the period January 1990
through October 1991.71
The record reveals that prices trended up overall during the period of
investigation; however, they fluctuated downward from mid-1989 to December
1990, and again from June to October 1991. 72
in contrast, prices increased.

From December 1990 to June 1991,

Based on publicly available data, price trends

for four U.S. products from January to December 1990 declined by an average of
7.8 percent. 73

Prices for five Canadian products over the same period, in

comparison, declined by an average of 7.3 percent.

From June to October 1991,

the U.S. prices fell by an average 21.5 percent while Canadian prices fell by
20.8 percent.
70

Similarly, weighted-average composite net delivered price

Report at A-86 - A-117, Tables 40 - 51.
I note that, for a number of
price comparisons for January-March 1992 showed underselling.
1 I have placed relatively little weight on pricing data presented for November
1991 through March 1992, because this investigation likely affected prices. .§.ll
Report at A-86 and ,!g., n. 89, citing Random Lengths. Yardstick at 1 (March 1992).
See also Coalition prehearing brief, exhibit C at 8-10.
The Commission may give little weight to data that are distorted as a
result of the initiation of a countervailing duty or antidumping investigation.
See, ~. USX, 655 F. Supp. 487, 492 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1987).
~Report at A-78, Figure 5; A-85, Figure 6; and A-86.
73 Report at A-79, Table 37.
~roducts,
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trends based on questionnaire data show that U.S. prices fell by 10.8 percent
over 1990, compared with 7.9 percent for the Canadian product. 74

The June to

October 1991 declines were 10.5 percent and 9.8 percent, respectively.

These

trends do not support a conclusion of price depression by reason of the
subject imports.
During both periods of price declines, costs (consisting primarily of
softwood log prices) increased.75

However, cost of goods sold as a percent of

net sales declined from 1990 to 1991, 76 indicating that price increases
overtook cost increases.

The Canadian lumber composite price hit a low point

for the period in November 1990 whereas the domestic lumber composite price
reached a low in February 1991.77 Thus, Canadian prices started to rebound
before U.S. prices did.78

Prices for four U.S. products increased by an

average of 36.3 percent from December 1990 through June 1991, while prices for
five Canadian products increased 37.5 percent. 79
Rather than evidencing price leadership by Canadian products, "in all
market areas for which prices were collected, price movements most often
appear to be caused by changes in seasonal demand for lumber products.

At

times, [U.S.] government policies or weather-related factors may also affect

14

Report at A-84, Table 39, and A-85, Figure 6. The overall U.S. and Canadian
trends were also similar to the framing lumber composite f .o.b. price trend
reported by Random Lengths Publications. Report at A-83.
75 Report at A-78, Fig. 5.
76 Report at A-53, Table 23.
77 Report at A-83.
78 I note that, following the initiation of the preliminary investigation by
Commerce, prices of softwood lumber products began a strong rise.
The U.S.
producer price index for all softwood lumber products climbed 20.4 percent from
November 1991 through March 1992, substantially more than did the producer price
index for softwbod logs (14.5 percent between December 1991 and March 1992),
despite the fact that Canadian prices did not climb as much as did U.S. prices.
Report at A-76 - A-77 and A-84, Table 39.
79 Report at A-79, Table 37.
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prices.

For example, lumber prices increased following the U.S. Government's

spring 1990 decision to withhold logging permits for some federal lands in the
Pacific Northwest as a means of preserving the habitat of the Northern Spotted
Owl. n80

The record, therefore, does not support a finding of price suppression
by reason of the subject imports. 81

Nevertheless, given the relative

closeness of U.S. and Canadian price movements, I considered other pricerelated indicators before drawing my conclusions on either price depression or
suppression.

For example, I noted that the unit values of imports from Canada

increased steadily during the period of investigation, by a total of
12.0 percent overall.82

In comparison, the data on unit values of domestic

shipments by U.S. producers responding to the questionnaire show an overall
increase of only one-tenth that of the subject imports -- 1.3 percent. 83
Furthermore, compared with the unit values of apparent consumption, the unit
values of the subject imports rose, while those of domestic production
declined. 84

80 Report at A-86.
81 I note that even the Western Wood Products Association, a member of the
Coalition, in a March 11, 1992 press release, attributed the lack of sustained
price increases to nonimport factors:
Two primary reasons account for there having been no serious
or lasting spike in prices before now. One has been the lowerthan-normal demand because of lower 1990 and 1991 housing starts.
The other has been what was once a several-year backlog of federal
timber the lumber industry has had in its inventory."
CFIC prehearing brief at exh. 56.
82 Report at A-70, Table 35. Annual increases were 8.7 percent from 1988 to
1989, 1.2 percent from 1989 to 1990, and 1.8 percent from 1990 to 1991. Id.
83 Report at A-37, Table 11. Unit values increased by 0.3 percent from 1988 to
1989, then decreased by 1. 9 percent from 1989 to 1990, and increased by
2.9 percent from 1990 to 1991.
Id.
Fifty companies, including many of the
largest domestic producers, responded to the Commission's producer questionnaire.
84 Report at A-24, Table 2. Unit values for domestic shipments were calculated
from quantity and value data for U.S. production and exports.
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Thus, based on the record, I am not persuaded that there is either
significant price depression or significant price suppression by reason of the
subject imports.

What evidence exists of price depression or price

suppression is more than fully explained by declining demand and rising
costs. 85

V.

IMPACT OF SUBJECT IMPORTS ON THE CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC
SOFTWOOD LUMBER INDUSTRY
An analysis of the impact of the subject imports on the condition of the

domestic industry is to be based on all relevant economic factors which have a
bearing on the state of the industry, including certain specified factors
enumerated in the statute.86

Furthermore, this analysis should focus on the

particular nature and structure of the industry involved, in the context of
the business cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the
affected industry.87
During the period of investigation, the number of domestic firms
producing softwood and hardwood lumber in the United States declined from
5,777 to 5,680, or by 1.7 percent.88

85

Cited among the reasons for mill

The Commission has found that "prices are expected to soften during the
downturn in the business cycle, not increase. Moreover, domestic producers are
not likely to be able to pass on increased costs to their customers in a pricesensitive market."
Coated Groundwood Paper from Belgium, Finland, France,
Germany, and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-487-490 and 494 (Final), USITC
Pub. 2467 at 21-22 (December 1991). I note that softwood lumber customers,
however, are relatively price insensitive. fil also Medium-Voltage Underground
Distribution Cable from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-545 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2489) at 9 ("the decline in housing starts due to the current economic recession
[had] an unequivocal negative effect on the demand for URD") and 16 ("the decline
in demand [played] a role in depressing the price of URD") (March 1992) (URD).
See also n.81 supra.
S-19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
87 Id.
88 Report at A-16, citing Commerce data. These data exclude mills accounting
for less than 5 percent of U.S. production. Id., n.50.
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closures were declining demand for wood products and timber shortages in the
West. 89

Industry data show that, despite these conditions, productive

capacity actually increased by 0.8 percent during the same period. 90
Production during this period decreased overall by 11.2 percent, which was the
primary reason for a decrease in capacity utilization from 97.2 percent in
1988 to 85.6 percent in 1991.91

The percentage decline in production,

however, was less than the overall percentage decline in apparent
consumption. 92
Volume trends for total shipments generally tracked those for
production.

Estimated93 total shipments for the industry declined steadily,

from 38.l billion board feet in 1988 to 37.5 billion board feet in 1989 (or by
1.5 percent), then to 35.8 billion board feet in 1990 (a further 4.7-percent
decline), and to 33.9 billion board feet in 1990 (an additional annual decline
of 5.4 percent) -- an overall decrease of 11.2 percent.

Questionnaire data

for the quantity, value, and unit value of domestic shipments showed a smaller

89 Report at A-16 - A-17. As I noted above, however, it is my view that timber
shortages had more of a price effect on the industry than a volume effect. To
the extent that mill closings resulted from timber shortages, it is more likely
that those mills were unable to purchase logs at competitive prices rather than
that they were unable to obtain this raw material at any price.
90 Report at A-32, Table 7, citing National Forest Products Association (NFPA)
data. Data gathered in response to Commission questionnaires show a 3.4-percent
decline during the same period. Report at A-33, Table 8.
91 Report at A-32, Table 7. Questionnaire data show a decline in production of
4.9 percent, and a decline in capacity utilization from 93.5 percent to
92.1 percent. Report at A-33, Table 8.
Most producers reported capacity based on two shifts per day for 50 weeks
a year. Report at A-33. The fact that capacity utilization remained relatively
high at this level of operations and in the face of increasing capacity suggests
that the industry did not suffer substantial operational inefficiencies due to
declining production.
92 Compare Report at A-32, Table 7, with Report at A-24, Table 2.
93 I arrived at these figures by adding total shipments reported for producers
in the West and South (Report at A-35, Table 9, and A-36, Table 10) with
production reported by producers in the North (Report at A-28, Table 4).
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overall decline in volume (6.0 percent), a 4.9-percent decline in value, and a
1.3 percent rise in unit values.94
Reported end-of-year inventories declined by 14.8 percent overall.95

As

a percent of annual shipments, they declined steadily, from 8.2 percent in
1988 to 7.2 percent in 1991.96
Because apparent consumption decreased more than domestic shipments did,
the share of the U.S. market held by the domestic industry, 97 which was
substantial throughout the period of investigation, actually increased
slightly overall.

U.S. producers' market share. was 71.6 percent (on a

quantity basis) in 1988, 71.5 percent in 1989, 72.9 percent in 1990, and
72.3 percent in 1991.

The unit value of domestic production (minus exports)

fell relative to the unit value of apparent consumption during the period of
investigation; 98 this resulted in a decline in U.S. market share in terms of
value.
Employment in the U.S. industry declined steadily as mills shut down. 99
Overall, the number of workers fell by 14.8 percent; hours worked by
12.4 percent; and total compensation paid by 5.1 percent. 100 Hourly total
compensation increased over the period by 8.3 percent; productivity by
8.2 percent; and unit labor costs by 0.1 percent.101
The Coalition has argued that the U.S. industry reacted to unfair import

94

95
96
97
98

Report at A-37, Table 11.
l,g.

Id.
Calculated from data presented in the Report at A-24, Table 2.
Id.
99 "The most commonly cited reason for the layoffs was timber supply problellB,
with the majority of layoffs occurring among producers operating in the West."
Report at A-39.
100 Report at A-39, Table 13.
101
Id.
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competition by accepting lower prices, which negatively affected financial
performance. 102

Indeed, the U.S. industry's financial performance did

deteriorate significantly during the period of investigation.

Net sales of

softwood lumber increased both in volume and in value from 1988 to 1989;
however, these increases failed to keep up with increases in cost of goods
sold. 103

As a result, operating and net income levels decreased and the

number of producers reporting losses increased.

Sales volume increased again

in 1990 but sales value remained flat; as a result, a $300 million increase in
cost of goods sold translated into operating and net losses, and about onehalf of the responding producers incurred losses.

The situation improved

measurably in 1991, with gross profits increasing by more than 50 percent from
1990 levels, and operating and net losses turning to profits.

Despite these

improvements, the 1991 financial performance of the U.S. softwood lumber
industry remained well below either 1988 or 1989 levels.
The industry was, indeed, caught in a squeeze between rising costs and
prices that did not keep up with those costs.104

Cost of goods sold as a

share of net sales increased from 87.6 percent in 1988 to 88.9 percent in
1989, peaked at 95.8 percent in 1990, and then declined to 92.9 percent in
1991.

Since selling, general, and administrative expenses remained relatively

102 Coalition prehearing brief at 47. The Coalition has also argued that the
Commission's data overstate the "health" of the 'industry because questionnaire
responses were weighted more towards larger, more efficient, "healthier"
producers. Coalition prehearing brief at 13-14. Small producers did perform
~ore poorly than did large and medium producers; however, trends for each group
were similar. Report at A-54.
103 Report at A- 52.
104 See Georgia-Pacific's 1991 Annual Report at 17, Potlatch's 1991 Annual
Report at 21, International Paper's 1991 Annual Report at 63, Temple-Inland's
1991 Annual Report at 15, Boise Cascade' 1991 Annual Report at 11 and 13,
Champion International' s 1990 Annual Report at 30, and Weyerhaeuser' s 1991 Annual
Report at 9-10.
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stable as a percent of net sales, the increase in cost of goods sold as a
percent of net sales accounts for the decline in operating income and was the
primary factor in the decline in net income.

The largest (and an increasing)

portion of costs was the cost of direct materials, i.e. softwood logs.
The Coalition has suggested that the causal nexus between the subsidized
imports and the condition of the softwood lumber industry may be discerned by
comparing the lumber industry with similar industries facing the decline in
housing starts. 105

The Coalition specifically suggested that the Commission

consider trends for the plywood industry.

Operating income as a percent of

net sales for the plywood industry during fiscal 1988/89-90/91 showed a less
steep, but similarly declining trend as does operating income as a percent of
net sales for the softwood lumber industry. 106
In a determination of whether or not an ind\.lstry is materially injured
by reason of subsidized imports, the Commission may consider alternative
causes of injury, but is not to weigh causes. 107

Furthermore, the Commission

need not determine that the unfair imports are "the principal, a substantial,
or a significant cause of material injury. rr108

Congress clearly indicated

that "[a]ny such requirement has the undesirable result of making relief more
difficult to obtain for industries facing difficulties from a variety of
105

I note ·that the Commission recently considered the condition of the URD
market, which is also strpngly affected by residential building. That industry
suffered a stronger decline in return on investment than did the lumber industry.
URD at A-22.
In that investigation, the Commission reached a negative
determination.
106 Report at A-61.
I note that an additional condition of competition in the
plywood market is a 20-percent tariff rate; the tariff r·ate for most of the
subject imports is zero.
107 !.:...&.:., Citrosuco Paulista, S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. at 1101 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1988). Alternative causes may include, among others, "contraction
in demand."
S. Rep. No. 96-249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 74 (1979).
Similar
language is contained in H.R. Rep. 96-317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 47 (1979).
108 S. Rep. No. 96-249, 57 and 74 (1979).
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sources, industries that are often the most vulnerable" to unfair imports . 109
Rather, a finding that the subject imports are a cause of material injury is
!

sufficient. 110

I find no evidence that the volume of imports had any significant
adverse impact on the domestic industry.

Both the absolute levels and market

share of the subject imports actually decreased during the period of
investigation.

Although the Canadian market share by quantity of the U.S.

market rose fractionally from 1990 to 1991, the condition of the industry
improved significantly during that same time.
I also find no evidence of any significant adverse price effect by the

subject imports.

The record does not show significant underselling by the

subject imports, nor does it support conclusions of either significant price
depression or suppression by reason of the imports.

Because the pricing data

were very difficult to analyze, I also looked to data on unit values and
shares of the market by value.

Again, none of these data suggests a

significant pattern of underselling, price depression, or price suppression by
reason of the imports.

Finally, I compared trends in certain unit values.

The only discernible pattern is that the condition of the domestic industry
declined when depressed demand kept market prices from meeting cost increases.
The causation standard under title VII of the Act is admittedly a low
one, but it does, nevertheless, require more than the mere presence of
imports.
t~an

109
110

The critical issue is whether the subject imports contribute in more

a .51.!. minimis manner to whatever material injury is being experienced by

,lg. at 74-75.
.§.!!., ~. Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp. 730,

741 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1989); Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 F.
Supp. 1075, 1101 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1988).
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the domestic induJtry.111

Looked at another way, if causes other than the

subject imports wholly account for any material injury, then the material
injury cannot be "by reason of" the subject imports.
In this case, it is a remote possibility that the effect of the softwood
lumber imports from Canada was so overwhelmed by other forces (.!...:,..&..:.., the
lowest level of housing starts in the United States in almost 50 year, and
timber supply constraints and the resulting run-up of raw material costs) that
its contribution to the difficulties facing the domestic industry was masked.
However, a determination on present injury by reason of imports must be based
on positive evidence in the

~ecord.

It may not be based any more on

supposition than a determination on threat of material injury.

As such, I

determine that the industry producing softwood lumber in the United States is
not materially injured by reason of softwood lumber imports from Canada.
VI.

TDEAT OF HAT!llIAL INJ1JB.Y

Section 771(7)(F) of the Act directs the Commission to determine whether
a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason of imports "on
the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that
actual injury is imminent."

The statute specifically states, "Such a

determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or
supposition." 11 2 The Commission considers as many of the ten statutory
factors as are relevant to the facts of the particular investigation before
it, as well as any other relevant economic factors.1 13 Our reviewing court
111 ~ • .!...:,..&..:.., Maine Potato Council v. United States, 613 F. Supp. 1237, 1244
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1985).
112 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii). See Metallverken B.V. v. United States, 744 F.
Supp. 281, 287 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1990).
113 Factor VIII, regarding product shifting, and Factor IX, regarding raw
agricultural products, are not relevant to the fact of this investigation.
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has recently stated that the ten statutory factors primarily serve as
guidelines for the Commission's analysis of the likely impact of future
imports. 114

I discuss each of the factors relevant to the facts of this

investigation below.115
Nature of the subsidy.

In its final determination,116 Commerce found

two domestic subsidies -- stumpage programs117 and log export restrictions -which together account for a country-wide subsidy margin of 6.51 percent (2.91
percent for stumpage and 3.60 percent for log export restrictions).
Commerce found that stumpage is being provided at preferential rates in
the four provinces which account for virtually all Canadian production and
exports of softwood lumber -- British Columbia, Quebec, Ontario and Alberta.
Commerce also found that log export restrictions in British Columbia
constitute an indirect domestic subsidy -- an indirect rather than direct
subsidy in light of the fact that British Columbia does not maintain direct
control over the log prices through the imposition of its export restrictions.
Commerce determined that the export restrictions artificially depress Canadian
log prices in British Columbia; absent these restrictions, the volume of log
exports would increase which, in turn, would increase the prices of Canadian
logs

the major input of lumber -- in Canada.
I note that these practices are domestic rather than export subsidies.

Furthermore, since some of the Canadian production is consumed in the home

114 Calabrian Corp. v. United States, Slip Op. 92-69 at 23 (Ct. lnt'l Trade),
May 13, 1992).
115 For purposes of my threat analysis, I have considered evidence for 1986 and
1987, as well as for 1988 through the date of my vote, June 25, 1992
116 57 Fed. Reg. 22570 (May 28, 1992).
117 Stumpage programs are government programs through which individuals and
companies acquire the rights to cut and remove standing timber from provincial
forest lands.
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market and some is exported to markets other than the United States, the
effects of these domestic subsidy practices are likely to be spread over
products destined for Canadian consumption and foreign consumption, as well as
U.S. consumption.
Foreign capacity and unused capacity.

Canadian productive_capacity did

increase from 1986 to 1988 but remained relatively stable during 1988-91.1 18
There is no evidence in the record to suggest that Canadian capacity is likely
to increase in the near future.

Capacity utilization, which peaked for the

period of 1986-91 at 90.8 percent in 1987, has declined since 1987, and was
only 76.6 percent in 1991.119

I note that the United States is the largest

market for Canadian softwood lumber, accounting for more than one-half of
Canadian production.120

If demand in the U.S. housing market picks up, then

the existirtg unused capacity in Canada is likely to be used to satisfy at
least part of that demand.

Whether this would result in a "significant"

increase in U.S. imports would depend in large part on the strength of the
housing market demand.
Increases in market penetration.

There has been no "rapid increase" in

market penetration; rather, Can~da's share of the U.S. market declined
steadily during 1986-90, and rose by only a 0.6-percent share in 1991.121
This trend does'not establish a likelihood of increased market penetration.
Certain other factors, however, suggest that imports from Canada are likely to

Report at A-64, Table 31.
Id.
120 Compare Report at A-66 with Report at A-68. I note that the percentage of
Canadian production that was exported to the· United States dropped significantly
from 1986 (62.4 percent) to 1988 (54.5 percent), and remained relatively stable
during 1988-91, fluctuating between a low of 53.2 percent (1989) and a high of
54.9 percent (1990). Report at A-67, Table 34.
121 Report at A-32, Table 2.
118
119
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increase their share of the U.S. market.
In June 1992, a U.S. District Court ruled that the U.S. Forest Service's
plan to protect the Northern Spotted Owl was inadequate. 122

Since measures to

date to protect this threatened bird have included withdrawal of federal lands
from logging operations, the additional measures necessary to comply with the
court's ruling may involve further constraints on timber supplies.

Such

constraints would likely have an adverse effect on U.S. softwood log supplies
and prices.

Canada, as the only significant foreign supplier of softwood

lumber to the United States, would then be in a position to increase its
penetration of the U.S. market, and could easily do so, given its unutilized
production capacity.

Whether or not such an increase is likely to occur, and

whether penetration is likely to increase to an injurious level, depends on
various other factors, however, which are not clearly established in this
record.123
Price depression/suppression.

Although the record does not show a

pattern of significant price depression or suppression by reason of the
subject imports, several factors suggest that at least price suppression could
occur in the future.

Because the KOU called for a 15-percent ad valorem

charge on Canadian exports to the United States, it is likely that, as least
initially, it had a liuoying effect on overall price levels in the United
States.

By the end of 1991, the actual charge on Canadian exports to the

United States had been reduced to an estimated weighted-average 3.7 percent.
tpe balance of the 15 percent charge was offset with replacement measures.

122 Report at A-16, n.52.
123 For example, additional measures to protect the Northern Spotted Owl could
focus on breeding programs, reinforced protection within existing reserves, or
other measures that would not further reduce timber supplies.
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The termination of the MOU (and of the subsequent bonding requirements)
creates the opportunity for the Canadian products to be sold in the U.S.
market by an average of 3.7 percent less.

On the other hand, the Canadian

exporters could choose to benefit from the lifting of the export charge by
increasing their own profits.
Increases in U.S. inventories.

Usable information on U.S. importers'

inventories was not provided in response to the Commission's questionnaires.
I am therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the role of such
inventories with respect to a threat determination.
Impact on development and production efforts.

Considering that R&D

expenditures by the industry were substantially less than 0.1 percent of the
dollar value of total sales,124 the actual and potential negative effects of
unfair imports on U.S. industry development efforts is relatively unimportant
as a threat factor.

Any such effect on production efforts was likely

difficult to document given generally depressed market conditions.

I note,

however, that some producers have been forced to delay expansion and
modernization plans.
Any other demonstrable adverse trends.

I find no other demonstrable

adverse trend that indicates the probability that imports of Canadian lumber
will be the cause of actual injury.
Other relevant economic factors:
termination, and replacement measures.

the impact of the MOU, its
Finally, other relevant economic

factors in this investigation are the impact of the MOU, the termination of
the MOU in October 1991, and the role of the replacement measures administered
by government officials in Canada.
124

Report at A-60.

During the period of the MOU, several of
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the lumber-exporting Canadian provinces instituted measures which shifted the
burden of timberland maintenance to the lumber producers.

To the extent that

such measures were accepted by Commerce and the U.S. industry as having
"replaced" any part of the export charge agreed upon under the MOU, the export
charge was reduced.

In the case of British Columbia, by far the largest

producer and exporter of softwood lumber among the Canadian provinces, the
export charge was entirely eliminated.

The charge for Quebec was scheduled to

be reduced to 3.1 percent in November 1991.

With the termination of the MOU,

these two provinces are able to rescind replacement measures without the
threat of an export charge being applied to their exports.

Were either

British Columbia or Quebec125 to cancel or otherwise not maintain its
replacement measures, costs to its producers would decrease and their products
could become more competitive in the U.S. market.

Exports from Canada could

increase their penetration of the U.S. market and they could have a
suppressing effect on U.S. prices.
I have examined the underlying legal authority for the administration of
the stumpage programs by the provincial governments. - I have grave concerns
about the substantial amount

o~

discretion which provincial governments have,

even under the replacement measures, to influence stumpage fees and lower the
effective costs of production for Canadian

~oftwood

lumber producers.

Given

the recessionary pressures and unemployment problems in Canada, Canadian
officials appear to be under considerable pressure to take actions which save
jobs and stimulate the economy.

Such actions might very well serve to

increase Canadian softwood-lumber exports to the U.S. market at prices that
125 Other provinces either accounted for a much smaller share of total Canadian
exports or had not instituted replacement measures accepted as offsetting the
export charge.
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would cause material injury to the U.S. industry.

The legal authority and

opportunity to do so are certainly present.
But, my determination on threat must be based on more than mere
authority and opportunity.

It must be based on positive evidence that

demonstrates the likelihood that material injury will occur; that the threat
is real and actual injury is imminent.

Evidence in the record now before us

does not meet this standard.
Statements submitted by representatives of the Government of Canada
include assurances that "the me.sures undertaken by the provinces are embedded
in provincial policy, law, and practice, and do not depend in any way upon the
existence of the MOU."126

Further, they pledge not to alter the stumpage

programs so as to lower the effective costs of softwood lumber production for
their industry:

"the provincial governments have no intention of changing

their stumpage systems in order to reduce costs to Canadian industry.

The

provinces have made no such changes since the termination of the MOU and none
are contemplated." 127 Ab•ent credible evidence to the contrary, I must take
those statements at face value.
My negative determination on threat today rests heavily on the validity
of these assurances and the expectation that the Government of Canada, at both
the federal and provincial levels, will not act in a manner contrary to its
intentions as stated in the record of this investigation.

If future

developments are not consistent with these expectations, then, given another
opportunity with another record, I might well find sufficient evidence for an
affirmative determination. · Based on this record now before the Commission,

126
127

Letter to Judith Czako from M. Jean Anderson dated June 23, 1992.
Id.
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A-1

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESfIGATION

A-3
INTRODUCTION
On March 6, 1992, the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce) advised the
U.S. International Trade Commission (Commission) of its preliminary
determination that certain benefits which constitute subsidies within the
meaning of section 703 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 167lb) (the Act)
are being provided to manufacturers, producers, or exporters in Canada of
softwood lumber. 1 2 Accordingly, effective March 6, 1992, the Commission
instituted countervailing duty investigation No. 701-TA-312 (Final) to
determine whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by reason of subsidized imports from
Canada of softwood lumber.
Notice of the institution of this investigation and of a public hearing
to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice
in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Yashington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of March
26, 1992 (57 F.R. 10498). 3 The public hearing was held in Yashington, DC, on
May 28, 1992. 4 The Commission voted in this investigation on June 25, 1992,
and transmitted its determination to Commerce on July 6, 1992.
This investigation commenced on October 31, 1991, when Commerce
published notice in the Federal Register 5 that it was self-initiating a
countervailing duty investigation to determine whether subsidies are being
provided, or are likely to be provided, to manufacturers, producers, or
exporters of softwood lumber products in Canada. Commerce announced its final
subsidy determination on May 16, 1992.

1

For purpose• of this investigation, "softwood lumber" means coniferous
wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed,
sanded or finger-jointed, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm, provided for in
subheading 4407.10.00 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States
(HTS); and coniferous wood siding, flooring and other gooda (except coniferous
wood moldings and wood dowel rods; but including strips and friezes for
parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped (tongued, grooved,
rebated [rabbeted], chamfered, V-jointed, beaded, molded, rounded or the like)
along any of its edges or faces, whether or not planed, sanded or fingerjointed, provided for in HTS subheadings 4409.10.10, 4409.10.20 and
4409.10.90.
2
Letter from Joseph A. Spetrini, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Compliance, Import Administration, Department of Commerce, to Don E. Newquist,
Chairman, U.S. International Trade Commission, Mar. 6, 1992.
3
Copies of the Commission's and Commerce's Federal Register notices
relevant to this investigation appear in app. A.
4
A list of witnesses who appeared at the Commission's hearing is
presented in app. B.
5
56 F.R. 56055, Oct. 31, 1991.

A-4

INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING SOFTWOOD LUMBER
In May of 1986, the Coalition for Fair Lumber Imports, a group of U.S.
softwood lumber manufacturers and associations representing U.S. softwood
lumber manufacturers,' filed a countervailing duty petition with the
Commission and Commerce alleging that an industry in the United States was
materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of allegedly
subsidized imports from Canada of softwood lumber. Consequently, the
Commission instituted a preliminary countervailing duty investigation and
determined, in July 1986, there was a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States was materially injured by reason of the allegedly
subsidized imports of softwood lumber from Canada. 7
In October 1986, Commerce made its preliminary determination8 that
imports of softwood lumber from Canada were receiving certain benefits which
constituted subsidies within the meaning of the countervailing duty law.
Commerce found that subsidies of 15 percent ~ valorem were being provided to
Canadian producers of softwood lumber products. The primary subsidy was the
selective provision of a government resource, provincially-owned timber, at
administratively-set prices which were determined to be at preferential rates
within the meaning of subsection 771(5)(A)(ii) of the Act. As a result of
Commerce's affirmative determination, the Commission instituted investigation
No. 701-TA-274 (Final), in October 1986, to determine whether an industry in
the United States was materially injured or was threatened with material
injury, or whether the establishment of an industry in the United States was
materially retarded, by reason of subsidized imports from Canada of softwood
lumber.
On December 30, 1986, before Commerce's final determination in the
investigation, the Governments of the United States and Canada arrived at a
settlement of the dispute regarding the existence and level of subsidies, and
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding on Softwood Lumber (MOU). Under
the MOU, the Government of Canada agreed to impose a 15 percent export charge
on certain softwood lumber products. The charge could be reduced or
eliminated for exports from those provinces that instituted replacement
measures increasing the fee charged on the harvest of timber or other
replacement measures (e.g., silvicultural work). 1 In exchange for Canada's
6 The Coalition's members included the National Forest Products
Association, the Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association, the Northwest
Independent Forest Manufacturers, the Western Wood Products Association, the
Western Forest Industries Association, and the Southeastern Lumber
Manufacturers Association. These associations represented companies
accounting for more than 70 percent of U.S. softwood lumber production in
1985. Additionally, the following state associations were also members of the
Coalition: the Alabama Forestry Association, the Arkansas Forestry
Association, and the Lumber Manufacturers' Association of Virginia.
7 Softwood Lwpber from Canada:
Determination of tbe Commission in
Investi&ation No. 701-TA-274 <Preliminary) Under Section 703Ca) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, USITC Publication 1874, July 1986.
8
51 F.R. 37453.
1
Softwood lumber produced in the Maritime Provinces (New Brunswick,
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island) from timber harvested in
(continued ... )
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agreement to collect an export charge under the MOU, the U.S. lumber industry
withdrew its petition and Commerce and the Commission terminated their
investigations. 10 As a result, Commerce never made a final subsidy
determination which, if affirmative, would have resulted in the offset of
subsidies on imports through the imposition of countervailing duties in the
event the Commission had subsequently found material injury or threat thereof
to an industry in the United States.
On September 3, 1991, the Government of Canada announced its intention
to terminate the MOU, effective October 4, 1991. Since that date, the
Government of Canada has not been collecting the export charges agreed to
under the MOU.
On October 4, 1991, the U.S. Government, via the United States Trade
Representative (USTR), announced that Commerce would be self-initiating a
countervailing duty investigation to determine whether Canadian softwood
lumber is subsidized and whether subsidized lumber imports are causing, or
threatening, material injury to an industry in the United States. 11
At the same time, USTR announced that it would initiate an investigation
under section 302 of the Trade Act of 1974 with respect to certain acts,
policies, and practices of the Government of Canada affecting exports to the
United States of softwood lumber. 12 As a part of that action, USTR announced
that the United States had determined that it was appropriate, as of
October 4, 1991, to withhold or extend liquidation of entries of imports of
softwood lumber products originating in certaJ.a-~~ . . . territories of
Canada, until the completion of Commerce's countervailing duty investigation.
In order to maintain the status quo, it was determined that imports of
softwood lumber products originating in certain Provinces and territories of
Canada would be subject to contingent, temporary duties of up to 15 percent ~
valorem. 13 The imposition of such duties is contingent upon affirmative final
subsidy and injury determinations in the countervailing duty investigation.

1

( ••• continued)
the Maritime Provinces was exempted from the MOU and is similarly exempted
from the instant investigation.
10
52 F.R. 315, Jan. 5, 1987, and 52 F.R. 1535, Jan. 14, 1987,
respectively.
11
On Oct. 31, 1991, Commerce self-initiated the investigation (56 F.R.
56055, Oct. 31, 1991).
12
Initiation of Section 302 Investi1ation and Request for Public Comment
on Determinations Inyolyin1 Expeditious Action; Canadian Exports of Softwood
Lumber (56 F.R. 50738, Oct. 8, 1991).
13
The Secretary of the Treasury was instructed to impose the following
bonding requirements: For softwood lumber originating from the province of
Quebec, a single entry bond in the amount of 6.2 percent of the entered value
of entries filed before Nov. l, 1991, and 3.1 percent of the entered value of
entries filed on or after Nov. 1, 1991; for such products originating in other
listed Provinces, except British Columbia, a single entry bond in the amount
of 15 percent of the entered value; and for such products originating in the
province of British Columbia, zero rate of duty. (56 F.R. 50738, Oct. 8,
1991). No bonding requirement was imposed on imports from the Maritime
Provinces.
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Prior ·to the 1986 and present investigations, softwood lumber was the
subject of investigations at the Commission under sections 332 and 703 of the
Act. In December 1981, in response to a request from the Committee on Finance
of the U.S. Senate and the Chairman of the Ways and Means Subcommittee on
Trade of the U.S. House of Representatives, the Commission instituted
investigation No. 332-134, concerning conditions relating to the importation
of softwood lumber into the United States. 14 In March 1985, at the request of
USTR, the Commission instituted investigation No. 332-210 to update that
earlier study. The Commission's report in the latter investigation was issued
in October 1985. 15
In October 1982, the Commission and Commerce received a petition from
the U.S. Coalition for Fair Canadian Lumber Imports, a group of eight trade
associations and more than 350 firms, alleging that " . . . the federal and
provincial governments in Canada subsidize, directly and indirectly, the
Canadian forest products industry, including softwood lumber, through a broad
variety of programs and practices." In November 1982, the Commission
determined that there was a reasonable indication that an industry in the
United States was materially injured by reason of the allegedly subsidized
imports of softwood lumber from Canada (47 F.R. 54183). 11 However, in May
1983, Commerce issued a final negative countervailing duty determination and
the investigation was terminated (48 F.R. 24159). In its determination,
Commerce found that Canadian stumpage programs did not confer a subsidy within
the meaning of the Act because they were not provided to a specific enterprise
or industry or group of enterprises or industries and because they did not
confer domestic subsidies under the terms of the Act.

THE PRODUCTS
Description and Uaea
The term "softwood lumber" relates to a wide variety of products--such
as boards, planks, timbers, framing materials, flooring, or siding--produced
from coniferous species of trees. 17 For purposes of this investigation, the
term "softwood lumber" refers to those products classified for tariff purposes
under subheadings 4407.10.00, 4409.10.10, 4409.10.20, and 4409.10.90 of the
HTS.
According to the extent or stage of manufacture, such lumber (a product
derived fr011 a log by lengthwise sawing which, in its original sawed
condition, baa at least 2 approximately parallel flat longitudinal-sawed
surfaces, and which m.ay be rough, dressed, or worked) is further defined in
the HTS as noted on the following page:

14

Conditions Relatin& to tbe Importation of Softwood Lumber Into tbe
Vnited States, USITC Publication 1241, April 1982.
15
Conditions Relatin& to tbe Importation of Softwood Lumber Into the
Vnited States, USITC Publication 1765, October 1985.
11
Softwood Lwpber from Canacia: Deteppination of tbe Commission in
Investigation No. 701-TA-197 <Preliminary) Under Section 703Ca) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, USITC Publication 1320, November 1982.
17
Hardwood lumber is produced from deciduous trees.
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4407.i0.00--Coniferous wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or
peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed, of a
thickness exceeding 6 millimeters (mm);
4409.10.10--coniferous wood siding (including strips and friezes for
parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped
(tongued, grooved, rabbeted, chamfered, V-jointed, beaded,
molded, rounded or the like) along any of its edges or faces,
whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed;
4409.10.20 (pt.)--coniferous wood flooring (including strips and friezes
for parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped
(tongued, grooved, rabbeted, chamfered, V-jointed, beaded,
molded, rounded or the like) along any of its edges or faces,
whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed; and
4409.10.90--other coniferous wood (including strips and friezes for
parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped
(tongued, grooved, rabbeted, chamfered, V-jointed, beaded,
molded, rounded or the like) along any of its edges or faces,
whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed.
Producers of most softwood lumber (both domestic and imported) classify
it into seven major categories:
1. Studs--lumber used in framing building walls with little or no
trimming before they are set in place.
2. Dimension--lumber that is from 2 to S inches thick, and is
2 inches or more in width.
3. Stress grades--lumber having assigned working stress and
modulus of elasticity values in accordance with accepted
basic principles of strength grading and meeting the
provisions of the American Lumber Standards for Softwood
Lumber . 18
4. Timbers--lumber that is at least 5 inches in least dimension.
5. Boards--lumber less than 2 inches in nominal thickness and
l inch or more in width.
6. Selects--high quality lumber graded for appearance.
7. Shop--lumber that is graded for the number and sizes of
cuttings that can be used for the manufacture of other
products.
Of the aforementioned categories, studs and dimension lumber represent the
largest competing categories of U.S. and Canadian softwood lumber.

18

These standards are published by the U.S. Department of Commerce in
cooperation with manufacturers, distributors, and users.
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The major softwood species groups in descending order of consumption are
spruce-pine-fir (SPF) , 11 southern yellow pine (SYP) , 20 Douglas fir, hem-fir, 21
and ponderosa pine. Of these, the major competing species groups produced in
both the United States and Canada are SPF, Douglas fir, and hem-fir; SYP is
not produced in Canada. During 1986-91, species common to both countries
accounted for approximately 43 to 46 percent of U.S. production and from just
over 95 percent to nearly 98 percent of Canadian production.
Lumber is classified according to its moisture content as green or
dried. 22 Often, more than half the weight of green lumber is moisture. Some
lumber is used green (e.g., Douglas fir), because various characteristics of
the wood make such use easier or more economical. However, to prevent
warping, most lumber is seasoned by being dried before retail sale.
Although the HTS uses metric units, softwood lumber is measured and sold
in the North American market by the board foot, a three-dimensional unit
described as-The quantity of lumber contained in, or derived (by drying,
dressing, or working, or any combination of these processes) from, a
piece of rough green lumber 1 inch in thickness, 12 inches in width, and
12 inches in length, or the equivalent of such piece in other
dimensions. 23
In addition, the A1Derican Lumber Staruiards for Softwood Lumber sets forth
minimum measurements for dressed lumber. For example, a rough 2"x4" piece of
lumber can be a minimum of l-l/2"x3-l/2" when dressed.
Softwood lumber is graded at the sawmill on characteristics that affect
its strength, durability, utility, and/or appearance. Some common defects
that lower the grade are knots, splits, shake (separation of annual rings),
wane (bark or lack of wood on corner or edge), and pitch pockets. Standard
rules for grading lumber are published by regional lumber manufacturing or
marketing organizations; they vary with geographic regions and species of
lumber.

11

A species combination with similar characteristics that have been
grouped for production and marketing. The principal species in the Western
SPF (W-SPF) group are: White spruce, Engelman spruce, Lodgepole pine, and
Alpine fir; and in the Eastern SPF (E-SPF) group: Red spruce, Black spruce,
Jack pine, and Bals1111 fir.
20
A species combination composed primarily of Loblolly, Longleaf,
Shortleaf, and Slash pines. Various subspecies are also included in the
group.
21
A species combination used by grading agencies to designate any of
various species having common characteristics. Included in this group are
California red fir, grand fir, noble fir, Pacific silver fir, Shasta fir,
white fir, and western hemlock.
22
Generally, lumber with a moisture content of 19 percent or less is
considered dried.
23
In this report, units are generally specified in tables and tabular
presentations in mbf (thousand board feet) and mmbf (million board feet).
Discussion will be in terms of billion board feet.
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Softwo-od lumber is readily workable, has a high strength- to-weight
ratio, and is moderately durable; hence, it is widely used in the
construction, shipping, and manufacturing industries. 24 In 1991, 68 percent
of the U.S. consumption of softwood lumber was used in new residential
construction (new housing) and repair and remodeling, .as shown in the
following tabulation: 25
f~,~~nt11~ g1stI1~ut1on

End use

of U.S. consumption

Construction:
New residential (new housing)
Repair and remodeling
Nonresidential
All other
Total
I

lill lill 1988 1989 1990 liil
39
28
14

36
30
13

36
31
14

34
31
15

33
34
16

33
35
16

_lJ.

_ll

_li

100

100

-22

...ll

_li,

100

100..

100

100

Note.--Totals may not add due to rounding.
In years of low housing starts, the share of softwood lumber consumed by
new housing construction may drop somewhat, with the share accounted for by
repair and remodeling increasing slightly.
For a given end use, softwood lumber of different species or from
different regions is generally interchangeable. However, for some uses, a
specific species is frequently preferred because of its particular
characteristics--e.g., redwood and western red cedar for home exterior siding,
SYP for treated wood applications, and white pine for moldings. With respect
to dimension lumber for new house framing, species preference is somewhat
regional. West coast builders have a preference for Douglas fir and ponderosa
pine; however, northeastern and southern builders often purchase SPF for
framing and millwork, because it accepts paint and stain better and is easier
to work with. SYP is preferred for trusses and load bearing construction
because of its high-strength qualities.

The Sawmilling Process
Figure 1 shows a flow chart for a typical saW.ill. The process begins
in the storage yard, where the logs are sorted by species and size prior to
entering the aill. At the log deck the bark is removed (debarking) and logs
are cut or bucked to their most appropriate lengths. The logs are then
transferred to the first sawing center within the mill, the primary breakdown
area, where they are sawn into rough sizes known as cants or slabs. These
primary products are then transferred to the secondary breakdown area. Here
the cants and slabs are re-sawn into the most suitable thicknesses, widths,
24

Hardwood lumber, building boards (e.g., plywood and oriented strand
board), certain paperboard products, and nonwood products (e.g., brick,
concrete blocks, aluminum, and plastic products) compete with softwood lumber
in many uses. These competitive products are often more economical for
particular uses, or they furnish unique performance or appearance.
25
Based on estimates supplied by the Western Wood Products Association.
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and lengths.- The lumber is then sorted by thickness, width, and length in
preparation for drying in the kilns. After drying, the lumber is planed to
ensure a smooth surface. Finally, planed material is packaged into loads for
shipment to wholesalers, retailers, and consumers. 26 Softwood lumber is
generally used in construction (84 percent in 1991), or remanufactured.
Remanufacturing may require further re-sawing of lumber to specified sizes and
edge profiles, joining two or more pieces of lumber by finger-jointing or
glue-lamming, or further planing or sanding. Remanufactured lumber27 is used
for a variety of purposes, from construction to manufacturing furniture. 28
U.S. Tariff Treatment
With the exception of HTS subheading 4409.10.20, which has a duty rate
of 3.2 percent JlSl valorem, all of the goods covered in this investigation have
rates of duty of •free• in column 1-general (most-favored-nation).
Approximately 99 percent of the softwood lumber from Canada enters the United
States unconditionally free of duty. As a result, the U.S.-Canada FTA had
essentially no duty impact as to such imports. Rates of duty for most
softwood lumber entered under column 2 (from countries under Communist
domination or control) range from 2.2¢ per cubic meter to $1.70 per cubic
meter; wood flooring enters at 33.3 percent .1.Q valorem. The amount of
softwood lumber imported at the column 2 rates is negligible. Most lumber
entering the United States is subject to inspection for wood-boring insects;
such insects have not been found in most products for which entry has been
sought.
·

21

It should be noted that not all lumber is planed at the first mill.
Soma is sold •rough• for use in certain construction where appearance is not a
driving factor, and ramanufacturing--a process of converting rough lumber to a
more specialized or higher grade lumber by further manufacturing.
27
There is no widespread agreement on an exact definition of
•remanufacturad• lumber. For further discussion of this matter, see apps. A
and E.
21
Ramanufactured lumber products are made from lower grade to higher
grade lumber (e.g., utility grade to shop grade). Remanufactured products
include bed frame material (box spring components), shipping materials,
flooring and siding, ladder stock, dimension lumber, and stock for furniture
manufacturing.
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF SUBSIDIES
In its final subsidy determination, Commerce found two countervailable
practices: stumpage and log export restrictions. Together these programs
were found to convey a country-wide subsidy of 6.51 percent (2.91 percent for
stumpage and 3.60 percent for log export restrictions) to manufacturers,
producers, or exporters in Canada of softwood lumber. Accordingly, Commerce
directed Customs to continue the suspension of liquidation of all entries of
the subject merchandise from Canada29 that had been in place since March 12,
1992, as a result of its preliminary determination in this investigation.
Additionally, effective May 28, 1992, Customs was instructed to require a cash
deposit or bond for all entries of same equal to 6.51 percent AS! valorem. 30 31
Insofar as stumpage is concerned, Commerce determined that programs in
the Provinces of Alberta, British Columbia (BC), Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec,
and Saskatchewan, as well as the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory
were countervailable. Stumpage programs are government programs through which
individuals and companies acquire the rights to cut and remove standing timber
from provincial forest lands. In its memorandum entitled Basis for SelfInitiating the Counteryailing Duty Investigation on Certain Softwood Lumber
Products (Commerce memorandum), Commerce stated that in Alberta, BC, Manitoba,
Ontario, Quebec, and Saskatchewan, over 90 percent of the forest land is owned
by the provincial governments. 32 In arriving at its final weighted countrywide rates, Commerce calculated the stumpage subsidies according to different
methods using different benchmarks for the four Provinces it examined
(Alberta, BC, Ontario, and Quebec). 33
For Alberta, Commerce compared the negotiated price paid for pulp logs
with the administratively-set prices charged for timber used in other types of
production. 34 In the case of BC, the price of administratively-set stumpage 35
was compared with that of competitively-bid stumpage. 31 37 In Ontario,
Commerce compared the two basic rates charged for equivalent stumpage
harvested from Provincial lands: the integrated and nonintegrated rates.
Generally, the integrated rate is paid by pulp producers, while the latter,
lower rate, is paid by lumber producers. 38 With respect to Quebec, 39 no
29

Except for ~ntries from the Maritime Provinces.
57 F.R. 22623, May 28, 1992.
31
From March 12, 1992, to May 28, 1992, Customs required a cash deposit
or bond for all entries of the subject merchandise equal to 14.48 percent .AS;l
valorem (the preliminary subsidy rate).
32
Commerce memorandum, p. 12.
33
In it• final determination, Commerce noted that these four Provinces
"account for over 98 percent of exports and over 98 percent of total softwood
lumber shipments in Canada. Thus, an analysis of these four Provinces covers
virtually all exports to the United States." 57 F.R. 22604, May 28, 1992.
34
57 F.R. 22603, May 28, 1992.
35
During Commerce's period of investigation (Apr. 1, 1990, through Mar.
31, 1991), stumpage sold at these prices accounted for approximately 90
percent of the softwood sawlog harvest. 57 F.R. 8806, Mar. 12, 1992.
31 Such stumpage is sold only through the Small Business Forest Enterprise
Program. 57 F.R. 8805, Mar. 12, 1992.
37
57 F.R. 22602, May 28, 1992.
38
Ibid.
30
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distinction is made between sawlogs and pulplogs in the establishment of
stumpage rates on Provincial lands. Consequently, Commerce used the prices
for private stumpage as the benchmark for comparison purposes. 40
Given that the four Provinces examined account for virtually all
Canadian production and exports of softwood lumber, Commerce, in its final
determination, chose not to examine stumpage programs in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and the Territories. In taking this action, Commerce noted
that:
•A full investigation of the additional programs in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and the Territories, which would have
provided for only marginal incremental coverage, is unnecessary
and would have resulted in an inefficient use of scarce resources
at the expense of more significant aspects of this investigation.
However, these Provinces and territories cannot be excluded from
the investigation simply because they are so small. The fact that
their production of softwood lumber products is small rel~tive to
that of the other Provinces simply means that their impact on the
country-wide rate is insignificant, it does not mean that their
production and exports are not, or should not be covered by the
investigation. 41
For its final determination, Commerce applied a zero rate in its
calculations for these jurisdictions. However, Commerce went on to note that
because the investigation was on softwood lumber products from Canada, and
because Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and the Territories produce and export to the
United States softwood lumber products, their export values of said products
were included in the calculation of the country-wide rate. 42
To calculate the country-wide rate, Commerce divided the benefit for
each province's program by the value of its lumber shipments plus the value of
all by-product shipments produced during the lumber production process. Then,
it weight averaged each rate by the province's share of exports to the United
States of the subject merchandise to arrive at a rate of 2.91 percent Ad
valorem.
In addition to stumpage, Commerce reaffirmed its preliminary
determination that log export restrictions in BC constitute a domestic subsidy
within the meaning of the Act provided indirectly to lumber producers.
31

( ••• continued)
Counsel for the Gouvernement du Quebec has requested that the
Commission make a separate injury determination with respect to softwood
lumber imports from Quebec. Information and data relevant to that request are
presented in app. C.
40
57 F.R. 22601, May 28, 1992.
41
57 F.R. 22604, May 28, 1992. In its preliminary determination,
Commerce had determined that because they represent such a small volume of
exports (approximately 1 percent of exports during Commerce's period of
investigation), the benefits from their respective stumpage programs would
have a ~ minimis effect on the country-wide rate to be applied to all exports
to the United States, and, therefore, assigned them the preliminary country·
wide rate of 6.25 percent for stumpage. 57 F.R. 8810, Mar. 12, 1992.
42 57 F.R. 22604, May 28, 1992.
31
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Commerce als·o reaffirmed its earlier determination that log export
restrictions in Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec do not provide a subsidy to
lumber producers. 43 Commerce described (in part) the log export controls of
BC as follows:
"In addition to the federal laws that restrict the export of
logs from BC lands, the BC government has had its own restrictions
on the export of logs since 1906. Shipments of logs from lands
under provincial jurisdiction constituted approximately 87 percent
of total exports during the POI. Currently, the exportation of
logs from BC is controlled by the 1979 Forest Act. The provincial
Forest Act requires that all timber harvested in BC must be used
or manufactured in the province, unless exempted. This provision
applies to all lands under provincial jurisdiction. The BC
Lieutenant Governor in Council may grant an exemption from the
requirement to process logs in BC. The primary basis for
receiving an exemption is whether the logs are deemed 'surplus' to
demand.
The procedures for determining if the logs are surplus to
provincial needs are similar to those described in the federal
'Notice to Exporters,' 44 discussed above. After logs have passed
the 'surplus' test and an exemption for export has been granted,
the exporter must apply for a provincial export permit. A feein-lieu-of-manufacture (i.e., an export tax) amounting to
100 percent of the difference is granted. Exports from lands
under federal jurisdiction are not subject to the fee-in-lieu-ofmanufacture. " 41
Commerce went on to note that although BC had the most pervasive
regulatory impediments to log exports of the four Provinces examined, it
exported 1 percent of its total softwood harvest (667,000 cubic meters), or
100 times more than the other three Provinces combined during the period of
Commerce's investigation. From this, Co1111erce concluded:
"In conclusion, our analysis of both the legal and commercial
factors affecting the export of softwood logs from Alberta, BC,
Ontario, and Quebec indicates that two separate phenomena appear
to exist. First, notwithstanding the restrictiveness of BC's
legal impedimenta to export, which cover federal, provincial, and
43

Ibid.
"Under the federal "Notice to Exporters," persons wishing to export logs
harvested from land under federal jurisdiction located in British Columbia
must first receive a BC log export permit. To obtain same, the exporter must
first receive an exemption from the BC domestic-processing requirements. _
Application is made to the BC Ministry of Forests, who then notifies potential
domestic purchasers that the logs are available for domestic sale. If no
offers are received within 14 days, the logs are deemed •surplus to domestic
needs,• and the exporter may then apply for a BC export permit. If an offer
is received and deemed •reasonable," the exemption is denied and no export
permit can be granted. However, there is no requirement that the potential
purchaser who makes a reasonable offer actually purchase the logs.
45
57 F.R. 8811, Mar. 12, 1992.
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private lands, a considerable market for BC logs exists outside of
the province. In spite of these tight restrictions, BC still
manages to export 100 times more than the three other Provinces.
This, among the other factors we examined, shows that the
restrictive net in BC acts to stifle what would otherwise be a
significant flow of log shipments abroad, resulting in a domestic
supply of logs in BC that is artificially high. In contrast,
despite the lack of restrictions on private lands in Alberta,
Ontario and Quebec, as well as other factors we examined, private
land exports from those three Provinces are insignificant,
indicating that exports are not suppressed, resulting in no effect
on the domestic supply of logs in those three Provinces.""
The effect of these export restrictions, in Commerce's view, is a near
total embargo on the export of logs from BC. Citing to "generally accepted
principles of economics," Colllllerce stated that as the domestic supply is
increased, as occurs in the case of BC logs, there will be a concomitant
decrease in the price or value of logs on the domestic market, regardless of
whether lumber producers purchase logs on the open market or harvest and mill
logs themselves.'7 Further, Commerce went on to say that if the export
restriction on logs were lifted and the domestic price of logs rose,
integrated producers would likely sell more logs relative to lumber, either in
the export or domestic market, thereby leading to a decrease in the BC supply
of logs with a corresponding increase in the BC price of logs--the major input
• of lumber. 48
Because the export restrictions on logs in BC affect all users of logs
and are not contingent upon export performance, Commerce concluded they do not
constitute an export subsidy. Rather, they concluded the restrictions benefit
the production of all lumber produced, whether sold domestically or exported,
thereby conferring an indirect domestic subsidy to the primary timber
processing industries.••
To calculate the benefit from the subsidy, Commerce examined the
difference between the current domestic (BC) log price and the price that
would exist if the restrictions were not in place, by calculating a weightaveraged domestic log price "based on price information from the Vancouver log
market for the coast, observed log prices in the tidewater interior, and 1989
Statistics Canada log valuation data, adjusted for inflation, for the border
interior" and an export log price based on verified Statistics Canada volume
and value figures.
To calculate the country-wide subsidy rate for log export controls,
Commerce divided the benefit by the total value of BC's lumber shipments plus
the total value of all coproduct shipments produced during the lumber
manufacturing process. Commerce then weight-averaged that rate by the
percentage of BC's exports to the United States of the subject merchandise
with respect to the exports from the rest of Canada, with the exception of the
Maritimes, and arrived at a country-wide rate of 3.60 percent A$l valorem.
~
47
48
41

57 F.R. 8813, Mar. 12, 1992.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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THE U.S. MAIUCET
U.S. Producer•
Commerce data indicate that 5,680 establishments produced softwood and
hardwood lumber in the United States in 199l;H of these, 1,707 (30 percent)
had more than 20 employees. From 1986 to 1988, the number of mills increased
as companies anticipated greater construction demand. Thereafter, the number
of mills decreased each year owing to a variety of factors, prominent among
which are a decline in demand for wood products by the housing industry51 and
a lack of available timber, particularly in the West, due to environmentally
related timber harvesting restrictions. In the past few years, large tracts
of Federal timber administered primarily by the U.S. Forest Service have been
removed from harvesting due to various environmental concerns, the most wellknown being preservation of the northern spotted owl. 52 53 While many large
companies in the West own extensive timber acreage in that area, as much as
one-half of the commercial timber supply in the Weat is publicly owned. Some
producers in the West are 100 percent dependent on public timber for their raw
material supply.
The number of establishments producing both hardwood and softwood lumber
during 1986-91 54 is shown in the tabulation on the following page.
50

There are numerous mills, some of which are portable, that Commerce
does not include in its data. These have been estimated to number as many as
20,000 and account for less than 5 percent of U.S. production.
51
In the preliminary investigation, counsel for the Canadian Forest
Industries Council (CFIC) and the Government of Canada argued that the
"appropriate legal standard for determining material injury in this case is
whether the domestic lumber industry is performing worse than expected given
the conditions of competition in the softwood lumber industry and the downturn
in the business cycle.• Postconference brief on behalf of CFIC and the
Government of Canada (CFIC brief), p. 29.
52
On July 23, 1990, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) formally
listed the northern spotted owl as a threatened species entitled to the full
protection of the Endangered Species Act. As a result, the USFWS, the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS), and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) were required
to develop a permanent recovery plan designed to re-establish the spotted owl.
As a part of the plan, 8.4 million acres have been withdrawn from harvesting;
3.2 million are in Oregon, 3.2 million in Washington, and 2.0 million are in
California. Included in this acreage are 2.7 million acres of National Forest
land and 300,000 acres of BLM holdings that had been open to logging. In June
1992, U.S. Diatrict Judge William L. Dwyer, in Seattle, issued a temporary
injunction banning logging on the affected acreage. This decision came one
day after he ruled the USFS plan to protect the northern spotted owl was
inadequate and in violation of environmental laws.
53
The majority of producers with mills in the West who responded to
Commisaion questionnaires indicated that their western operations had been
affected by the reduction of available timber for harvest. The effects
manifested themselves in the fora of both temporary and permanent mill
shutdowns as well as some instances of increased log costs.
54
There is a substantial amount of public data available on the softwood
lumber industry. Consequently, whenever possible in this report, data from
(continued ... )
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Period

Establisbments

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

5,326
5,662
5, 777

5,710
5,690
5,680

These establishments are located throughout the United States, although the
majority of production is concentrated in. ·the West arid the South. The
distribution of mills in 199;1, by regions and selected States, is shown in the
following tabulation: 55
·
Re&ion and State

Establish;ents

North 1
Maine
South2
North Carolina and South Carolina
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi
Texas
and-Arkansas
J
.
West . . . .
.
. . . ,,,
Oregon
California
• t •
Washington
Idaho and Montana .

1,470
176
2,760
635
1,033
272
1,450
486
288
271
280

..

'

1

Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, .North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
· Rhode Island, Wisconsin, and Vermont.
2
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgi.a, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.
3
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming.
·
U.S. production ~f softwood lumber is c;oncentrated in the West, where
the remaining old-growth and large tracts of high-quality timber are located,
and in the South, where plantations of SYP are at merchantable size. These
regions accounted for 58.3 percent and 37.0 percent, respectively, of U.S.
softwood 1U11ber production in 1991. The highest concentrations of large mills
are also in these regions; in 1991, 311 mills in the West each produced
25 mmbf or more, compared with 195 mills in the South, and 11 mills in the
54

( ••• continued)
1986 forward are presented. This period covers the last full year prior to
the KOU, as well as the entire period during which the KOU was in effect.
55
Annual J.um.ber Review anci Bqyers Guicie. Forest Industries, Miller
Freeman Publications, San Francisco, July 1991, and 1991 annual mill counts
for the Western Wood Products Association (WWPA) and Southern Forest Products
Association (SFPA).
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North. Figure 2 shows the three major softwood lumber producing geographic
regions in the United States and figure 3 shows the major Canadian producing
ar~as.

Although there are large corporations with high volumes of production,
most of the softwood lumber producers are small firms. In 1990, the 5 largest
producers accounted for 26.0 percent of U.S. softwood lumber production, and
the 50 largest firms accounted for 67.1 percent (table 1). It is estimated
that there are more than 500 mills with annual production exceeding 25 mmbf,
and over 625 mills with annual ~roduction greater than 10 mmbf. For this
investigation, the Coitllission sent questionnaires to llore than 100 producers
who ·accounted for more than 75 percent of U.S. prod\,lction in 1991. Fifty
producers provided responses for this report; these producers accounted for
nearly 48.9 percent of 1991 production. A large number of the top 20
producers were among respondents.
Table 1
Softwood lumber:

u.s.

and Canadian production, 1986-90
~ J.U:lllJi 81:9dwi•EI

Country
and year

Total
p,od®U9n Ouantitx

United
States:
1986 ....
1987 ....
1988 ....
1989 ....
1990 ....
Canada:
1986 ....
1987 ....
1988 ....
1989 ....
1990 ....
Source:

Perc•nt
of total

pr9~Jiicm

~Q

1&,lllt P'9d:!MCl'I
Percent
of total
Quantity p'oduction

~

tsamf

35,462
38,235
38,134
37,546
35,790

8,554
9,358
9,233
9,560
9,315

24.l
24.5
24.2
25.5
26.0

21,885
24,474
24,211
24,142
24,0il

61. 7
64.0
63.5
65.9
67.1

22,630
25,870
25,166
24,538
22,755

3,961
4,705
5,889
6,675
5,093

17.5

15,3S4
18,143
18,286
18,489
16,6()1

67.8
70.1
72. 7
75.3
73.0

tsamf

18.2
23.4
27.2
22.4

Fggest IndUJtri11 N9rth Agedcan Fact B9ok, 1986-90.

'

Figure 2--Sottwood Lumber: U.S. Production by Region and
Major producing States, 1991
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Figure 3--Softwood Lumber: Canadian Prod.uction by Principal
Provinces and Regions, 1991
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Most producers of lumber products, whether rough or remanufactured,
purchase raw 11aterials (e.g., timber, lumber) from sources outside their
operations; over 90 percent of these are smaller producers (annual production
of less than 100 1111bf). Although some operations produce both hardwood and
softwood products, and in some cases lumber, flooring, and siding, the
majority produce only one product such as softwood lumber. Approximately
10 percent of the consumed timber comes from forest industry land. The
majority of this timber is controlled by enterprises that are also large paper
manufacturers. These enterprises are usually large, integrated corporations
that produce a wide variety of forest products (e.g., lumber, paper, plywood).
These corporations are both privately held and publicly traded, and generally
U.S. owned, although there is some cross ownership with Canadian mills. In
addition, some U.S. producers are also major producers in Canada and Southeast
Asia. The U.S producers of lumber are closely linked with Canadian producers
in supplying the North American market; more than one-quarter of U.S.
consumption is produced in Canada.
U.S. Importers
Importers of softwood lumber from Canada include wholesale and retail
lumber distributors, e.g.,***• domestic producers, e.g.,***• and traders/
wholesalers, e.g.,***• as well as certain Canadian producers,***• etc., and
number in the hundreds. Some of the importing U.S. producers bring product in
from their own operations in Canada. Some importers are manufacturers and/or
remanufacturers with kiln operations. Because of this, they may have their
operations near the border and utilize rough, green lumber only.
Some U.S. firms, such as mobile-home-building and cash-and-carry
outlets, while not necessarily the importer of record, are supplied by
distributors that purchase their imported stock from large shipments which
generally go through reload centersH located near the U.S.-Canadian border in
Canada or throughout the United States for disbursement to their final
destinations.
Given the large number and variety of importers in this industry and the
knowledge that official import statistics would supply import quantity and
value data, the importer and purchaser questionnaires were used primarily in
an effort to secure the necessary import pricing and purchasing data. Many of
the questionnaires were targeted to importers, distributors, retailers, and
traders who were believed to serve the six geographic areas for which price
data were sought. In addition, producers were asked to complete a
questionnaire if they had imported any product from Canada.

H Originally, reload centers were all independently owned, providing a
service for a fee to lumber manufacturers and transporters. More recently, it
has become common for lumber wholesalers, and in some cases manufacturers, to
own/control reloads.

Channels of Distribution
In general, the more specialized the product, the fewer the levels in
the distribution chain. On the other hand, commodity oriented products such
as SPF dimension lumber and boards tend to have longer channels of
distribution. Softwood lumber producers, both U.S. and Canadian, distribute
through a variety of market channels. A number of factors such as market
location, transportation costs, and general building practices/preferences 57
can play a role in the particular market channel used.
Among the market channels commonly used are sales direct to
manufacturers, sales direct to retailers, sales through stocking wholesalers,
sales through brokers or office wholesalers, sales to buying groups, and sales
through wholly owned distributors. A description of these market channels
follows.
Sales Direct to Manufacturers:

Industrial Accounts

These manufacturers (e.g. pre-manufactured housing) and remanufacturers
(e.g., pallets, crates, furniture, and bed frame components) are typically
buying mill direct. Where manufacturers have large volume requirements, they
then have the advantage of the efficiencies of buying mill direct. For some
remanufacturers with smaller volume requirements, buying mill direct offers
them greater flexibility in developing product specifications to meet their
needs.
Sales Direct to Retailers
This channel is used by mills of all sizes. Small mills typically stock
local retail lumber yards in this manner. Similarly, large producers can ship
directly to large buyers such as home center and building supply chains such
as ***· These same mills may also sell a portton of their lumber through
wholesalers as well, presenting the possibility of selling against some of
their own customers.
Sales Through Stockina Wholesalers
In thi• instance, mills will sell to wholesalers who actually take title
and possessS..U of the lumber e.g.,***· Many of these wholesalers operate on
a regional or national basis.

57

For certain products (e.g., siding and decks), the use of particular
species such as redwood, cedar, and treated SYP is common. Preferences are
normally a result of continuation of uses of wood that was traditionally used.
It should be noted that when a certain level of price is broached (as further
explained in the pricing section), these practices/preferences are not
necessarily adhered to.
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Sales Through Brokers or Off ice Vholeaalera
In this case, the mills sell to brokers or office wholesalers who
operate strictly as intermediaries between the mill and the buyer. They
arrange "back-to-back" sales, which are also done occasionally by stocking
wholesalers, whereby the lumber is shipped directly from the producer to the
customer. The broker/wholesaler does take possession on paper but never
actually sees the material.
Sales to Buying Groups
Although these buying groups act as large wholesalers, a number of them
differ in some significant ways. First, their customers are actually part
owners somewhat in the sense of a co-operative. True Value and Trustworthy
Hardware are two buying groups readily recognized by consumers. In addition
to lumber, buying groups such as these purchase a full range of retail store
products for their owners, running the gamut from wood products. to plumbing
supplies. Other buying groups, however, such as ***, deal only in the buying
and selling of solid wood products. While buying groups do not buy as much
lumber as mainstream lumber wholesalers, their volume is significant in the
industry.
Sales Through Wholly Owned Distribution System•
A number of the integrated forest products manufacturers operate their
own distribution systems. These systems operate in two ways. Some, ***• sell
a full range of their own forest products as well as product from other
producers through their regional distribution centers. Others, ***, also
operate distribution centers, basically selling their own products.
Apparent U.S. Consumption
In 1991, U.S. consumption of softwood lumber was 42.5 billion board
feet, 15.8 percent down from consumption of 50.5 billion board feet in 1987
and off 6.2 percent from 1990 consumption (table 2).
U.S. housing starts nearly always consume the greatest portion of
softwood lumber, with changes in overall consumption generally tracking those
starts. Although consumption and housing starts followed divergent paths from
1986 to 1987, from that year through 1991 they exhibited a relatively close
correlation that is as strong as or stronger than it was during the period
examined in the 1986 lumber case. Consumption in the repair and remodeling
segment increased during 1986-91 and has partially offset the downturn in new
residential construction- related consumption. This shift in consumption
patterns was mentioned by a number of respondents to Commission questionnaires
as a noteworthy change in the market for softwood lumber in recent years.
Softwood lumber consumption and housing starts are shown in the
tabulation and figure 4 on page A-25. 1991 housing starts were down 43.8
percent from 1986 levels and down 31.8 percent from 1988 levels. In
comparison, softwood lumber consumption declined 11.1 percent from 1986 to
1991, and 12.7 percent from 1988 to 1991.
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Table 2
Softwood lumber: U.S. production, exports of domestic merchandise, imports from
Canada, 1 total imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1986-91

Imports Apparent
ProducTotal
from
consumption
Exports imports Canada tion

Period

Ratio (percent) of-Imports Canadian
to con- imports Exports
sumpto con- to protion
sumption duction

Quantity Cmmbf)
1986 ......
1987 ......
1988 ......
1989 ......
1990 ......
1991 ......

35,462
38,235
38,134
37,546
35,790

1,890
2,469
3,261
3,445
2,994

14,249
14,695
13,811
13,582
12,182

14,119
14,577
13,705
13,470
12,108

47,821
50,461
48,685
47,684
44,978

29.8
29.5
5.3
29.1
28.9
6.5
28.4
28.1
8.6
28.5
28.2
9.2
27.1
26.9
8.4
-""'33~·~8~5~6-~3~·~1&21--~l~l~.7~6~2.__.ll~·u6~6~9___;4~2~·~4~9~6_ _.._27~·~7_ _~2w7~·~s-~~9~.2--Value 2 (million dollars)

1986......
7,675
644
3,071
3,035 10,101
30.4
30.0
1987......
9,242
855
3,143
3,105 11,530
27.3
26.9
1988......
9,182
1,139
3,003
2,956 11,046
27.2
26.8
1989......
9,517
1,424
3,198
3,159 11,292
28.3
28.0
1990......
8,657
1,347
2,916
2,873 10,225
28.5
28.1
1991 ...... -~8..._.4;;(,i5~4i;..__1....ui3~7.¥.o_....2.....x..:88~4i;..__,2"'"'.~8:..1"'9_-11.9~.~9611&..11"---__.2Yls....."'9_ __,2111.l8"-'.. .113_

8.4
9.3
12.4
15.0
15.6
__.,1~6.....2
___

Unit value (dollars per mbf)
1986 .....
1987
1988 .... .
1989 .... .
1990 .... .
1991. ... .
!

I

0

I

I

216.43
241.72
240.79
253.48
241.88
249.70

340.90
346.51
349.46
413.38
450.10
439.02

215.49
213.90
217.41
235.47
239.38
245.18

214.95
213.01
215.67
234.52
237.31
241. 62

211.23.
228.49
226.88
236.80
227.34
234.54

102.0
93.6
95.8
99.4
105.3
104.5

101.8
93.2
95.l
99.0
104.4
103.0

157.5
142.4
145.1
163.1
186.1
175.8

1

To the extent that import data contain imports from the Maritime Provinces,
the ratios of subjec~ imports to apparent consumption are slightly overstated.
Imports from the Maritime Provices represent a very small portion of total
imports frOll Canada and, therefore, have a minimal effect on import penetration
ratios.
2 CIF value.
Note.--1989 import quantity data are based on staff estimates derived from
official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
the Western Wood Products Association, and the National Forest Products
Association.
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Annual housing start• in 1991 were at the lowe•t level since 1946. 18
Lwpbar conswpption
Cbillign bgard feat)

Period

47.8
50.5
48.7
47.7
45.0
42.5

1~86 ..... .
1987 ..... .
1988 ..... .
1989 ..... .
1990 ..... .
1991. .... .

Hgu1in1 start•
Cmillign units)
1.8
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.0

Agure 4.--u.s. consumption of softwood
lumber and private U.S. housing starts,
by quarters, 1986-91
Consumption (blllon bf)

HOUllng-(1,000)

16 . . . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 600

6 ................................................................................................................... 100
4

0

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

I 86

18

I

87

I

88

I

89

I

90

I

91

I

Po•t-hearing •tatement of the the National A••ociation of Home Builders
(NAHB statement), p. 2. The NAHB expects total hou•ing starts in 1992 to be
nearly 1.3 million unit•.
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As indicated in table 3, private U.S. housing starts have shown both
regional and unit type variation since 1986. During 1986-91, the South was the
leading area for housing construction, with single family units being the
predominant type of structure built. However, actual housing starts in the
South, as well as the North and West, fell steadily during 1986-91; they fell by
43.4 percent in the South, 41.3 percent in the North, and 47.4 percent in the
West. During this period, the share of total U.S. housing starts occurring in
each region, although fluctuating a bit, remained relatively constant.
U.S. lumber consumption also varies by region (table 4). Consumption in
the various areas is shown in the following tabulation, derived from table 4 (in
percent):
Period
1986 .............. .
1987 .............. .
1988 .............. .
1989 .............. .
1990 .............. .
1991 .............. .

Share of U.S. softyood lupiher consumption in the-tl2rih
~
Hin
Total
32
36
34
32
33

34

38
35
34
35
35
35

30
29
32
33

32
31

100
100
100
100
100
100

On a regional basis, there are wide variations in the ratio of imports to
The North generally has the highest share of consumption accounted
for by imports and also obtains a large share of its softwood lumber from the
other two U.S. regions. During 1986-91 the ratio of imports to consumption in
the North rose irregularly from 41.0 percent to 42.7 percent. With the exception
of 1986, the North was the leading market for imports of softwood lumber during
1986-91, The North received 52.0 percent (6.1 billion board feet) of all imports
in 1991.
cons~tion.

In the South, imports as a share of softwood lumber consumption dropped
irregularly from 36.5 percent in 1986 to 29.9 percent in 1991. In 1991, the
South received 38.2 percent of all imports of softwood lumber.
For 1986-91, the West had the smallest share of softwood lumber consumption
accounted for by imports. The ratio of imports to consumption in the West
dropped irregularly from 9.7 percent to 8.8 percent during that period.

Table 3
Housing starts:

U.S. housing starts, privately owned and total, by types of structure and by regions, 1986-91 1
Privately owned
Sinde-11nit

Period
ans! region

Townhouse 1

Det1cbed

Iotal

Multi-unit
[ive O[ more units
Conven2 to 4 Townhouse tional
UDits 2 aeartment aeartment Total Total

Total,
privately
owned
housing
starts

----·-------------------Tbousands of units---------------------------

Share of
total
privately
owned housing starts
Percent:

Total
of all
U.S.
housing
starts
1.000
units

1986:
North .•...•
South ......
West .......
Total. ...

79
66
21
166

335
438
240
1,013

414
504
261
1,179

33
28
23
84

23
11
17
51

119
190
182
491

142
201
199
542

175
229
222
626

589
733
483
l,80S

33
41
27
100

N/A
N/A
NLA
1,810

North ......
South ......
West .......
Total. ...

72
55
lS
142

335
429
240
1,004

407
484
2SS
1,146

29
20
17
66

18
8
8
35

114
121
138
373

132
129
147
408

161
149
164
474

568
633
419
1,620

35
39
26
100

N/A
N/A
NLA
1,627

1987:

1988:
North ......
South ......
West .......
Total. ...

57
43
13
113

318
400
2Sl
969

375
443
264
1,082

26
17
lS
S8

13
7
10
30

99
107
112
318

112
114
122
348

138
131
137
406

513
S74
401
1,488

34
39
27
100

N/A
N/A
NLA
1,493

North ......
South ......
West: .......
Total. ...

36
40
87

286
369
261
916

322
409
272
1,003

22
18
15
S5

8
12
10
30

94
97
97
288

102
109
107
318

124
127
122
373

446
536
394
1,376

32
39
29
100

N/A
N/A
N/A
1,380

North ......
South ......
West .......
Total. ...

25
29
9
63

272
342
217
831

297
371
226
894

16
9
12
37

8
5
19

64
9S
84
243

72
100
90
2S2

88
109
102
299

385
480
328
1,193

32
40
28
100

N/A
N/A
N/A
1,198

North ......
South ......
West .......
Total. ...

23
22
6
51

268
331
191
790

291
353
197
841

15
11
10
36

5
4
3
12

35
47
44
126

40
Sl
47
138

SS
62
S7
174

346
41S
2S4
l,OlS

34
41
25
100

N/A
N/A
N/A
1,018

1989:

ll

1990~

6

1991:

1

2

:;r:..
I

N

Includes units in semidetached (semiattached) structures.
Design information for structures with 2 to 4 units is not available.

Note:
Source:

Because of rounding, figures may not add to totals shown.
U.S. Department of Commerce (Series G-20).
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Table 4
Softwood lumber: U.S. production, exports of domestic merchandise, imports for consumption,
and apparent consumption, by regions, 1986-91

Period
and ruion

Produetion

Shipments
to other
U.S.
Exports regions 1

Imports
from
foreign
sources2

Shipments
from
other
Apparent
U.S.
consumpregions tion

Hmllf --------------------------

Ratio of-Imports Exports
to con- to prosumption duction
Percent ----

1986

North .... 1,680
196
0
6,222
7,462 15,168
41.0
11.7
South .... 11,867
180
3,257
6,610
3,072 18,112
36.5
1.5
West . . . . . .2.1_.9~1~5---l~.5wl~4..___.7~.~2~7.7______1.-....;.4~1~7--------~0'--•1•4-.5~4~1....____~9~.~7-----.x6•.,9___
Total .. &3,5~.4~6~2...._alw.8w9~0.._~l~0~.~5-3~4_____....14.....,.2~4~9_____,.,l~0•.5~3~4'--~4~7~.8~2wl,____.2~9~.~8..___--"5•.L3___

1987

North .... 1,820
203
0
6,952
9,569 18,138
38.3
11.1
South .... 12,473
248
3,611
6,295
2,720 17,628
35.7
2.0
West ..... _23.....,.9~4-2__.2_.~o~l-8____.8~.-6.7_8______.l_.~4~4-8__________.,o.__.14.....,.6"9~4..___~9~.~9----~8·.4~-Total .. _38~.2~3-5__.2_.~4~6~9--~1M2~·-2~8-9_____..14~·~6~9-5______1_2_.2~8w9.._,50~.4~6~1....___,2w9~.•1____~6~.5"----

1988

North .... 1,816
250
0
6,816
8,204 16,586
41.1
13.8
South .... 12,680
492
3,007
5,256
2,265 16,702
31.5
3.9
West ..... _2_3_.6_3_8___
2_.5_1_2_____.7~.-4_6_1_______
1_.1_3_9_________...o....__1_5_.3~9~7-----1-1~.-3..____1~0•._1___
Total .. &3_8_.1M3~4.._,3M.2~6~1,___l~0~.~4-6&8_____....l,3w.8wl~l._____,.,l~0•.4~6~8'--~4&8~.6~8w51.--__.2~8~.~4..___-¥8~.&6___

1989

North .... 1,789
266
0
6,561
7,240 15,324
42.8
14.9
South .... 12,545
442
2,849
5,353
1,992 16,599
32.2
3.5
West ..... _2_3_.2M1_2.___2_.7_3~7____.6~.-3_8_3_______
1w.6~6~8.._________.o.___1,5_.7~6wl,____.l~0~.-6..____1~1~.-8___
Total .. &3_7_.5_4~6---3-.4~4~5..___.9~._2_3_2______1_3~.5~8-2...._____~9~.2-3~2---4-7~.6~8~4,____.2~8~.-5.._____2•._2___

1990

North .... 1,705
306
0
6,045
7,274 14,717
41.1
17.9
South .... 12,910
466
3,343
4,783
1,891 15,776
30.3
3.6
West . . . . . 21.......,..1~7~5__.2
.
•.~2~2~2....__..5~.~8•2•2-------l•.~3~5~4.._______~o'--•14;;L.t.;.4u8~5'----~9~·~3..___.1~0~.5"---Total . . .
35._.7~9-0.._2
.......9~9~4..___,9~.•1~6-5____......,.12•.~1~8~2______~9-.1~6w51.--~44.....,.9~7~8'-----'2~7~.•1....___.....:ir:8•.4.___

1991

North .... 1,611
319
0
6,115
6,908 14,314
42.7
19.8
South,,,, 12,510
485
3,292
4,492
1,786 15,011
29.9
3.9
West ..... _19......7_3_5__2_..3_1_1____.5~·~4_0_2______1_.~1_5_5__________.o....__1_3_.1_1_1._____8~.-8_____1_1~.7~-Total .. 33,856 3,121
8,693
11,762
8,693 42,496
27.7
9.2

1

Based upon the pr. .ise that northern U.S. production was not exported to other regions
of the United States.
2 Regional imports are eatillated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Source: Compiled from data supplied by the Western Wood Products Association, Southern
Forest Products Association, the Council of Forest Industries of British Columbia (COFI),
and the U.S. Department of Coaaerce.
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CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 51
As noted earlier, there is a fairly substantial amount of public data
available on the softwood lumber industry.~ In this section, information
from public data sources is presented concerning production, capacity,
capacity utilization, and shipments, in addition to the information received
from respondents to the Commission's producer questionnaires. 11 Also, as
noted previously, whenever possible the public data cover the period from 1986
forward. 62

U.S. Production, Capacity, and Capacity Utilization
U.S. production of softwood lumber in 1986-91 peaked at 38.2 billion
board feet in 1987, then dropped each year thereafter to 33.9 billion board
feet in 1991, 4.5 percent lower than production in 1986 (table S). The West
produced 19.7 billion board feet, or 58.3 percent of U.S. softwood lumber
production, in 1991. The South produced 12.S billion board feet, or
37.0 percent of U.S. production; and the North produced the smallest share,
1.6 billion board feet, or 4.8 percent of U.S. production. Production in the
West and North reached high points in 1987, while production in the South
attained its highest level in 1990. The share of production (in percent)
accounted for by each region is shown in the tabulation on page A-31.

51

Summary data concerning the U.S. market for softwood lumber in 1988-91
are presented in app. D.
1
° Counsel for the Clemson Corporation (d/b/a National Frame Company) has
asked that the Commission consider that bed frame components are a separate
like product from softwood lumber and not a cause of material injury to any
domestic industry in the United States. Information and data relevant to that
request are presented in app. E.
11
In addition to the information concerning softwood lumber operations,
the Commission asked producers if they convert any of the principal softwood
lumber product produced in their mill.s into a more specialized or higher grade
product by further remanufacturing. If they answered affirmatively, they were
asked to provide trade, employment, and financial data with respect to those
remanufacturing operations. Five producers, ***, answered affirmatively;
however, each indicated that these operations are very minor in nature and
separate data on same are not available.
12
Counsel for the U.S. Coalition for Fair Lumber Imports (the Coalition)
has argued that 1986 is an "inappropriate" year for industry comparisons due
to a lengthy (4 month) strike of BC sawmill workers, with its impact on BC
production, and the pendency of the 1986 countervailing duty investigation and
its effects on the softwood lumber market. Prehearing brief on behalf of the
Coalition at app. C, p. 12.
While much of BC•s productive capacity was idled for up to one-third of
the year, BC production in 1986 was down only 4.8 percent from 1985 levels, as
BC producers worked hard to make up for time lost once the strikes were
settled. Overall Canadian production increased by 3.8 percent over the same
period as producers in other Provinces stepped in to fill the void created by
the BC strikes.

Table 5
Softwood lumber:

U.S. production, by geographic regions and by specified States, 1986-91
South

West

Period

California

Ore1on

Washin&ton

All
other

Total

------------------- 1fmb.f -----------------1986 ..........
1987 ..........
1988 ..........
1989 ..........
1990 ..........
1991. .........

4,691
5,408
5,617
5,320
4,981
4,642

8,022
8,846
8,601
8,512
7,511
7,000

4,336
4,645
4,408
4,274
3,919
3,652

4,866
5,043
5,012
5,106
4,764
4,441

All
other

Total

---------- ltmhf --------1986 .......... .
1987 .......... .
1988 .......... .
1989 .......... .
1990 .......... .
1991 .......... .

1,564
l, 726

1,721
1,800
l, 711
1,658

5,263
5,445
5,520
5,401
5,305
5,141

61.8
62.6
62.0
61.8
59.2
58.3

Alabama
Arkansas Geor&ia
----------- ltmhf ---------2,133
1,140
1,767
2,302
1,235
1,765
2,481
1,227
1,731
2,448
1,211
1,685
2,481
1,537
1,876
2,404
1,489
1,818

North

South- -continued
Kiss issippi

21,915
23,942
23,638
23,212
21,175
19, 735

Share
of total
United
States
Percent

11,867
12,473
12,680
12,545
12,910
12,510

Share
of total
United
States
Percent
33.5
32.6
33.3
33.4
36.1
37.0

llaine
Total
-------- ISmbf --------

Share
of total
United
States
Percent

Hmbf

659
797
827
786
830
784

4.7
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

35,462
38,235
38,134
37,546
35,790
33,856

All
other

1,021
1,023
989
1,003
875
827

1,680
1,820
1,816
1,789
1,705
1,611

Total
United
States

Source: U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of the Census, Cyrrent Industrial Reports, the Western Wood
Products Association, and data supplied by the National Forest Products Association.
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Regon
West:
Coastal....
Inland .....
Subtotal.
South........
North ........
Total ....

32

33

32

32

30

30

......_30--~___..3~0~~~3~0~~~3~0--~--..29.__~--2~9

62
33

63
33

62
33

62
33

59
36

58
37

~-5~~__,.5..._~~5=--~~~5---~~5=--~~-=5

100

100

100

100

100

100

The leading species, or species groups, of softwood lumber produced in
the United States are, in order of quantity produced, SYP, Douglas fir, hemfir, and ponderosa pine (table 6). In 1991, the shares of domestic output
accounted for by these species were 37.0 percent, 25.3 percent, 11.4 percent,
and 10.6 percent, respectively. The remaining 15.7 percent was accounted for
by SPF (Eastern and Western), redwood, cedars, other pines, and various other
species (principally from the East and West).
Table 6
Softwood lumber:

U.S. production, by species and species groups, 1986-91
<In mmbf)

Species

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

SYP .
Douglas fir 1
Hem-fir
Ponderosa pine
W-SPF .
Redwood .
Western cedar2
Western pines 3
Eastern softwoods 4
Other softwoods
Total .
Pressuretreated
lumber5

11,867
9,669
3,915
4,019
1,294
1,018
960
491
1,680
549
35,462

12,473
10,681
4,411
4,081
1,360
l, 113
1,006
566
1,820
724
38,235

12,680
10,376
4,474
4,145
1,374
1,160
1,015
548
1,816
546
38,134

12,545
10,237
4,559
4,017
1,308
1,056
996
702
1,789
337
37,546

12,910
9,061
4,065
3,799
1,176
1,073
932
481
1,705
588
35,790

12,510
8,571
3,845
3,594
l, 112
1,015
882
455
1,613
259
33,856

4,800

6,000

6,100

5,900

6,000

6,000

1

Include• a small amount of inland larch.
Include• western red cedar and incense cedar.
3
Includes western white (Idaho) pine and sugar pine.
4
Includes those softwood species native to the forests east of the
Mississippi River and not included in the SYP species group.
5
More than 80 percent SYP.
2

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
the Western Wood Products Association, and the National Forest Products
Association.
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In the· lumber industry, the practical capacity of a mill is measured by
the greatest level of operations that the mill can achieve within a realistic
work pattern. For most mills, capacity is based on one or two 8-hour shifts,
5 days per week, 252 days per year. It is acknowledged that many variations
exist, including 9-hour shifts, three 8-hour shifts, 6 or 7 days per week, and
240 to 270 days per year.
The National Forest Products Association (NFPA) figures U.S. capacity
utilization for each year by taking the best month's production in the
previous 5 years (e.g., the best January, February, etc., in the past
5 years), then adding them up to determine practical annual capacity. Table 7
shows U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization for 1986-91 based on
NFPA's methodology.
U.S. producers' capacity to produce softwood lumber increased by
12.0 percent from 1986 to 1991 to a level of 39.5 billion board feet, with
most of that growth occurring from 1986 to 1988. Utilization of productive
capacity in the production of softwood lumber dropped from a record high of
100.5 percent in 1986 to 97.2 percent in 1988 and 85.6 percent in 1991.
Table 7
Softwood lumber:
1986-91
Item

U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization,

1986

Production (mmbf) ..... 35,462
Capacity (mmbf) ....... 35,299
Capacity utilization
(percent) ........... 100.5

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

38,235
38,347

38, 134
39,242

37,546
39,527

35,790
39,545

33,856
39,545

99.7

97.2

95.0

90.5

85.6

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce
and the NFPA.
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The 5~ companies providing trade data in response to the Commission's
questionnaires accounted for nearly 48.9 percent of U.S. softwood lumber
production in 1991. 63 For 1991, 9 questionnaire respondents reported
production of 500 mmbf or more, 17 reported production from 100 to 499, and 24
respondents showed production of less than 100 mmbf. From a production
standpoint, the nine largest respondents accounted for 31.2 percent of total
U.S. production in 1991, with the other two groupings accounting for 13.8
percent and 3.9 percent, respectively. As a portion of the data base
developed from questionnaires, the nine largest companies accounted for 64.1
percent of 1991 production, while the middle and smaller producers accounted
for shares of 28.1 percent and 7.8 percent, respectively.
Production, capacity, and capacity utilization in 1988-91 for
questionnaire respondents are shown in table 8. From 1988 to 1989, capacity
increased by 5.8 percent. Thereafter, it declined each year to a 1991 level
that was 8.7 percent off of the 1989 capacity level. Most producers reported
they operated 2 shifts per day for 50 weeks a year. Ten producers reported
20 mill closures from 1988 to 1991, and 22 producers reported temporary
shutdowns of varying lengths during the same period. A number of reasons were
given for the closures and shutdowns. Among them were lack of timber (log
supply), generally poor economic conditions, unfavorable relationships between
log and lumber prices, and subsidized Canadian lumber. Log supply and poor
market conditions were the most frequently stated reasons, with the former
being mentioned primarily by producers in the West. Production followed the
same trends as capacity, increasing from 1988 to 1989, then dropping in 1990
and 1991. Production in 1991 was off 6.2 percent from that in 1989 and down
4.9 percent from 1988. Capacity utilization dropped irregularly from 1988 to
1991, declining from 1988 to 1989 then increasing over the next 2 years to a
level of 92.1 percent in 1991.
Table 8
Softwood lumber:

U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, 1988-91

Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Production (mmbf) . . . . . . .
Capacity (mmbf) . . . . . . . .
Capacity utilization (percent)

17,383
18,591
93.5

17,627
19,663
89.6

17,460
19,376
90.1

16,539
17,950
92.l

Note.--Capacity utilization is calculated from unrounded figures, using data of
firms providing both capacity and production information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

63

Of the SO companies, 40 indicated they were in support of the petition;
in opposition; 6, ***, did not wish to take a position; and, 2,
declaration at all.

***, were
***, made no
2,
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U.S. Producers' Shipments, Inventories, and Exports
In general, shipments of softwood lumber vary only slightly from
production, and follow essentially the same trends. Complete data on
industry-wide shipments are not available, although the Yestern Yood Products
Association and Southern Forest Products Association publish data on shipments
originating in the West and South, the destination of those shipments, and the
methods of transportation. Those data are presented in tables 9 and 10,
respectively.
Shipments by producers in the West increased by 9.2 percent from
21.9 billion board feet in 1986 to 23.9 billion board feet in 1987, then
dropped each year thereafter to 19.7 billion board feet in 1991, 17.6 percent
off from 1987 shipment levels.
Shipments by
billion board feet
irregularly by 1.3
billion board feet
period.

producers in the South rose by 6.9 percent from 11.9
in 1986 to 12.7 billion board feet in 1988, then declined
percent from 1988 to 1991. Shipments in 1990 of 12.9
represented the high point for sales during the 1986-91

Data regarding domestic and export shipments as well as inventories held
by the 50 companies responding to the Commission's questionnaires are
contained in table 11. From 1988 to 1991, domestic shipments dropped
irregularly by 6.0 percent. The unit value of producers' domestic shipments
dropped irregularly by 1.6 percent from 1988 to 1990, to a level of $260.61
per mbf, then rose 2.9 percent in 1991 to $268.19 pe~ mbf. Inventories as a
share of total shipments declined from 1988 through 1991, going from
8.2 percent to 7.2 percent of shipments.
Total U.S. export shipments grew steadily from 1986 to 1989, increasing
by 82.3 percent to a 1989 level of 3.4 billion board feet (table 12). Exports
dipped 13.1 percent to 3.0 billion board feet in 1990, then rose in 1991 to
3.1 billion board feet. U.S. producers responding to Commission questionnaires accounted for 24.0 percent of the quantity and 24.3 percent of the
value of export shipments in 1991.
Japan has consistently been the largest market for U.S. exports,
followed by Canada, Mexico, Italy, and Australia. Other than the United
States, Japan is also the largest export market for Canadian lumber, with
Australia also being an important market. As noted in table 2, exports
accounted for a growing portion of U.S. production, reaching peaks of
9.2 percent in 1989 and 1991.
Six U.S. producers responding to Commission questionnaires reported
having exported logs during 1988-91. Log exports amounted to the equivalent
of 33 mmbf, 31 mmbf, 30 mmbf, and 25 mmbf of softwood lumber in 1988, 1989,
1990, and 1991, respectively. Of the six firms reporting log exports, *** was
far and away the largest exporter.
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Table 9
Softwood lumber: Shipments from the Western United States to U.S.
destinations, by areas and by methods of transportation, 1986-91 1
Share of
___________ western
Rail
Truck
Water
Total
shipments
---------------- Hmb.f --------------- Percent

uM~e~tbwo~d~o&f_t~r~aunws~p~or~t~a~t~i~o~n

Period and destination

1986:
North ....................... 3,216.8
968.7
19.6
4,205.1
19
South ....................... 1,868.0
1,203.5
0.0
3,071.5
14
West ........................ ....;;:;.4..,..5~5...,5._.."""6___8......_.6~3~1•.7.__~lu·~4~5.l..,..l.._~1~4•.6...,3~8~.~4....__6~7....____
Total ................... 9,640.4 10,803.9 1,470.7 21,915.0 100
1987:
North ....................... 4,903.8
1,045.9
8.7
5,958.4
25
South ....................... 2,168.7
551.2
0.0
2,719.9
11
West. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _4........2..,5...2...,. ...,3__.l...0._.."""3...,0..,2....,.8.....___.._70...,8......_.6.___~l.....
5 .....2..,6...,3._......7___6,....4,____
Total ................... 11,324.8 11,899.9
717.3 23,942.0 100
1988:
5,196.5
1,035.4
4.1
22
North ...................... . 4,157.0
2,264.7
10
South ...................... . 1,687.1
577 .6
0.0
941.9 16.176.8
68
West ....................... . 3.937.2 11.297.7
946.0 23,638.0 100
Total .................. . 9, 781.3 12,910.7
1989:
983.7
o.o 4,390.9 19
North ...................... . 3,407.2
1,992.3
9
South ...................... . 1,409.6
582.6
0.1
West ....................... . 3.998.6 11.683.6 1.146. 6 16.828.8
73
Total .................. . 8,815.4 13,249.9 1,146.7 23,212.0 100
1990:
3,930.5
19
North ...................... . 2,947.8
982.7
0.0
1,891.2
9
South ...................... . 1,316.7
574.5
0.0
824.5 15.353.3
West ....................... . 3.182.3 11.346.5
73
824.5 21,175.0 100
Total .................. . 7,446.8 12,903.7
1991:
18
North ...................... . 2,703.2
912.9
0.0
3,616.1
9
563.1
0.0
1,785.7
South ...................... . 1,222.7
618.3 14.333.1
73
West ....................... . 2.944.2 10.770.6
618.3 19,735.0 100
Total .................. . 6,870.0 12,246.6
1

Exports are included in the West destinations.

Source:

.

We•t•rn Wood Products Association, Destination of shipments, 1986-91 .
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Table 10
Softwood lumber: Shipments from the Southern United States to U.S.
destinations, by areas and by methods of transportation, 1986-91 1 2

Period and destination
1986:
North ...................... .
South ...................... .
West ....................... .
Total .................. .
1987:
North ...................... .
South ...................... .
West ....................... .
Total .................. .
1988:
North ...................... .
South ...................... .
West ....................... .
Total .................. .
1989:
North ...................... .
South ...................... .
West ....................... .
Total .................. .
1990:
North ...................... .
South ...................... .
West ....................... .
Total .................. .
1991:
North ...................... .
South ...................... .
West ....................... .
Total .................. .

-------------- Hm12.f --------------

Share of
southern
shipments
Percent

1,112.0
1,309.0
0.0
2,421.0

2,145.0
7, 301.0
0.0
9,446.0

3,257.0
8,610.0
0.0
11,867.0

27
73
0
100

1,352.0
1,273.0
0.0
2,625.0

2,259.0
7,589.0
0.0
9,848.0

3,611.0
8,862.0
0.0
12,473.0

29
71
0
100

791.0
1,861.0
0.0
2,652.0

2,216.0
7,812.0
0.0
10,028.0

3,007.0
9,673.0
0.0
12,680.0

24
76
0
100

580.0
1,534.0
0.0
2,114.0

2,269.0
8,162.0
0.0
10,431.0

2,849.0
9,696.0
0.0
12,545.0

23
0
100

1,568.0
1,717.0
0.0
3,285.0

1,775.0
7,850.0
0.0
9,625.0

3,343.0
9,567.0
0.0
12,910.0

26
74
0
100

1,490.3
1,696.2
0.0

1,801. 3
7,522.2
0.0

3,291.6
9,218.3
0.0

26
74
0

3,186.5

9,323.4

12,510.0

100

Metbod of transportation
Rail
Truck
Water

Total

77

1

Exports are included in South destinations.
Estimated by t~ staff of the U.S. International Trade CoDIDlission from
data supplied by the Southern Forest Products Association.
2

Source: Southern Forest Products Association, Destination of shipments,
1986-91.
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Table 11
Softwood lumber:

Shipments by U.S. producers, by types, 1988-91

Item
Domestic shipments:
Quantity (mmbf) .
Value (million dollars)
Unit value (per mbf)
Export shipments:
Quantity (mmbf) .
.
Value (million dollars)
Unit value (per mbf)
Company transfers (mmbf)
Total shipments (mmbf)
End-of period inventories
(mmbf)
.
.
Ratio of inventories to
total shipments (percent)

1988

1989

1990

14, 778
3,914
$264.78

14,967
3,976
$265.65

14,619
3,810
$260.61

755
311
$412.29
1,816
17,349

828
374
$451. 36
1,837
17,633

796
350
$439.39
2,083
17,498

$444.57
2,066
16,700

l,414

1,421

1,385

1,205

8.2

8.1

7.9

7.2

1991

13,.85
3,724
$268.19

74.
333

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit valuea
are calculated from the unrounded figures, using data of firms supplying both
quantity and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 12
Softwood lumber:

U.S. exports, by markets, 1986-91

Item·

1988

1987

J.986

1990

1989

1991

Quantity Cmmbf)
Australia ................... .
Canada ...................... .
Italy ....................... .
J4pan ....................... .
M~xico ...................... .
Spain: ...................... .
Other sources ............... .
"'.:.Total ................... .

125
358
94
814
129
42
328
1.§90

170
443
111
1,073
170
70
432
2.469

234
503
141
l,278
287
142
676
3.2§1

223
506
133
l,487
280
115
701
3.445

173
450
123
1,172
372
95
609
2.994

185
390
126
1,108
606
97
609
3.121

Value (million dollars)
Australia ................... .
Canada .................... ~ ..
Italy ....................... .

Japan ....................... .
Mex~co ............... · .. · · · · ·
Spain •.......................
Other sources ... ; ........... .
Total .................•..

41
91
60
265
32
25
130
644

57
115
79
358
40
36

170
855

104
150
86
434
69
60
236
1.139

100
177
101
568
100
62
316

1.424

85
176
108
509
123
63
283
1.347

91
167
111
499
165
61

276

1. 370

Yni% value Cpe{ mbf)
Australia ................ , ..• $325.76
Canada ............•........•• 255.35
Italy ....................... . 638.15
Japan ....................... . 326.23
Mexico .................... , .. 251.45
Spain ....................... . 589.56
Other sources ............... . 394,47
Average ................. . 340.90

$338.21
259.80
712.17
333.34
236.90
519.10
392.53
346.51

$443.08
297.74
607.98
339.73
242.40
427.11
349.02
349.46

$447.42
349.22
757.82
381.94
357.66
537. 71
452.04
413.38

$489.12
391.94
878.79
434.02
330.37
658.73
467.03
450.10

$491.19
427.67
880.52
450.52
272. 32
625.09
453.94
439.02

Note.--Because of rounding, figure, may not add to the totals shown; unit values are
calculated from unrounded figures.
Source:

Compiled froa official statistics of the U.S.

Depar~ment

of Commerce.
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U.S. Producers' Employment, Vagea, and Productivity
U.S. producers providing employment and wage information in response to
the Commission's questionnaires accounted for 48.9 percent of 1991 production
of softwood lumber (table 13). For those firms, the average number of
production and related workers engaged in the manufacture of softwood lumber
steadily decreased, by 14.8 percent, from 1988 to 1991. Twenty firms reported
permanent layoffs of at least 50 workers or 5 percent of their workforce
during the period of investigation. The most commonly cited reason for the
layoffs was timber supply problems, with the majority of layoffs occurring
among producers operating in the West. What union representation there is in
this industry is centered primarily in mills located in the West. Among the
unions representing the workers are the Western Council of Industrial Workers,
the International Woodworkers of America, the United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners, and the United Paperworkers International Union.
The productivity of workers engaged in producing softwood lumber, as
measured in output per hour worked by production and related workers, grew
from 251.1 board feet per hour in 1988 to 271.6 board feet per hour in 1991,
an increase of 8.2 percent. Unit labor costs in producing softwood lumber
exhibited an irregular, albeit very small, increase from $50.15 per mbf to
$50.18 per mbf from 1988 to 1991.
Table 13
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing softwood lumber,
hours worked, 1 wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly
wages and total compensation, productivity, and unit labor costs, 2 1988-91
Item

1988

Production and related
workers (PRWs)
Hours worked by PRWs (1,000
hours)
Wages paid to PRWs (1,000
dollars)
Total compensation paid to
PRWs (1,000 dollars)
Hourly wages paid to PRWs
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRWs
Productivity (board feet
per hour)
Unit labor costs (per mbf)
1

2

1989

1990

1991

32,280

31,734

30,533

27,492

69,234

70,154

66,333

60,675

711,886

749,007

717,166

670,556

871,781
$10.28

919,914
$10.68

899,881
$10.81

827,019
$11.05

$12.59

$13.11

$13.57

$13.63

251.1
$50.15

251.3
$52.19

262.2
$51.72

271.6
$50.18

Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
On the basis of total compensation paid.

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and
denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
Fifty U.S. producers of softwood lumber, including most of the major
ones, supplied financial data. These companies, which ranged in size from
international corporations with annual softwood lumber sales well in excess of
$600 million to small regional companies with sales of less than $10 million,
accounted for just less than half of 1991 U.S. softwood lumber production.
The data supplied by two U.S. producers-- *** --were verified by
Commission staff. As a result of the verification, minor modifications were
made to the useable data. In addition, the pricing data of three Canadian
importers-- *** --were also verified. Minor data modifications were required.

Wood Products/Building Materials Operations
Data on the wood products/building materials operations of the U.S.
producers are presented in table 14. Total net sales, operating profit, and
net profit all showed marked improvement from 1988 to 1989, despite the fact
that the number of companies with operating and net losses doubled. Although
net sales decreased only modestly in 1990, operating profits declined by over
one-half, the result of a relative increase in the cost of sales. As a
result, net income decreased by about two-thirds, and the number of companies
with operating and net losses again doubled. The situation was somewhat
better in 1991. Despite a slight decline in net sales, operating and net
profit both increased; however, they were both well below 1988-89 levels.
In terms of net sales, softwood luniber operations (about $4.5 billion
annually) accounted for somewhat less than half of wood products and building
material op&rations. However, most of this difference is due to the
operations of a few of the larger producers--for most of the producers,
softwood lumber operations and wood products/building material operations were
the same.
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Table 14
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the wood products and building
materials operations of their U.S. establishments, fiscal years 1988-91 1
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Value Cl. 000 dollars)
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses 2
Operating income
Startup or shutdown expense
Interest expense . . . .
Other income, net . . . .
Net income before income
taxes . . . . . . . . .
Depreciation and amortization
Cash f low3 • • • • • • • •

8,904,368
7,al§,9§4
l,085,384
l§8,lU
717,273
6,035
131,409
24,130

10,068,126
§,ZZZ.l4l
1,290,785
J§2.290
901,195
11,509
159,294
73, 24§

9,655,491
748,837
382,4§2
363,355
8,256
154,242
59,988

9,451,170
8,6§8,152
783,011
381,923
401,088
7,533
138,124
5Z Z29

633,959

803,938

260,845

313,160

4lZ.l2Z
1.051.08§

42J,Q84
1. 22Z. 022

44Z,224
708,069

46l,Z22
ZZ4, 882

§,906,6~4

1

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income
Net income before income
taxes . . . . .

87.8
12.2
4.1
8.1

87.2
12.8
3.9
9.0

92.2
7.8
4.0
3.8

91. 7
8.3
4.0
4.2

7.1

8,Q

2,Z

3,3

Nwn:bH: Qf f1Dllli UP2IUn&
Operating losses
Net losses
Data

4
4

47

8
9
49

18
20
48

All companies except *** reported data for wood products and building
materials operations.
2
Selling, general, and administrative expenses.
3
Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

19
17
48
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Softwood Lumber Operations
In response to a request by counsel for CFIC, the Commission asked
producers to report softwood lumber financial performance data on a somewhat
disaggregated basis 64 as well as the traditional aggregated basis. Hence,
financial data were gathered on a regional (Southern, West Coastal, West
Inland, ~nd Northern) basis. 65 Data on operations in these regions are shown
in tables 15 through 22, and aggregate data are shown in tables 23 and 24.
Soudiern Region softwood lumber operations

The Southern Region accounted for about 38 percent of all softwood
lumber sales in 1988-91. As shown in table 15, the value of Southern Region
net sales decreased about 4 percent from 1988 to 1989, primarily the result of

64

In its request, CFIC contended that the domestic industry's injury case
rests on the argument that it is caught in a cost-price squeeze which is an
industry-wide predicament. CFIC, on the other hand, argued that " ...
available information indicates that costs have been significantly greater for
certain Western producers due to a number of factors, including environmental
constraints. Thus, any cost-price squeeze appears to be due to a unique
situation faced by certain Western producers and has nothing to do with
Canadian lumber." Hence, CFIC asked the Commission to collect financial
information in a manner that would provide the data to "evaluate fully this
fundamental causation issue." Letter from Susan G. Esserman, Counsel for
CFIC, to James McClure, Investigator, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Mar. 13, 1992.
65
The West was subdivided into the Coastal and Inland regions. Most of
the acreage removed from timber harvest due to the northern spotted owl is
located in the Coastal Region. The boundaries of the regions are as follows:
~--Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin.
~--Alabama,

Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.

~:

Coastal--Alaska, California, Hawaii, and the area west of
the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington.
Inland--Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico,
Nevada, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming, and the area east of
the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington.
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Table 15
Income-and-loss experience of Southern Region producers on their operations
producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1989

1988

1990

1991

Quantity (mbf)
Net sales . . . . . . . . . . . _.._7.....4....8...,9...,._.4...,l.._7_ __.7._......3..,8_..4.......,89.....7.___....7...... _74.....6........6....4..,.0..___.._7.....7....7....8._.._.4....4_..4_
Value ( 1. 000 dollars)
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Startup or shutdown expense
Interest expense . . . . .
Other income, net . . . . .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . .
Depreciation and amortization
Cash flow . . . . . . . . .

1,696,742
1,4§§,224
228,188
98 I ZZ2
129,416
0
8,165
4,675

1,621,326
l,20J,Jl2
117,991
lQO,Hl
17,480
0
8,070
10,133

1, 720, 199
l,§4J,08l
77' 118
lQ2,7lZ
(25,599)
26
8,156
3,55Z

1,706,767
l. 620, Z§4
86,003
97,J9Q
(11,387)
1,000
8,495
6,168

125,926

19,543

(30,224)

(14,714)

Z2,§42
201. 571

ZZ,424
96.96Z

B8,4Z3
58.249

§7,282
72 '868

Value (per mbf)
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)

$226.55
12§,Q§
30.47
lJ.12
lZ.28

$219.55
2QJ,2Z
15.98
lJ,§1
2.U

$222.06
212.lQ
9.96
lJ,2§
0,30)

$219.42
20§,JZ
11.06
12.22
Cl. 46)

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses . . .
Operating income or (loss)
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes , . . . . .

86.6
13.4
5.8
7.6

92.7
7.3
6.2
1.1

95.5
4.5
6.0
(1. 5)

95.0
5.0
5.7
(0.7)

Z,4

1.2

(1.8)

(0,9)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses
Net losses
Data
.....

2
3
29

9
11

29

17
16
28

13
15
28

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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a $7 /mbf dec·rease in the average per-unit sales value. At the same time, the
per-unit cost of goods sold increased by about $7.50/mbf, resulting in a 48percent decrease in the per-unit gross profit. Operating and net incomes were
in turn down sharply, as about one-third of the producers reported losses for
the year.
In 1990, net sales value increased about 6 percent as sales volume and
average per-unit value both increased modestly. Per-unit cost of goods sold
increased by another $8/mbf, however, further shrinking the producers'
aggregate gross profit and leading to operating and net losses. This downturn
was generally across the board, as well over half of the producers reported
losses for the year.
The producers reported marginally better results in 1991. Sales
quantities and value were virtually unchanged while the magnitude of the
operating and net losses decreased. Although th number of producers
reporting operating losses decreased, the number was still far in excess of
1988 levels; the 1991 average per-unit sales value was about $7/mbf lower and
the 1991 per-unit cost of goods sold was about $12/mbf higher than
corresponding 1988 figures.
These trends were generally across the board. About two-thirds of the
producers had 1991 per-unit sales values less than 1988 values, and virtually
all had 1991 per-unit cost of sales values higher than 1988 values. As a
result, gross profit margins and the absolute level of gross profits decreased
to about one-third of their 1988 levels. Since selling, general, and
administrative (SG&A) expenses held steady, the 1988 operating and net incomes
became 1991 operating and net losses.
The production of softwood lumber leads to the production of by-products
associated with timber, such as wood chips, sawdust, bark, and woodshavings.
The revenue from these by-products is substantial, averaging about 15 percent
of the net sales value of softwood lumber alone. While some producers treated
such revenue as softwood lumber revenue, most treated it as a reduction in
cost of sales.
Although treating by-product revenue as either a reduction in the cost
of sales or an increase in softwood lumber revenue will result in the same
operating and net incomes, the former method will result in lower per-unit
sales and cost of sales values. In order to present the data from all
producers on a consistent basis, by-product revenue was treated as a reduction
in the cost of sales. Table 16 presents U.S. producers' manufacturing costs
for their Southern Region softwood lumber operations. Within the
manufacturing costs, there were slow but steady increases in almost every cost
component, but principally direct materials (logs), from 1988 through 1991.
Most producers, regardless of their size, experienced the same general trends.
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Table 16
Southern Region producers' 1 per-unit manufacturing costs on their operations
producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1988

1989

1991

1990

Quantity Cmbf)
Production ......... ~~5~·~6~0~4•.9w2~0.__~~5~·~4~8~9•.1~1~6~~~5~·~9~0~1~·&67~4~~---5~.9w2u5~·~3.Z&3~--Value Cper mbf)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor I I I I I I I
Factory overhead ...
sub-total. I. I I I I I
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

$169.27
34.12
44.68
248.08
.CSL 26)
196.81

$174.41
35.83
46.59
256.82
(51.76)
205.05

$180.00
35.82
46.88
263.58
CSl. 76)
211,83

$180.28
36.74
47.29
264. 31
(53.11>
211.20

Ratio to total costs <percent)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........
1

86.0
17.3
22.7
126.0

85.0
17 .5
22.7
125.2

85.4
16.9
22.1
124.4

85.3
17.4
22.4
125.1

(26.Q)
100.0

(25.2)
100.0

(24.4)
100.0

(25I1)
100.0

Not all producers provided useable data.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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West Coastal Region •oft:vood lumber operations

The largest region in terms of 1988-91 net sales, with about 39 percent
of the total, is the West Coastal Region. Net sales (table 17) increased 9
percent from 1988 to 1989 as sales quantities improved moderately and perunit sales values increased about $19/mbf. As a result, operating and net
incomes improved substantially, and almost all producers reported profits.
Things were different in 1990. Net sales decreased to their 1988
levels, the result of decreases in sales volume and per-unit value. Worse
yet, the per-unit cost of goods sold increased about $18/mbf, and the gross
profit shrank to about one-third of its 1989 level. Operating income was
barely 1 percent of sales, and the number of producers reporting operating and
net losses more than tripled.
The producers reported mixed financial results for 1991. The per-unit
net sales value increased about $6/mbf while the per-unit cost of goods sold
decreased about $6/mbf, resulting in gross profit margins approaching 1988
levels. Operating and net income levels were up sharply, although still well
below 1989 levels. However, sales volumes and value wete both down by about 8
to 10 percent from 1~90, and were below 1988 levels. More than one in three
producers reported losses, the same level as in 1990.
Table 18 presents manufacturing costs for the West Coastal Region.
Relatively large increases in direct materials (logs) in 1989 and 1990 were
the main reason for the overall increase in cost. Cost increases leveled off
in 1991, at least in part because producers were using more of their own lower
cost timber (as opposed to open market purchases) and because some were
shifting to production of lower-cost species.
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Table 17
Income-and-loss experience of West Coastal Region producers on their operations
producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91 1
1989

1988

Item

1990

1991

Quantity (mbf)
Net sales

5.722.709

5.887.400

5 631.083
I

5.048.215

Value Cl.000 dollars)
Net sales
.
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income
Startup or shutdown expense
Interest expense
Other income or (expense),
net
Net income before income
taxes
.
Depreciation and amortization
.
Cash flow .
.

1,746,536
1. 535. 122
211,414
74.852
136,562
5,060
8,029

1,903,861
1. 630. 146
273,715
77 .701
196,014
10,428
10,642

1,772,137
1. 672 965
99,172
79.536
19,636
4,472
12, 115

1,621,090
1.469 894
151,196
68.110
83,086
574
9,669

8.776

9.822

7.401

119,434

183. 720

12. 871

80,244

76 928
196.362

69.352
253.072

65.029
77 900

65.684
145.928

(4.039)

I

I

I

I

Value (per mbf)
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income

$296.84
261.59
35.25
12.63
22.62

$316.09
270.07
46.02
12.82
33.20

$304.99
287.83
17.17
13.71
3.46

$311.45
281.42
30.03
13.08
16.95

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income
Net income before income
taxes .
. .

87.9
12.1
4.3
7.8

85.6
14.4
4.1
10.3

94.4
5.6
4.5
1.1

90.7
9.3
4.2
5.1

6.8

9.6

0.7

5.0

Number of firms reportin1
Operating losses
Net losses
Data . .
. .
1

4

2
2

7
7

7
7

18

19

19

19

3

All producers except*** were able to report sales quantities.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 18
West Coastal Region producers' 1 per-unit manufacturing costs on their
operations producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Quantity (mbf)
Production .........

3.935.177

4.258.416

4.159.758

3 I 671. 064

Value (per mbf)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

$184.20
55.56
37.79
277.55
(15. 31)
262.24

$200.33
57.66
38.51
296.50
(24. 67>
271.82

$217.89
58.23
37.88
314.01
<25.93)
288.08

$217I11
55.51
43.81
316.44
(26.92)
289.52

Ratio to total costs (percent)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........
1

70.2
21.2
14.4
105.8

73.7
21.2
14.2
109.l

75.6
20.2
13.1
109.0

75.0
19.2
15.l
109.3

(5.8)
100.0

(9.1>
100.0

(9.0)
100.0

(9.3)
100.0

Not all producers provided useable data.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
West Inland Region softwood lumber operations

The West Inland Region represented about 22 percent of 1988-91 softwood
lumber net sales. As shown in table 19, a large increase in sales volume was
the primary reason net sales increased materially from 1988 to 1989. These
elevated sales levels led to increased profits at all levels, even though the
number of producers reporting losses increased.
Results worsened sharply in 1990. A $10/mbf decrease in the per-unit
sales value coupled with a $18/mbf increase in the per-unit cost of goods sold
caused the gross profit margin to virtually disappear. Operating and net
income levels plunged approximately $100 million and $105 million under their
respective 1989 levels, and over half of the producers operated in the red.
The producers rebounded somewhat in 1991. While the quantity and value
of net sales decreased further, the gross profit margin and operating income
rebounded to about two-thirds of their 1988 levels. The 1991 average perunit net sales value was higher than at any other time during the period of
investigation.
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Table 19
Income-and-loss experience of West Inland Region producers on their operations
producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
1989

1988

Item

1990

1991

Quantity Cmbf)
Net sales . . .

. .

_.._3....,.0.., 6:. :=5'-..L...,04.8,.___...,3..._.6,...1~1._..""'6~7...
l_--=3'-..L. .:..70,. .3::.......9:....:o6:.:.2.___..3"""'.'""3Uij8~4..._.=..17£..l l.8
Value <l.000 dollars)

Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Interest expense
Other income or (expense),.
net
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
Depreciation and amortization
Cash flow

852,367
759.083
93,284
31.969
61,315
10,842

1,029,153
916' 119
113,034
34. 331
78,703
15,012

1,019,911
1.007 664
12,247
33.321
(21,074)
19,086

4.334

3.044

1.735

(1. 972)

54,807

66,735

(38,425)

17,257

37.603
92.410

46.244
112.979

54.823
16.398

48.016
65 273

I

980,063
910.966
69,097
32.183
36,914
17,685

I

Value (per mbf)
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)

$278.05
247.62
30.43
10.43
20.00

$284.95
253.66
31.30
9.51
21. 79

$275.36
272.05
3.31
9.00
(5.69)

$289.60
269.18
20.42
9.51
10.91

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross prof it
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
.

89.l
10.9
3.8
7.2

89.0
11.0
3.3
7.6

98.8
1.2
3.3
(2.1)

92.9
7.1
3.3
3.8

6.4

6.5

<3.8)

1.8

Number of firms reportin&
Operating losses
Net losses
Data

1
2
11

2
3

6
8

4
4

12

12

12

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission
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Table 20 presents manufacturing costs for the West Inland Region. The
reason for the relatively large difference between costs in this table and
costs in table 19 is that some large, low-cost producers were unable to supply
manufacturing cost data. As with the West Coastal Region, increases in direct
materials were the primary reason for increased costs.
Table 20
West Inland Region producers' 1 per-unit manufacturing costs on their
operations producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1988

1989

1991

1990

Quantity (mbf)
Production ......... ~~2~·~0~6~1•.3~9~6.._~~2~·~5~6~4•.4~4~2&.--~~2~·u6~6~6~.~53~2&.--~~2........3~4~5•.~8~13,.__~Value (per mbf)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

$162.10
56.92
62.32
281. 34
(13.84)
267.50

$177' 19
56.58
68.31
302.08
(27.83)
274.26

$186.26
59.16
71.93
317.34
(24.43)
292.91

$203.60
59.62
75.53
338.75
(32 .48)
306.26

Ratio to total costs (percent)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........
1

60.6
21. 3
23.3
105.2

64.6
20.6
24.9
110.1

63.6
20.2
24.6
108.3

66.5
19.5
24.7
110.6

(5.2)
100.0

ClO. l>

100.0

(8.3)
100.0

100.0

ClO. 6>

Not all producers provided useable data.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Northern Region softvood lumber operations
As shown in table 21, net sales values reported for Northern Region
softwood lumber operations were fairly small. Net sales improved
substantially from 1988 to 1991, primarily a function of increased volume.
Despite the large increase, the 1991 gross profit level was less than the 1988
level, and operating and net incomes had deteriorated to losses. About half
of the producers suffered losses, as the $29/mbf increase from 1988 to 1991 in
the per-unit cost of goods sold easily overshadowed the $5/mbf increase in the
per-unit sales value.
Table 22 presents manufacturing costs for the Northern Region. Again,
increases in direct materials were the primary reason for increased costs,
although direct labor also had measurable increases.
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Table 21
Income-and-loss experience of Northern Region producers on their operations
producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1989

1988

1990

1991

Quantity Cmbf)
Net sales

195.950

197.490

248.810

363.102

VilYI (l,QQQ dQlliUl
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Interest expense
. . . .
Other income, net . . . . .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . .
Depreciation and amortization
Cash flow . . . . . . . . .

40,766
Jl.8§2
6,879
J,OQ9
3,870
98
§51

41,500

54,574

J~.2§2

~J,OZZ

5,931
J,Q§2
2,862
254
Z22

1,502
5,102
(3,600)
391
698

77. 520
Z3,2U
4,233
5,649
(l,416)
785
1,116

4,423

3,407

(3,293)

(1,085)

l.Q§6
5,489

l.lZl
4,5Z8

2.HZ
(67§l

l.124
2,039

Value (per !Dbf>
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross prof it
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)

$208.04
1Z2,94
35. 11

$210.14

UQ.ll
30.03

l~.J§

l~.~!t

l9,Z5

14,49

$219.34
2ll. JQ
6.04
2Q.21
Cl4,4z>

$213.49
2Ql,§4
11.66
12.2§
0,90)

Ba&t12 t2 nit lll!Ui (P!:C!C!ntl
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating incoae or (loss)
Net income or (loss) before
income tax•• .
. . .

83.1
16.9
7.4
9.5

85.7
14.3
7.4
6.9

97.2
2.8
9.3
(6.6)

94.5
5.5
7.3

lQ,8

8.2

(6,Ql

Cl,4)

(1. 8)

Number gf firms repQrting
Operating losses
Net losses
Data

2
2
5

2
2
5

4
4
6

3
4
6

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 22
Northern Region producers• per-unit manufacturing costs on their operations
producing softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Quantity (mbf)
Production .........

199.251

193.239

260.312

363.938

value (per mbf)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

$147.76
30.81
53.53
232.10
(60.03)
172.07

$155.41
38.51
52.00
245.92
(63.67>
182.25

$176.48
42.89
53.15
272. 52
(61. 85)
210.67

$178.51
41. 88
45.02
265.42
(63. 52)
201.92

Ratio to total costs (percent)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

85.9
17.9
31.1
134.9

85.3
21.1
28.5
134.9

83.8
20.4
25.2
129.4

88.4
20.7
22.3
131. 5

(34.9)
100.0

<34.9>
100.0

(29.4)
100.0

<31. 5)
100.0

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade ColDlllission.

Overall soEtvood lumber operatlons
The overall softwood lumber operationa of the U.S. producers (the
aggregate of the four previously discussed regions), are shown in table 23.
While net sales value and volume increased from 1988 to 1989, they failed to
keep pace with the increase in the cost of goods sold. As a result, operating
and net incoae levels decreased, and the number of producers reporting losses
increased. Even though sales volume increased again in 1990, sales value
remained flat. As a result, the approximately $300 million increase in cost
of goods sold flowed straight through to reduce operating and net incomes, and
about half of the producers had losses.
Although the situation improved measurably in 1991, the results were
still unimpressive. Sales volumes and value were down from 1990 levels, and
approximated 1988 levels. Gross profit was somewhat more than half the 1988
level, and operating and net income were about one-third and one-quarter of
their respective 1988 totals. About one producer in five reported losses at
the gross profit level, and close to half had net losses.
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Table 23
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91 1
1989

1988

Item

1990

1991

Quantity Cmbf)
Net sales . . . . . . . . . . . 16.473.564

17.081.458

17.310.495

16.573.939

Value Cl.000 dollars>
Net sales
.
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Startup or shutdown expense
Interest expense
Other income, net
. .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
.
.
Depreciation and amortization
Cash flow
. .

.

t

4,595,840

~.62Q

22.z~2

304,589

273,405

(59,071)

81,702

121.242
495,831

124,121
46Z,596

21Q,942
151. 871

2Q4,!tQZ
28§,109

4,Q§~.lU

510,672
21~.§ll

295,059
10,428
33,978

4, 56.6. 822
4,JZ§,Z8J
190,039
22Q,§Z§
(30,637)
4,498
39,748

4, 385,440
4,0Z4,2lQ
310,530
2QJ,JJ2
107,198
1,574
36,634
l2.Zl2

4,336,411
J,Z26,6!t6
539,765
2Q§,6Q2
331,163
5,060
27,134

l~.§12

value Cper mbfl
Net sales .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses
. . .
Operating income or (loss)

$260.33
22§.l§
32.18

..

12.~l

l2.6Z

$266.54
2J6,§l
29. 73
12.!!2
lZ.2!t

$260.36
249,54
10.82
l2.6Q
Cl.Zill

$261.65
242,H
18.76
12.l!t
§,62

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
SG&A expenses .
Operating income or (loss)
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
. . . .

87.6
12.4
4.8
7.6

88.9
11.1
4. 7
6.4

95.8
4.2
4.8
(0.7)

92.9
7.1
4.6
2.4

Z.Q

5,2

Cl. J>

1.2

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses
Net losses
Data
1

5
9
48

12
13
50

23
25
49

20
23
49

All producers except ***were able to report sales quantities.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table ·24 presents manufacturing costs for overall softwood lumber
operations. 'nlere were slow but steady increases in direct materials and
overall cost of goods sold from 1988 to 1990, followed by small decreases in
1991. Cost of goods sold data in table 23 mirrored the rise and fall in
manufacturing costs.
Tables 25, 26, and 27 present selected profit-and-loss data for large,
medium, and small producers (based on production criteria, as defined on page
A-33). 'nle following tabulation shows the extent and location of the softwood
lumber operations of the different producers--

Producer size
Large...........
Medium ..........
Small...........

Nwphe{ of companies yitb softwood lumber
opfrations ·in tbe followin& re1ions-H2Ilh
~
West Coastal
West Inland
4

l
l

7
7
15

5
6
7

5
7
l

\Jhile all 24 of the small producers and 14 of the 17 medium producers had
softwood lumber operations in only l region, 7 of the 9 large producers had
operations in 2 or more regions.
Comparing the results of the different sized producers, it is clear that
all three groups had the same general trends--results tailed off a bit from
1988 to 1989, got mueh worse in 1990, and then rebounded a bit in 1991.
However, it appears th.at the small producers did not do as well as the large
or medium size producers, particularly in 1991. 'nle data indicate that the
gross profit percentage of all three groups was very similar, suggesting
operating efficiencies were also very similar. However, SG&A expenses were
proportionately higher for the small producers, resulting in relatively lower
operating and net incomes. All else being the same, the larger companies may
have an advantage with respect to such expenses due to economies of scale.
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Table 24
U.S. producers' 1 per-unit manufacturing costs on their operations producing
softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1988

1990

1989

1991

Quantity Cmbfl
ho~ction ......... ~1~3~·~8~2~7~·~37~6~~·"~·~3~8-l~.-18~9~~-"~·9-2~8~·~04~9~~-"~·2~0~6~·~8~8~9~~

Value Cper mbfl
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

$174.03
51.26
42.76
268.05
(33.85)
234.20

$187 .11
53.67
45.54
286.32
(39. 85)
246.47

$195.46
53.23
46.35
295.05
(39. 76)
255.28

$195. 31
51.07
48.21
294.59
(43.35)
251. 24

Ratio to total costs (percent)
Direct materials ...
Direct labor .......
Factory overhead ...
sub-total ........
Less: By-product
revenue ....
Total costs ........

74.3
21. 9
18.3
114.5

75.9
21.8
18.5
116.2

76.6
20.9
18.2
115.6

77. 7
20.3
19.2
117. 3

Cl4. 5)
100.0

Cl6 2)
100 .. 0

Cl5. 6)
100.0

Cl7. 3)
100.0

I

1

Some producers that could not provide data on a region-by-region basis
were able to present overall data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 25
Income-and-loss experience of large 1 U.S. producers on their operations producing
softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-912
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Value Cl. 000 dollars)
Net sales
Percent of total

2,859,725
65.9

2,987,659
65.0

2,956,835
64.7

2,776,769
63.3

Operating income
Percent of total
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
Percent of total

231,141
69.8

203,222
68.9

5,179
3

70,858
66.1

224,892
73.8

202,646
74.1

(ll,730)
19. 94

52,543
64.3

Cash flow
Percent of total

340,829
68.7

320,214
68.5

115,682
76.2

172,169
60.2

B.1U2 t2 nit H.lH
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes

(RIJ.;'.~llltl

87.3
12.7

88.7
ll.3

95.l
4.9

93.0
7.0

4.6
8.1

4.5
6.8

4.7
0.2

4.5
2.6

7.9

6,8

rn.4l

L9

Numbu: 2f fi.m1 J.;'.IR2i;:Ung
Operating losses
Net losses
Data

0
0
9

1
2
9

4

3

5
9

4

1

Defined as producers which had 1991 production in excess of 500 mmbf.
Percent of total refers to percentage of aggregate totals as presented in
table 23.
3
Not applicable--aggregate total was a net loss.
• Percent of the total loss.
2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

9
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Table 26
Income-and-loss experience of medium 1 U.S. producers on their producing softwood
lumber, fiscal years 1988-912
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Value Cl.000 dollars)
Net sales . . . .
Percent of total
Operating income or (loss)
Percent of total
. . . .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
Percent of total
Cash flow . . . .
Percent of total

1,091,436
25.2

1,241,755
27.0

1,295,599
28.4

76,242
23.0

82,013
27.8

(24,598)
68. 73

35,576
33.2

59,562
19.6

62,123
22.7

(33,668)
57 .0 3

29,604
36.0

120,912
24.4

124,563
26.6

34,960
23.0

99,306
34.7

1,268,480
28.9

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . .

88.3
11. 7

88.9
11.1

4.7
7.0

4.5
6.6

5.5

5.0

97.5
2.5

92.9
7.1

4.4
(1. 9)

4.3
2.8

(2.6)

2.3

Numb1' Qf t:im1 'IPQ,tiDI
Operating losses
Net losses
Data

1
3

15

3
3
17

7
9

7
8

17

17

1

Defined as producers with 1991 production of between 100 and 500 mmbf.
Percent of total refers to percentage of aggregate totals as presented in
table 23.
3
Percent of the total loss.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 27
Income-and-loss experience of small 1 U.S. producers on their operations producing
softwood lumber, fiscal years 1988-91 2
1989

1988

Item

1990

1991

Value (1.000 dollars)
385,250
8.9

366,426
8.0

Operating income or (loss)
Percent of total
. . . .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
Percent of total

23,780
7.2

9,824
3.3

(11,218)
31.3 3

764
0.7

20,135
6.6

8,636
3.2

(13,673)
23. l3

(445)

Cash flow . . . .
Percent of total

34,090
6.9

22,819
4.9

1,229
0.8

Net sales . . . .
Percent of total

R1U2 t2
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income or (loss)
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes
. .

340,191
7.8

•

14,634
5.1

lihl (12eI~~nt)

87.4
12.6

90.7
9.3

96.2
3.8

92.7
7.3

6.5
6.2

6.6
2.7

7 .4
(3.6)

7.1
0.2

5.2

2.4

(4.3)

<0.1>

Numb~I

Operating losses
Net losses
Data . . . . . .

n~t

314,388
6.9

Qf fhllll

4
6

8
8

24

24

I~l22IUn&

12
11
23

10
11
23

1

Defined as producers with 1991 production of less than 100 mmbf.
Percent of total refers to percentage of aggregate totals as presented in
table 23.
J Percent of the total loss.
4
Not applicable--aggregate total was positive net income.
2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Investment in Productive Facilities and Return on Assets
Data on investment in productive facilities and return on assets are
shown in table 28.
Table 28
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers' establishments wherein
softwood lumber is produced, fiscal years 1988-91
Item

1989

1988

1990

1991

Value Cl.000 dollars)
All products:
Fixed assets:
Original cost
Book value
Total assets 1
Softwood lumber:
Fixed assets:
Original cost
Book value
Total assets 2
All products:
Operating return4
Net returns
Softwood lumber:
Operating return 4
Net returns

4,624,090
2,068,483
6,861,141

5,157,308
2,425,792
7,608,397

2,273,702
970,931
3.386.205

2,546,963
2,656,489
1,179,938
1,203,725
3.827.424
3.963.769
Return on book value of
fixed assets Cpercent) 3

31. 5

27.3
26.8
24.l

5,549,522
2,615,672
8,221,391

5,693,439
2,575,887
8,414,744
2,682,519
1,206,781
4.167.765

34.9
30.5

12.6
8.5

14.5

19.9

(5.6)
(8.2)

6.0
3.8

17.5

11.0

Return on total assets (percent) 3
All products:
Operating return4
Net returns . .
Softwood lumber:
Operating return4
Net returns
.

9.5
8.2

11.1

9.7

4.0
2.7

7.7
6.9

6.1
5.4

(1.7)
(2.5)

4.4
3.4
1. 7

1.1

1

Defined•• book value of fixed assets plus current and noncurrent assets.
Total establishment assets are apportioned, by firm, to product groups on the
basis of the ratios of the respective book values of fixed assets.
3
Computed using data from only those firms supplying both asset and
income-and-loss information, and, as such, may not be derivable from data
presented.
4
Defined as operating income or loss divided by asset value.
s Defined as net income or loss divided by asset value.
2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Capital Expenditures
The capital expenditures of the producers are shown in table 29.
Table 29
Capital expenditures by U.S. producers of softwood lumber, by products, fiscal
years 1988-91
(In thousands of dollars)
Item
All products:
Land and land improvemen ts
Building and leasehold
improvements
Machinery, equipment, and
fixtures
Total
Softwood lumber:
Land and land improvemen ts
Building and leasehold
improvements
Machinery, equipment, and
fixtures
Total

1988

1989

1990

1991

33,400

26,133

21,637

41,402

17,168

20,257

44,984

17,625

4Q§.~§§

456,934

~49, 728
596, 118

5ZZ 272
643,896

317,246
376,273

8,560

7,551

4,835

4,983

9,403

10,174

13,165

9,149

181,40~

2~6,944

199,366

304,669

244,2Z2
262,275

171,355
185,487

1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Research And Development Expenses
The research and development (R&D) expenditures of the responding
producers are shown in table 30. Expressed as a share of the quantity of net
sales reported by the firms that reported financial data (table 23), R&D
expenditures amounted to 18 cents per mbf in 1988, 17 cents per mbf in 1989, 9
cents per mbf in 1990, and 8 cents per mbf in 1991 (or substantially less than
0.1 percent of the dollar value of sales during each period).
Table 30
Research and development expenses of U.S. producers of softwood lumber, by
products, fiscal years 1988-91
(In thousands of dollars)
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

All products
Softwood lumber

3,070
2,978

3,016
2,902

1, 720
1,581

1,474
1,296

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Capital and 1nveatment
The Co11111ission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of softwood lumber from Canada on their
firms' growth, investment, ability to raise capital, and/or development and
production efforts. Their responses are shown in appendix F.
Relative Financial Condition of the Softwood Lumber Industry
The following tabulation compares operating income as a percent of net
sales for industry types tied closely to construction demand with the data for
softwood lumber as contained in table 23.
Industry type

6/30/87 to
3/31/88

(2)
Softwood lumber 1 •••••
(2)
Logging ..............
Sawmills and
planing mills ...... 6.4
(2)
Hardwood flooring ....
Hardwood veneer
and plywood ........ 6.0
Brick and
structural clay .... 10.0
Concrete block
and brick .......... 5.6
1

6/30/88 to
3/31/89

6/30/89 to
3/31/90

4/1/90 to
3/31/91

7.6
2.5

6.4
3.5

(0.7)
3.4

6.3
6.1

4.7
3.5

2.9
4.9

4.6

3.7

3.3

9.4

6.5

6.9

6.1

4.4

4.5

Data for fiscal years 1988, 1989, and 1990 are presented in order to be
comparable to the data obtained from the source, the 1991 edition of Robert
Morris Associates Annual Statements Studies.
2
Not available.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of the merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant economic factors••-(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,

••Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701
or 731 or to final orders under section 706 or 736,
are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either
the raw agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 17
The available information on the nature of the subsidies examined by the
Department of Commerce (item (I) above) is presented in the section of this
report entitled "Nature and Extent of Subsidies;" information on the volwne,
U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject merchandise
(items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in the section entitled
"Consideration of the Causal Relationship between Imports of the Subject
Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury;" and information on the effects
of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing development
and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section entitled
"Consideration of Alleged Material Injury to an Industry in the United
States." Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject products
(item (V)); foreign producers' operations, including the potential for
"product-shifting" (items (II), (VI), (VIII) and (IX) above); and any other
threat indicators (item (VII) above), if applicable, follows.

Inventoriea of U.S. Importera
Hardly any of the respondents to the Commission's importer
questionnaires were able to provide useable information with respect to
inventories of softwood lumber imported from Canada. Virtually all of them
67

Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, "· . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
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indicated that they do not segregate inventories by country of origin. Staff
is unaware of any public source for inventory data and is, therefore, unable
to provide importer inventory information.
Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports
and the Availability of Export Markets Other
Than the United States
The Industry in Canada
From 1986 to 1987, Canadian production of softwood lumber rose
14.3 percent to a peak of 25.9 billion board feet, generally reflecting
increased demand in export and domestic markets. However, in each succeeding
year, Canadian production, exports, and apparent consumption of softwood
lumber have dropped from their highwater marks of 1987. Production in 1991 of
21.5 billion board feet was off 17.0 percent from the 1987 production level
(table 31). Exports to the United States, having reached a peak of
14.6 billion board feet in 1987, declined each year thereafter to 11.7 billion
board feet in 1991. From 1987 to 1991, such exports fell by 19.9 percent
Table 31
Softwood lumber:
1986-91

Canadian production, capacity, and capacity utilization,

Item

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Production (mmbf)
Capacity (mmbf)
Capacity
utilization
(percent)

22,630
27,800

25,870
28,500

25,166
28,700

24,538
28,400

22,755
28,400

21,463
28,000

81.4

90.8

87.7

86.4

80.1

76.7

Source: Statistics Canada and Resource Information Systems, Inc., (RISI)
May 1992.
Note.--Capacity figures come from RISI data and were provided by counsel for
CFIC. Counsel for CFIC believes that the real constraining factor on lumber
industry production is availability of timber supply. They believe that the
RISI capacity numbers, which are based on a theoretical productive capacity of
Canadian sawaills, overstate the actual production potential of the Canadian
industry. Further, they are concerned that the historical relationships upon
which RISI capacity utilization fugures are based "do not adequately reflect
ongoing fundamental structural changes in the industry." Staff and counsel
for CFIC are unaware of any other source for Canadian capacity data.
Canadian production of softwood lumber is rather dependent upon U.S.
construction activity. As noted earlier, Canadian softwood lumber production
rose 14.3 percent from 1986 to 1987 when U.S. housing starts stood at
1.6 million units and U.S. lumber consumption reached a record level of more
than 50 billion board feet. However, as the level of U.S. construction
activity slumped, Canadian production fell to a 1991 level below production
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activity in 1986. From 1986 to 1987, Canadian softwood lumber capacity
increased from 27.8 billion board feet to 28.5 billion board feet; it then
remained essentially level through 1991. Capacity utilization rates rose from
1986 to 1987 and dropped each year thereafter to a rate of 76.7 percent in
1991.
BC is the leading region of softwood lumber production in Canada. In
1991, it accounted for 62.0 percent of total production, up from a share of
58.9 percent in 1986. Softwood lumber production in BC rose from 13.3 billion
board feet in 1986 to a record 15.9 billion board feet in 1987 (table 32).
Thereafter, it declined each year to 13.3 billion board feet in 1991. BC's
lower production and share figures for 1986 are largely due to strikes, some
of which lasted up to 4 months. Quebec and Ontario together accounted for
25.0 percent of production in 1991, doW'n from a 29.9 percent share in 1986.
Canadian production, by species, is presented in table 33. In 1991, as
in earlier years, about three-fourths of Canadian softwood lumber production
was SPF, with hem-fir, red cedar, and Douglas fir composing the bulk of the
remaining production.
Table 32
Softwood lumber:

Canadian production, by Provinces, 1986-91
B'1t11h ~21YmQ11
C2ast Inter12r

Period

T2tal

Ouebec

Onta,fo

Maritime
P,2vinces

Prairie
P,ovinces

Total

909
938
941
845
861
738

1,618
1,798
1,917
2,002
1,971
2.053

22,630
25,870
25,166
24,538
22,755
21.463

Quantity <mmbf>
1986 ..........
1987 ..........
1988 ..........
1989 ..........
1990 ..........
1991 ..........

3,753
4,675
4,583
4,140
3,798
3.465

9,582
11,212
10,989
11,094
10,400
9.843

13,335
15,887
15,572
15,234
14,198
13.308

4,512
5,100
4,470
4,279
3,799
3.542

2,256
2,147
2,266
2,178
1,926
1.822

Share (percent> of t2tal 0 ,oduction
1986 ..........
1987 ..........
1988.
1989 ..........
1990 ..........
1991 ..........
O

O

Source:

O

•

O

0

O

I

I

16.6
18.1
18.2
16.9
16.7
16.1

42.3
43.3
43.7
45.2
45.7
45.9

Statistics Canada.

58.9
61.4
61. 9
62.1
62.4
62.0

19.9
19.7
17.8
17.4
16.7
16.5

10.0
8.3
9.0
8.9
8.5
8.5

4.0
3.6
3.7
3.4
3.8
3.4

7.1
7.0
7.6
8.2
8.7
9.6

100
100
100
100
100
100
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Table 33
Softwood lumber:

Can4dian production, by species, 1986-91
(In mmbf)

Soecies

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

SPF1
Hem-fir2
Red cedar
Douglas fir
Other .
Total

17,359
2,346
1,151
1,218
556
22,630

19,374
2,946
1,457
1,426
667
25,870

18,747
2,873
1,246
1,540
760
25,166

18,466
2,648
1,237
1,351
836
24,538

16,946
2,485
1,070
1,197
1.057
22,755

16,676
2,189
1,086
1,055
457
21,463

1

Includes white spruce, Engelman spruce, lodgepole pine, and alpine fir.
A species combination used by grading agencies to designate any of various
species having collllllOn characteristics. Included in this group are California
red fir, grand fir, noble fir, Pacific silver fir, Shasta fir, white fir, and
western hemlock.
2

Source:

Statistics Canada.

Canadian exports
Canadian exports.. of softwood lumber amounted to 15.2 billion board
feet in 1991, representing a decrease of 12.9 percent from the record
17.5 billion board feet exported in 1987 (table 34). Exports as a share of
Canadian production declined in 1987 followed by an increase in ratios back to
the 1986 level.
From 1986 to 1987, Canadian exports to the United States rose to a
record 14.6 billion board feet; they then dropped each year thereafter to
11.7 billion board feet in 1991. Exports to the United States as a share of
production declined irregularly from 1986 to 1991, falling from 62.4 percent
to 54.4 percent. Canadian exports to the United States as a share of U.S.
consumption are shown in the following tabulation:
Canadian exports
to the United States
Period

(lllmbf)

As a share of U.S.
consumption (percent)

1986 •................
1987 ................ .
1988 ................ .
1989 ................ .
1990 ........•........
1991 ................ .

14,119
14,577
13,705
13,470
12,108
11,669

29.5
28.9
28.1
28.2
26.9
27.5

.. Official Canadian export and import statistics may vary somewhat from
comparable U.S. statistics because of differences in shipment recordings,
timing, classification, etc.
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Table 34
Softwood lumber: Canadian production, imports, exports to the United States, total exports, apparent
consumption, and ratios of total exports to production, U.S. exports to production, and imports to consumption,
1986-91

f eriod

Produetion

lumgll§

Exports
to U.S.

Total
~l!Qll§

Apparent
consugmtion

Rltig gf-Total
exports to
oroductism

U.S.
Imports
exports to to connrodY£tion !YDmlion

Ouantia !mmlztl
1986 ....•.
1987 ......
1988......
1989 ......
1990......
1991.. .•..

22,630
25,870
25,166
24,538
22,755
21,463

327
304
363
439
423
373

14,119
14,577
13,705
13,470
12,108
11,669

16,104
17,500
17,179
16,950
15,687
15,248

6,853
8,674
8,350
8,027
7,491
6,588

61.6

71.2

62.4
56.3

68.3
69.1
68.9
71.0

54.5
54.9
53.2
54.4

4.8
3.5
4.3

5.5
5.6
5.1

Value (milli2D dQJlml
1986 ......
1987 ......
1988 .•...•
1989......
1990......
1991. .....

5,981
7,026
6,944
6,851
6,208
5,743

135
132
194
221
193
172

3,035
3,105
2,956
3,159
2,873
2,819

4,889

1,227
1,419
1,896
1,694
1,167
1,147

5,139
5,242
5,378
5,234
4,768

Ynil value <mr
1986 ......
1987 ......
1988•.••..
1989 ......
1990......
1991. .....

$264.31
271.59
275.93
279.20
272.82
267.59

$412.84
434.21
534.44
503.42
456.26
461.13

$214.95
213.01
215.67
234.52
237.31
241.62

$303.59
327.94
305.14
317.29
333.65
312.70

78.5
84.3
83.0

11.0
9.3
10.2
13.0
16.5
15.0

230.6
265.4
235.4
238.5
292.9
264.8

169.6
200.5
134.4
150.3
214.2
179.6

120.3
130.4
95.1
111.1
148.4
138.7

15.5

mbfl

$179.05
163.59
227.07
211.04
155.79
174.14

Source: Statistics Canada and U.S. Department of Commerce.

50.1
44.2
42.6
46.1
46.3
49.1

81.7
81.7
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The vast majority, more than 75 percent, of Canadian softwood lumber exports to
the United States occurred in the SPF group.
Canada's exports to the
high housing activity east of
primary market in the western
softwood lumber to the United

United States are mostly marketed in areas of
the Rocky Mountains, with California being a
United States. Of Canada's total 1991 exports of
States, 60.8 percent were supplied by BC.

These exports accounted for 53.4 percent of BC production in 1991. The
following tabulation, developed from data of the BC Ministry of Forests, shows
BC exports to the United States, the share of BC production accounted for by
these exports, and the share of U.S. consumption accounted for by these exports
during 1986-91.
Exports to the
United States
(billion board
Period
1986 ....
1987 ....
1988 ....
1989 ....
1990 ....
1991. ...

~)

.
.
.
.
.
.

7.8
9.2
9.2
8.9
7.4
7.1

Share of British
Columbia prod,µction
{percent)

Share of U.S.
consumption
(percent)

58.6
57.9
59.0
58.6
52.l
53.4

16.4
18.2
18.9
18.7
16.5
16.7

BC's exports and the share of BC production of softwood lumber exported
to the United States were relatively stable from 1987 through 1989, then
dropped in 1990 and 1991 to the lowest levels during 1986-91.
As noted earlier in this report, Japan is Canada's next largest export
market after the United States. The portion of Canada's total exports, on a
quantity basis, going to Japan has grown from slightly under 6 percent in 1986
to more than 10 percent in 1989 and 1990. On a value basis, the growth is from
slightly under 10 percent in 1986 to more than 18 percent in 1989 and 1990.
Canada's other important export markets include the United Kingdom, France, and
Australia."

Canadian J.aport•
Canadian imports of softwood lumber increased irregularly from
327 mmbf in 1986 to 439 mmbf in 1989, then dropped to 373 mmbf in 1991
(table 34). The latter number gave imports a 5.7 percent share (quantity
basis) of Canadian apparent consumption in 1991. The imported lumber, which
comes primarily from the United States, is generally consumed in close
proximity to the U.S./Canadian border, and often consists of higher grades of
lumber than are commonly produced in Canada. This is because the United States
has a greater proportion, and larger supply, of higher grade Douglas fir and
ponderosa pine logs than does Canada.

61

Derived from Statistics Canada data.
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Canadian consumption

Apparent Canadian consumption of softwood lumber stood at 6.6 billion
board feet in 1991, down from a peak of 8.7 billion board feet in 1987.
Canadian softwood lumber consumption and Canadian housing starts are shown in
the following tabulation:
Period

Softwood lwpber conswpption
(billion board feet)

Housin& starts
(1. 000 units)

1986 ........... .
1987 ........... .
1988 ........... .
1989 ........... .
1990 ........... .
1991, .......... .

6.9
8.7
8.4
8.0
7.5
6.6

200
246
221
215
182
156

The following tabulation shows the estimated share of softwood lumber
consumed in Canada, by end use, in 1991 (in percent):
Percenta&e distribution
of Canadian consumption

End YH
Construction:
New residential (new housing) .... .
Repair and remodeling ............ .
New nonresidential construction .. .
Industrial ......................... .
Total .......................... .

26.l
41.0

6.8
26.1
100.0

COBSIDEIATIOB or THE CAUSAL ll.ELATIOBSBIP BETV!EB IMPORTS or
THE SUBJECT KD.CBANDISE AND THE ALLEGED HATD.IAL INJURY
U.S. Import• and Market Penetration
As shown in table 35, virtually all U.S. imports of softwood lumber come
from Canada. From 1986 to 1991, imports from Canada followed an irregular
downward pattern. After increasing from 14.1 billion board feet in 1986 to
14.6 billion board feet in 1987, imports then declined each year thereafter to
11.7 billion board feet in 1991, down 19.9 percent from 1987.
As noted in table 2, the ratio of imports from Canada to apparent
consumption in the United States dropped during 1986-90, falling from 29.5
percent in 1986 to 26.9 percent in 1990. In 1991, imports from Canada
accounted for 27.5 percent of apparent consumption. 70

70

To the extent that import data contain imports from the Maritime
Provinces, the ratios of subject imports to apparent consumption are slightly
overstated. Imports from the Maritime Provices represent a very small portion
of total imports from Canada and, therefore, have a minimal effect on import
penetration ratios.
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Table 35
Softwood lumber:

U.S. imports, by sources, 1986-91

Item

1986

1988

1987

1989

1990

1991

Quantity Cmmbf)
Canada .......................
Other sources ................
Total ....................

14,119
130
14.249

14, 577
118
14.695

13,705
106
13.811

13,470
112
13. 582

12,108
74
12.182

11,669
93
11. 762

Value (million dollars)
Canada .......................
Other sources ................
Total .............. , .....

3,035
36
3.071

3,105
38
3.143

2,956
47
3.003

2,873
43
2.916

2,819
64
2.884

$237. 31
581,08
239.38

$241.62
691. 61
245.18

3,159
39
3.198

Unit yalue (per mbf)
Canada ....................... $214.95
Oth'r sources .............••. 27§.92
Average ............. , .... 215.49

$213.01
322.03
213.90

$215.67
443.40
217.41

$234.52
349.64
235.47

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; unit values are
calculated from unrounded figures.
Note.--1989 import quantity data are based on staff estimates derived from official
statistics of the U.S. DepartJJent of Commerce.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Imports by Domestic Producers
Seven domestic producers of softwood lumber reported they had imported
softwood lwaber from Canada during 1988-91. In the case of***, the firm
indicated that it imports anywhere from*** to *** feet annually from its ***·
Imports by the four producers who provided both quantity and value information
are shown in table 36. As a share of total imports from Canada, imports by
these four U.S. producers, ***, ranged from*** percent to *** percent during
1988-91. Six of the seven producers reporting imports, ***, are among the
larger U.S. producers. ***
Together, the seven producers accounted for more
than 15 percent of U.S. softwood lumber production in 1991.
Table 36
Softwood lumber: U.S. imports from Canada by domestic producers responding
to the Commission's questionnaires, 1988-91
Item

1988

1989

1990

1991

Imports from Canada:
Quantity ............. mmbf ..
Value ..... million.dollars ..
Unit value ........ per mbf ..

*

*

*

*

*

*

Imports by domestic producers as a share of
the total quantity of
imports from Canada
percent ..
1

None of the domestic producers reported imports from countries other than
Canada.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
In addition to ***• three other U.S. producers, ***, have Canadian
production facilities. Together, these four firms accounted for 10.6 percent
of U.S. production in 1991.
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Prices
Market Characteristics
Softwood lumber prices can fluctuate considerably from day to day, and
even from hour to hour, depending on a number of factors, including the
overall access to timber supplies, competition among different species within
a particular region, weather, and expected future market conditions. Domestic
mills and importers of Canadian softwood lumber most often negotiate selling
prices with customers based on these factors, as well as on prices published
in Random Len1ths, 71 inventory levels, the size of a particular order, and
demand in export markets. Softwood lumber prices also differ substantially
depending on the species, grades, and dimensions involved.
The majority of softwood lumber imported from Canada is SPF, while the
primary U.S. species are Douglas fir, hem-fir, and SPF in the Northeast, North
Central, and Northwestern States, and SYP in the Southern States. The
principal end uses for both domestic and Canadian softwood lumber include
residential construction, repair and remodeling, industrial remanufacturing,
and industrial applications such as wood pallets and crates.
Virtually all of the 20 purchasers responding to Commission
questionnaires reported that U.S.-produced and Canadian softwood lumber can be
used interchangeably for most end uses; most often the particular species
purchased depends on factors such as the available supply and local building
codes in a particular region. A number of purchasers did indicate, however,
that certain species are preferred for some end uses. For example, SYP is
frequently chemically treated because it absorbs chemicals more easily than
other species and is, therefore, preferred for use in outdoor applications
such as decks and siding. 72 Several producers and importers also indicated
that preferences for certain species exist. For example, some producers
reported that SYP has superior nail-holding ability and is stronger than most
other softwood lumber species, which makes it preferable for use in trusses
and other stress-bearing applications. Hem-fir, Douglas fir, and SPF are
considered by other producers to be superior for framing construction because
they do not warp and twist, and are lighter weight, easier to nail and saw,
and have superior knot structure compared with SYP. 73 Ponderosa pine and
Idaho white pine are reportedly preferable for use in molding and millwork.

71

Random I.an1tbs is put out by Random Lengths Publications, Inc., located
in Eugene, OR, which publishes weekly and annual price reports for a wide
range of forest products in the North American market. Prices are gathered
through weekly pricing surveys of buyers and sellers located throughout the
United States.
72
One producer estimated that 50 to 55 percent of SYP is pressure treated.
See discussion of preferences in the section of this report entitled,
"Description and Uses".
73
*** commented that while SYP also has great nail-holding ability, it is
difficult "to get a nail into it." He estimated that for most jobs requiring
dimension lumber, SYP is chosen over SPF only when it is priced considerably
below SPF, most likely by a margin of $20-$25 per mbf. Conversation with ***,
Oct. 25, 1991.
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Most purchasers reported that domestic and Canadian softwood lumber are
generally comparable in quality and they generally do not have a preference
for the product from one country over the comparable product from the other.
The four purchasers that reported preferences for U.S.-produced lumber
indicated that it is generally higher in quality than the Canadian product.
Most of the seven purchasers that indicated a ,preference for the Canadian
product reported that it is generally higher in quality than the domestic
product. One purchaser, ***, reported that only Canadian mills are able to
ship the sizes they need (primarily lx2, lx3, and lx4 material). Another
purchaser, ***, reported that Canadian softwood lumber is more consistently
available and is packaged better than the domestic product. Attributes that
purchasers reported to be important in assessing the quality of a product
include grade, size, distribution of knots, wane, warp, quality of the
machining, consistency of drying, packaging, heartwood content, and general
appearance. Several respondents reported that lumber meeting guidelines
published by groups such as the Western Wood Products Association (WWPA) or
the American Lumber Standards Committee (ALSC) is considered to be acceptable.
Purchasers reported that price, quality, and product availability are
generally the three most important factors that they consider when deciding
from whom to purchase softwood lumber. Other factors reported to be important
include relationships with suppliers, the range of the supplier's product
line, the terms of sale, consistency of the product, and the tallies 74
traditionally shipped on a random-length order.
Most purchasers did not differentiate between domestic and Canadian
suppliers with respect to their sales service, return provisions, sales
techniques, or any other factors. Among the five purchasers that did report
differences between domestic and Canadian suppliers, responses were mixed.
One purchaser reported that Canadian suppliers are generally more dependable
and make shipments in a more timely manner than domestic mills. Canadian
suppliers were also identified as being more customer oriented and having
larger sales staffs and better merchandising programs. One purchaser
indicated that in the Southern United States, the proximity of SYP mills to
their markets gives them an advantage in lead times and freight costs.
Lumber is classified into seven major categories, including studs,
dimension, stress grades, timbers, boards, selects, and shop. 75 Studs and
dimension lumber are the primary categories in which U.S. and Canadian lumber
compete. Dimension lumber is sold either as random or specified lengths. In
general, within a particular species random-length lumber is priced lower than
lumber sold at specified lengths.
Producers and importers both reported selling the majority of their
softwood lumber in the U.S. market on a spot basis. Contract sales are not
uncommon, but these sales usually account for only 1 to 5 percent of total
sales. U.S. producers reported quoting prices on both a delivered and an
f .o.b. mill basis, with neither type of sales arrangement predominant; a
number of domestic mills reported that they often respond to customer
specifications at the time of the order and will sell in whatever manner the
A tally represents the number of boards of each length of dimension
lumber shipped in a random-length load.
75 See pp. A-7-8 for a further discussion of these categories.
74
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purchaser requests. Importers also reported selling on both a delivered and
an f.o.b. basis, but responses were more heavily weighted toward delivered
sales. One importer, ***, reported that none of the Canadian lumber that it
imports can be purchased f .o.b. mill.
The majority of domestic mills indicated that they show freight
separately as a component of the total delivered cost on the sales invoice
when the product is sold on a delivered basis. Responses among importers were
mixed; approximately half reported showing separate shipping charges for sales
on a delivered basis, while the remainder reported that they do not.
Geographic market areas for both U.S. producers and importers of
Canadian lumber varied. Individual domestic mills and importers generally
concentrate their sales within certain regions of the United States (e.g.,
Northeast, Southeast, or Upper Midwest), or in certain market areas or local
markets (e.g., New York/New Jersey, Northern Alabama, or Houston, TX). A
domestic mill's or importer's market area is determined primarily by the
competition from other suppliers in a particular market (both within and
across species) and the freight costs associated with delivering an order to
the customer's location. Due to the relative ease of substitution among
different softwood lumber species, high transportation costs can cause a
mill's product to be uncompetitive in a particular market area. Consumer
preferences for a particular species or for a particular mill's production can
also define a supplier's market area.
Domestic producers and importers both reported selling to a number of
different types of customers including wholesalers, distributors, retailers,
mass merchants, building contractors, wood products manufacturers, and
chemical pressure treaters. Prices to these customers are determined
primarily by the size of a particular order, and most producers and importers
do not set different prices depending on the type of customer (e.g.,
wholesaler or retailer) involved. 76
Questionnaire respondents identified a number of different products that
can be substituted for softwood lumber in certain applications. These include
concrete, steel, aluminum, vinyl, composite materials, laminated veneer lumber
products, hardwood lumber, and plastic. However, most of these products are
not commonly substituted for softwood lumber in residential construction,
primarily because of the higher material and labor costs associated with their
installation and use. Several producers and importers did report that steel
and aluminum are being used increasingly in commercial construction because of
the strength of these products. One producer estimated that softwood lumber
maintains a 90 percent share of the market for construction materials due to
its relatively low cost and wide availability. 77

76

For example, *** stated that for shipments from the mill, his company
does not charge different prices based on the types of customers involved.
Negotiations on price usually depend on factors such as the volume of a
particular shipment. Because of the competition in the marketplace and the
commodity nature of the softwood lumber, price markups for sales to different
types of customers are not possible. Conversation on June 8, 1992.
77
Questionnaire response of***·
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Domestic producers and importers reported that demand for softwood
lumber has decreased since 1989, primarily because of the recession in the
United States and the effect that the recession has had on the number of new
housing starts, especially during 1990 and 1991. Producers and importers
attribute a shift from new home construction activity to increased activity in
the do-it-yourself (DIY) and repair/remodeling market to the effects of the
recession.n
Approximately half of the responding domestic mills reported that since
1989 they have altered the range of softwood lumber products that they offer.
One common change reported includes a shift from the production of commoditytype studs and dimension lumber towards more specialty and higher value-added
products to be used in areas such as wood products manufacturing, DIY
remodeling, and custom construction. Several other domestic producers
reported that they have increased the amount of lumber for export markets in
recent years. ***
Kost of the responding importers reported that they have
not changed the mix of products offered in the U.S. market since 1989. The
few that did report changes stated that they have added more premium products
to address the growing demand in the DIY market; one importer added a red
cedar decking grade for sale in the U.S. market.
Ten domestic producers reported that during certain periods between
January 1989 and March 1992 they were not able to meet all of their customers'
demands for softwood lumber in a timely manner at prevailing market prices.
Most producers reported that the supply shortages were for short periods of
time during peak demand seasons, and usually involved specialty items that are
not typically maintained in inventories. Other reasons given for supply
shortages over this period included timber shortages related to wildlife
preservation programs, strikes, weather- and forest fire-related shortages,
rail car shortages, and mill curtailments. Three importers also reported
supply shortages over the same period and identified similar factors such as
shortages of certain higher grades and sizes, and rail car shortages. ***
reported that shortages have occurred on certain high quality "visual" grades
that have been sold in recent years to export markets such as Japan, where
these products command higher prices.
Random-length lumber futures are traded on the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange. A trading unit is 160,000 board feet (160 mbf) and prices are
quoted in dollars per mbf. The softwood lumber traded is nominal 2x4's of
random lengths from 8 to 20 feet, kiln dried, graded as "construction and
standard," "standard and better," or #1 and #2, with #2 not able to exceed SO
percent of the delivery unit. Species eligible for delivery include Alpine
fir, Engelmann spruce, hem-fir, Lodgepole pine, and/or SPF. 79 The lumber
originates in California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and
Wyoming in the United States, and the Provinces of British Columbia and
Alberta in Canada. For deliveries from both U.S. and Canadian mills, the
78

Some regional increases in demand occurred during 1988-91, although
these were generally not sustained increases. For example, there was an
increase in demand in the Southeast following Hurricane Hugo in September
1989. See the section of this report titled "Apparent U.S. Consumption",
for a further discussion of the impact of housing starts on the softwood
lumber market.
79
SYP and Douglas fir are not listed as eligible species.
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buyer is charged the lowest published freight rate from Prince George, BC,
under the assumption that U.S. mills will be better able to compete with
Canadian mills on delivery, just as they do in the cash market. 80 ***. 81
Transportation Costs
Transportation costs account for a significant percentage of the final
delivered price of softwood lumber; most producers and importers estimated
that transportation costs account for between 5 and 20 percent of the total
delivered cost of the softwood lumber that they sell. Shipments are made
predominantly by truck and rail, and in some instances, by barge. 82 The mode
of transportation usually depends on the distance from the mill or importer's
distribution center to the purchaser; shipments over longer distances are
often made by rail, while shipments over shorter distances are more commonly
made by truck. Most producers and importers reported that the majority of
sales are to customers located further than 100 miles from their mills or
storage facilities, and a substantial proportion of these sales are to
customers located more than 500 miles away. Some of the smaller domestic
producers and importers reported a larger share of total shipments within a
closer proximity to the mill or storage facility.
Without differentiating by the mode of shipment, producers and importers
provided estimates on the average cost of freight within specified distances
from their mills or storage facilities. More producers than importers were
able to estimate freight charges, but estimates for both were in the range
from $5 to $20 per mbf for shipments within a 100-mile radius, $15 to $35 per
mbf for shipments within a 100-500 mile radius, and $30 to $100 per mbf for
shipments farther than 500 miles from a supplier's mill or storage facility.
Published Prices
Softwood lumber prices are published in a number of different sources,
including Random Lengths, Crow's, Madison's, and the Southern Pine Bulletin.
Producers and importers report prices most frequently to Random Lengths, which
develops its price series based on weekly surveys of activity in the U.S.
lumber market. Price data are collected and a weighted average is calculated
using factors such as the size of the firm and quality of its product as
weights. Canadian and U.S. prices are reported separately, with U.S. mill
prices reported on an f.o.b. mill basis and most Canadian prices reported on a
delivered basis. As noted, a number of producers and importers reported using
prices in Random Lengths as guides when negotiating prices, although a
representative of the organization described the publication as one that
reports past pricing activity, and does not attempt to forecast what prices
will do in the future. 83
The Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) develops
indexes of producer prices for all softwood lumber products, as well as for

80

Random Length Lumber: Facts, Chicago Mercantile Exchange.
Affidavit of ***, Coalition postconference brief, Attachment D.
82 Green softwood lumber is commonly shipped by barge because the weight of
the product can make shipment by rail or truck prohibitively expensive.
83
Conversation with ***• Random Lengths, Oct. 16, 1991.
81
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softwood logs (including bolts and timbers), and softwood plywood (figure 5).
The monthly producer price index for all softwood lumber products increased by
28.4 percent from January 1988 to March 1992; most of this increase occurred
from November 1991 through March 1992, during which time the index increased
by 20.4 percent. Rather sharp increases in price occurred in June and July
1991, when the index increased by approximately 10 percent.
The index for softwood logs, the primary input into the production of
softwood lumber, increased somewhat steadily from January 1988 to mid-1990
before declining slightly through the end of 1990 and then increasing through
March 1992. Overall, the index for softwood logs was up 44.8 percent from
January 1988 to March 1992; a substantial portion of this increase occurred
between December 1991 and March 1992, when the index increased by 14.5
percent.
The PPI for softwood plywood fluctuated between January 1988 and March
1992, increasing overall by 35.2 percent. Sharp increases in price occurred
during the Spring of 1990 and the summer months of 1989 and 1991. The index
for softwood plywood also increased substantially, by 26.8 percent, from
October 1991 to March 1992.
Bandom Lengths price trends and price comparisons on selected products
The publication, Random Lengths, contains either f .o.b. or delivered
pricing information for most of the products for which Commission pricing data
were collected in its questionnaires. The available price series for these
products were taken from the Random L@ngths 1991 Yearbook, and are presented
in table 37. In this publication, the majority of the pricing for domestic
softwood lumber is reported on a net f .o.b. mill basis, while the majority of
the pricing for Canadian softwood lumber is reported on a net delivered basis
to selected cities or regions in the United States. According to ***· The
one exception is Western SPF from Canada in both studs and random lengths, for
which a base f .o.b. price for rail shipments is derived from delivered prices
using published freight rates. These base prices, however, do not include
mills' returns on underweight shipments, contract freight rates, freight
rebates, or prepaid freight. 84 The specific domestic products for which price
trends are reported are as follows: (1) Engelmann spruce/lodgepole pine
(ESLP), kiln-dried, studs, 2x4-8', precision end-trimmed, stud grade, net
f.o.b. mill; (2) hem-fir (costal), kiln-dried, 2x4, standard and better,
random lengths, net f .o.b. mill; (3) Douglas fir, green, 2x4, standard and
better, random lengths, net f.o.b. Portland area, and (4) SYP, kiln-dried,
2x4, standard and better, random lengths, net f.o.b. mill. The specific
Canadian products for which price trends are shown are as follows: (1) SPF
(Western Canada), kiln-dried, studs, 2x4-8', precision end-trimmed, stud
grade, net f.o.b. mill; (2) SPF (Eastern Canada), kiln-dried, studs, 2x4-8',
precision end-trimmed, stud grade, net delivered Boston, MA; (3) Douglas fir,
green (B.C. mills), 2x4, standard and better, random lengths, net delivered,
Northeast United States; (4) SPF (Western Canada), kiln dried, 2x4, standard
and better, random lengths, net f.o.b. mill; and (5) SPF (Eastern Canada),
kiln-dried, 2x4, standard and better, random lengths, net delivered, Boston,
MA.

84

Random Lengths. Weekly Lumber Price Guide, p. 3, May 22, 1992.
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Figure 5.--Producer price indexes for
softwood lumber, logs, and plywood,
by months, January 1988-March 1982
Index (Jan. 1988=100)

150
140
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100
90
80
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I 1988 I 1989 I 1990 I 1991 1992

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Table 37
Average f .o.b. mill prices for domestic ESLP studs, green Douglas fir, hem-fir, and SYP random lengths; average
f.o.b. mill prices for Canadian SPF studs and SPF random lengths; delivered prices for Canadian SPF (Eastern)
studs and SPF (Eastern) random lengths sold in the Boston, MA market; and delivered prices for Canadian green
Douglas fir random lengths delivered to the Northeastern United States, by months, January 1990-March 1992
(fM mbfl

Date

U.S.
ESLP stud
k.d., net
f.o.b.
mill

1990:
January .. $207
February .. 214
March ..... 219
April. .... 224
May ....... 219
June ...... 223
July ...... 222
August .... 214
September. 213
October ... 195
November .. 192
December .. 190
1991:
January ... 194
February .. 199
March ..... 214
April ..... 236
May ....... 249
June ...... 274
July ...... 251
August .... 229
September. 220
October ... 210
November .. 222
December .. 232
1992:
January ... 253
February .. 298
March ..... 334
Source:

Canada,
SPF-\l
stud, k.d.
net f.o.b.
mill

Canada
SPF-E stud
k.d., net
delivered
Boston

Canada
Doug. fir
green, RL
net deliv.
Northeast

U.S.
Doug. fir
green, RL
net f.o.b.
Portland

U.S. hemfir, k.d.
RL, net
f.o.b.
mill

Canada
Canada
SPF-E, k.d.
SPF-\l
RL, net
k.d.,
net f.o.b.delivered
Boston
mill

$168
177
182
184
182
182
182
174
178
162
150
152

$245
252
257
256
253
252
254
245
240
233
222
227

$289
298
304
320
299
298
297
286
281
273
280
286

$230
246
246
274
224
226
220
210
202
185
194
226

$221
228
230
241
232
225
230
224
218
199
189
192

$187
197
191
193
191
198
196
190
192
173
163
162

$257
264
265
266
271
275
280
271
263
258
243
243

$226
243
246
278
267
248
242
215
204
204
206
208

157
160
179
197
206
234
214
186
182
174
186
196

227
226
246
272
283
320
291
247
264
256
270
262

289
290
292
296
313
342
310
286
290
291
304
309

226
222
202
216
249
286
226
200
208
208
215
218

202
204
214
222
238
272
244
218
220
214
216
222

161
162
174
182
196
237
206
185
184
183
189
183

241
230
242
259
273
308
282
246
249
244
266
260

206
205
216
222
229
276
250
236
238
237
247
247

214
252
291

278
316
362

325
350
368

236
263
270

235
264
281

206
235
257

270
292
318

263
294
302

Compiled from Random Lengths 1991 yearbook and Random Lengths. Yardstick, January-March, 1992.

U.S.
SYP
Central
net f.o.b.
mill

)>I

I
-.J
\0
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Petitioners, at the hearing, and in their hearing briefs argued that
public data as presented in Random Lengths should be used by the Commission in
lieu of the pricing reported in questionnaire responses as a means of
comparing prices for domestic and Canadian softwood lumber sold in the U.S.
market. Because of the manner in which prices are reported, delivered price
comparisons between domestic and Canadian softwood lumber using Random Lengths
published data are not possible. As noted in the delivered price guide of the
Random Lengths Lumber Price Guide, delivered prices provide approximate
delivered costs at each destination for the most commonly used carriers,
routings, and types of loadings. The reported prices do not make allowances
for contract rates, special discounts, and other routings for which there can
be substantial variances from the prices shown. Moreover, specific sales,
because of variations in stock quality and tallies, frequently result in
prices that are higher or lower than those published. 85
While U.S./Canadian softwood lumber price comparisons on an f.o.b. basis
are, indeed, possible for some of the products listed above, a number of
problems exist with the use of this information. First, as noted above, the
"base price" reported for Canadian Western SPF is a calculated value and not a
true f .o.b. price. Actual delivery charges may differ substantially from the
estimated charges that are netted out of the delivered value, which would lead
to inaccurate margins of over- or underselling.
Second, because of the substantial component of the delivered value of
softwood lumber that is accounted for by transportation costs, f.o.b. mill
prices are not an accurate measure of the way each product is priced in
various markets in the United States. Depending on the market in which a
product is sold and the means by which it is transported, delivered price
comparisons for the same products can differ significantly from comparisons
made on an f .o.b. basis. For example, a product shipped into a market by
barge could be priced below a competing product shipped to the same market by
truck or rail.
Another limitation on the use of f .o.b. price comparisons occurs because
of the differences in regional demand for certain products. For example, Los
Angeles, CA, is a strong market for green Douglas fir because of building
codes and general purchaser preferences, and relatively small volumes of a
product such as kiln-dried, Canadian Western SPF are shipped into this market.
Price comparisons between these two products in Los Angeles could, therefore,
show very different margins than for the two products in the Chicago market,
where considerably more dry Canadian Western SPF is shipped. F.o.b. price
comparisons do not account for these circumstances and the margins reported
should not be considered conclusive.
The Random L8ngtbs f .o.b. mill price comparisons that were possible
include domestic ESLP studs with Canadian SPF (Western) studs; domestic green
Douglas fir, random lengths, standard and better, with Canadian SPF (Western),
random lengths, standard and better; domestic costal hem-fir, random lengths,
standard and better, with Canadian SPF (Western), random lengths, standard and
better; and domestic SYP random lengths, standard and better, with Canadian
SPF (Western), random lengths, standard and better (table 38).

15

Random I.engths. Lumber Price Guide, pp. 4-5, May 22, 1992.
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Table 38
Margins of underselling, by months, January 1990-March 1992
On percent)

Date
1990:
January
February ....
March. , , , , ..
April .. , ... .
May ........ .
June ....... .
July ....... .
August ..... .
September .. .
October .... .
November ... .
December ... .
1991:
January .... .
February ... .
March ...... .
April ...... .

May: ....... .
June ....... .
July ....... .
August ..... .
September .. .
October .... .
November ... .
December ... .
1992:
January .... .
February ... .
March ...... .

US ESLP
studs/
Canada
SPF-Y
studs

U.S. green
Doug. fir,
RL/Canada
SPF-Y. RL

U.S. hem-fir,
costal, RL/
Canada
SPF-Y. RL

US SYP,
central/
Canada
SPF-W. RL

18.9
17.3
16.9
17.9
16.9
18.4
18.0
18.7
16.4
16.9
21.9
20.0

18.7
19.9
22.4
29.6
14.7
12.4
10.9
9.5
5.0
6.5
16.0
28.3

15.4
13.6
17.0
19.9
17.7
12.0
14.8
15.2

17.3
18.9
22.4
30.6
28.5
20.2
19.0

11.9

13.1
13.8
15.6

5.9
15.2
20.9
22.1

19.1
19.6
16.4
16.5
17.3
14.6
14.7
18.8
16.2
15.5

28.8
27.0
13.9
15.7
21.3
17.1
8.9
7.5
11.5
12.0
12.1
16.1

20.3
20.6
18.7
18.0
17.7
12.9
15.6
15.l
16.4
14.5
12.5
17.6

21. 8
21.0
19.4
18.0
14.4
14.l
17.6
21.6
22.7
22.8
23.5
25.9

15.4
15.4
12.9

12.7
10.7
4.8

12.4
11.0
8.5

21. 7
20.l
14.9

17.3
17.1

11.6

Source: Compiled from Random Lengths 1991 Yearbook and Jan.-Mar., 1992
Random Lengths Yardstick.
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Questionnaire Prices
Producers and importers were requested to report the total quantity, in
thousands of board feet, and the total net delivered value, in U.S. dollars,
for sales of seven different softwood lumber products in six different U.S.
market areas on specific days during the period from January 1990 through
March 1992. 86 Total value and total shipment quantities were requested on
specific days in an attempt to facilitate price collection and increase
response rates from producers and importers that reported that they would have
to access their records manually. Many producers, importers, and purchasers
indicated that because of the competitive nature of the industry, and the
responsiveness of both domestic and Canadian prices to prevailing market
conditions, daily prices would provide an adequate representation of the U.S.
market. Products for which prices were requested are as follows:
Product 1: SPF, 2x4, standard & better, kiln dried, random lengths.
Product 2: Douglas fir, 2x4, standard & better, green, random lengths.
Product 3: Hem-fir, 2x4, standard & better, kiln dried, random lengths.
Product 4: SYP, 2x4, standard & better, kiln dried, random lengths.
Product 5: Engelmann spruce-Lodgepole pine (ESLP), 2x4, standard &
better, kiln dried, random lengths.
Product 6: SPF studs, stud grade, 8-foot lengths and/or precision endtrimmed from 8-foot stock.
Product 7: ESLP studs, stud grade, 8-foot lengths and/or precision endtrimmed from 8-foot stock.
Price data were requested for sales in separate market areas because of
the substantial delivery costs associated with sales of softwood lumber.
These relatively high delivery costs can result in sales of the same product
at considerably different prices in different market areas. Therefore, price
comparisons are relevant only within particular regions or market areas. The
market areas in which price data were requested are Atlanta, GA; Baltimore,
MD; Boston, MA; Chicago, IL; Los Angeles, CA; and Dallas, TX. These market
areas are geographically diverse and are served by a variety of domestic and
imported softwood lumber products, and are believed to represent an accurate
picture of the softwood lumber market in the United States.

86

Pricing data were collected for all sales on the second Tuesday of each
month between January 1990 and March 1992. The second Tuesday of each month
was selected to avoid holidays and because there is some indication that sales
volumes early in the week are larger than volumes later in the week. If sales
were not made on the specific date requested, questionnaire respondents were
asked to provide pricing for the first day immediately following the specified
date on which sales were made.
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A considerable nwnber of producers, importers, and purchasers expressed
difficulty in responding to tha pricing section of the Commission
questionnaire. Many reported that they do not maintain price and quantity
information by species or by market areas in which sales are made, and a
number of purchasers reported that they do not maintain records on the country
of origin of a particular purchase. Thus, coverage of the industry is
limited, and for sales and purchases of a product in any given market area,
especially for domestic producers, it is often the case that prices are
reported by a single purchaser or supplier.
Ten domestic producers, 12 importers, and 9 purchasers reported usable
delivered price data for softwood lumber sales and purchases during January
1990 through March 1992. None of the questionnaire respondents provided
pricing for all products in all market areas and instead tended to report
prices for one or two species of softwood lumber sold or purchased in one or
two market areas. As noted earlier, pricing was requested on specific dates
during January 1990 and March 1992. If questionnaire respondents did not have
sales or purchases on the specified date, they were requested to provide price
data for the first day immediately following this day on which sales or
purchases were made. Because of the variable nature of prices in the softwood
lumber industry, prices for producers and importers are only included if the
subsequent date does not exceed 7 days from the date specified. For purchaser
price trends and price comparisons, all reported prices were used. With very
limited purchaser data, this information was included to maximize the number
of possible price comparisons.
Producer/importer composite price trends and price comparisons

A single weighted-average composite price was calculated for U.S.produced and Canadian softwood lumber using reported net delivered prices for
the seven domestic and six Canadian products sold in the six U.S. market areas
between January 1990 and March 1992 (table 39, figure 6).
Composite price trends for domestic and Canadian softwood lumber were
generally similar to one another over this period. Both trends were also
similar to the framing lumber composite price as reported on an f .o.b. basis
in Random Lengths. 87 The Canadian lumber composite price reached a low point
in November 1990, while domestic lumber reached a low in February 1991. Both
price series then increased substantially through June 1991, before declining
in the third quarter of 1991, and increasing sharply beginning in the fourth
quarter 1991 to series peaks in March 1992.

87

The framing lumber composite price is a weighted average of 9 key
framing lumber prices, chosen from major producing areas and species.
Products included are standard and better 2x4's of kiln dried SYP, kiln dried
western SPF, and green Douglas fir (Portland); #2 and better 2xl0's of kiln
dried fir and larch, kiln dried SYP, and green Douglas fir; and studs of kiln
dried SYP, kiln dried western SPF, and green Douglas fir. Random Lengths.
1991 Yearbook, p. 200; Random Lengths. Yardstick, p. 19, March 1992.
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Table 39
U.S. and Canadian softwood lumber: Framing lumber composite f .o.b. prices as
reported in Random Lengths, by months, January 1990-March 1992, and weightedaverage composite delivered prices for sales of seven U.S. and six Canadian
products in six U.S. market areas, by specified dates, January 1990-March 1992
Random
~engtb§

)251te

composite
f ,o,b, Rris;:e
Pei;: mbf

1990:
January 9 ........ $231.00
February 13 ...... 247.00
March 13 ......... 251.00
April 10 ......... 266.00
May 8 ............ 245.00
June 12 .......... 242.00
July 10 .......... 236.00
August 14 ........ 222.00
September 11 ..... 213.00
October 9 ........ 197.00
November 13 ...... 196.00
December 11 ...... 206.00
1991:
January 8 ........ 206.00
February 12 ...... 206.00
March 12 ......... 218.00
April 9 .......... 234.00
May 14 ........... 259.00
June 11 .........
302.00
July 9 ..........
255.00
August 13 .......
225.00
September 10 ....
222.00
October 8 .......
220.00
November 12 .....
232.00
December 10 .....
237.00
1992:
January 14 ......
266.00
February 11 .....
306.00
March 10 ........
320.00

United States
composite
deliver~g 1n::is;:e
Pei;: mbf

Canada
composite
delivered
Pei;: mbf

Margin
Percent

$246.60
250.49
265.23
245.79
271. 52
249.54
257.36
249.29
234.71
233.92
229.99
219.98

$269.36
261. 55
267.87
268.43
258.42
270.80
276.54
261. 83
246.12
254.82
228.07
248.20

(9.2)
(4.4)
(1. 0)
(9.2)
4.8
(8.5)
(7. 5)
(5.0)
(4.9)
(8.9)
0.8
(12.8)

222.50
201.95
222.89
254.29
249.89
275.96
264.99
233.35
250.30
246.99
243.04
262.07

242.96
234.41
247.33
255.06
271.46
296.58
288.46
260.51
256.23
267.53
261. 64
262.94

(9.2)
(16.1)
(11. 0)
(0.3)
(8.6)
(7.5)
(8.9)
(11.6)
(2.4)
(8.3)
(7. 7)
(0.3)

263.25
300.53
325.55

272. 86
297.08
316.02

(3.7)
1.1
2.9

Rris;:~

Source: Compiled from Random Lengths and data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
The Canadian composite price was higher than the domestic composite
price on 23 of the 27 days for which pricing information was collected.
Margins by which the Canadian price exceeded the domestic price ranged from
0.3 percent on April 9 and December 10, 1991, to 16.1 percent on February 12,
1991. In the four instances in which the Canadian composite price was below
the domestic composite price, margins were between 0.8 and 4.8 percent.
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Fiqure 6
Softwood Lumber: Composite U.S. and Canadian net delivered prices for all
products in all market areas, and composite price for framing lumber as
reported in Random Lengths, January 1990 - March 1992
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Delivered price trends
Prices for softwood lumber usually follow seasonal trends, reaching
their highest levels during peak building months beginning in the late spring
and continuing through the summer. In all market areas for which prices were
collected, price movements most often appear to be caused by changes in
seasonal demand for lumber products. At times, government policies or
weather-related factors may also affect prices. For example, lumber prices
increased following the U.S. Government's spring 1990 decision to withhold
logging permits for some federal lands in the Pacific Northwest as a means of
preserving the habitat of the Northern Spotted Owl.
Reported prices for the domestic and Canadian products sold in each
market area followed similar trends between January 1990 and March 1992. All
products for which adequate data were available showed some increase in price
over this period, and prices for a number of products increased substantially,
by 25 to 40 percent. Although not always the case, prices for a considerable
number of domestic and Canadian products reached a minimum point sometime
between the fourth quarter of 1990 and the first quarter of 1991, and then
increased thereafter. The sharp price increases that occurred during MayJune 1991 were reportedly due to factors such as reduced output, low
inventories, and log supply constraints in the Yest and South.u Prices for
most products showed their largest increase between the fourth quarter of 1991
and the first quarter of 1992; the majority of products with adequate data
showed peak prices for the series during these 6 months. U.S.-produced and
Canadian lumber price increases during the fourth quarter of 1991 and the
first quarter of 1992 were reportedly due to the countervailing duty
investigation initiated on October 31, 1991, preliminary countervailing duty
margins of 14.48 percent against Canadian softwood lumber announced by
Commerce on March 6, 1992, 89 an increase in demand fueled by an increase in
new housing starts, and concerns over the availability of timber supplies on
U.S. Forest Service land. Other high and low points between January 1990 and
March 1992 appear to be related to seasonal demand in the construction
industry.
Producer/importer delivered price comparisons"°
Price comparisons shown in this section are discussed separately for
each market area and are based on weighted-average net delivered prices per
88

Random Lengths. 1991 Yearbook, p. 199.
"Quotes jumped in the days immediately following the U.S. Commerce
Department's decision as Canadian producers started pricing their lumber 'duty
in.' U.S. mills also reacted to the duty decision by reaching for higher
prices on items that compete with Canadian lumber." Random Lengths.
Yardstick, p. 1, March 1992.
90
Since the prehearing report, Commission staff have performed on-site
verifications of the pricing reported by two domestic producers and three
importers. Staff also contacted by telephone all of the other producers and
importers whose pricing was used in the prehearing report to ensure that the
pricing information was reported in exactly the manner in which it was
requested in the Commission's questionnaires. Any discrepancies noted in
these verifications have been resolved in this final report.
89
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mbf of softwood lumber, as reported by producers and importers in their
questionnaire responses. Because purchasers responded that they often compare
softwood lumber across species when purchasing, and since only a limited
number of price comparisons within species are possible in any given market
area, prices in this section are compared across several different species for
which pricing data were collected. It should be noted, however, that the
degree of competition across species differs somewhat, depending on the end
use, and may also differ depending on the particular market area. 91
As much as possible, price comparisons were made between U.S.-produced
and Canadian softwood lumber of the same species; the number of comparisons
within species varied among the six market areas depending on the level of
coverage for each domestic and Canadian product. A number of price
comparisons across species were also performed. SPF, the predominant softwood
lumber species imported from Canada, was compared with each domestic species
in each market area for which U.S.-Canadian price comparisons within species
were not possible. Studs were compared only with other studs and not with
random-length lumber.
It should be noted that in some of the market areas examined in this
section, price comparisons show substantial differences between certain
Canadian and domestic softwood lumber products. These price differences may
be due to a number of factors, including regional preferences for certain
species and preferences for a certain mill's product, as well as differences
in order size, shipping method, shipping time, mill location, and lumber
rating or quality within the grade requested. Moreover, prices were requested
for sales on single days and it is conceivable that market adjustments on one
day may be present in one supplier's prices and not in another's.
Baltimore, lfD.--Domestic producers reported pricing for sales of Douglas
fir, hem-fir, and SYP in the Baltimore market area; importers reported sales
of Canadian SPF, Douglas fir, hem-fir, and SPF studs (table 40,
figure 7).

Within-species price comparisons between domestic and Canadian Douglas
fir were possible on a total of 16 different days between February 1990 and
March 1992. On 13 of these 16 days, Canadian Douglas fir was priced above
domestic Douglas fir by margins ranging from 1.2 to 34.0 percent. On December
10, 1991, February 11, 1992, and March 10, 1992, Canadian Douglas fir was
priced below the domestic product by margins of 2.0 percent, 7.0 percent, and
1.9 percent, respectively.
In the one possible price comparison between domestic and Canadian hemfir on April 9, 1991, the Canadian product was priced 16.1 percent below the
domestic product.

In the 1986 investigation Commission staff also compared prices across
species, but noted that, "in some applications one or more of these wood
species may be more desirable than the others," thus prices may not be
"strictly comparable." Public version of the prehearing report to the
Commission on Inv. No. 701-TA-274 (Final), Softwood Lumber from Canada, Dec.
23, 1986, p. A-69.
91

Table 40
U.8. anc1 C1111edi1111 aoftwood 1.-,.r aold in tbe llal.U--. m. -rket area: Neipted-averaa• net delivered Hlling pricH 1111d quant.itiH of U.S.-produced Douglaa fir, h•fir. and SYP, anc1 Canedi1111 SPF, Doualaa fir, h--fir, and SPF atuda. 111111 mar1ina of undaraelling (overHlling), by apeciaa and by apecified data, January 1990-March 1992
Unit!d St.at.H
Doyalg fir
Prlct
Ou1111t.it.y

Ptriocl

lH..JR(

llll

Bw-fir
Prict

Ou1111t.it.y

lH..JR(

11!1

m

Prict
~

Oupt.ity

Oytptity

*'

11!1

Douglaa fir
Price
Ougt.ity

l•-fir
Prict
Ougt.it.x

SPF Studs
Price
Quantity

l!L..E1

fll...E! Et

l!L..!!!!! t!!r

*'

1990:
January 9 ...... .
February 13 .••.•
Harcb 13 •••.•.••
April 10 ••..•.••
May ••••••••••••

June 12 •.•••••••
Jul,. 10 •••••••••
Auauat 14 •••••••
Sapt.....r 11 ••••
October 9 •......
llo¥9ilbar 13 •••••
Dec.....r 11 •••••
1991:
January 1 ...... .
February 12 •••••
March 12 ••••••••
April 9 •••••••••
May 14 •••.••.••.
Juna 11 ••••••••.
Jul,. 9 ••••••••••
Auauat 13 •••.•••
Sept.aliler 10 ••.•

October

1 ...... .

.......,12 .... .
Dec.....r 10 •••.•
1992:
J1111118[J' 14 ••••••
Fabru8[J' 11 •••••

March 10 ••••••••
table._tlnuad m foll.awing paaa.

~

a>
a>

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Table 40--Continued
U.S. and Canadian aoftwood lumber aold in t.be Balt.lmare. le. •rk•t er••: Weighted-average net delivered Hlling
pric•• and quantiti•• of U.S.-produced Douala• fir, h. .-fir, and SYP, and Canadian SPF, Douala• fir, h ..-fir,
and SPF atuda, and maraina of underaelling (overaelling), by apeciea and by apecified date, January 1990-March 1992
U.S./Cuiada
U.S./Cuiada
U.S. h.. fir/
U.S. SYP/
Douala• fir
b . .-fir
Canada SPF
Canada SPF
Mr&in
•rain____
Mr&in
. .r&in
-------------------------------Perc!J!t---------------------------------

Period
1990:
January 9 ..........••.............
February 12 ....•....••..•••......•
March 13 ............•..........•..
April 10 .....•..•.....•.•..•..... ·
May 8 .•••.••..... ···•••·••••···•••
June 12 ..••.........•.•... · · · · · · • ·
July 10 .•..........••.....•. •. · • • ·
Auauat 14 ..........•..•.•...•.....
Sept..a,er 11 .......•..............
October 9 .............•.•..•.•.••.
lov...,er 13 ............•.•........
Dec..a,er 11 ........•......•......•
19.91:
Juiuary 8 ....•....•••..........•.•
February 12 .••....•••....•....••..
March 12 .•.....•••.•..••..........
April 9 ..••.••.•.•••••••••••••••••
May 14 .•.•.......•....••.•........
June 11 ....•......••••.... · · · • · · · ·
July 9 ••.....•••....••••••.•...•••
Auguat 13 ...•.......•......•....•.
Sept..a,er 10 .....•....••.••......•
October 8 .......•.....•••.•......•
llov...,er 12 .......••.......•..•...
Dec..a,er 10 ........•••...•.......•
1992:
January 14 ...•••.....••.....•....•
February 11 ...........••..........
March 10 .•..............•.........
Source:

:r

CX>

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Compiled from data aubaitted in rHponH to quHt.ionnairea of tbe U.S. Intemational Trade C-1aaion .
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Fiqure7
Softwood Lumber sold in the Baltimore, MD market area: Weighted-average net delivered.prices Tor U.S.-,produced Douglas fir, hem-fir
and SYP, and Canadian SPF, Douglas fir, hem-fir, and SPF studs; by specific date, January 1990 - March 1992
United States
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A-91
Price comparisons between domestic hem-fir and Canadian SPF in the
Baltimore market showed the Canadian product priced below the domestic product
on 22 of a possible 24 days between January 1990 and March 1992; margins of
Canadian underselling ranged from 0.4 to 20.4 percent. On November 13, 1990,
Canadian SPF was priced 5.9 percent higher than domestic hem-fir, and on
December 11, 1990, the domestic and Canadian products were sold for
essentially the same price.
A comparison of prices for domestic SYP and Canadian SPF in the
Baltimore market showed the Canadian product priced higher than the domestic
product on 16 of a possible 27 days between January 1990 and March 1992.
Margins of overselling were in a range from 0.1 to 25.1 percent. In the
remaining 11 comparisons, Canadian SPF was priced below domestic SYP by
margins ranging from 0.4 to 19.7 percent.
Boston, HA.--In the Boston market area, price comparisons were possible
within species for domestic and Canadian SPF, Douglas fir and SPF studs sold
during January 1990-February 1992 (table 41, figure 8). In 19 price
comparisons between domestic and Canadian SPF, the Canadian product was priced
higher than the domestic product on 17 days with margins of overselling
ranging from 2.2 percent on April 10, 1990, to 31.4 percent on February 12,
1991. On November 13, 1990, and May 14, 1991, Canadian SPF was priced,
respectively, 2.7 percent and 0.3 percent below the domestic product.

Canadian Douglas fir was priced above the domestic product in 13 of 21
comparisons in the Boston market, with margins of overselling ranging from 0.8
to 21.1 percent. In the remaining eight comparisons, Canadian Douglas fir was
priced below the domestic product, by margins between 0.8 and 12.4 percent.
In the one possible price comparison between domestic and Canadian SPF
studs, the Canadian product was priced 26.7 percent higher than the domestic
product on January 14, 1992.
Price comparisons were also possible across species for Canadian SPF
with domestic hem-fir and domestic SYP. In a possible eight price comparisons
between domestic hem-fir and Canadian SPF, the Canadian product was priced
higher than the domestic product on 3 days by margins between 25.5 and 29.0
percent. · In the five remaining daily price comparisons, the Canadian product
was priced between 2.7 and 16.3 percent below the domestic product.
Canadian SPF was priced above domestic SYP in one of a possible three
comparisons with a 4.3 percent margin of overselling on February 13, 1990. On
the remaining two days, March 13, 1990, and November 12, 1991, Canadian SPF
undersold domestic SYP by margins of 2.1 and 21.5 percent, respectively.

Table 41
U.S. encl Canadian •oftwaod lUllb•r •old in tbe ....' - . M, market. area: W.iabted-neraa• net. delivered aelllna prlcH end qumtlt.iH of U.S.-produced SPF, DoualH fir, b-fir, SYl, encl SPF •t.ud•, encl Cmadian SPF, DoualH fir, encl SPF •t.uda, encl ..raina of maderHlllna (over.elllna), by •peclH encl by •pecified dat.e, Januuy 1990-Marcb 1992
Opit!d St.tel
Ill
Ptripcl

fuc1

lu.....111!1

Qoualg fir
a--fir
9Mpt.lt1 Prict
Oywt,it,y Price
Ill(
lu.....111!1 Ill(
.bL..IU

m

~C~tp~audu•"-~~~~~~..,,.~....,~~.,,.,.~~~~~~~~~,....~~~~

ll!l It.Md•

Oypt.ity

hiC•

Ill(

.bL..IU

9upt,lty

*'

fdci

SPF

lu.....111!1

*'

•

•

Ouptit.y Prict

~

DoudH fir

*'

Ou•t,ity

SPF Stud•

hiC•

Oyptit,y

Prict

Oynt.ill

lu.....111!1

Ill(

.bL..IU

Ill(

1990:
January 9 ....... .
February 13 ..••••
Harch 13 .........
April 10 •.•.•.•••
Hay a ••.•.•...•.•

June 12 ......... .
July 10 ......... .
Auau•t. 14 •••....•
Sept.8111ber 11 •.•..
Oct.ob•r 9 ....... .
lov8111ber 13 ....•.
Dec8111ber 11 ...•.•
1991:
January 1 .....•..
Februery 12 ...•..
March 12 •.•.•••.•
April 9 .••..•..••
Hay 14 ••......•••
June 11 ........ ..
July 9 .......... .
Auau•t 13 •••.•...
Sept8111ber 10 .•.•.
Oct.ober 8 ....... .
lov8111ber 12 •••••.
Dec8111ber 10 ...•••
1992:
January 14 .••••••
February 11 .••..•
Harch 10 ••••....•
tu-re coiltinuea-on followina p•a•.
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Table 41--Continued
U.S. end c-adi- aoftMJocl l'llllber aold in the 8-tcm. M, market aree: Weighted-everege net delivered aelling
price• end qu-titiea of U.S.-procluced SPF, Doual•• fir, h. .-fir, SYP, and SPF atuda, -d Canadian SPF,
Doual•• fir, end SPF atuda, end margin• of underaelling (ov•r••lling), by apeci•• and by apecified det•,
J-uery 1990-Herch 1992
U.S./Canede
U.S./Caneda
U.S./Canade
U.S. a..-fir/
U.S. SYP/
SPF
Douglea fir
SPF Studa
Caned• SPF
Canad• SPF
warain
91rgip
91rgip
91r1in
Wlr•ip
---------------------------------------Percent-------------------------------------------

P,ripcl

1990:
Januery 9 .•...•••
February 13 ••....
March 13 ........ .
April 10 ........ .
May 8 .•....•..•..
June 12 ••••••••.•
July 10 .•..••....
Auguat 14 .•••....
September 11 .....
October 9 .•....•.
Rovember 13 ..... .
December 11 ..... .
1991:
Januery 8 ....... .
Februery 12 ..... .
March 12 ........ .
April 9 ..•.......
May 14 .•.•••.....
June 11 ......... .
July 9 .......... .
August 13 ......•.
September 10 ....•
October 8 ....... .
Rovember 12 ..... .
December 10 ..... .
1992:
January 14 .....•.
February 11 ..... .
March 10 ........•
Source:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

C091piled from dete submitted in response to queationneires of the U.S. International Trade CC1911lission.

Fiqure 8
Softwood Lumber sold in the Boston, MA market area: Weighted-average net delivered prices for U.S.-produced SPF, Douglas fir,
hem-fir, SYP, and SPF studs, and Canadian SPF, Douglas fir, and SPF studs, by specific date, January 1990-March 1992
United States
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A-95
Chicago, IL.--U.S. producers reported prices for sales in the Chicago
market area of five different products: Douglas fir, hem-fir, SYP, SPF studs,
and ESLP studs; importers reported pricing for two Canadian products: SPF and
SPF studs (table 42, figure 9).

In 10 of 11 daily price comparisons between domestic and Canadian SPF
studs between May 1991 and March 1992, the Canadian product was priced higher
than the domestic product with margins of overselling ranging from 0.6 to 32.2
percent. On September 10, 1991, the one reported instance of Canadian
underselling, Canadian SPF studs were priced 4.1 percent below U.S.-produced
SPF studs.
In five price comparisons between domestic Douglas fir and Canadian SPF
during the period from May through October 1990, the Canadian product was
priced higher than the domestic product on four days, with margins of
overselling ranging between 2.6 and 11.7 percent. In the one instance of
underselling on May 8, 1990, Canadian SPF was priced 6.0 percent below
domestic Douglas fir.
Canadian SPF was priced higher than domestic hem-fir in 4 of a possible
13 price comparisons between January 1990 and February 1992, with margins of
overselling in a range from 7.1 to 22.4 percent. In the remaining nine
comparisons, Canadian SPF was priced below domestic hem-fir by margins ranging
from 3.1 percent to 14.4 percent.
Finally, Canadian SPF was priced higher than domestic SYP in 8 of a
possible 16 comparisons between January 1990 and March 1992. Margins of
overselling for Canadian SPF ranged from 4.5 percent on February 11, 1992 to
32.1 percent on June 12, 1990. In the remaining eight daily price
comparisons, Canadian SPF was priced below domestic SYP by margins ranging
from 0.3 percent to 35.1 percent.

Table 42

U.S. uid Cuiadiui aoft..ood llallber aold in t.he a.ta-so, U., -rltet area:

Weiahtad-averaga net daUv.rad ••lling pricH uid quuititia• of
U.S.-producad DouglH fir, b--fir, SYP, SPF studs, uid ISLP studs, uid Cuiadiui SPF and SPF studs, and -rain• of 1.mdarHlling
(overselling), by spaci•• and by specified data, January 1990-March 1992
United Stata1
fir
~
ltrtity

!fcNiltt

Ptriod

a--fir

~

SIP
ltrtity

~

SPF Studt
ltrtitx

il!"titJ

1990:
January 9 ........... .
February 13 ......... .
March 13 .•.•......•..
April 10 ...........••
May 8 .............. ..
Juna 12 ............•.
July 10 ............. .
Auguat 14 .•.••.......
Septel!ber 11 ...••...•
October 9 •...•••••.•.
Rovel!bar 13 ..•.......
Dacel!ber 11 .••.•••••.
1991:

January 8 •...•.•..•..
Fabruary 12 ......... .
March 12 ........•....
April 9 ...........•..
May 14 ............. ..
June 11 ..........•...
July 9 .............. .
Augu1t 13 ........•••.
Septlllllber 10 ...••••••
October 8 ........... .
Rov.mber 12 ......... .
Dec9111ber 10 ........ ..
1992:
January 14 ...•....•..
February 11 ......... .
March 10 ............ .
Table continued on foll-ing page.
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T.bl• 42--C-t.lnued
U.S. mncl
aoftowood ltllllber aold int.be Clala._.. D., .ult•t. ere•: W.lpted-av•raa• nat dallverad salllng prlcas and
qu-t.lt.1•• of U.S.-produced Douglu flr, h--flr, SYP, SPF at.uda, end ISLP at.uda, end Canadian SPF and SPF studs, and
maralna of underaelll11& (overaelll11&), by apeciea and by apeclfled det.•, Januery 1990-March 1992
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Canada
SPF
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U.S./C-.

U.S. D.F./
Canada SPF

m tt!adt

U.S. h--fir/
Canada SPF

U.S. SYP/
Can. SPF
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11!1

1990:
Januery 9 ....... .

Februery 13 •.•.••
March 13 •..••••••
April 10 •..•.••••
May 8 ••••.•••••••

Jun• 12 ••.••.•••.
July 10 •••••••.••

August. 14 •••••..•
Sept.aaiber 11 .••••
October 9 •••...••
llavember 13 ••••••
Decaaiber 11 •.•..•
1991:
Januery 8 .•••••••
Februery 12 ••.•..
March 12 ....•••..
April 9 ••••••••••
May 14 •..•.•••..•
June 11 •.••....••
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July 9 .......... .

Auauat 13 ••.•.•..
Sept.llmlber 10 .•.•.
October 8 ....... .
llovllmlb•r 12 ..... .
Decllmlber 10 ..••..
1992:
Januery 14 ••.•..•
Februery 11 ••.•..
March 10 •........
Source:

Caalplled from data eim.ltted ln response t.o queetiannalr•• of t.b• U.S. International Trade Ca11111i••ion.
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Fiqure 9
Softwood Lumber sold in the Chicago, IL market area: Weighted-average net delivered prices for U.S.-produced Douglas fir, hem-fjr,
SYP, SPF studs, and ESLP studs, and Canadian SPF, and SPF studs, by specific date, January 1990 - March 1992
United States
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A-99
Los Angeles. CA.--Domestic producers reported pricing for sales of
Douglas fir, hem-fir, SPF studs, and ESLP studs in the Los Angeles, CA, market
area; importers reported only sales of Canadian Douglas fir in the Los Angeles
market (table 43, figure 10).
Price comparisons between domestic and Canadian Douglas fir in the Los
Angeles market were possible on 4 days between January 1990 and June 1991. On
January 9, 1990 and June 11, 1991, Canadian Douglas fir was priced above the
domestic product by margins of 8.2 percent and 6.2 percent, respectively. On
the remaining 2 days, May 8, and September 11, 1990 Canadian Douglas fir was
priced 3.5, and 0.7 percent, respectively, below the domestic product.
Atlanta. GA.--Prices were reported by domestic producers for sales in
the Atlanta market area of hem-fir, SYP, ESLP, and ESLP studs, while importers
reported prices for Canadian SPF and SPF studs (table 44, figure 11).
No
market.
Canadian
domestic

direct price comparisons were possible within species in the Atlanta
However, in one daily price comparison between domestic hem-fir and
SPF, the Canadian product was priced 5.7 percent higher than the
product on October 8, 1991.

In 27 price comparisons between domestic SYP and Canadian SPF, the
Canadian product was priced above the domestic product on 23 days with margins
of overselling ranging from 0.2 percent to 21.7 percent. On 4 days between
November 1991 and March 1992, Canadian SPF was priced between 0.5 percent and
18.0 percent below domestic SYP.
Price comparisons between domestic ESLP and Canadian SPF in the Atlanta
market showed the Canadian product priced below the domestic product in all of
the nine possible comparisons between January and September 1990. Margins of
Canadian underselling ranged from 1.8 percent to 11.7 percent.
Finally, prices for domestic ESLP studs were compared with Canadian SPF
studs in the Atlanta market. In 15 of a possible 20 price comparisons between
July 1990 and March 1992, the Canadian product was priced above the domestic
product with margins of overselling ranging from 0.2 to 12.4 percent. On the
remaining 5 days, Canadian SPF studs were priced below domestic ESLP studs by
margins ranging from 4.0 to 10.6 percent.

Table 43
U.S. and Canadian •oft.wood lWllber aold in t.ha 1 - .Aaa•l-. CA, -rket. area: Weighted-average net. delivered Hlling pricH and quant.it.iH of
U.S.-produced Douglaa fir, h . .-fir, SPF at.uda, and ISLP at.uda, Uld Canadian Douglaa fir, Uld margin• of und•r••lling (overaelling),
by apeci•• Uld by apecified d•t.•, January 1990-Harch 1992

Ptriod

Unit.•d Stat.H
DouglU fir
Price
~

1990:
JUluary 9 •..•....••
February 13 ..•...•.
Harch 13 .......... .
April 10 .......... .
Hay 8 ...........•..
June 12 ........... .
July 10 ........... .
Auguat. 14 ..•.......
Sept.amber 11 ...... .
Oct.obtr 9 ..•...•...
lovamber 13 ....•...
December 11 .......•
1991:
JUluary 8 ......... .
February 12 ....... .
Harcb 12 ......•.•..
April 9 ........... .
Hay 14 ......•..•...
June 11 ........... .
July 9 ............ .
Auguat. 13 •....••...
Sept.ember 10 ...•...
October 8 ........ ..
lovember 12 ..•.....
December 10 ..•••...
1992:
JUluary 14 •...••...
February 11 •..••...
Harch 10 .......... .
Table continued on following pa&•.
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Table 43--Cont.inued
U.S. end c-edi- •oft.wood lwaber •old in t.he 1- Aagel.es, C&,-rltet. erea:
Weight.ed-averaa• net. delivered ••lling pric•• end qu-titi•• of U.S.-produced
Dougl•a fir, h--fir, SPF •t.ud•, -d ESLP at.ud•, -d Canadi- Dougles fir, -d
-rain• of und•r••lling (overselling), by •peci•s end by •pecified dat.e,
January 1990-Harch 1992

r.riod

C!Qada
pougla• fir
Pri_cjt

1990:
January 9 •.••.•.•••.•••..••
February 13 •.•••••••••.••••
March 13 ••••.•.•••••.••••••
April 10 •••••••••••••.••.••

M&~r~g~i~n~•--...,...~~~~~-

U.S./Canada
Dou.ala• fir

__Duant.itY
Ptr pibf

IE!

Perctpt.

Hay 8 ..•......... ·•··•·•··•

June 12 ••••••••.•.••••. · • · •
July 10 •..•••••••••••••••.•
Auau•t. 14 ••••.•..•..•••.•••
Sapt....tler 11 .••••.•..•..•.•
October 9 ••••••.•••..•..•.•
Rov...tler 13 .•.••.••....•..•
December 11 .•••.••.•••..•••
1991:
January 8 •••.•.•.•••.••••.•
February 12 ••.•..•••...••••
Harcb 12 •••••.•.•••••.•••••
April 9 •••••.••••..••••..••
Hay 14 ....•.•..•..••....•••
June 11. ••...••••....••••.•
July 9 ...•.•••...•.••.••.••
August. 13 •.•••••••.••••..••
Sept....tler 10 •...••••...••••
October 8 •..••.......•.••.•
Rov...tlar 12 ..•.••••••••••••
Dec...tlar 10 .....•.•••...•••
1992:
January 14 .......•....••.••
February 11 .•.....••.••.•••
March 10 .•..•.•...••.••.•.•
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*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled frOlll dat.a aUbmit.t.ed in re•pon•• t.o qu.e•t.ionnair•• of tha
U.S. Int.ernat.ional Trade CCllllllJ.ssion.
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Fiqure 10
Softwood Lumber sold in the Los Angeles, CA market area: Weighted average net delivered prices for U.S.-produced Douglas fir, hem-fir,
SPF studs and ESLP studs, and Candian Douglas fir, by specific date, January 1990 - March 1992
United States
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Table 44
U.S. ad Cuiedi8n •oft.wood lmiber aold in the At.i...ta. GA, market area: W.iahted-averaa• net delivered Hlling pricH and quantitiH of
U.8.-produced h--fir, SYP, ISLP, uid !SLP atuda, uid Cuiadiui SPF ad SPF atuda, and •arain• of underHlling (overHlling), by apeciH
uid by apecified date, January 1990-Harch 1992

P,rio!I

1990:
Juiuary 9 ..... .
Februery 13 ... .
Harch 13 ...... .
April 10 ...... .
Hay 8 ........ ..
June 12 ....... .
July 10 ...... ..
Auguat 14 ..... .
Sept.amber 11 .. .
October 9, .... .
lovamber 13 ... .
Decamber 11 ... .
1991:
January 8 ..... .
February 12 ... .
Harch 12 ...... .
April 9 ....... .
Hay 14 ........ .
June 11 ...... ..
July 9 ........ .
Auguat 13 ..... .
Saptamber 10 .. .
Octobar 8 ...••.
lovamber 12 ... .
Dacamber 10 ... .
1992:
January 14 .... .
February 11 ... .
Harch 10 ...... .

Ynit!d State•
819-fir
frice
9u111,it1
Per

*'

~

Tabla continuad on following page.

SYP
Price
Per

QulQ\itJ

'*'

~

ISLP
Price
Per

'*'

QulQ\i\Y

E§LP Studt
Price
Quantit,y
Par

~

'*'

Canada

~S~Pf,,............................................._SPf
......~S~t-u~d~,........................_

frice
Par

*'

~

Qutptitx

Ill!

Price
Per

*'

Qutptitx

!!!!

)it
I

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

......
0
w

Table 44--Continued
U.S. 1111d C1111adi1111 aoftwood lumber aold in the At.J.mat.a. Ga market area: Weighted-average net
delivered aelling price• aid quantiti•• of U.S.-produced h . .-fir, SYP, ESLP, and ESLP atuda,
and C1111adian SPF 1111d SPF atuda, and -rain• of underHllina (overHlling), by apeciea and by
•pacified date, January 1990-Harch 1992

blll:ld.
1990:
J 1111uary 9 ...........•...••...•
February 13 .........•.........
March 13 .......•...••••.•••••.
April 10 ...............••...••
May 8. ···········•··•••·•····•
June 12 ........•..••••••.•.. ·•
July 10 ..........•..•.•.•....•
Auguat 14 ............•.......•
September 11 ...•........•....•
October 9 ......•........•.....
lovember 13 ....•...••.•......•
December 11 ....•....•..••••..•
1991:
January 8 ........••...•.•.•.••
February 12 ......•......•.....
March 12 .........•....••••....
April 9 ........•.•....•.•....•
May 14 •........•.....•....•...
June 11 .......•......•...... • •
July 9 ..............•..•.•....
Auguat 13 .............••.•...•
Septmiber 10 ....•........•..•.
October 8 ......•..•••••••...•.
lovember 12 .........•..•.•..••
December 10 ..........•........
1992:
January 14 ..........•.........
February 11 .................. .
March 10 ..................... .

U.S. hem-fir/
U.S. SYP/
U.S. -ESLP/
U.S. ESLP;_S/
Canada SPF
Canada SPF
C1111ada SPF
Canada SPF-I
..rain
mu:ain
-rain
-.rain
-------------------------P,r91Dt----------------------------

:i:oo
I

......

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data aubmitted in reaponae to queationnair•• of the U.S. InternatiOllal
Trade CC1111111iaaion.
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Fiqure 11
Softwood Lumber sold in the Atlanta, GA market area: Weighted-average net delivered prices for U.S.-produced hem-fir, SYP, ESLP,
and ESLP studs, and Canadian SPF, and SPF studs, by specific date, January 1990- March 1992
United States

$175 L.L----.1---....L----...L..---.JL...---....L.----J---....L----.L..----'----_.._____.___.....____.1...__.....1_____.._____. ___.....____..1..__ _.....l_____.._____.._____._____.1...__.....1_____.._____._,
OWri 13-Flb 13-M• 10-Apr 08·M11Y 12.Jlll
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1..Aug 11-fltp ot<>ct 13-NoY 11·0.C ~ 12·Fob 12·M• 09-Apr 1.. MllY 11.J...,

OlhlU

13·Aug 10-s.p 08-0cl 12·Nov 10·0e<: 14-,lan 11·Fob 10-M_.

1992

1991

1990
~~rn.ofir

~yP.

~$1~

ES!J> ,!!uds

):I

....0I
lJ1

Canada

-

-- .
$175L.L----'-----'-----''----....L-----'----..._--__.
____..____..____...___.....____.___.....____.____.._____.____...i...___..._____,___....L_____,____,_____..1..-__.....____...____..J..J
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1991
SPF

SPF,,studs

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U. S. International Trade Commission.
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Dallas, TZ.--Domestic producers reported pricing for sales of hem-fir,
SYP, and ESLP studs in the Dallas, TX market area; importers reported pricing
for Canadian SPF, Douglas fir, and SPF studs (table 45, figure 12).
Comparing prices for domestic SYP with Canadian SPF in the Dallas market
showed the Canadian product priced above the domestic product in 13 of 25
instances between January 1990 and March 1992. Margins of overselling for
Canadian SPF ranged from 0.3 percent on April 9, 1991, to 30.6 percent on
February 11, 1992. On 11 days, Canadian SPF was priced below domestic SYP
with margins of underselling in the range from 0.3 to 13.3 percent. Finally,
on one day, November 13, 1990, the domestic and Canadian products were priced
nearly the same in the U.S. market, differing only by $0.04.
In all five price comparisons between domestic hem-fir and Canadian SPF
during October 1990 to March 1992, Canadian SPF was priced above domestic hemfir by margins ranging from 5.8 percent on November 13, 1990, to 14.3 percent
on October 9, 1990.
Finally, 19 price comparisons were possible in the Dallas market between.
domestic ESLP studs and Canadian SPF studs. In 11 of these 19 comparisons,
the Canadian product was priced higher than the domestic product with margins
of overselling in a range from 2.7 percent to 28.1 percent. In the remaining
eight daily price comparisons, Canadian SPF studs were priced below domestic
ESLP studs by margins ranging from 1.7 percent to 21.3 percent.

Table 45
U.S. and Canadian aoftwood lumbar aold in tha DallA9. 1K, ~k•t area: Waightec:l-avaraa• net delivered aalling price• and quantiti•• of
U.S.-produced h--fi.r, SYP, and !SLP atuda, and Canedian SPF, Douala• fir, and SPF atuda, and -rain• of undarHllina (ovarHlling), by
apaci•• and by •pacified data, January 1990-Harch 1992

hriod
1990:
January 9 ......... .
February 13 ....... .
Harch 13 .......... .
April 10 .......... .
Hay 8 ••.•..•......•
June 12 ....••......
July 10 •...........
Auguat 14 ......... .
Saptambar 11 ...... .
October 9 ....•.....
lov..tlar 13 ....... .
December 11 ....... .
1991:
January 8 ......... .
February 12 ......•.
Harch 12 .......... .
April 9 ........... .
Hay 14 •............
June 11 ...........•
July 9 •.•.........•
Auguat 13 ......... .
Saptambar 10 ......•
October 8 ......... .
lovaaibar 12 ....... .
Dacambar 10 ....... .
1992:
January 14 .•.......
February 11 ....... .
Harch 10 .......... .

Ynitad Stat••
B--fir
SYP
Price
Ou1Qtit1 Price
l!L.,El
~
flL..El

Tabla continued on following page.

~C~!P~•~d~a...__ _ _ _....,,,.........,..-....,.---....,,"='='-=-..,,.....-~~

ESLP St.yd•
SPF
OulQtitJ Price
OufDtitJ Price
till
Par
~
llL..El

•f

•

*

*

*

OuantitJ

pouglaa [ir
~SPF...__..S...
t,..ud..•._,_ __
Price
Quantity Price
Quantity

till

l!L..E1

*

*

~

•

buE!

HI!!

:i:'

......
0
-..J

Table 45--Continued
U.I. ud Cmadian •oftwood lumbar sold in the ...u-. D, market araa: W.iahted-avaraa• net delivered ••llina
price• and quantiti•• of U.S.-produced h . .-fir, SYP, and ISLP •tud•, and Canadian SPF, Dougla• fir, and SPF •tud•,
and marain• of undar••llina (ovar•allina>. by •paci•• and by •pacified data, January 1990-Marcb 1992
U.I. 111r- Canada 8Pf
hriod

..r&iD

U.I. h . .-fir/
U.8. ISLP •tud/
Canada IPf
Cmada SPF •tud
_--.cain___
-------.u.in

--------------------------------t1rcfDt-------------------------------------

1990:
January 9 .••••.•.••••••......•••
February 13 ..•..••......•.••••••
Harcb 13 .•••••...•••••.•. , ....••
April 10 ...•...•••..•......•.•••
May 8 .......................... .

June 12 •..•....•............••• •

July 10 .....••..•...............
Augu•t 14 •..........•...........
Sapt9111bar 11. .......••......••..
October 9 ••..•..•.••..•....•....
lov..t:iar 13 •...•••....•......•.•
Dac..t:iar 11 •.•.••....•.•......•.
1991:
January 8 ..•........•......•....
February 12 ....••..•....•...••••
March 12 .•••.....•.•..•..•.••.•.
April 9 ......•..••...........•••
Hay 14 .....•••..........•.......
June 11 •.••.......••........•.•.
July 9, ..••.....•...........••••
Augu•t 13 .•..•.•..••.••........•
Sapt..t:iar 10 •••.••••.....•.•.•••
October 8 ••...••..•••....•....••
lov..t:iar 12 ....•••.........••..•
Dac9111bar 10 •••••...•...••.....••
1992:
January 14 .......•••.•.......•••
February 11 .....•...•...•.......
Harcb 10 ..•......•.•.......•.•••
Source:

):i

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CC111pilad from data •ubaitted in ra•pon•• to quaatioanair•• of the U.S. International Trade CDllllli••ion.
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Fiqure 12
Softwood Lumber sold in the Dallas, TX market: Weighted-average net delivered prices for U.S.-produced hem-fir, SYP, and ESLP studs,
and Canadian SPF, Douglas fir, and SPF studs, by specific date, January 1990 - March 1992
United States
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U. S. International Trade Commission.
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Purchaser delivered price comparisons

A total of nine purchasers provided some pricing information for their
purchases of softwood lumber in the six specified market areas of the United
States. Responses were limited, however, with most purchasers providing
pricing for one or two of the seven products in one or two of the six U.S.
market areas. As a result, a minimal number of price comparisons both within
and across species were possible in each market area. 92 Purchase price trends
for those products with full price series reported generally followed the
trends for sales by producers and importers in each market. Consequently,
only the price comparisons are discussed in this section.
Baltiaore,
for domestic SYP
comparisons were
between domestic

lfD.--In the Baltimore market, purchase prices were reported
and SPF studs and Canadian SPF and SPF studs. 93 Price
possible within species for SPF studs and across species
SYP and Canadian SPF (table 46).

In three of the seven possible comparisons between domestic and Canadian
SPF studs, the Canadian product was priced higher than the domestic product by
margins ranging from 1.9 to 24.8 percent. In four additional price
comparisons, Canadian SPF studs were priced below domestic SPF studs, with
margins of underselling ranging from 1.5 to 20.7 percent.
In 7 of 10 domestic SYP vs. Canadian SPF purchase price comparisons
between September 1990 and September 1991, the Canadian product was priced
higher than the domestic product, with margins of overselling ranging from 2.3
to 12.7 percent. In the remaining three comparisons, Canadian SPF was priced
below domestic SYP by margins ranging from 1.9 percent to 12.7 percent.
Boston, HA.--Purchasers reported prices in the Boston market for both
domestic and Canadian SPF, Douglas fir, and SPF studs (table 47).

Comparing prices for domestic and Canadian SPF showeq the Canadian
product priced higher than the domestic product on 5 of 10 days between April
1990 and March 1992, with margins of overselling in a range from 1.6 percent
to 17.6 percent. On the remaining 5 days, Canadian SPF was priced below the
domestic product by margins ranging from 0.6 percent to 16.5 percent.
In all three comparisons during 1990 between domestic and Canadian
Douglas fir purchased in the Boston market, the Canadian product was priced
from 4.3 percent to 18.5 percent below the domestic product.
Finally, Canadian SPF studs were priced higher in the Boston market than
domestic SPF studs in 10 of a possible 11 comparisons between January and
December 1990.
Margins of overselling ranged from 0.7 percent on April 10,
1990, to 24.2 percent on February 13, 1990. On 1 day, September 11, 1990,
Canadian SPF studs were priced 1.5 percent below the domestic product.

92

Because no purchases of Canadian softwood lumber were reported in the
Chicago and Los Angeles market areas, no purchase price comparisons were
possible.
93 Pricing for purchases on 1 day each was also reported for ESLP and ESLP
studs.

Table 46
U.S. encl C....tlen eoft.Mlod l...,.r purche•ecl ln th• llal.u-r.. MD, market erea: Weighted-average net delivered purchaae prlc•• and quantitiH of U.S.-producad SYP, ESLP,
SPF •tud•, encl ISLP •tude, encl Cenecli• SPF encl SPF •tud•, end margin• of underHlling (ov.-rHlllng), by •peciH encl by •pecified date, January 1990-Harch 1992
Unit.Id Stat.a•

P,rlocl

lrice

lu...ll!l

1990:
January 9 •....••.
February 13 .....•
March 13 .•.•.••.•
Aprll 10 ••.....••
May 8 ...•••.••...
June 12 .••.......
July 10 •••..••.•.
Auau•t 14 .....•..
Sapt.911bar 11 ..•.•
October 9 •.......
Kov911bar 13 .•.•..
Dac911bar 11 ..•...
1991:
J ...uary 8 ••..•..•
February 12 ..•...
March 12 .•....•••
Aprll 9 .•.•••••..
May 14 ........•..
June 11 ......••.•
July 9 ..........•
Auau•t 13 •••.••.•
Sapt911bar 10 .••..
October 8 ....... .
Kovembar 12 .....•
Dac..ibar 10 .....•
1992:
January 14 •...••.
February 11 .....•
March 10 ••.......
Source:

- ------

•tw:I•

SPF
frlca

mr

SIP

Qu!Dt.itx
!!!{

frlc•

lu...ll!l

QulDtit.J

11!1

bLJ1!!

Quantity
!!!{

ELSP stud•
Price
Qqentlty

f!Lll!l

ti!!

Canada
SPF
frlca

l!I..1!!!

......
H ar.,.g...1.,n..s,___ _ _ _ __

Qu!Dtity

ti!!

SPF Studs
Price
Quantity
Par HBF ~

U.S./Can.
U.S. SYP/
SPF stud
Can. SPF
------Percent--------

)>I
I
I-'
I-'
I-'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Collpllad from data aw.it.tad ln raaponaa tO qua•tlonnairH of the U.S. international Trade Ccmaisalon.

Table 47
U.S. md Cmadim aoft~ llallber purcha•ed in th• llo9tcm. Ill, -rket area: W.iahted-averaa• net delivered purchHe pricH and quantitiH of U.S.-produced SPF, Dougla• fir,
and SPF atuda, and Cmadian SPF, Douglaa fir, and SPF atuda, and -rain• of undera•llina (overHllina), by apeciH and by •pacified date, .January 1990-March 1992
United StatH
SPF
l!ouglH fir
SPF Stuct•
Price
Ouent.itYn_Pri~
__Ou~tY _Price
_J)u.Ut.y
l!r..l!?1 ~
~ ~
l!Lll?1

*

Period
1990:
January 9 •.•.....
February 13 ..... .
March 13 •........
April 10 ..•......
May 8 ....••......
.June 12 .•..•.•...
.July 10 .••.......
Auguat 14 ..•.....
September 11 .....
October 9 •..•....
lovemb•r 13 ..... .
December 11 .•....
1991:
January 8 ..••....
February 12 ..... .
March 12 •••.•....
April 9 •.•....••.
May 14 •.•...•....
.June 11 •...•..•..
.July 9 .••..•.....
Auauat 13 •.......
September 10 .... .
October 8 ....... .
lovemb•r 12 ...•..
December 10 ..... .
1992:
.January 14 •......
February 11 ..•...
March 10 ......•..
Source:

Cpada
SPF
Price
~

*

Quantity

Douglaa fir
Price
Quantity

l!£.ll!: t!!l

SPF Studa
Price
Quantity
~ ti!!

!!Ma~ra.,i'!'n!;'•"----::~-.=---..,...':"'"..,.,,--

U.S./Cm.
SPF

U.S./Can.
PF

U.S./Can.
SPF-S

-------------f!llm--------------

~

......
......

IV

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Campiled fr- data aubdtted in rHponH to queationnairH of th• U.S. International Trade C-iHion.
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Chicago, IL.--A limited number of prices were reported for domestic SPF,
SPF studs, and ESLP studs in the Chicago market (table 48). No Canadian
prices were reported in this market; price comparisons were, therefore, not
possible.
Los Angeles, CA.--Purchases of only one domestic product, green Douglas
fir, were reported in the Los Angeles market (table 49). No pricing for any
Canadian softwood lumber products was reported so price comparisons were not
possible in the Los Angeles, CA market.
Atlanta, GA.--Purchases were reported in the Atlanta market for domestic
SPF, SYP, SPF studs, and ESLP studs, and Canadian SPF and SPF studs
(table 50).
Three price comparisons were possible in 1991 between domestic and
Canadian SPF in the Atlanta market. The Canadian product was priced 2.4
percent higher than the domestic product on August 13, and 0.7 and 3.1 percent
lower than the domestic product on March 12, and May 14, respectively.
In four comparisons between domestic and Canadian SPF studs during June
1991 and February 1992, the Canadian product was priced higher than the
domestic product on two days by margins of 5.2 percent and 7.6 percent, and
lower than the domestic product on two days by margins of 11.3 and 5.4
percent.
Finally, in the single price comparison between domestic SYP and
Canadian SPF on September 11, 1990, the Canadian product was priced 20.2
percent higher than the domestic product.

Dallas, TZ.--Purchases were reported in the Dallas market for domestic
Douglas fir, SYP, and ESLP studs; and Canadian SPF, SPF studs, and ESLP studs
(table 51).
In the two daily comparisons between domestic and Canadian ESLP studs,
the Canadian product was priced 19.9 percent and 5.0 percent, respectively,
above the domestic product on March 13, and August 14, 1990.
Two cross-species comparisons were also possible between domestic
Douglas fir and Canadian SPF. In both of these comparisons on October 9,
1990, and February 11, 1992, Canadian SPF was priced below domestic Douglas
fir, by margins of 12.7 percent and 2.1 percent, respectively.
Nine daily price comparisons were possible between domestic SYP and
Canadian SPF purchased in the Dallas market between August 1990 and September
1991. In eight of these nine comparisons, the Canadian product was priced
above the domestic product by margins ranging from 7.6 percent to 20.0
percent. In the one instance of Canadian underselling on December 11, 1990,
Canadian SPF was priced 9.2 percent below domestic SYP.
Finally, comparison of domestic ESLP studs and Canadian SPF studs showed
the Canadian product priced above the domestic product in two instances,
January and December 1990, by margins of 8.5 percent and 25.8 percent
respectively. In the reaaining three price comparisons between these two
products, Canadian SPF studs undersold domestic ESLP studs by margins ranging
froa 2.6 percent to 18.8 percent between December 1991 and March 1992.
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Table 48

U.S. softwood 11.llllber purchased in the Cid~. IL, market area: Weigbted-averaga net delivered purchase
pricea and quantitiea of U.S.-produced SPF, SPF studa, and ISLP atuda, by apeciH and by specified date,
January 1990-Harch 1992
United Statta
SPF
Quantity
Price

Period

SPF Stud!
Price

Ptr tl>f

Ptr

ESLP Studs
Price
Per Hbf

Quantity

tl>f

1990:
January 9 ........... .
February 13 ......•...
March 13 ............ .
April 10 ............ .
Hay 8 ...•............

June 12 ............. .
July 10 .•........•..•
Auguat 14 .•..••...•••
Sept.-ber 11 .....••..
October 9 ........... .
Bov.-ber 13 ..••....•.
Dec.-ber 11 ..•....••.
1991:
January 8 ...•....••..
February 12 ......... .
March 12 ............ .
April 9 .......•...•..
Hay 14 .............. .
June 11 ............. .
July 9 ........•......
Auaust 13 ..•...•••.••
September 10 .•.•.....
October 8 ........... .
Bovember 12 ......... .
Dec9111ber 10 .....••..•
1992:
January 14 ..•••..•..•
February 11 •••.••••••
March 10 ..•......•.•.
Source:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Coaipiled fraa data aulmitted in r ..,_.. t.o queati011Dairu of th• U.S. International Trade

C~saion.

Quantity
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Table 49
U.S. softwood lumber purchased in the Loa Angele•, CA market area: Weighted-average net delivered
purchase prices and quantities of U.S.-produced Douglas fir, by specified date, January 1990-Harch 1992

Period
1990:
January 9 ...............•..........
February 13 ......•...............•.
Harch 13 .......................... .
April 10 ....................•......
Hay 8 ...........••••••••••.•.•...•.
June 12 ........................... .
July 10 ........................... .
August 14 .....................•....
September 11 ............•.........•
October 9 .........................•
November 13 ..........•....•........
December 11 ..........•............•
1991:
January 8 ..••.....................•
February 12 .........•..•..•........
Harch 12 .................•.........
April 9 ...............•..•.........
Hay 14 ..•.............•............
June 11 .................•..•..•....
July 9 ............................•
August 13 ...•...•...••..•.........•
September 10 .•.......•.......•....•
October 8 ..............•....••.....
November 12 ........•.....•.........
December 10 ......•....•............
1992:
January 14 ..................•......
February 11 .•........••.••.....••..
March 10 ........•..........•.......

United StatH
Doudaa fir
Price
Per Hbf

*

*

Quantity

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
COllllliHion.

Table 50
U.S. and Canadian aoftwood lumber purcheaad in th• .&t.lllllat;a, a&, aarket area: W•iaht•d-averaa• net delivered purcha•• pric•• and quantities of U.S.-produced SPF, SYP, SPF
at.uda, and 18LP atuda, and Canadian SW and SW at.uda, and aargina of Ullderaelling (overHlling), by apecies and by specified date, January 1990-Harch 1992
United Stat.11
SPF
Pric•
Qusrt.ity
Per

P,riocl

1111
1990:
Janu1ry 9 ..... .
Ftbruery 13 .•..
March 13 ..... ..
April 10 ..... ..
Hay 8 •••.......
June 12 ....... .
July 10 ...... ..
August. 14 ..... .
Stpt.!lllber 11 .. .
Oct.ober 9 ..... .
lov!lllber 13 ... .
Dec!lllber 11 ... .
1991:
January 8 ..... .
February 12 ... .
March 12 ...... .
April 9 •.......
Hay 14 ........ .
Jun1 11 ....... .
July 9 ........ .
Auau•t. 13 .•....
Stpt!lllber 10 .. .
Octobtr 8 ..... .
lov!lllbtr 12 ... .
Dtc!lllbtr 10 .•..
1992:
January 14 .... .
February 11 ... .
March 10 ..... ..
Sourciti

ti!!

SYP
fric•
P1r

1111

Qutntitt

SPF Studs
Price
Quaptitx
P1r

E§LP Stucl•
Price
0u1Dtit7
Per

Canada
SPF
Pric•
Per

1111

ti!!

ti!!

tll1

1111

tll1

Qu19tity

SPF St.uda
Pric•
Quantity
Per

1121

ti!!

~

Har•in•
U.S./
Canada
SPf

II. S ./
Canada
SPf-•

U.S. SYP
vs . Canada
SPf

-----------~-----------

>I
.....
.....
(1\

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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January 9 •..•.•
February 13 .•.•
March 13 ....•..
Apr:l.l 10 ...•...
May 8 ......... .
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July 10 •.......
Auguat. 14 ..... .
Sept.amber 11 .. .
Oct.ober 9 ..•...
lovamber 13 ... .
December 11 ... .
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Jenuary 8 ..... .
February 12 ... .
March 12 ...... .
Apr:l.l 9 ....... .
May 14 ........ .
June 11 ....... .
July 9 ........ .
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October 8 ..... .
lovamber 12 ... .
December 10 ... .
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March 10 ...... .
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Lost Sales and Lost Revenues
Most domestic producers reported that since 1988, they have lost sales
and/or revenues due to competition from Canada. However, most of these mills
reported that because of the large number of daily transactions and the way in
which records are maintained, they could not identify specific instances of
lost sales and lost revenues.
'When specific information was provided, 1 domestic producer alleged 11
instances of lost revenues involving 4 different customers, and another
domestic producer alleged 1 lost sale during the period from January 1988 to
December 1992. The lost revenue allegations totalled $28.6 million, and the
single reported lost sale amounted to $35 million. Staff was able to contact
3 of the 4 purchasers named in lost revenue allegations and the one purchaser
involved in the single lost sale allegation. Two of the purchasers named by 1
domestic producer, and accounting for 9 of the 11 lost revenue allegations,
were divisions of ***· The representative from one of these divisions was
reached but declined to comment on his company's purchasing practices. The
representative from the other division could not be reached.
***alleged lost revenues of*** on January 17, 1990 involving*** mbf
of ESLP studs sold to ***· The initial quote of*** per mbf was reportedly
lowered to *** per mbf because of a competing offer from a Canadian mill. ***
was not able to confirm the specific allegation, but stated that it may be
true since most mills, regardless of where they are located, frequently try to
outbid their competition with lower prices for competing products. He also
noted that sales are commonly lost in the softwood lumber industry for reasons
other than price. For example the quality of the cut is important in some end
uses, and some customers prefer specific random-length tallies that are more
readily available from certain mills. According to ***• most larger customers
that purchase softwood lumber on a regular basis prefer to stay with a
particular species and sometimes even request the product from a particular
mill.
*** also alleged lost revenues on August 31, 1989, totaling***· An
original off er of *** per mbf was reportedly lowered to *** per mbf because of
a lower quote for a competing product from a Canadian mill. *** was not able
to respond to the specific allegation but stated that this information could
be correct. He noted that his firm receives numerous quotes daily from both
domestic and Canadian suppliers offering lower prices in order to make sales,
but he does not see offers from Canadian mills that are consistently higher or
lower than offers from domestic mills.
*** alleged a lost sale of 60 mbf of 6xl2 hem-fir in February 1992. A
quote by this mill valued at *** per mbf was reportedly lost to a lower quote
of *** per mbf from a Canadian mill. *** was the customer involved in this
allegation. He was not able to recall the specific purchase, but stated that
because the company purchases large quantities of both U.S.-produced and
Canadian softwood lumber, it is possible that they could have purchased the
Canadian product in this instance. According to ***, price is not the most
important factor he considers when purchasing softwood lumber. He would
prefer to give all of his business on this particular product to one domestic
mill because of its superior manufacturing, its use of old-growth timber, and
its ability to cut the 40-foot lengths needed by ***'s customers. However,
since only about five mills in the United States produce this uncommon 6xl2
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dimension, it is often necessary to purchase rush orders from other domestic
and Canadian mills that have supplies available or are able to fill the order
in a short time. *** also noted that domestic and Canadian softwood lumber
products are nearly always priced competitively in his market, with no mill
from either country consistently underselling any other mills.

Exchange llatea
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during January-March 1988 through January-March 1992 the nominal value of the
Canadian dollar fluctuated, appreciating 7.7 percent overall relative to the
U.S. dollar (table 52). 14 Adjusted for movements in producer price indexes in
the United States and Canada, the real value of the Canadian currency
depreciated by less than 1 percent overall between January-March 1988 and the
first quarter of 1992.

14

International Financial Statistics, May 1992.
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Table 52
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of the Canadian
dollar and indexes of producer prices in the United States and Canada, 2 by
quarters, January 1988-March 1992

Period

U.S.
producer
price index

Canadian
producer
price index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index3

1988:
January-March ...... .
April-June ......... .
July-September ..... .
October-December ... .

100.0
101.6
103.1
103.5

100.0
100.9
102.1
102.7

100.0
103.1
103.9
105.1

100.0
102.4
102.9
104.2

1989:
January-March ......
April-June .........
July-September .....
October-December ...

.
.
.
.

105.8
107.7
107.3
107.7

103.7
103.9
103.6
102.9

106.3
106.2
107.2
108.5

104.2
102.5
103.5
103.7

1990:
January-March ...... .
April-June ......... .
July-September ..... .
October-December ... .

109.3
109.l
111.0
114.4

103.3
103.5
103.6
104.9

107.2
108.3
109.9
109.2

101.3
102.7
102.5
100.1

1991:
January-March ......
April-June .........
July-September .....
October-December ...

.
.
.
.

112.0
110.9
110. 7
110.9

104.5
102.9
102.1
101.5

109.7
110.3
110.8
111. 7

102.3
102.3
102.2
102.2

1992:
January-March .......

110.6

102 .0 4

107.7

99. 24

1

Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Canadian dollar.
Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are
based on period-average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the
International Financial Statistics.
3
The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for
relative movements in producer prices in the United States and Canada.
4
Derived from Canadian price data reported for January-February only.
2

Note.--January-March 1988 - 100.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
May 1992.
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APPENDIX A
FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICES

Federal Register

I

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION
llnvesttgatlon No. 701-TA-312 (FINll)I

Softwood Lumber From c.n.dl
AGINCV: United States International
Trade Commis11ion

ACTION: Institution and scheduling of a

final r.ountervailing duty investigation.
IUMM~ The Commission hereby gives

notice of the institution of final
countervailing duty investigation No.
701-T A-312 (Final) under section 705(b)
of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1671d(b)) (the act) to determine whether
an industry in the United States is
materially injured. or is threatened with
material injury. or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is
materially retarded, by reason of
imports from Canada of softwood
lumber. 1 provided for in subheading•
4407.10.00. 4409.10.10. 4409.10.20, and
4409.10.90 of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States (HTS}.
For further information concerning the
conduct of this investigation. hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application. consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure, part
ZOl, subparts A through E (19 CFR part
201), and part Z07. subparts A and C (19
CFR part 207).
l,,.CTIYI DATI: March 8. 1992.
FOR PUllTHlll INl'ORllATION CONTACT:

Jim McClure (202-205-3191). Office of
Investigations, U.S. International Trade
Commission. 500 E Street SW..
Washington, DC 20438. Hearingimpaired persona can obtain information
on.this matter by contacting the
Commission's ID terminal on 202-2051810. Persona with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-:05-2000.
IUPPUMINTAlllY INl'OlmATION:

Background: Thia inveaitaation is
being instituted as a result of an
affirmative preliminary determination
' For purpose• of this in•·esti1ation. "1aftwood
lumber" meant conift>rou1 wood uwn or chipped
lena1hwi1e. 11iced or pttled. whether or not planed.
Hnded or fi111er-jointed. of a thiclmc11 exceedln1 a
mm. provided for in 1ub!ieadin14407.10.00 of the
HTS: and coniferou1 wood 1idi111. ftoorina and other
aood• (except coniferous wood moldinp and wood
dowel roda; but includiq 1triP1 and friezn for
parquet ftoorlna, not Hsembled) continuou1ly
1haped (toqued. arooved. rebated (rabbeted(.
chamfered, V -jointed. beaded. molded. roundad or
the likcl alon1 any of its adan or facea. whelh• or
nol planed. Nnded or nnpr-jointed. provided for in
HTS 1ubheadinp 4408.10.10. 4401.lCJ.20 and
4408.10.IO.
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Written submissions: Each party is
encouraged to submit a prehearing brief
to the Commission. Prehearing briefs
must conform with the provisions of
§ Z07.ZZ of the Commission's rules; the
deadline for filing is May 21. 199:?.
Parties may also file written testimony
in connection with their presentation at
the hearing. as provided in I Z07.23lb) of
Participation in the im·estigotion and the Commission's rules, and posthearin11
briefs. which must conform with the
Public service list: Persons wishing to
provisions of I 207.24 of the
participate in the investigation as
parties must file an entry of appearance Commission's rules. The deadline for
filing posthearing briefs in June 5, 1992:
with the Secretary to the Commission.
witness testimony must be filed no later
as provided in I 201.11 of the
than three (3) days before the hearing. In
Commission's rules, not later than
twenty-one (21) days after publication of addition. any person who has not
entered an appearance as a party to the
this notice in the Federal Repster. The
investigation may submit a written
Secretary will prepare a public service
list containing the names and addresses statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigation on or before
of all persons. or their representatives.
June 5. 1992. All written submissions
who are parties to this in\'estigation
must conform with the provisions of
upon the expiration of the period for
i 201.8 of the Commission's rules: any
filinx entries of appearance.
submissions that contain BPI must also
limited disclosure of business
conform with the requirements of
proprietary information (BPI) under an
§I 201.6. 207.:J, and 207.7 of the
administratfre protective order (.'\PO)
Commiasion's rules.
and BPI service list: Pursuant to
I 207.7(a) of the Commission's rules. the
In accordance with §I 201.16(c) and
Secretary will make BPI gathered in this 207.3 of the rules. each document filed
final investigation available to
by a party to the investigation must be
authorized applicants under the APO
served on all other parties to the
i11ued in the investigation. provided that in\'estigation (as identified by either the
the application is made not later than
public or BPI service list), and a
twenty-one (21) days after the
certificate of service must be timely
publication of this notice in the Federal
filed. The Secretary will not accept a
Resister. A separate service list will be
document for filing without a certificate
maintained by the Secretary for those
of service.
parties authorized to receive BPI under
Authority: Thie investigation is be!ng
the APO.
conducted under authority or the Tariff Act of
Staff report: The prehearing staff
1930, title VII. Thie notice i• published
report in this investigation will be
punuant to I 207.20 or the Commission's
rule1.
placed in the nonpublic record on May
11. 1992. and a public version will be
By order or the Commission.
issued thereafter. pursuant to I 207.21 of
Issued: March 20. 1992.
the Commission's rules.
Stephen Mcl.aupila.
Hearing: The Commission will hold a
Actina Secretary.
hearing in coMection with this
[FR Doc. 92~5 Filed 3-25--9~; 8:H ~;;.[
inveatisation beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
mwMG COOi 1'll2IMl-ll
May 28. 1992. at the U.S. International
Trade Commission Building. Requests to appear at the hearing should be filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commiaaion on or before May 15, 1992.
A nonparty who has testimony that may
aid the Commission's deliberations may
request permission to present a short
statement at the hearins. All parties and
nonpartiea desiring to appear at the
hearing and make oral presentations
should attend a prehearing conference
to be held at 9:30 a.m. on May 20. 1992,
at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. Oral testimony
and written materials to be submitted at
the public hearing are governed by
II 201.6(b)(2). 201.13(f). and 207.23(b) of
the Commission'• rules.
by the Department of Commerce that
certain benefits which constitute
subsidies within the meaning of section
703 of the act (19 U.S.C. 1671b) are being
provided to manufacturers. producers.
or exporters in Canada of softwood
lumber. The investigation was aelfinitiated on October 31, 1991. by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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(lnvestttatton No. 701-TA-312

(P,.UmlNlry)J

Softwood Lumber From Can.U
Determination
On the basis of the .record 1 developed
in the tubject investi3ation. the
Commission determines.• pursuant lo
section 703(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. 1671b(a)). that there is a
reasonable indication that an industry in
the United States is materially injured
by reason of imports from Canada of
softwood lumber.• provided for in
subheadinss 4407.10.00. 4409.10.10.
4409.10.20, and 4409.10.90 of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (HTS). that are alleged to
be subsidized by the Govemment of
Canada.
Backpouad
On October 31, 1991. the U.S.
Department of Commerce published in
the Federal Regilter • a notice that it
waa self initiatins a countervailins duty
investisation to determine whether
subsidies are beins provided. or are
likely to be provided. to manufacturers.
producers, or exporters of certain
softwood lumber products in Canada.
Accordinsly. effective October 31, 1991.
the Commission instituted
countervailing duty investtsation No.
701-TA-31Z (Preliminary).
Notice of tbe institution of the
Commistion's inveati9ation and of a
public conference to be held in
connection therewith was Biven by
postin8 copies of the notice in the Office
of the Secretary. U.S. lntemational
Trade Commiaaion. Wuhinston. DC.
and by publishina the notice in the
•The rwcord i1 defined in I 20'l'.2(fl of the
Commi11ion'1 RwH of Pr.cuce and Procedun (t!I

CF1UJ7.Zlfll.
• Commi111oners Lodwu:k. CrawCord. and Nw:um

did not panicipmte.
• For 1>uriio1e1 of thi1 inve1li1•tion. "1oftwood
lumber'" mu111 conilerou1 wood Mwn or chiPP9c1
le1111hwi11. 11iced or pffled. whether or not plutd.
Mnclecl 11r fi1111r·joillted. of• th1clu1eu excffChna I
mm. provided for in 1ubheadi111 4-I07.10.00 of the
HTS; end conif1rou1 wood 11din9. ftoorina •nd other
1ood1 (e:<C111)t conif1rou1 wood molctin91 •nd wood
dowel rodl: but inellldina 11npe mnd fnaft for
parqu•t ftoonna. not ••-bled! c:ontiDllOtllly
sl:aped (ton1ued. lf0oved. reb1ted (r1bbeted).
chamfered. V-joinlld. bnded. moided. rounded or
the iike) •loq eny of ill •din or f•ce•. whether or
not planed. nnded or filll•·iointed. provided for in
t!TS 1ubl!ea,jinp .woe.to.JO. 4408.10.30 and
.wllll.10.91).
• 511 FR 580~5. Oct. 3\. \991.
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Federal Register of November 6, 1991 (56
FR 56661). The conference was held in
Washington. DC. on November 21. 1991.
and all persons who requested the
opportunity were permitted to appeotr in
person or by counsel.
The Commission transmitted its
detennination in this investigation to \he
Secretary o.f Commerce on December 16.
1991. The views of the Commi11ion are
contained iri USlTC Publication 2488
(December 199\), entitled "Softwood
Lumber from Canada: Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No.
701-TA-312 (Preliminary) Under the
Tariff Act of 1930. Tosether With the
Information Obtained in the
Investigation."
lnued: December 20. 1991.

By order of tbe Commission.
Kenaeth R. Mason.

Secretary.
{FR Doc. 91-30880 Filed 12-Z&--111: 8:45 c1ml
91WllG CODI,.......
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Federal Register

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Administration
[C-122-116)

Final Afflnnatlve Countervalllng Duty
Determination: Certain Softwood
Lumber Products from C8nada
AGENCY: Import Administration,
International Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
EFFECTIVE DATE May 28, 1992.
SUMMARY: We determine that benefits
which constitute subsidies within the
meaning of the countervailing duty law
are being provided on the manufacture,
production, or exportation of certain
softwood lumber products from Canada,
as described in the "Scope of
Investigation" aection of this notice. The
estimated net subsidy is 6.51 percent ad

I
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reports to Respondents, and other
interested parties which requested
copies of verification reports in their
application for administrative protective
order. and the Coalition for Fair Lumber
Imports (the Coalition), representing the
U.S. industry.
We received timely requests for a
public hearing from five interested
parties. We received case and rebuttal
briefs from interested parties on April 21
and 23, 1992. and April 27, 1992,
respectively.
In response to a request by
Respondents, we postponed the public
hearing (see 57 FR 13077 (April 15, 1992).
A 22-hour public hearing was held at the
Department of Commerce on April 29
and 30, 1992.

Scope of Investigation
The products covered by this
investigation are certain softwood
valorem.
lumber products. These lumber products
FOR FURTHEll INFORMAnON CONTACT:
include: (1) Coniferous wood. sawn or
Bernard Carreau or Kelly Parkhill,
chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled,
Office of Countervailing Compliance,
whether or not planed. sanded or fingerImport Administration, U.S. Department jointed, of a thickness exceeding six
of Commerce, room 8099, 14th Street
millimeters: (2) coniferous wood siding
and Constitution Avenue, NW.,
(including strips and friezes for parquet·
Washington, DC 20230; telephone (202)
flooring, not assembled) continuously
377-2786.
shaped (tongued. grooved. rabbitted. .
FINAL DE I WINATION:
chamfered. V-jointed. beaded. molded.
rounded or the like) along any of its
Case Hiatory
edges or faces, whether or not planed.
sanded or finger-jointed: (3) other
Since the publication of the
Preliminary Affirmative Countervailing
coniferous wood (including strips and
Duty Determination: Certain Softwood
friezes for parquet flooring, not
Lumber Products From Canada
assembled) continuously shaped
(Preliminary Det~rmination), 57 FR 8800 (tongued, grooved, rabbitted, chamfered.
(March 1~ 1992) in the Federal Register, V-jointed. beaded, molded. rounded or
the following events have occurred. On
the like) along any of its edges or faces,
• whether or not planed, sanded or fingerMarch 18, 1992, we !ssued a
supplemental/defic1ency questionnaire
jointed: (4) coniferous wood flooring
to the ~ovemment. of Canada (GOC)
(including strips and friezes for parquet
regarding the province of Saskatchewan. flooring, not assembled) continuously
and the Yukon Territory and Northwest shaped (tongued, grooved. rabbitted.
chamfered, V-jointed, beaded, molded.
Territories (the Territories). At the
rounded or the like) along any of its
request of the GOC. we extended the
due date for these responses until April
edges or faces, whether or not planed,
3, 1992;
.
.
.
sanded or fmger-jointed. Such products
We issued a questionnaire seeking
are currently provided for under
clari~c~tions on certain i~sues
.
subheadings 4407.1000, 4409.1010,
perta~ing to two comparues requesting
4409.1090, 4409.1020, respectively, of the
exclusion on March 13, 1992. We
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HI'S).
received responses to this questionnaire Although the HI'S subheadings are
on March 27, 1992. .
.
provided for convenience and customs
We conducte~ venfication of the
purposes, our written description of the
responses submitted by the GOC on its
scope of this proceeding remains
own behalf, and on behalf of the
dispositive.
provinces of Alberta, British Columbia
(BC), Ontario, and Quebec (hereinafter
Scope Issues
referred to as Respondents), from March
Respondents and a number of other
16 through March 27, 1992. In addition.
interested parties submitted a variety of
from March 16 through March 18. 1992,
arguments that certain types of
we verified certain companies that
softwood lumber products 1hould be
requested exclusion from thia
excluded from our final determination.
and the order, if one is issued. Theae
investigation. Between April 13 and
April 21, 1992. we issued verification
partie1 are the Independent Lumber
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Remanufacturers' A~sociation (ILRA):
the Clemson Corporation (doing
business as the National Frame
Company): Green Forest Lumber
Products (Green Forest): the
International Sleep Products
Association (ISPA): and Leggett and
·Platt. Incorporated.
Scope Exclusion Requests-Specialty

Products
The Respondents requested that the
Department exclude from the scope of
the investigation the following: Products
manufactured from Western Red Cedar,
Yellow Cypress, Eastern White Cedar.
Eastern White and Red Pine, and clear
and shop grades of lumber (collectively
referred to as specialty products).
Respondents stated that softwood
lumber produced from these six species
and grades has characteristics that
distinguishes it from lumber produced
from more commonly available
coniferous species. These characteristics
include, among others: Appearance:
resistance to certain insects, disease
and fungi: and strength. According to
· Respondents, the proof of the
desirability of these characteristics lies
in the higher prices that lumber
produced from these species commands.
The scope of the investigation covers
lumber products produced from all types
of coniferous wood. Each of the
specialty species can be used to produce
the same or similar lumber products as
any other coniferous species commonly
harvested in Canada and the United
States. While the different strengths and
weaknesses of these species may be
part of the definition of a particular type
of lumber, the speciation and quality of
the timber input into a particular
product are only two of the various
criteria by which softwood lumber
products can vary. See, e.g., Softwood
Lumber from Canada. United States
International Trade Commission (ITC)
Inv. No. 701-TA-312(December1991)
(preliminary). In addition. no
information was provided during the
course of the investigation indicating
that these species and grades of timber
were sold according to the same
stumpage systems other than those
found to be applicable to other species
. and grades.
Furthermore, no specific product
information was provided for the record.
with the exception of the listing of
several end products manufactured from
these species (which are not, by and
large, within the scope of thia
investigation in any case). Therefore,
there ia no basia for determining
whether products manufactured from
these grades and species should either
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be excluded from the scope of the
investigation or be included in a
separate class or kind of merchandise.
With respect to the contention that
lumber manufactured from these
specialty products commands s higher
pnce. we note that there i1 a wide range
of prices paid for softwood lumber
products manufactured from all
coniferous 1pecies. While a higher price
paid may 1omehow indirectly indicate
the expectationa of the final consumer. it
is not in and of itself a basis for the
exclusion of a product from the scope of
an invtlstigation.

Respondents and other interested
parties incorrectly applied their artlike
descriptions to all remans. even though
remanufacturers sell a wide variety of
softwood lumber products. which are
usually only minimally procesaed. The
arguments presented by Respondenta
and other interested parties with reapect
to remans are addressed in the following
three sections. ·

Class or Kind of Merchandise
By applying the five criteria the
Department uses to determine whether
merchandise i1 within the clasa or kind
of merchandise covered by the
Remanufactured Softwood lumber
investigation, Respondent& and other
Products
Canadian interested partiea concluded
that reman1 are not the same clasa or
We NCeived commenta &om
kind of merchandise as dimenaion
Retpondenta and the II.RA requesting
lumber or rough sawn lumber. They
that the Department exclude
further cite the U.S.-Canada
remanuiactured softwood lumber
producta. (remana) from the acope of the Memorandum of Underatanding on
Softwood Lumber (MOU) aa evidence
investisation. The Deputment alao
received commenta &om National Frame that certain remans were identified and
accorded different treatment than other
Company requeating that the
Department exclude a particular type of softwood lumber producta, confirmiq
aoftwood rem.an. bed &ame componenta, that they are a different class or kind of
merchandise. Citing the reaulta of their
from the acope of the inveatigation.
Finally, !SPA and Leaett and PlatL Inc., clasa or kind analysis and the MOU
submitted comment& requesting that the treatment of remana. they contend that
the Department ahould exclude thaae
Department exclude bed frame
compone11ta in 1eneral. and thou bed
producta from the scope of the
frame components imported into the
investigation because of their significant
differences &om dimension lumber.
United Statea by Leaett and Platt in
Respondenta allep that the focua of the
particular. &om the acope of the
investi1ation. Theae partiea arpe that
investilation is on roqh aawn or
remans should be excluded from the
dimension lumber. and that the
scope of the investi8ation becauae: (1)
Department and the U.S. domeatic
They do not belo111 to the aame clau or induatry really are not interested in
kind of merchandise aa rough sa"-n
remana.
dimension lumber: (2) they do not
The scope of this investigation,
benefit from the allqed aubaidiea under however. clearly includea both so-called
investigation: and (3) they an not made dimension lumber aa well aa other
by enterprian included within the
softwood lumber producta. includiq
apecificity finding in the preliminary
remana. The Preliminary Determination
determination.
stated:
The Coalition and Fred Tebb and
Since the scope of our inve1ti9ation
Sona. Inc. (Tebb) 1ubmittad commenta in include1 thoae product• covered by the U.S.opposition to the excluaion of reman1
Canada Memorandum of Undentandlna on
from the ac:ope of the inveati1ation. and
Softwood Lumber. which includa not only
dimenaion lumber but o wide variety of other
to any ftndiq that remau repreaent a
lumber product& all of theH product• arw
aeparate cla• or kind of --=bandiae.
comidered to fall within the acope of thia
The Coalition applied the Department'•
five clau or kind criteria to remana and inveatiption. (Emphaai1 added.)
concluded that they ahould not
Therefore. then ii no baaia for
represent a aeparate cla• or kind of
excludiq remana from the scope of the
merchandiae. Tebb diaputed
investigation juat becauae they are
Respondent•' and intereated partiea'
different &om other lumber. which is
descriptiona of remana. claimi!ll that
also included within the scope.
their explanationa de9cribed "artlike"
Furthermore, the domeatic induatry did
producta. which exagerated the
argue both in ita direct and rebuttal
differencn between l'8llWll and
briefs against excluding reman1 from the
dimemion lumber. and which
acope of the investigation.
esaentially contended that every cut
Nor ia there any basis for determiniq
made to a piece of lumber greatly
that remans aa a group are a separate
increaan the value of the product at the cl... or kind of merchandise. There ia
aame time it ntabliabea a new cla• or
no widespread agreement on an exact
kind of merdumdiae. Tebb noted that
definition of ''remana." which

essentially is a term of convenience that
indicatea that at leaat some additional
proceuinl has been performed on rough
sawn lumber. The descriptions of
remans on the record are laced with
generaUtiea too broad for the
Department to conclude that even a
subset of remana constitutea a separate
claa1 or kind of merchandiae. While the
Department does not dispute that
certain remana are produced from highly
sophisticated processing techniques. no
attempt was made to enumerate which
processes. when applied to softwood
lumber, changed the physical
characteristics. ultimate use.
expectationa of the final consumer.
advertising. and channels of trade
sufficiently to create a separate clasa or
kind of merchandise. The comments
received did not present a coherent set
of criteria by which the Department
could cseate or delineate a class or kind
of merchandiae from among the welter
of aoftwood lumber products.
The evidence· on the record d0et not
demonatrate that all remans constitute a
separate claas or kind. To the contrary,
the evidence presented regardins why
remana should be a aeparate clasa or
kind la contradictory.
For example, the II.RA atated that
amo111 the remana made by member
companiea of the II.RA are "decorative
panelina. window caainp. noof'inl.
mouldiq. furniture component•. ladder
stock. finger-jointed and end-matched
merchandiae." See Exhibit 8 of the II.RA
Brief, p. 3. The II.RA a11ert1 that these
"reman products are distinguishable.
because of fabrication and finishing,
from common sawmill lumber used
primarily in the construction. repair and
remodeling of residential and
nonresidential buildi111s." Id. Decorative
panelina. window casillls. flooring and
mouldi111. however, while not common
sawmill lumber, are neverthelesa "uaed
primarily in the con1tructio11. repair and
remodelilll of residential and
nonresidential buildings." In its rebuttal
brief. the II.RA arpea that the
diatinction ia not really whether remana
are uaed in the conatruction. repair and
remodelilll of houaes; it la that they may
be uaed for nonatnlctural interior
purpoaea. The list of remana provided by
II.RA. however, contains aiding, gutters.
fence boarda. door stock. window sash
cuttillls. funing and roofing strips used
aero• structural membera of walls and
ceilin11 to aerve aa a base for the
attachment of wall, ceililll and roof
materials. and tongue and groove roof
and floor decking which providea a
structural deck. See II.RA brief at
Exhibit B. Then remana do not
nec:euarily ftt the description of non·
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atructural interior purpole9. In addition.
all of theae producta. aome of which may
be advertiaed aeparately. are alao
frequently available in lumber yards.
Throughout thia proceediq. the term
"reman" waa routinely applled to a wide
variety of lumber producta, aome of
which would clearly be within the scope
of the proceeding even if it were limited
just to dimenaion lumber. For example,
Green Forest and Tebb indicated that
their remanufacturing businessea consiat
of nothing more elaborate than cutting
the lumber into cuatomer-specified aizes.
They remanufacture 2X4s and 2X6s out
of 2X10s. The II.RA. on the other hand.
argues that remana ahould be a separate
cla11 or kind becauae the amount of
remanufacturing is so aubstantial. It
argues that sawmill lumber. as opposed
to remans. is generally sold to the
construction industry in an "as-is"
condition. ready for use as the structural
component of a building. The same is
true, however, for the remanufactured
2X4s and 2X6s to which we referred
above.
Some of the detcriptions of what
might constitute a reman presented for
the record were mutually exclusive. For
instance, the II.RA indicated that only
the best quality lumber can be used for
remana. resulting in remans always
being of a auperior quality wood than
standard dimenaion lumber. However,
the ISPA and Leuett and Platt stated
that its reman product of interest, bed
frame components, is produced using
wood from the undesirable outer portion
of a log, which is often used for the
manufacture of wood chips, and
therefore is, at least in some respect•.
unlike the more expensive prime
dimension lumber which they argue is
the focus of the investigation. (See ISPA
and Leuett and Platt brief, p.14.)
Finally, comments received were
hyperbolic in nature, with Canadian
interested parties insisting that their
descriptions of the most highly
processed remans made from only the
most valuable lumber applied to all
remans, while the Coalition contended
that the consumer'• expectations for
remans and standard dimension lumber
were the same because the consumer
demand• of both products the beat
quality for the lowest price.
Likewise, there was conflicting
evidence regarding the amount of valueadded to the lumber product by the
remanufacturing. II.RA and Leaett and
Platt argue that there ia substantial
value added. while Tebb and Green
Forest Products state that this is not
necessarily the case. Neither aide
presented any reaaonable, objective
criteria by which the Department could
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di1tingui1h among the numerous
aoftwood lumber product•.
Respondents point to the MOU. and
appendices B and E of the MOU in
particular, as evidence that the
Department has at least implicitly
recognized the unique nature of remans
as a group, and that the Department has
experience identifying individual reman
products and administering separate
provisions for remans.
The list of products included in
appendices Band E of the MOU were
derived from the scope of the 1988
investigation. and only served to clarify
product coverage for purposes of
administering the MOU (i.e., the basis
on which the export tax would be
collected.) The lists themselves,
however, and the products apecifically
enumerated and defined in them.
resulted from the aeries of negotiations
conducted in connection with the MOU.
Aa auch. the lists and the products they
include are not indicative of the results
of an examination of factual evidence
preaented to the Department and
analyzed accordins to the five class or
kind criteria. While the lists contain
enough information to describe fairly
what had been agreed upon during
negotiations, they do not provide
sufficient information for us to analyze
properly each product accordins to our
criteria. Therefore. the Department
cannot rely on these lists as evidence
that remans represent an individual
class or kind of merchandise within the
meanins of the Trade and Tariff Act of
1930, as amended. (the Act) or as a basis
for establiahins a separate claaa or kind.

Paa-thro111h of Subsidy to Remona
Respondents and other Canadian
Interested parties contend that because
remanufacturen purchase aoftwood
lumber as an input at arm's-length
prices. the Department ha1 not found
that remans receive a countervailable
subsidy. Some Respondents also argue
that the focus of the investisation is the
primary product taraeted by the subsidy
prosram which was the subject of the
investigation. Legsett and Platt and the
ISPA argue that the Department cannot
include bed frame components within
the scope of the investisation because
the Department has not found that
Canadian producen of bed-frame
components tbemaelves have received
countervailable aubsidiea.
As pointed out above. remana are
included within the scope of the
investigation. and the Department did
inv..tisate whether remans benefitted
from the subsidies investigated. The
Department determined that remans do
benefit from subsidies. As the lLRA
noted, not all remana are manufactured
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by independent producen: some reman
producen are integrated companiea
which purchase stumpase and
manufacture both dimension lumber and
remans. See Il.RA rebuttal brief p. 4.
Therefore. some producers of remans do
benefit directly from stumpage. A
comparison of the reman products
included in appendices B and E of the
MOU with the products listed in the
results of Respondents' surveys of end
products produced by stumpage holders
demonstrates that there are many
remans that are produced by tenure
holders, and which, therefore, benefit
directly from stumpage subsidies.
Specifically, several products. such as
lath. sidins. flooring, and treated
softwood lumber were li1ted in both the
MOU appendices and in the results of
the end product surveys. While bed
frame components. and not bed frames
(which appear on the end products
survey), are included on the MOU
reman list, it ia neverthele11 clear that
the stumpage-holding companies which
produce the bed frames must first make
the constituent bed frame components.
Therefore, the subsidized atumpase
holders who produce bed frames also
manufacture remana, at least at one
point in their production proceaa.
Similarly, results of the end products
surveys indicate that atumpage holders
produce doors, pallets, and fences, while
door atock. pallet atock. and lence
boards all appear on the MOU
appendices. While we were not
completely satisfied that the end
product surveys were accurate and
complete, it is apparent that stumpage
holden do produce remana (see the
"Specificity" section of this notice).
Since it is clear that several of the
products listed in MOU appendices B
and E produced by independent reman
producers are the same products that
are produced by stumpage holders that
benefit from the subsidies found to exist.
the lsaue then becomes determining
which individual companies produce
remana as part of a continuoua proce11
starting with the felling of subsidized
timber. and which produce remans from
lumber purchased at arm's length. The
Department's procedures for
accomplishing this are either through
company exclusion requests or through
the investisation and promulgation of
company-specific rates. However.
because the number of exclusion
requests exceeded 300 and the number
of timber processing companies is even
greater, these analyses would have been
ao larse as to be impracticable, and
arguably impoaaible, within the confines
of this countervailing duty investigation.
For a fuller explanation of our rationales
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the appropriate avenue to determine if
investigation. We do not believe that
there are specific companies that do not . these procedlires violate the GA'IT or
receive countervailable benefits. The
the Agreement on Interpretation and
Coalition. on the other hand. contends
Application of Articles VI, XVI. and
that section mA is irrelevant because · XXIll of the General Agreement on
forestry products are within the scope of Tariffs and Trade (CATI' Subsidies
Upstream Subsidy Issue
the agriculture provision under section
Code). Because we cannot·calculate the
Respondents argue that the
me.
average subsidy on all merchandise (as
Department cannot include remans.
We disagree with the Coalition that
Statistics Canada could not provide the
includins bed frame components. within · an analysis baaed on section me of the relevant total value of all shipments of
the scope of the investigation because
Act is applicable in this case. Section
the subject merchandise), we will
the Department has not found that the
"le, which deals with certain
instruct Customs to collect cash deposits
subiidiea provided to Canadian
. processed agricultural products,
on a fll'St mill basis. Aa such, we will not
softwood lumber producen are provided mandates that "* • • subsidies found to collect more in deposits, on average.
to independent reman producen. Aa
be provided to either producen or
than the amount of subsidy found. With
such. countervailiq duties on importa of processors of the product shall be
respect to actual duty a11e11ment, this
remana may not be impoeed abtent an
deemed to be provided with respect to
issue will be addre&aed during the first
affirmative upstream subsidy
administrative review if an order is
the manufacture, production. or·
determination wi&h respect to the
exportation of the proceued product." if · issued and if such review is requested.
imported merchandise.
. ·
.
the demand for the raw agricultural
Co/Jection of Dut1e• for Remanufactured
Section 701(e) of the Act provides that product is substantially dependent on
the demand for the latter-stage product. So~ood Lumber Products on First Mill
whenever the Department has
reasonable pounds to believe or suspect and the proce11ing adds limited value to Bas1•
•
that an upstream subsidy, as defined in
the raw product. Remans are not
Respondenta upe that if the
section mA(a), is being paid or
proceued agricultural products for the
Department does not accept their
bestowed. the administering authority
purposes of this provision. The Act and
contentions that remana represent a
shall investigate whether an upstream
its legislative history indicate that this
separate clau or.kind of merchandise,
subsidy has in fact been paid or
provision wu intended for qricaltural
which should be excluded from the
bestowed. and if so. shall include the
food products with minimal proceuing
order (if an order is issued), at a
amount of the upstream subsidy as
between the raw agricultural product
minimum. the Department should. be
provided in section 711A(c). Section
and the processed product. not a
couiatat with ill imtructiona to
mA(a) defines an upstream subsidy u
manufactured product such u remans
Cuatoma made followiq the Preliminary
any subsidy that ii beetowed on an
(which are produced from another
A M ...... ti
Co t -m-~ Dut
input product used in the manufacture of manufactured product. lumber). ·
~~~on:'Ce::mwtwa:d
the mercbandiM subject to the
Speciflcally, section m(4)(B)(iv) definn Lumber Products from Canada. 51 FR
inveatiption. if there is a competitive
"raw qricultural product" as ..any farm 37435 (October Z2. t•J (Lumber II).
· benefit bestowed on the subject
or fishery product." · ·that the coantervailina duty be imposed
merchandise that baa a significant effect
· Moreover, a1S1111liq. ai1!u•ndo, that
on the fJnt mill value of the lumber
on the coat of manufacturiftl of the
lumber were an qricultural product
input.
subject merch•ndise. There ii a
Tebb opposes duty auetament on this
intended to be covered by Conareu
competttive benefit if the price for the
under section 77lB, time ii DO mdence basil, ciHw..• the alleged imprecision
input product is lower than an
on the record indicating that demand for
..."'
remana is substantially dependent on
resulting from the ftuidity of potential
unsubsidized. arm's-length price.
The 1cope of this inveatiption coven demand for lop. the raw product in this methods for the accountiq of first mill
cue. nor ii there substantial nidace
values. and the inherent difficulty in
certain softwood bamb., procluctl. wt
abowiJll only "limited" value added
enforcing such a provision.
includes both dimenaion lumber ud
remana. the former betna the input to 1119 · either when proce•iq lop iDto lumber ~
::LU::!eon the
latter. Both dimenaion lumber and
first mill value for the purpo191 of this
remam are produced by atumpqe
· or lumber into many remana.
GATT l•un
inveatiption. However, to the extent
holden which receive atumpqe at
.Some Respondents aque that the
that any ofTebb's concerns reaarding
preferential prices. Reman producera
General Apeement on Tariffs and
inconec:t poatinp are borne out. the
that purchase lumber from etumpqe
matter should be presented directly to
holden at arm'a-leqtb prices arpe that Trade (GATr) precludes the levy of
countervailiq duties in excess of the
the Customs Service. For a fuller
the Department cannot impale a
amount of subsidy found to exist. They
discuuion of our rationale for the un of
countervailing duty order on their
conclude that because subsidies wen
fint mill values. see the relevant portion
lumber products without c:onducting an
not found to exist on remana.
.
of the ''General Calculations luuea" and
upstream subsidy investigation to
countervailing duties cannot be applied the "Suspension of liquidation" sections
demonstrate that the remana are
to them. This inveatiption don JU>t
of this notice.
receiving a countervailable benefit. Aa
we diacaued above, the Department baa result in the levy of countervailing
c
.... :I ....1__
dutiea. Actual duties will not be levied
AlllJNIDY . x v - - - . found that some producers of remana
unleu an order la iuued. and even then
In tbe Preliminary Determination, we
are found to be receiving
not until a section 751 nview la
preliminarily determined that six
countervailable benefits. The
completed or not requested. Further.
companies out of the 3M companies that
Department la not oblipted to
requested exclusion would qualify for
invntipte every producer of the sabfect because this ii an aaresate case, it is
nec:euary for the Department to
exclusion from any eventual
merchandise if some producera are
calculate and a11es1 duty deposits on
countervailing duty order. The
found to be receiving aubeidieL
the avenge subsidy fo~ for all of the
Department had previously determined
Exclusion inveatiptiona. which were
1Dt1n:handi1e subject to tba .
that investiptina 3M company-specific
impracticable in this investigation. are
for these exclusion and companyspecific rate decisions. please refer to
the "General Calculation Issues." and
"Company Exclusion" sections of this
notice.
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exclusion requests was not practicable
within the meaning of 19 CFR 355.14(c).
(See Decision Memorandum. Company
Exclusions. January 17, 1992. in the
public file, Room 8099, of the
Department of Commerce.) (All relevant
case documents referenced in this notice
are available in the public file at this
location.) Although we determined that
we could not investigate 334 exclusion
requests. we did accept exclusion
requests from companies that used
exclusively or primarily U.S.-origin logs
in their lumber production.
For purposes of this final
determination. the Department
considered all 24 exclusion
questionnaire responses which the GOC
submitted on January 31, 1992. We also
took into account all timely information
submitted on behalf of these companies
after January 31, 1992.
Baaed on our review of the responses,
certifications received, and verification,
we have determined to exclude 15
companies from any countervailing duty
order iasued as a result of this
investigation. In determining which
companies to exclude, we first identified
those companies that exported to the
United States during the period of
investigation (POI). Six companies did
not export to the United States during
the POI and, therefore, have not l:teen
excluded pursuant to 19 CFR 355.14.
Next. we checked to see if all companies
purchased the subject merchandise
during the POI. One company did not
purchase any U.S.-origin logs and did
not provide data on its purchases of
non-US.-origin logs and, therefore, was
not excluded.
The next stage was to identify those
companies which used only U.S.-origin
logs in their lumber production during
the POI. There were three such
companies. We then identified those
companies which purchased both U.S.origin logs as well as non-U.S.-origin
logs and lumber. For these companies
we applied the province-specific per
cubic meter benefit to the volume of
each company's purchases of private·
logs, Crown logs, and Crown lumber,
and a zero rate to the value of each
company's purchases of U.S.-origin logs.
U, after calculating the benefit and
dividins by total shipment value, a
company had an overall de minimis
subsidy rate, it was excluded. Only one
company was found to have a rate
above de minimis, and, therefore, was
not excluded. Where necessary, we
have applied the weighted-average
exchanse rate for the period of
investigation to convert valuea reported
in U.S. dollars to Canadian dollars.
Reapondenta have argued that the
Department should exclude all

companies located in the southem
border region of Quebec based on a
Forestry Canada study of this region
that found that 70 percent of the lumber
made in the region was from U.S.-origin
logs. Respondents argue that at a
minimum, the Department should only
apply the benefit to the estimated 30
percent of lumber that comes from nonU.S.-origin logs.
The Department's regulations provide
only for company exclusions. not
geographic or regional exclusion
requests. If the Department were to
exclude all companies from Quebec's
border region without having examined
them on a case-by-case basis, the
Department may inadvertently exclude
companies in the .region that. according,
to our regulations, would be ineligible
for exclusion (see 19 CFR 355.14}. For
example. companies that did not export
to the United States during the POI are
ineligible for exclusion.
However, the Department baa allowed
company-specific exclusion requests in
this investigation under 19 CFR 355.14.
All companies from Quebec's border
region with the United States that
believed they were eligible for exclusion
should have applied for exclusion. aa a
number of companies have done.
In addition. Respondents aJ'811e that
all arm's-length lumber purchuea
should be excluded from the
Department's benefit calculation for the
exclusion companies. We dlaagree with
Respondents with respect to thia iuue.
According to 19 CFR 355.14(b}(3}, if the
exporter is not the producer of the
merchandise, the person must certify
that the suppliers or producers of the
merchandise receive no subsidies. When
a wholesaler, trader, or other type of
seller purchases a product and performs
no value-added manufacturing. the
Department auumes that the subsidy on
the product passes forward to the selling
stage. (See Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determination and
Countervailing Order: Certain Steel
Wire Nails from Thailand. 52 FR 3688T
(October 2, 1987)). On this basis. the
benefit was applied to all purchases of
lumber, whether or not they were at
arm's length.
Moreover, Respondenta argue that the
Department should use a company's
province-specific rate for purposes of
the exclusion calculation. The
Department agrees with Respondents
and has used the province-epecific per
cubic meter benefit in order to calculate
the subsidy rate for exclusion
companies.
Finally, for those companies not fouud
to have de minimia benefit&.
Respondent& arsue the Department
should calculate com.paDY-epec:ific rates.

According to 19 CFR 355.20(d}, the
Department will calculate individual
rates only to the extent practicable. The
Department has determined, as·
previously stated above in regard to
requests for exclusion, that because of
the large number of companies involved
in this investigation it is not practicable
to calculate company-specific rates.
The names of the excluded companies
are listed in the '°Suspension of
Liquidation" section of this notice. We
have adjusted our country-wide rate
calculation to remove the effect of.the
companies we have excluded.

Aaalyaia of Programs
For purposes of this determination,
the period for which we are measuring
subsidies (the POI) is the GOC'a fiscal
year, April 1, 1990, through March 31,
1991.

Unle11 otherwise specified. all values
referred to are denominated in
Canadian dollars.

G-1 Calculation luues
Use of Aaresate Data
We have relied on aggregate
information (i.e., data for the
manufacturers, producers and exporters
in all provinces and territories subject to
investigation} provided by the COC and
the provincial government& for this
determination because of the large
number of producers of softwood lumber
products covered by this investigation.
Although we received a number of
requests for company-specific rates, we
determined not to isaue any companyapecific rates in this investigation.

Shipment Values Used in Denominator
of the Sul»idy Calculation _
The shipment data contained in the
denominator of the benefit calculation
are vital for two reasons. First. it has an
important impact on the benefit
calculation and hence must be as
accurate aa possible. Second. the
product composition incorporated in the
shipment value baa important
implications for how U.S. Customs
should collect the duty. That is. if the
value of all remana within the scope of
this investigation is included in the
denominator of the benefit calculation.
then U.S. Customs must collect the duty
on the value at the mill of final
manufacturing (i.e., final mill). On the
other hand, if the value of remana is
excluded from the denominator or the
benefit calculation. then U.S. Customs
must collect the duty on the value
exiting the flnt mill of manufactudq
(i.e., first mill). Both the ac:curacy and
composition of the ehipment value Wl8d

Federal Register
in the Preliminary Determination have
been questioned by the Coalition.
The Coalition argues that the
denominator includes a certain amount
of double counting, which occurred as a
result of including the value of some
remans and the lumber inputs from
which they came. It maintains that
therefore the denominator should be
reduced by a minimum of five percent
(the estimate of double counting by
Statistics Canada officials). The
Coalition further insists that, since the
shipment value includes remanufactured
lumber, the Department should collect
the duty on a final mill basis in order to
capture the entire value of the remans
entering the United States. Even if
remans can be purged from the shipment
value, the Coalition insists that
collecting the duty on a first mill basis
would be difficult. if not impossible, to
enforce. Lastly, the Coalition maintains
that even if U.S. Customs treats remans
differently, these exceptions should only
be made in the case of arm's-length
transactions and for companies which
produce remans exclusively from
lumber.
Respondents counter that the small
degree of double counting in the
shipment data only serves to understate
the amount of the denominator, i.e., it is
to their detriment. They also maintain
that since the shipment value expressly
excludes siding. flooring, and other
remanufactured millwork. the duty
should be assessed on a first mill basis.
They contend that this is
administratively feasible and precisely
what U.S. Customs did after Lumber II.
In order to explain this issue, it is
important to describe how the shipment
data were calculated. At verification. it
was established that data on total
shipment values of all subject
merchandise were not directly available
to the GOC. Therefore, Statistics
Canada caalculated shipment values
from its existing data. Statistics Canada
collects the relevant data primarily on a
first mill basis and has no system for
collecting final mill data. The
Department verified both the data and
the calculations.
As discussed in detail in the Federal
Government Verification Report, there
were two general components of the
shipment values-the calculated. per
unit shipment values and the actual
shipment volumes. Statistics Canada
multiplied these two figures to obtain
total shipment values for each province.
The shipment volumes explicitly
exclude double counting, while the
calculated, per unit values may contain
a small amount (i.e., estimated to be five
percent by Statistics Canada officials) of
remanufactured shipment values.
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Based on verification, the Department
finds the shipment data free from double
counting. First, as stated above, the
shipment volumes are carefully
scrutinized by Statistics Canada for
double counting. Secondly, while the
calculated. per unit shipment values
may contain some remanufactured
shipment values, their inclusion in the
per unit value renders an average per
unit value which. in all likelihood. is
insignificantly different from a purely
lumber per unit value.
The Coalition's statement that the
shipment data are overestimated by five
percent stems from a misunderstanding
of the data. Statistics Canada officials
explained during verification that among
the various per unit pricn comprising
the average per unit value, five percent
were from remans: They did not state
that the per unit values were five
percent higher as a result of including
the remanufactured per unit values.
On the other hand. Respondents'
assertion that the inclusion of 1ome per
unit prices for remans 1lightly lowers
the shipment value is only partially true:
it is true for the example they provide.
However, the shipment value also
includes some remanufactured per unit
values which will tend to overstate the
figure. This is explained below.
There are two general types of
remanufactured per unit values included
in the per unit shipment values and they
tend to offset one another. One group,
lumber that is sold from the first mill
rough and then planed in the second
~ill. will include per unit prices which
tend to understate the totaL calculated,
per unit value. Thia ia true since U.S.
Customs will collect duty on a FOB first
mill basis only insofar a1 the lumber is
at least to the planed stage. That is,
when lumber is not planed in the first
mill, the planing mill is then considered
to be the first miH. 1 The1econd group,
lumber that is sold in standard
dimensions from one mill to a second
mill which cuts the lumber into custom
dimensions, will include per unit values
which tend to overstate the total,
calculated, per unit value. Hence the
effect of the remanufactured per unit
prices on the total, calculated. per unit
prices, while impossible to detennine
with precision, is most certainly quite
small and not to the clear advantage of
either party.
While the Department's clear
preference is to use final mill values in
• An April 20. 1992 letler from Ma. Barbara
Tillman, Office Director. Office of Countervailina
Compliance, lo Mr. Carlton L Brainard. Director.
Office of Trade Operations. U.S. Cualom8 Service
1lalea "(pjlaaH note that further proc:euin& don
not incltade !be planins proceu from ro113h-cu1 lo
planed lumber."
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calculating benefits (which we
requested in the questionnaire), the fact
that such data were not available and
could not be accurately estimated or
calculated. and the fact that Statistics
Canada made every effort to isolate and
accurately calculate first mill shipment
values. have rendered a situation in
which using first mill is applicable.
Therefore, in calculating the subsidy
rate form the programs that the
Department is fmding countervailable,
the Department is using as the
denominator the shipment values
provided by Statistics Canada. which
represent to the best possible extent, the
value of softwood lumber products at
the flf8t mill. As such, the Department
will also instruct U.S. Customs to collect
the duty on the FOB first mill value.
Inclusion of By-Products in the
Denominator
To calculate the ad valorem subsidy
from stumpaae proarams. the
Department has divided the total benefit
by the value of certain softwood lumber
products (at the first mill/planing mill
stage) plus the value of by-products that
are produced during the lumber
production process and sold by lumber
producers.
To calculate the.benefit used in the
numerator of the calculation. we have
multiplied the per cubic meter
differential between the preferential and
nonpreferential stumpaae prices by the
volume of subsidized logs harvested
from provincial lands that entered
sawmill• during the period of
investieation. to the extent that we had
verified data for this calculation. The
Department did not include in the
calculation the volume of logs harvested
·from private, federal or native lands, or
the volume of loes harvested from
provincial lands that were provided at
nonpreferential prices. As discussed
below, we did not exclude sales of
subsidized logs by major tenureholders
to unrelated companies that were
harvested from provincial land because
data isolating such sales from all trade
in logs were not provided.
In the denominator of the subsidy
calculation. the Department included the
total value of all softwood lumber
shipped in each province (at the first
mill/planing mill stage) plus the
shipment value of by-products that are
produced durina the lumber production
process. The total value ofsoftwood
lumber includes lumber produced from
both subsidized and nonsubsidized
stumpage. By usina this total value in
the denominator, we ensure that we do
not countervail more than the average
subsidy attributable on an aggregate
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level to the products under
investigation.
fiJU1Deratorlssuee
Respondents assert that the
Department should exclude from the
numerator the proportion of logs sent to
sawmills but attributable to the
production of products other than
softwood lumber products. Conversely,
Respondents argue that the Department
should include in the numerator of the
calculation only the volume of the logs
harvested based on the proportion of
wood fiber from Crown timber entering
sawmills that emerges as softwood
lumber. Neither of these proposals is
methodologically correct.
Stumpage is provided at preferential
rates to producers of certain softwood
lumber products. Because the stumpage
holders themselves are lumber
producers. the stumpage benefit is like a
grant to the company. As discussed in
the ..Specificity" section above. we have
determined that the stumpage benefit is
not tied solely to the production of
softwood lumber. As a result, all
products produced during the lumber
production process receive the benefit.
When stumpage holders purchase the
softwood timber, they are not
purchasing just that portion of the
timber that can be uaed to produce
lumber, nor are they purchasina the
timber in its conatituent parta.
Moreover, it la the whole log that must
be proceued to produce lumber. not juat
certain parts of the log or a certain
volume of the log. •
Because tha stumpage benefit that we
are calculating is that which is received
by lumber producers which purchase
subsidized stumpage. and not a benefit
received by log producers, the subsidy is
properly attributed to the value of the
lumber products produced from that
preferentially provided input. Despite
Respondents' arguments. it is irrelevant
whether products that are produced
during the lumber production proce11
are at different stages of production
than finished lumber. The stumpage
subsidy benefits sales of all products
produced during the lumber production
process.
Further, Respondents are not on point
when they argue that the subsidy on the
stumpage should be diluted by
apportioning between the volume of the
log that ends up as lumber and the
volume that ends up as other products.
That argument pertains to paH-through
issues and is not relevant in this case
because the producers that receive the
benefit from the program are also the
producers of the certain softwood
lumber products subject to investigation.
Thus, this is not a pa1S-through issue as

in Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Fresh, Chilled and
Frozen Pork from Canada, 54 FR 30774
(1989) (Pork), where the producers of
swine were different than the producers
of pork products.
The only conceivable volume-based
analysis that could be considered
relevant is not what portion or
percentage of the log ends up as lumber,
but rather bow many cubic meters of a
log are required to produce one cubic
meter of lumber. As such, the proper
analysis would be to apply the inverse
of Respondents' volume argument so
that the subsidy that benefits shipments
of certain softwood lumber products is
not diluted. Under such an analysis. one
would calculate how many cubic meters
of logs (e.g.,3) are required to produce
one cubic meter of lumber, and then
multiply the per cubic meter benefit by
this yield factor. The result would then
be multiplied by the total cubic ureters
of lumber shipments and that amount
would be the total benefit used in the
numerator.
However, such a calculation of lumber
yield is unnecessary because when we
multiply the per cubic meter stumpage
benefit by the total cubic meters of logs
harvested under subsidized tenures that
enter sawmills. we have calculated the
total benefit received by all lumber
produceril in the aggregate. Indeed. s~ch
a calculation would be uncalled for
inasmuch as we consider that the
subsidy being provided is not tied
specifically to sales of softwood lumber
·but rather to sales of all products.
produced during the lumber production
proce11. If-we were to use a lumber
yield fador adjusbnent (which is the
only volume-based allocation of the
benefit that could arguably be
appropriate), there is no way to attribute
any amount of the subaidy to chips or
other by-products beca~e there is no
comparable volume yield factor. Since
the subsidy on stumpage (i.e.. the log) is
not tied to specific products produced
during the lumber production proceH,
the only appropriate way to allocate the
benefit is to divide by shipment values
of all products produced during the
lumber production process. Thus, the
only remaining issue is to determine the
relevant sales values over which the
benefit should be allocated.
DenoJDinatorlssues
We have recognized that there are
certain products of commercial value
that result from the lumber production
proceH, (i.e., chips and sawdust) that
are separate and distinct from the
lumber produced. Accordingly, we have
included the value of these products in
our denominator in order to calculate
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the ad valorem subsidy rate, consistent
with the Department's practice
described in section 355.47(c)(1) of its
Countervailing Duties; Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking and Request for
Public Comments, 54 FR 23366 (May 31,
1989) (Proposed Regulations).
Respondents agree that the
Department was corred in allocating the
benefit over not just lumber but also the
commercial products produced by mills
other thaa lumber, including chips.
sawdust, and shavings. This is
inconsistent, however, with the
remainder of their argilmenL ·
Respondents' own calculation. as
provided in their case brief. does not
include the value of products other than
lumber, i.e., chips, sawdust, and
shavings. They argue that these
products should not be included because
they are at different stages of proceuin&
than finished lumb~r. and that by
including products at different stages of
the production process. we are causing
distortion. We disagree with
Respondents that we are causing
distortion by attributing the subsidy to
products that are at different stages of
the production proce11. Chips. sawdust,
and lumber were all produced during the
same milling process. We asaume that
as a rnult of the milling operation. all
products that are produced and eold
benefit from 1111 untied subsidy. While
we recognize that lumber may have
more value added when compared to
woodchipa and sawdust, it is the
Department's intent to capture the
amount of the subsidy based on the total
value of all products sold regardlesa of
whether one product bu more value
than another.
.
As discussed above, we have included
the values of chips and sawdust in the
denominator of our calculation. This is
consistent with the Departmenrs
practice, descn'bed in its Proposed
Regulations, I 355.47(c)(l). Thiuection
provides that where the Department
determines that a countervailable
benefit is not tied to the product or sale
of a particular product or products, the
Department will allocate the benefit
over all products produced by a firm, in
the case of a domestic program.
The Coalition maintains that the
Department erroneously allocated the
subsidies to lumber mills over both the
primary product and the by-products
that result from the production of
lumber. The Coalition argues that the
woodchips, sawdust, and shavings that
are residues from the production of
softwood lumber are properly
categorized as by-products (i.e., they are
produced as the neceHary result of the
production of a much more valuable

Federal Register
good). The Coalition cites three
determinations involving Lamb Meat
from New Zealand 46 FR 58128 (1981), 54
FR 1402 (1989), and 54 FR 19590.
(collectively, Lamb Meat) and Pork
where the Department has allocated the
subsidy exclusively to primary products.
Despite Respondents' arguments. the
Coalition maintains that the ruling of the
U.S.-Canada Binational Panel in Fresh,
Chilled. and Frozen Pork does not
require the Department to overtwn its
prior controlling precedents.
The Coalition further argues that
provincial stumpage programs are
targeted. if not explicitly "tied." to
softwood lumber production. They argue
that there can be little doubt that the
basic effect of the subsidized provincial
stumpage programs is to aid and benefit
sawmills so as to promote softwood
lumber production. not the production of
chips. Furthennore. the Coalition argues
that the intent behind the program is
normally an important consideration
when the Department must make an
allocation.
We disagree with the Coalition with
respect to these issues. As discuased
above, the Department has determined
that the stumpage subsidy is not
pro\ided specifically to the producers of
softwood lumber. or tied specifically to
the production of 1oftwood lumber.
Thus. any products that are produced
during the lumber production process.
and sold by lumber producers
purchasing subsidized stumpage, benefit
from the stumpage subsidy. Therefore,
pursuant to the Department's
regulations. we are allocating the benefit
over the total value of shipments (at the
first mill/planing mill stage) of all
products produced during the lumber
production process.
The Coalition's references to Lamb
Meat and Pork are inapposite. In the
most recent administrative review of
Lamb Meat. 56 FR 38423 (August 13,
1991), subsidy benefits were for lamb
meat production. and thus were
allocated over the shipment value of
lamb meal The Coalition's argues that
(1) the methodology used by the
Department to allocate the benefit in the
Redetennination on Remand in Pork is
inapplicable here, (2) the Panel decision
does not have precedential value for
future cases. and (3) the circumstances
involved in allocating the benefit to pork
producers are unique to that case.
However, we fmd these points to be in
contradiction when. in response to
Respondent•' volume arguments, the
Coalition cited to the Department's
position in the Redetermination on
Remand where the preferred
methodology for "achieving an equitable
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allocation would be to divide the total
benefits received by hog farmers by the
total value of products derived from
their hogs."
Finally, the Coalition further argues
that an additional subsidy is conferred
upon sawmills by reason of the
requirements in BC and Quebec that
pulpmills buy chips from sawmills
before chipping Jogs since these
requirements artificially increase
purchases of chips from sawmills,
inflate the prices paid for the chips, and
thus enhance the apparent value of
chips relative to lumber. According to
the Coalition. if the Department believes
that softwood lumber and chips are joint
products to which lumber mill subsidies
should be allocated. then any benefit to
produce additional chips is necessarily a
benefit to produce additional lumber.
and must offset the lumber subsidy
resulting from the chip purchasing
requirement.
For these reasons, the Coalition
maintains that the artificial increase in
the price of chips caused by the chip
purchasing requirements must be
discounted by 25 percent to account for
the extent to which chip purchasing
requirements artificially increase chip
prices.
Although sawmill operators in British
Columbia and Quebec may be required
to sell their chips resulting from the
lumber production process to pulpmill
operators, this practice 'is not being
investigated as a subsidy in this case.
Furthermore, we have no reason to
believe that a sawmill operator will
alter his lumber production in order to
increase chip production and
corresponding sales to offset the coats of
producing lumber. Because chips are not
covered by the scope of this
investigation. and because these
procurement requirements are not being
investigated. we have made no attempt
to ascertain or quantify the effect that
chip purchasing policies may have upon
the price of chips or the production of
lumber.
Based on the above discussion. we
determine that no changes are necessary
in the methodology used in the
Preliminary Determination to calculate
the total benefit used in the numerator
(after the per cubic meter benefit has
been determined), or to calculate the
denominator used in the calculation of
the ad valorem subsidy rate.

Pulplog/Sawtimber Adjustment
(Alberta. Quebec, and Ontario}
The Coalition argues that because
pulpwood is an inferior good (i.e.,
smaller, bent. or of poorer quality}, the
price of pulpwood cannot be used as a
benchmark for the price of sawtimber
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without adjustment. Further, the
Coalition argues that since Canadian
pulpwood prices are equivalent to prices
for similar stands of pulpwood in the
United States, the Department need only
increase Canadian pulpwood prices by
the ratio of U.S. sawtimber to pulpwood
prices to obtain an undistorted market
price benchmark for sawtimber. As
support for its contention that pulpwood
is an inferior. lower-priced good. the
Coalition presented the Department
with information from foreign markets
that show aawtimber prices to be
significantly greater than pulpwood
prices.
As explained below, the Department
has detennined that regardless of
whether pulpwood is considered to be
inferior to sawtimber. we do not
consider it appropriate in this case to
compare Canadian stumpage prices for
pulpwood and sawtimber with United
States prices. Differences in definitions
across borders for pulpwood and
sawtimber preclude accurate
comparisons. In general, the provinces
selling stumpage define the timber by
end use (i.e., pulpwood ls what it
processed by a pulpmill and sawtimber
is what ls processed by a sawmill) and
not by the size and other physical
characteristics of the wood. In other
countries. sawtlmber and pulpwood may
be more commonly defined by size
rather than end use. Wide variations in
species, size. quality, and accessibility
provide additional barriers to
crossborder or international
comparisons.
We found no evidence that in selling
stumpage the governments defme by
size. species, or grade which logs will be
charged the pulp rate and which logs
will be charged the sawmill rate. The
information on the record indicates that
because of technological advances that
enable sawmills to obtain lumber from
small diameter logs, which comprise the
large majority of the harvests of Alberta,
Ontario, and Quebec. there is little
difference in the timber consumed by
pulpmills and sawmills in Canada. In
Ontario, sawmills can use roundwood
with a diameter as small as four inches.
For the vast majority of roundwood
consumed by sawmills and pulpmilla
there is little if any difference in quality,
though there may be differences at the
extremes (e.g., some roundwood ii too
large to be sent through a chipper and
some roundwood is too small and bent
to be sent through a sawmill).
The Coalition argues that. in the case
of Alberta. if the Department does not
use cross-border information to adjust
pulp prices. the Department should UM
the difference in sawtimber and
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pulpwood prices found in the
Commercial Timber Permit sales
because in those sales sawtimber prices
are higher. We have declined to apply
this difference, however, as the volume
of stumpage sold under the relevant
Commercial Timber Permits was so
small (450 cubic meters, which is less
than one hundredth of one percent of the
total Crown softwood harvest) that we
do not consider it an appropriate
measure of the value of pulpwood in
comparison with sawtimber.
In sum, any attempt to make a
distinction between sawtimber and
pulpwood is becoming increasingly
artificial. Moreover, in &elling the
stumpage the provinces make no
distinction in the timber except based
on its end use. Our use of pulp prices as
benchmarks in certain provinces is
possible because these provinces do not
distinguish between pulpwood and
sawtimber based on physical
characteristics. However. the reason we
are using the price paid for pulpwood as
a benchmark is not that it is higher than
the sawtimber rate. Rather, the basis for
our determination that these pulp prices
can be used as a benchmark is that they
are nonpreferential prices charged for
the same good within the relevant
jurisdiction. As such, the Coalition's
argument that an upward adjustment
should be made to these benchmark
pulpwood prices by applying the rate of
sawtimber to pulpwood prices found in
<he United States would be
inappropriate.
Pass Through For Logs
Respondents argue that when logs are
traded at arm's lenglli between
unrelated companies, no subsidy is
passed through to the production of
softwood lumber products. Therefore,
ihe Department must remove the volume
of all arm's-length log purchases from
the harvest multiplier used to calculate
~he stumpage benefit.
The Department, before making any
adjustment for arm·s length log
purchases, must be able to quantify the
total net trade in logs that are harvested
solely from subsidized provincial
stumpage between unrelated companies.
As discussed below, in none of the
pr;.winces where the issue was raised
was the Department able to quantify
accurately this arm's-length log trade
between unrelated parties. Accordingly,
the Department has made no
adjustment.
In Alberta, the provincial government
sampled those·companies accounting for
the top 60 percent by volume of forest
area controlled by provincial stumpage
holders. These companies provided.
figures for their total logs purchased
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from unrelated companies. Most of these
purchases involved trade in roundwood
between integrated companies.
However. the Department was unable to
quantify Alberta's surveyed figure for
two reasons. First, the Alberta survey
did not report the end use of the traded
logs (i.e., pulp and paper or lumber
production). Second, the survey results
did not indicate from which tenures the
logs were harvested (i.e., Crown,
federal, private, or Native Indian bands).
The Department has already excluded
logs processed in pulpmills from its
calculation of the benefit. Therefore, any
adjustment based on data which include
pulplogs would be overstated. Moreover,
we have also excluded from the benefit
calculation the volume of logs harvested
from nonsuba!dized sources of timber
(private, federal, Native Indian bands).
During verification, BC authorities
provided information as to their
estimate of the total trade of roundwood
between companies (24 percent). As in
Alberta, however, BC provided no
information isolating the trade in logs
used in sawmills that are harvested
from provincial lands only. As such, the
Department could verify neither the end
use nor the origin (i.e., Crown. federal,
SBFEP competitive. private, or Native
Indian bands) of the estimated quantity
of traded logs. Also, as in Alberta. the
Department has excluded logs
processed in pulpmills and the volume
of logs harvested from nonsubsidized
sources of timber (i.e., Crown, federal,
SBFEP competitive, private, or Native
Indian bands) from its calculation of the
benefit. Therefore. any adjustment
based on such data would be
overstated.
Ontario submitted lists of over 150
independent loggers that harvest
provincial timber but do not O\\l"ll or
operate any type of mill. To arrive at the
total volume harvested by independent
loggers, Ontario used the companyspecific license data provided in its
response and isolated those companies
that did not own or operate some type of
mill. At verification. Ontario stated that
it did not know if these independent
loggers were related to a mill. as defined
by its stumpage dues system and
Ontario tax law. At verification, the
Department selected 12 independent
logging companies that accounted for
almost 26 percent of total volume
harvested by independent loggers and
checked to see if these companies
owned or operated a mill. We examined
the original license documents for these
12 companies and found that four of the
12 selected companies were not
independent loggers but actually owned
or operated a mill. The four companies
that were not independent loggers
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accounted for almost 21 percent of the
sample volume. (See Ontario
Verification Report pp. 18-19.)
Because of the inability of Alberta
and BC to disaggregate their arm'slength log trade data into sales of logs
harvested solely from subsidized Crown
timber destined for sawmills, and
because of the discrepancies associated
with the verification of the selected
companies in Ontario, the Department
has determined that there is no basis for
making this adjustment in any of the
three provinces where this iBSue was
raised.

Application of Country-Wide Rote
The Province of Quebec argues that
the Department should apply provincespecific. as opposed to country-wide,
rates in this investigation. In support of
itil argument. Quebec makes the
following points: (1) U.S. law recognizes
provinces as "countries" for
countervailing duty purposes: (2)
Canadian provinces have exclusive
jurisdiction over timber within their
borders: (3) there are no federal
programs or joint federal/provincial
programs that contribute to the
countervailing duty rate: {4} one
province cannot control the softwood
lumber programs in another province: (5)
application of a country-wide rate to a
province whose individually calculated
subsidy rate is lower than the countrywide rate violates U.S. law because the
Department·must assess a
countervailing duty equal to the amount
of the net subsidy; (6) the Department
can never apply a true country-wide rate
in this investigation because the
provinces of Prince Edward Island,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Newfoundland (the Maritime Provinces)
were excluded from the initiation: (7) the
provinces were individually responsible
for the export charge under the MOU
and for instituting replacement
measures: and (8) if the Department
does not issue province-specific rates it
should apply the "significant
differential" test used for companies
under 19 CFR 355.20(d} (see the Province
of Quebec's April 21, 1992 case brief).
We note that neither the GOC nor any
province under investigation other than
Quebec made a request for provincespecific rates.
Section 701 of the Act provides, in
relevant part, that if the Department
determines that a "country under the
Agreement" is providing a subsidy with
respect to the manufacture, production.
or exportation of a class or kind of
merchandise imported, or sold for
importation. into the United State* (and
the ITC determines that such imports
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are causing injury to the domestic
industry), the Department shall impose a
countervailing duty on the merchandise
equal to the amount of the net subsidy.
As pointed out by Quebec. section
771(3) of the Act and 19 CFR 355.2(d)
indicate that the term "country"
includes a political subdivision. in this
case. a province. Obviously. however.
the meaning of "country" depends on
the context. For example. if "country"
illways meant province. imports from
Q~ebec would not receive the benefit of
an injury test under section 701(a) of the
Act, because Quebec is not a "country
under the Agreement" within the
meaning of section 701(b) of the Act.
Similarly, 19 CFR 355.tl(a), which
implements article 3(1) of the GATI
Subsidies Code, uses "country" in its
ordinary sense The question then is
what Congress meant by "country"
when it added section 706(a)(2) to the
Act in the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984.
Section 706(a)(2) was one of several
amendments proposed by the Executive
Branch. In the case of section 706(a)(2),
the purpose of the proposal was to
codify and clarify existing Department
practice. which was generally to
calculate a single nation-wide subsidy
rate, except In certain instances in
which the Department would calculate
separate subsidy rates for indlyidual
firms. At the time, the Department never
had calculated a province-specific rate.
and. to our knowledge. the lsaue never
had arisen or been addressed.
Therefore, in 1984, Congress only had
before it two options available under
Department practice at the time: a single
nation-wide rate or individual company
rates. In light of this. we believe
Congress intended that the word
··country," as used in section 706(a)(2),
possess its nonnal meaning. In other
words, in 19 CFR 355.20(d), which
implements section 706{a)(2), "countrywide" means "nationwide."
Quebec also contends that applying a
country-wide rate to a province whose
subsidy rate is lower than the countrywide rate violates U.S. law because the
Department must assess a
countervailing duty equal to the amount
of the net subsidy. The purpose of a
country-wide rate is to detennine.
whether, on average, imports from a
country under the Agreement are
subsidized. This average rate is applied
to all merchandise from the country
regardless of whether the program is a
provincial. regional. or state program
(see JPSCO. Inc. v. United States 899
F.2d. 1192 (Fed. Cir. 1990)) (/PSCO). .
Quebec's assertion that the Department
is in violation of U.S. law every Ume it
assesses a country-wide rate is

erroneous. A weighted-average
countrywide rate will almott alwars
result in individual firms being subject
to a rate which is higher or lower than
their own individual rate. The "net
subsidies" found to exist equates to the
average subsidy rate applicable to the
merchandise subject to the investigation
(see IPSCO).
Quebec fu.'1her contends that the
Department must assess provincespecific rates because a country-wide
rate can never be applied due to the
exclusion of the Maritime Provinces
from this investigation. While Quebec is
correct in saying that the country-wide
rate will not be applied to the Maritime
Provinces, the Maritime Provinces were
excluded not because the self-initiation
covered the subsidy programs in some
provinces but not other provinces. but
for the reasons explained below. The
self-initiation was an initiation of an
investigation of certain softwood lumber
products from Canada, not from any
particular province.
As addressed fully in the SelfInitiation of Countervailing Duty
Investigation: Certain Softwood Lumber
Products From Canada. 56 FR 56055
(October 31, 1991) (Notice of SelfInitiation). this investigation was self.
initiated by the Department in response
to the GOC's unilateral termination of
the MOU. We determined that the
GOC's termination of this agreement
constituted special circumstances In
accordance with Article 2 of the GATI
Subsidies Code. Because the Maritime
Provinces were exempted from the
export tax collected under the MOU. the
"special circumstances" required for the
self-initiation did not apply to these
provinces. As a result, we exempted the
Maritime Provinces from this
investigation.
We fail to see how pro\•ince-specific
rates are warranted by reason of the
provinces having individually a11wned
responsibility for the export charge and
for instituting replacement measures
under the MOU. We do not deny that
the provinces had the responsibility for
Implementing the export charge:
however. the provinces only
implemented the export charge as
directed by the GOC. because it was
required under the MOU. Revenue
Canada, a federal agency, was solely
responsible for collecting the export
charges and disbursing the collected
funds to the individual provinces. The
MOU was an agreement between the
United States and Canada. not an
agreement between the United States
and the individual provinces.
As discussed above, section 706(2) of
the Act creates a presumption in favor
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of country-wide rates. with specific
exceptions established only for stateowned enterprises and companies with
"significantly different" rates. Except for
state-owned enterprises and companies
with significantly different rates, we
have consistently followed this countrywide rate presumption. Quebec's
con:ention that we should consider
provinces as "fim1s" is not supported by
the statute or by the Department's
regulations. We have consistently
treated the pro\'inces as the government
providing the subsidy, not as a company
receiving a subsidy. Also. because all of
the infonnalion was collected on an
aggregate basis within each province,
and all calculations are done on an
aggregate basis. we are unable to apply
the company-specific significant
differential test outlined in 19 CFR
355.20{d).
In addition to the precedential and
legal implications of applying provincespecific rates. the issue of provincespecific rates raises a number of
practical administrative considerations.
Most of these concern the ability of the
U.S. Customs Service to enforce
province-specific rates.
Customs may face extreme
administrative difficulties in enforcing
any countervailing duty order if the
Department issues province-specific
rates. Unlike standard importations into
the United States, where Customs can
generally determine the country of origin
with relative ease. provincial origin is
not readily discernible frGm standard
customs documents or invoices. Under
present circumstances, only by
physically examining a lumber shipment
can Customs accurately determine
provincial origin.
The manner in which lumber is sold
and shipped to the United States
presents an added complication.
Importers file approximately 240,000
Canadian softwood lumber entries each
year, roughly 1.000 entries per business
day. A large proportion of Canadian
softwood lumber is sold through
distributors or reload centers located
along the U.S.-Canadian border. in
provinces other than the original
province of milling. These distributors
ship according to their customers'
demand• and often mix bundles of
lumber from several mills and several
provinces on each truckload. Customs,
therefore, cannot reliably determine
provincial origin without physically
examining each bundle of lumber.
Quebec has cited the application of
province-specific export taxes under the
MOU as proof that province-specific
·
rates are administratively feasible.
However, under the MOU. the GOC was
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responsible for determining provincial
origin and applying the export charge.
The export charge was collected by
Revenue Canada through monthly tax
returns filed directly with Revenue
Canada by each mill. Verification was
performed by Revenue Canada through
audits with individual mills, not at the
border. an option that does not exist for
the U.S. Customs Service.
Documentation provided at the border
included specific shipment information
but did not reflect certified GOC export
charge collections.
Quebec also claims that Customs can
easily determine province of origin from
the mill markings on the lumber.
However, large amounts of lumber are
not grade stamped and not all markings
are pro,,;nce-specific.
Wl-Jle Customs is currently applying
these procedures on lumber shipments
from the Maritime Provinces as it did
when collecting bonds during the
interim period (i.e.• October 4, 1991
through March 12. 1992), the volume of
shipments from the Maritime Provinces
is minuscule compared with those from
the rest of Canada. and collecting bonds
with estimated province-specific rates
for purposes of implementing the fivemonth long interim measures is not the
same as assessing final countervailing
duties accurately, thereby ensuring
adequate enforcement of the
determination, and if the ITC
determination is affirmative, the order.
Moreover, during the interim period, the
GOC maintained the procedures
established under the MOU to document
province of origin. These procedures
were terminated upon issuance of our
Preliminary Determination.
Given the special role the national
government plays in a countervailing
duty investigation. and the fact that we
have not received a request for
province-specific rates from the GOC or
any other province. we determine that.
for the reasons outlined above, we will
continue our long-standing practice of
applying a country-wide rate.
Based upon our analysis of the
responses to our questionnaires.
\'erification. and written comments from
interested parties. we determine the
following:

lumber products. For purposes of our
analysis. we are using the term
"stumpage" to refer to standing
softwood timber. Stumpage on
government-owned land is provided to
companies by the provincial and federal
governments under various tenure
arrangements. These arrangements are
described in detail in the public
responses.
We determine that the governmental
provision of stumpage is limited to a
specific group of industries and is
provided at preferential rates in
accordance with section 771(5) of the
Act.
Specificity
In our Preliminary Determination. we
found that stumpage was provided to a
specific group of industries. the primary
timber processing industriP.s. within the
meaning of section 771(5)(A)(ii) and
section 771(5)(B) of the Act.
Respondents have claimed that the
Department's preliminary ruling on
specificity "is based on multiple legal
errors." (Hearing Transcript, p. 111).
Respondents' arguments are essentially
as follows: (1) The Department analyzed
the legislative history of the 1988 Act
incorrectly, and the existence of
"purposeful government action"
continues to be a prerequisite for a
finding of specificity. and (2) the manner
in which the Department counted the
users of stumpage is incorrect. Based on
our analysis of the facts and arguments
on the record, we continue to find that
stumpage programs are specific.

Programs Determined to Confer

Final Negative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Certain Softwood
Lumber Products from Canada 48 FR
24159, 24167 (May 31, 1983) (Lumber I).
Respondents suggest that if the
Department reviews the legislative
history of the 1988 Act again. it will
agree that Congress did not intend to
overturn the so-called "inherent
characteristics test" established in 1983.
We have done as Respondents

Subeidies
We determine that subsidies are being
provided on the manufacture,
production. or exportation of certain
softwood lumber products from Canada
under the following programs:
Stumpage Prosrama
Softwood timber is the primary input
into the production of certain softwood

Legal Requirements
With respect to Respondents' rll'St
argument. in 1983 the Department found
that stumpage programs were not
specific because stumpage programs
are available within Canada on similar tenns
rqardle11 of the industry or enterprise of the
recipient. The only limitation• aa to the types
of indu1triea that use 1tumpa9e reflect the
inherent characteri1tica of thi1 natural
resource and the current level of technolCJ8Y.
At technological advance• have increased
the potential uaera of standin& timber,
1tumpa9e has been made available to lhe
new users. Any current limitations on uae are
not due to activitie1 of the Canadian
90vernments.
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suggested, but we do not agree with
their conclusion. Therefore, the
Department stands by its analysis set
forth in the Preliminary Determination.
Nevertheless, assuming arguendo that
Respondents are correct that Congress
did not overturn the inherent
characteristics test in the 1988 Act, the
Department would still have the
discretion to overturn it in an
administrative proceeding, provided it
had a reasonable basis for so doing and
articulated these reasons. In our view,
the inherent characteristics test is not
required by the statute, either in its pre1988 or post-1988 incarnations.
Moreover, again assuming arguendo that
Respondents' analysis of the 1988 Act is
correct, even if Congress did not
overturn the inherent characteristics
test, it certainly cannot be said to have
codified it.
Respondents attempt to discern from
the language of the statute, the
Department's Proposed Regulations on
specificity, and from certain words used
in prior judicial decisions and
Departmental determinations, a
requirement that a fmding of specificity
cannot exist without a showing of
"purposeful government action."
Significantly. Respondents do not cite a
holding in a single judicial or
administrative decision, other than the
Department's 1983 determination on
softwood lumber and related
determinations, that supports this
proposition.
Turning first to the statute, we note
that the statute provides the following
definition:
(5) Sub1idy.(A) In seneral.-The tenn "1ub1idy" baa
the ume meanins as the term "bounty or
grant" as that term i1 uaed in 1ection 303. and
includea. but i• not limited to. the following:

•

•

•

•

•

(ii) The followins domestic 1ubsidie1, if

provided or required by sovemment action to
a specific enterprise or industry, or group of
r.nterpri1ea or industries, whether publicly or
privately owned and whether paid or
be1towed directly or indirectly on the
manufacture. production. or export of any
cla11 or kind of merchandise:

•
(BJ Special rule.-ln applyins subparasraph

(A), the administerins authority, in each
investisation. shall detennine whether the
bounty. grant. or subsidy in law or in fact 11
provided to a specific enterprise or Industry,
or group of enterprise• or industrie1. Nominal
pneral availability, under the tenna of the
law, regulation. program, or rule establi1hin9
a bounty, grant. or subaidy, of the benefits
thereunder i1 not a ba1is for determinins that
the bounty, grant. or subaidy 11 not. or has not
been. In fact provided to a specific enterprise
or indue&ry. or group thereof.
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19 u.s.c. 1677(5).
Nowhere in paragraph (5) do the
tenns "purposeful government action"
or .. inherent characteristics .. appear.
Respondents argue that a requirement
cf "purposeful government action" can
be found in the phrase .. provided or
required by Government action to a
specific enterprise or industry, or group
of enterprises or industries." See, e.g.•
Joint Case Brief Concerning Specificity,
Vol. II. pp. 11-12-13 (April 21, 1992)
(Specificity BrieO. Respondents claim
that what this phrase really means is
restricted or limited by government
action to a specific enterprise. etc. See
Hearing Transcript. p. 381. We find this
interpretation strained. A more natural
reading of the phrase "provided or
required by government action .. is that
in the case of a particular benefit. the
benefit must be provided by the
government or at the government's
direction. If. as Respondents claim.
Congress intended that the phrase
"provided or required .. actually means
"restricted or limited... one would think
that Congress would have spoken more
clearly and chosen the latter phrase.
In addition. Respondents claim that
the Department's use of the term
"selective treatment" in its Proposed
Regulations indicates that "purposeful
government action" is a prerequisite for
specificity. See. e.g.• Specificity Brief, pp.
11-11-12. However. the Department
never intended that the term "selective
treatment" mean what Respondents
claim it means. The Department chose
this tenn merely as a drafting device in
order to link the two different
prerequisites for domestic and export
subsidies that. when combined with a
countervailable benefit. form the basis
of an actionable subsidy: (1) In the case
of domestic subsidies. specificity; or (2)
in the case of export subsidies. a tie to
actual or anticipated exportation or
export earnings.
In a similar vein, Respondents make
much of the fact that in several
decisions the courts and the Department
have used variations on the word
"target." See. e.g.• Specificity Brief, pp.
11-13-17. According to Respondents, this
indicates that the courts and the
Department have read into the statute a
requirement of "purposeful government
action." With respect to this argument,
we must heed the following advice of
the U.S. Supreme Court:
As the court below noted. "'(i)t is a maxim.
not to be disregarded, that general
expressions. in every opinion. are to be taken
in r.onnection with the case in which those
expre1Sions are used."' 84 C.C.P.A.. at 134,
562 F.2d. at 1213, quoting Cohens v. Virginia.
e Wheat. 264, 399. 5 LEd. ·257 (1821).

Zenith Radio Corp. v. United States. 437
U.S. 443, 462 (1978) (Zenith).
To the Department's knowledge, no
one in the cases cited by Respondents
argued. and none of the court decisions
cited held, that the absence of
"purposeful government action"
rendered such programs nonspecific or
that the existence of "purposeful
government action" was the dispositive
factor for finding specificity. To
paraphrase the Court in Zenith. the
isolated statements in the cases relied
upon by Respondents cannot be
dispositive here. Id.
Next. Respondents cite PPG Indus .•
Inc. v. United States. 928 F.2d 1568. 1577
(Fed. Cir. 1991) (PPG), for the
proposition that "[s)ome independent
characteristic must defme the 'specific'
group that government (sic) ha1
targeted." Specificity Brief, p. 11-18.
Respondents misinterpret the statement
in PPG. that "Nothing in the statute
mandates • • • that specificity is met
merely if recipients of a domestic
subsidy are identifiable." 928 F.2d at
1577 (emphasis in original). The notion
of "identifiable recipients" 81 the test
for specificity goes baclc to Cabot Corp.
v. United States. 620 F. Supp. 722 (CL
Int') Trade 1985), dismi11ed 81
unappealable. 788 F.2d 1539 (Fed. Cir.
1988). vacated 81 moot Order dated Nov.
20, 1986 (Cabot). Aa we indicated in the
Preliminary Determination, Cabot
spawned multiple interpretations as to
exactly what the court meant in that
decision. As in the Preliminary ·
Determination. we will not go throqh
the saga of Cabot. except to say that the
"identifiable recipients" test seemed to
represent an initial attempt by the Court
of International Trade (CIT) at
distinguishing government actions that
benefit society generally, such as roads.
bridges. schools. etc.. from government
actions that benefit particular
enterprises or industries. The former
would be noncountervailable: the latter
would be countervailable. Under this
scenario, in other words, if a firm
received a checlc from the government
with its name on it, the prosram
pursuant to which the firm received the
checlc would be countervailable,
notwithstanding the fact that every
other firm in the country also received a
check under the program.
.
If this is in fact what the err had in
mind in Cabot, it abandoned this test
quickly, and in PPG the Federal Circuit
ruled that such a test was not required
by the statute. The Department agrees
with what the Federal Circuit aaid about
the "identifiable recipients" test, but we
fail to see how we have applied that test
here. We do not find stumpage programs
to be specific merely because we can ·

identify the users of stumpage. Rather,
we find stumpage programs to be
specific because the industries using
them are too few to be nonspecific.
Finally, Respondents refer to

Georgetown Steel Corp. v. United
States. 801 F.2d 1308 (Fed. Cir. 1988)
(Geof8etown), and its discussion of
"market distortion" and the discussion
in the underlying determinations of the
Department. Specificity Brief, pp. 11-1821. Although we have read this portion
of Respondents' argument several times.
the relevance of this discussion to the
specificity of stumpage has not been
demonstrated to us. We agree with
Respondents that it is not enough that a
program is specifically provided in order
for there to be a countervailable
subsidy. There must also be a
countervailable benefit. It appears to us
that Respondents' market distortion
argument is more related to this second
element. and we have addressed the
argument fully in the "Preferentiality"
section below. We note that
Respondents themselves point out that
"(m)arket distortion is not strictly part
of the specificity test • • *"
Respondents' Memorandum on
Specificity, p. 18 (Feb. 19. 1992).
In conclusion. while a consideration
of "inherent characteristics" or
"purposeful gove~ent action" may not
be precluded by the statute, such
consideration ia not required by the
statute. Certainly, in 1983, the
Department believed that an inherent
characteristics teat and. conversely, the
laclc of purposeful government action.
were dispositive considerations in
making a finding of nonspecificity. With
the amendments in the 1988 Act,
however, these considerations, at a ·
minimum, became nondispositive.
Respondents have argued that in the
absence of an inherent characteristica
test. any program involving the
provision of a good or service that is not
universally used is, per se,
countervailable. See Hearing Transcript.
p. 117. Thia a11ertion is inaccurate on at
least two counts. First. specificity is not
the only requirement for a
countervailable subsidy. In Department
parlance, there also must be a
"countervailable benefiL" See Proposed
Regulations. I 355.4%. Second. there are
numerous instances where the
Department has not found specificity in
so-called "natural resource cases.'' See,
e.s.. Portland Hydraulic Cement and
Cement Clinker from Mexico, 51 FR
44500 (1986).
However. more important than the
inaccuracy of Respondents' assertion is
the fact that Reapondents. themselves.
propose a test which would result in a

Federal Register
per se finding of noncountervailability.
As discussed in the Preliminary
Determination. Congress endoned the
Department's finding in Carbon Black
from Mexico. 51 FR 30385 (1986) (Carbon
Black). that the provision of carbon
black feedstock (CBFS) to two firms was
specific. Thus. Respondents have not.
and cannot, dispute that if Carbon Black
were decided today on the same facta,
the Department, in order to carry out
Congress' intent, would have to find the
provision of CBFS to be specific. Yet, if
"purposeful government action" were a
prerequisite for a finding of specificity,
one would have to find the provision of
CBFS to be nonspecific. and. therefore,
noncountervailable. Because both
natural gas and CBFS were provided by
the Government of Mexico, through
PEMEX. without limitation. there would
be no basis for finding the provision of
natural gas nonspecific and the
provision of CBFS specific. In neither
instance waa there "purpoaeful
government action." In effect. if the
Department applied the teat urged by
Respondents. natural resource input
subsidies would be beyond the reach of
the countervailing duty law, because.
except in rare caaes, they alwaya would
be found to be nonspecific. This would
be true notwithstanding the fact. that in
the 1988 Act Congress made the
negotiation of improved rules on these
types of subsidies a principal
negotiating objective of the United
States. Omnibus Trade and
CompetitiveneH Act, Public Law 100418, Section 1101(b)(B)(A), 102 StaL 11ZZ
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rationale for its new position. As we
have explained, regardless of the
interpretation of the 1988 statutory
changes. our rationale is that the
inherent characteristics test. as
proposed by Respondents, leads to an
absurd result: An automatic finding of
nonspecificity for all natural resource
subsidies.
The final question is whether the
Department may apply a revised
interpretation of the statute to the
instant investigation. The federal courts
have established a multifactor test to
resolve questions conceming the
retroactive application of changes in
administrative practice. The factors the
courts consider are: (1) Whether the
particular case is one of first impression:
(2) whether the new nile represents an
abrupt departure from well-established
practice or merely an attempt to fill a
void in an unsettled area of law; (3) the
extent to which the party against whom
the new rule is applied relied on the
fonner rule: (4) the degree of burden
which a retroactive order imposes on a
party; and (5) the statutory interest in
applying a new rule despite the reliance
of a party on the old standard. See, e.g.,
District Lodge 64, lnt1 Assn of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers.
AFL-CJO v. NLRB. 949 F.2d 441 (9th Cir.
1991).

Applying these factors to this
investigation. factor (1) might call for
prospective application, because this is
not a case of rirst impression. With
respect to factor (2), however, this
determination does not constitute an
(1988).
abrupt departure from well-established
Thus, we conclude that the
practice. because the application of the
Department's use of the "inherent
specificity
test baa been unsettled in ·
characteristics" test in Lumber I was mgeneraL and in the case of natural
advised, and we decline to follow it.
This leaves the question. again assuming resource input subsidies, has been
particularly controversiaL In particular,
arguendo that Respondents'
interpretation of the 1988 Act is correct. the review of Carbon Black clearly
of whether the Department may apply a indicated that the 1983 finding OD
apecificity might not be followed. With
revised interpretation of the statutory
respect to factor (3), we are aware of no
provisions on specificity, i.e.• one that
evidence in the record of this caae
does not i:iclude the inherent
which would indicate that the Canadian
characteristics test, to the current
federal or provincial governments.
investigation.•
Canadian lumber producers and
Respondents have not seriously
exporters. or U.S. importers relied on
questioned the Departmenfs authority
to change its interpretation of tbe statute our 198.1 find.ins concemins specificity
•• a basia for making deciaiona on
and its administrative practice.
whether to sell or buy stumpage rights.
Respondents merely have ugued that
the Department must explain its reaaona or 'o produce, export. or import lumber.
With rupect to factor (4), we likewiae
for changing and provide an adequate
are unaware of any undue burden
impoeed on any of the partiea, other
• If our concluaion &bat Coapeu ovalUnled die
than the normal c:oaaequences brouaht
inherent c:b8ntc:teri1tic:8 l9lt In the i - . Act II
c:onect. the followift& dilcuulon
about by an affirmative determination of
tbet Act mede die,...... pnMeiae • ..-cifidtJ
mbaidization. Finally, with respect to
effec:tift willa r.pec:t ta illvatilallolla iDitietM
factar
(5}, we do not find it particularly
efter Auplt 23, 1-. Omnibu Trede ucl
relevant 8iWD the fact that there ia no
Coatpetili••Act. Public Law 1CllM!t. McliCllt
t=tbJ(tJ, mSlat. mt ri-J.
evidence of reliance on the inberent

ii...._.._
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characteristics test since 1986. On
balance. we believe that the Department
is justified in abandoning the inherent
characteristics test in this case.
Application of Specificity Factors
As stated in the Preliminary
Determination, neither in the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979 nor in the 1988
Act did Congress attempt to define
precisely the key phrase "specific
enterprise or industry, or group or
enterprises or industries." Instead.
Congress has delegated to the
administering authority, currently the
Department. the authority to establish
the parameters of the phrase. In this
regard. the Department. in 1989,
promulgated the Proposed Regulatiom.
Section 355.43(b )(2) of the Proposed
Regulations summarized Department
practice by stating that:
In determinina whether benefita ue
specific (to an enterpriae or industry, or 1fOUP
of enterpri... or industries), the Secretary
will c:oaaider. emons other things, the

foUowina factors:
(i) The extent to which a government acts
to limit the availability of a program;
(ii} nae nmnber of enterpri&ell, industries.
or sroupa thereof that ac:taally ue a program'
(iii} Whether there are dominant uaera of•
Prosram. OI whether certain enterpriaea.
induatriea, or pups thereof receive
disproportionately larp benefita under a
program; and
(iv} The extent ro which a government
exerciaea discretion in conferring benefits
under a program.

Respondent& claim that the
Department committed legal error and
violated its Proposed Regulations by
failina to consider fully each of the fow
facton and by dismissing three of tile
four factors aa inelevant to its
determination of •pecificity. 1
The four specificity criteria are
guidelines only. The Propoaed
Regulations atate that we will consider
these factors, among other things. We
agree with Respondents that no one
factor is necessarily dispositive.
However. we note that it ia also not
• We . ,.. lhat Rapondmitl eilo ape. witb

..,.a to die ,..._lielity ~ mtlined
In the PropoMd Repletio111. that 1uc:b hierarc:bJ
we1 not intended to ""prftcribe en immutlble

fonnale bJ' which eD fur-~ •hoWd 'be
clecided.. Furdler. nepoaden• . , . . diet . . . . .
the Propoeed Reauleliom have neYlll been

promulp'8d iJI fiDel f - . tbe DeputmeDt IDlllt live
i:ereful c:on1iderwlion to otber potenti•l beDclunerb
that mey be eppropriete ill pertic:ular- rVa&u- Ill-A of RelipoDdntl' Cue Brief}. Oil die
one hend. Rapoadenll .,... that the PropoMd
Repleliona lhould be followed for Plll1*8t of die
lpeCiftdty tnt. b9t tbet for Plll'JIOlft of
prelerentfelilJ. tbe Propo9ed ReaaJe'*-....,...,

..._.ace end......,_,
_.,_witboul _

. . 1o11ow dlmD la

appropriate apleaelklll

dle1>eper1111ena.._...

Federal ReKister
necessary to show all four. (See, e.g.,
Carbon Black at 13269.)
Respondents then point to the
preamble of the Proposed Regulations,
which states that the specificity test
cannot be reduced to a precise
mathematical formula. Respondents
misconstrue the thrust of that statement.
All the Department meant was that it
cannot provide an exact numerical
dividing line between specificity and
nonspecificity. For example, the
Department cannot state as an apsolute
proposition that specificity will not exist
when, say, 300 industries use a subsidy,
because within this universe of users
there may be dominant users or
enterprises or industries that receive
disproportionate benefits. On the other
hand, the Department did not mean by
its reference to the lack of a
mathematical formula that in the
absence of dominant users,
disproportionate use, or the exercise of
discretion. a finding of specificity would
be precluded if, in the Department's
analysis, the number of users (either
enterprises or industries) were too few.
Also. as discussed fully in the
Preliminary Determination. other
factors, such as discretion, dominance,
and disproportionality, were not
considered in Carbon Black (which was
later endorsed by Congress), where the
Department found the provision of CBFS
specific to the only two enterprises that
could use CBFS.
This discussion does not mean that
we have abandoned the specificity
criteria in the Proposed Regulations, or
that we have ignored them in this case.
On the contrary, we have considered all
of them, and determine that one of
them-the limited number of usersrequires a finding of specificity.
Group of Industries
As previously stated, we have
determined that stumpage programs are
in fact limited to a group of industries,
the primary timber processing
industries. In our Preliminary
Determination, we defined the primary
timber processing group as comprised of
two basic manufacturing industries:
Solid wood products (which includes
logs) and pulp and paper products. See
the Preliminary Determination for the
definitions cited in support of this
conclusion. At verification, we received
a British Columbia Ministry of Forests
policy paper regarding section 16.1 of
the Small Business Forest Enterprise
Program (see Exhibit S-11 of the BC
Verification Report). This report defines
primary manufacturing as
manufacturing which produces: (1) Logs;
(2) timbers, defined as softwood lumber
that measures at least five inches in its
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least dimension (also called cants,
beams, stringers, and girders): (3)
dimension lumber between two and five
inches thick (also called framing, joists,
planks, rafters. etc.); (4) boards. which
are less than two inches in thickness; (5)
shakes and shingles: and (6) pulp and
paper, which includes kraft pulp,
newsprint, linerboard. kraft paper. CTM
pulp, refiner mechanical pulp, sulfite
pulp, and uncoated groundwood
specialty paper. This definition further
supports our conclusion that the primary
timber products group of industries is
essentially two industries: The solid
wood products industry and the pulp
and paper products industry.
Respondents argue that for the
Department to establish that benefits
have been targeted to a specific group. it
is not enough that participants of a
program constitute an "identifiable"
group merely by virtue of their being
participants. Rather. some independent
characteristics must define the
"specific" group.
In the Preliminary Determination. we
placed excessive emphasis on what the
two industries had in common, i.e.• the
milling operation. In fact. we have
consistently held that for a small
number of industries (in this case two)
to be considered a group of industries
for purposes of the countervailing duty
law, there is no requirement for
commonality between the industries.
Therefore, even though the two
industries which make up the group of
industries in this case may have many
common features. such as the same
input. timber: and many of the same
manufacturing procesaes, these common .
features in no way are determinative cif
whether the two industries may be
considered a group of industries within
the meaning of the Act. (See, e.g.,
Structural Shape• and Cold-Rolled
Carbon Steel Flat-Rolled Products from
Korea. 49 FR 47284 (December 3, 1984).)
In the Preliminary Determination,
although we combined two industries
into one group, we could just as well
have called the beneficiaries of
stumpage two industries. the solid wood
products industry and the pulp and
paper products industry, and we would
still have found atumpage to be apecific.
However, given the wording of section
771(5)(A)(ii) of the Act ... • • if
provided to a specific enterprise or
industry, or group of enterprises or
industries • • •," anything more than a
aingle industry constitutes a "group."
Therefore, if. hypothetically, a program
were available to only the chemical
industry, the steel industry, and the
dairy industry, these three industries
would constitute a "group," within the
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meaning of the Act. even though the
three clearly have nothing in common.
However, in this case. we have
identified a group of industries that have
many elements in common. The solid
wood products industry (including logs)
is an industry because it uses the same
input, timber. and produces it into a
solid wood product such as lumber,
plywood, veneer, poles and posts. and
shakes and shingles. The pulp and paper
products industry also uses the same
input, timber, and uses one of two
inethods to produce pulp: (1) The
mechanical process: and (2) the
chemical process, (see, the BC
Verification Report, p. 5).
Respondents alao argue that the
Department has not justified its
definition of a "group of induatries" and
must apply the accepted defmition of
the word "industry" which. according to
Respondents, is generally described
under U.S. trade law in terms of
products. They state that a productbased analysis is consistent with Article
6 of the GA1T Subsidies Code, which
provides that the relevant inquiry in an
injury investigation is into the volume of
subsidized imports and their effect on
prices in the domestic market of the like
product.
We agree that an important aspect of
our industry groupings for purposes of
defining standing is the identification of
the industry that produces the "like
product" in the United States. That is.
we are concerned with the competing
U.S. industry when defining the foreign
industry. In this case. the Coalition is
predominantly made up of lumber mills.
These lumber mills in the United States
may also produce the number and
variety of products produced by
stumpage holders in Canada, such as
tissue paper and cardboard boxes, but
the like product, and the product that
the ITC is investigating as a potential
cause of material injury, is lumber, not
tissue paper or cardboard boxes. As
explained below, however, this aspect
of industry grouping is not determinative
of the way "industries" are identified for
purposes of specificity.
Respondents argue that. in defining
the industry, the Department
inappropriately focused on the raw
material rather than the actual number
and variety of products made by the
industries that hold stumpage rights.
They contend that companies and
divisions of companies holding
stumpage rights produce a variety of
downstream products. pther than what
they consider to be "primary timber"
products, and that these products fall
into several "groups of industries"
according to the Canadian and United
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States Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes and. therefore, are beyond
the Department's defimtion of the
primary timber products group of
industries.
In support of this contention,
Respondents conducted a survey for
purposes of thia investigation in which
companies were asked to indicate which
products they produce, excluding
products produced by subsidiaries,
affiliates, and joint-ventures. (see the
BC, Alberta, and Quebec Verification
Reports). In Ontario, Reapondents
conducted a survey of tenure holders to
determine, what products, other than
lumber, tenure holders produce (see
Ontario Verification Report, p.14).
Our emphasis on the raw material
uaed ia relevant inaofar aa the prosram
under investigation ia the proviaion of a
raw material to uaen of that raw
material Our Cocua remains the two
industries which receive the aood
provided by the aovernment (atumpqe).
Reaardinl the uae of an "accepted"
definition ol the term "industry," we
believe that there la a realm of
acceptable deftnitiona of the term
"industry." We apee that the definition
cited by Reapondenta (''The term
'industry' meana the domestic producen
aa a whole of a like product • • •.") la
relevant to, for example, an analyal1 of
whether the U.S. induatry 11 injured by
subaidlzed imports or whether the U.S.
induatry ha1 1tandina to brina a petition.
It 11 not relevant to our analy1i1 of what
con1titutet an industry or a aroup of ·
induatriea. Por example, in Certain Freah
Cut Plowen from Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Cotta Rica, Ecuador. lane),
and the Netherlands, usrrc, Pub. 19Se,
Inv. Noa. '°1-TA-m to -m (March
1987) (final}, the rrc found that each of
the seven different types of Dowen
(camations, chrysanthemums, etc.)
constituted a separate like product and
thus a separate industry. Usina
Respondents' logic, the Department
should find that. because there were
seven domestic industries identified by
the ITC in it1 like product analysis,
nowera constitute more than a sroup of
industries. Such an analysi1 would lead
to absurd results, at odds with yean of
Department precedents and several
court rulinss (see below). See also, Anti·
Friction Bearinss (Other Than Tapered
Roller Bearings) and Parts Thereof from
the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Italy, Japan, Romania, ·
Singapore. Sweden, Thailand. and the
United Kingdom, USJTC. Pub. 2185, Inv.
NoL 303-TA-19 and 20, 731-TA-391 to399 (May 1989) (final).
The Department. in ita application of
the specificity tnt. ba1 viewed the tenn
"induatry" in much broader tenn1. In the
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Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Certain Fresh Cut
Flowers from the Netherlands 52 FR
3301, 3312 (February 3, 1987}, we
explicitly rejected the argument that
benefits provided to the horticulture and
greenhouae industries were too broad to
be conaidered specific because they
were provided to over 80 different
categories of products. In that case we
stated:
Although the horticulture and greenhouse
industries contain many separable categories
of product•. the Department con1ider11 these
lndustrie1 to be a specific subset of all
agriculture and not 10 broad 81 to conlider
them more than a specific enterprise or
industry.

Moreover, in many countervailing
duty investisationa and administntive
reviews, where we have found programa
to be nonspecific because they were
available to a wide variety of industries,
we have used the term '"Industry" aa
broader industrial categories such 81
"food, 1teel, non-ferrous metals,
machinery, wood producta, textiles,
rubber. chemical and paper tndu1tries,"
taken together, to delcribe the
nonspecific universe of fnduttries
receivina benefit• (Plnal Affirmative
Countervalllna Duty Determination:
Carbon Steel Wire Rod from Malaysia
53 FR 13308. 13305 (April ZZ. 1988)). T1le
non1peciffc univerae ia not defined by
the number of productl produced by
each of theae indu1trial categories.
With respect to Reepondentl' product·
baaed arpment, the alleaed end
product• produced by the Canadian
companies and divisions of these
compamet ere merely the downstream
product• that can be made from the ben
products, /.11., 10Ud wood and pulp (we
note that paper cannot be produced until
after pulp is produced). T1le same
1ituation exilta for other groups of basic
industries es well. For example, if a
1teel company produces Oat-rolled sheet
as well a1 other down1tream product•
made from the 1heet. such at machine
parts, and this company receives a
benefit that is also provided to ell steel
producera. the fact that thi1 and other
steel producen produce a number of
downstream steel product• would not
nesate the fact that the benefit wa1
provided to encourage the production of
steel. Therefore, the prosram would be
specific to the steel indu1try.
Furthermore, with respect to the end
product 1urvey1 u1ed as support for this
aJ'IUlllent. we found at verification that
many of the "end products" listed by the
companies were not product1 actually ·
made by that company or division• of
that company. For example, aa
explained in the Verification Report of

Canadian Forest Products, Ltd.
(CANFOR) in BC. the invoices showed
that the company sold logs and lumber
to unrelated companies for the intended
manufacture of a certain end product.
The company indicated on its survey
response that it made products that it
actually did not make, e.s.. the company
indicated that it produced Dooring
(hence Respondents' contention that the
"flooring industry" should be considered
a separate industry benefitting from
stumpaae). However, a review oCthe
sales invoice showed that the company
produced dimension lumber, not
flooring. Llkewise, West Fraser. another
BC company, indicated that it produced
certain end products such 81
"appearance framing." Appearance
framing la lumber of a particular size
and quality, and is included in the acope

of this investigation. Furthermore,
officiala from both companiea 1tated
that all of the end products "produced"
by their companies are made from either
a solid wood product 111Ch a1 qa.
lumbar, or plywood. or from pulp and
paper products. (See, • .,.. pp. 1t and 11
of the BC Public Verification ReporL)
Our review of the end product 1urvey
in Alberta produced limilar ntulta. One
1urvey rupanae indicated that tbe
1tumpqe bolder produced c:hicbn
coopa. However. at varificatiaa. we
found that the producer did not ..U
chicken coop1. (SH p. 33 of the Alberta
Verification Report.} In Quebec. the end
product IW"Vey lhowed that tbe
overwhelmiDI majority of 1tumpqe
holden produced either traditional
paper products or traditional •wmill
products. We found only two cmnpulu
out of the U4 that produced other typet
of producta. Further, we were not able to
trace some of the items Respondents
claimed were produced by stumpage
holden to any of the individual end
product responses.
Therefore, even If we apeed (which.
for the rea1on1 stated above, we do not},
with Respondent•' arpment that
doW111tnam product• produced by
companies holdins stumpage leads to
the inevitable conclusion that there..,,
sroup1 of Industries that are not
included In the Department'• definition
of a 8fOUP of Industries, baaed on the
facts on the record. Respondents have
not demonetnted that companies which
bold 1tumpap rights actually produce
the wide variety of products indicated in
the 1urvey responset.
Respondents also contend that
because some stumpage holden only
produce logs, which accordlna to
Respondent• are not procea11d at all,
thne producen do not flt into the
Department'• definition of a aroup or
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industries. First. we do not agree that
logs are not procesaed. The only timber
that is not processed at all is standing
timber. Once the standing timber is
harvested. the proce11ing of that
standing timber has begun. Furthermore,
as previously stated, we placed
exce11ive emph&1is in the Preliminary
Determination on the common features
necessary to fmd the solid wood
products industry and pulp and paper
products industry to be a single group of
industries. One of those common
features we referred to is the milling
process. It is absurd to suggest that a log
producer does not benefit from
stumpage.
Respondenta also argue that the
Department should use the defmition of
groups of industries as set forth in the
SIC. a product-based classification
system, as the Department did in
Lumber I. Further, they contend that all
of the end products "produced.. by
stumpqe holders fall into, at a
minimum. 27 groups of industries at the
four-digit level, according to both the
Canadian ud U.S. SIC. Respondents
cite the Final Negative Countervailing
Duty Determination: Certain Granite
Products from Italy 53 FR 27197 (July 19,
1988) (Granite), in support of their
assertion that the Department '"generally
respeets and applies" a country's own
classification l)'ltem in classifying and
counting industries.
In Granite, we found a loan program
not countervailable because it waa used
by virtually .Very productive sector in
the country, and we listed theee
productive MC:tora according to Italy's
own statistical categoriea. Nowhere
does this case imply that the
Department generally uses a country'•
own cl8'1ification system for purpote1
of applying the specificity tut. In fact.
the Department has frequently uaed
other means besides· SIC clallifications
to define a sroup of induatriea (or an
industry). For example. we stated ''SIC
cla11ification was not d.ispoeitive of the
question of whether software design
was in the service industl'J or the
manufacturins industry" in Certain
Computer Aided Software .Engineering
Products from Singapore. 55 FR W48
{April 2. 1980)~
Aa stated in our Preliminary
Determination. the uae of the word
"group" in the United States and
Canadian SIC doea not interfere with
the meaning of "group of industries" u
used in the Act. Moreover, there ia no
evidence that Congress intended the
term "group... as used in section 771(5),
to equate to SIC tenninology.
We note, however. that the
International SIC (ISIC) codes cla11ifies
the wood products indn1try as one
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industry at the four-digit level, which
includes wooden railway sleepers,
coniferous sawn wood, veneer sheets,
plywood. and particle board. The ISIC
also classifies the pulp and paper
products industry as one industry at the
four-digit level. This classification
includes products such as mechanical
wood pulp, pulp of fibers other than
wood, newsprint. other printing and
writing paper. kraft paper and kraft
paperboard. cigarette papers. and
fiberboard. The ISIC's use of the tenn
industry underscores the fact that the
tenn "industry" can be used in a variety
of ways even within the different SIC
regimes.
We also note that the U.S. SIC code11
classify the steel industry into separate
major groups that are in no way related
to the manner in which we have defined
the steel industry in previous cases.
Further, the ISIC classifies the steel
industry as one industry, which includes
products such as pig iron, wire rod,
plates. and sheets.
We maintain that SIC codes were not
intended by Congress to be the
dispositive definition of industry for
purposes of administering the
countervailing duty law any more than
our tariff classifications are dispositive
in defining the scope of a countervailing
duty proceeding. Aa pointed out. even
within the different SIC regimes, the
classifications of products differ.
Respondents also contend that
economic integration or
interdependence should not affect the
Department's analysis of industries. and
that a company producing both a solid
wood product and a pulp and paper
product does not preclude that
company's participation in more than
one industry. We agree with
Respondents that the level of integration
is not dispositive with regard to the
number of industries represented by the
integrated firm; Juat a1 we do not hold
that two industries found to be a group
of industries must have common
features. they also need not be
.
integrated.
Respondents argue that in nine yean
the Department has come up with three
different definition• describing the
industries which use stumpage. They
allese that the industry has not changed
in that time. only the Department'~
definition has ch8J188d in order to reach
a fihding a specificity.
In Lumber I, we found that atmnpage
programs were not specific becauae:(l)
Any limitation on use was not a result of
government action, but rather was due
to the inherent nature of the products
under investigation. and (2) stumpage
was used by several specifically-named
groups of industries (the lumber and
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wood products industries, the pulp and
paper industries, and the furniture
industries). Although we found that
nonstumpage benefits provided to the
fores.ts products industries were
specific. in the case of stumpage, we
reasoned that a finding of no specif'J.City
was warranted because the universe of
users of stumpage was limited by the
inherent characteristics and uses ohaw
timber.
We agree with Respondents that the
users of stumpage have not changed
dramatically in the past nine years.
However. we note that our definition of
the group of industries which use
stumpage has not changed as radically
as Respondents suggest in each of the
three Canadian lumber investigations.
For example, the industries in Lumber I
were broken down into lumber and
wood products industries (solid wood
products), pulp and paper industries,
and furniture manufacturing industriea.
In Lumber ll, we stated that we no
longer believed that furnjture
manufacturers should be included in our
analysis of the group of industries
because such manufacturers held
negligible stmnpage rights. We also
called into question the earlier
conclusion that stumpage rights were
not in fact limited to one poup of
induatrin. Fmthermore, we pointed oat
in Lumber D that our reference in
Lumber I to SIC codes was misplaced.
We still consider there to be bro
industries that use stumpage: the solid
wood products and the pulp and paper
products industries. The only thins that
has changed during the pa•t nine ')'e&l'I
is our consideration of inherent
characteristics and bow that
consideration affects 6ur -.pecificity
determination.
With rnpect to Lumber I. the usen of
stumpage did not 1Uldergo some
transformation that reduced them from
three groups of industries when cutting
stumpage to one group when borrowiJll
money. The use of two different
descriptions of exactly the same users of
stumpage in that notice, leading to a
finding of specificity far nonstumpage
programs and a finding of no specificity
for stumpage programs, waa
inconsistent on its face and 11Ddencoree
the fact that, in 1983, the Department
was entering into uncharted legal
waten.
The Courts have recognized that the
"application of the de facto aspect of the
specificity teat requires a 'case-by-case'
analysis to determine whether 'there ba1
been a bestowal upon a apecific clau.'"
Cabot I. as quoted in PPG (emphasis
added). The critical focus of a
determination of specificity mat be an
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analysis or whether a benefit "has been
bestowed on a discrete class of grantees
despite nominal availability, prQgram
grouping, or the absolute number of
grantee companies or industries." Roses.
Inc.. California Floral Trade Council
and Floral Trade Council v. United
States. 743 F. Supp. 870 (1990) (emphasis
added).
In this investigation. stumpage is
clearly provided to a specific class or
beneficiaries: the pulp and paper
products and solid wood products
industries. While the statute uses the
terms "enterprises or industries or
groups of enterprises or industries," the
courts have made clear that these terms
are not to be applied in a narrow
.
manner. The concept of a "discrete class
of beneficiaries," as used by the court in
Cabot I and Roses. Inc., is broader than
any of the narrow, forced definitions
that the Respondents would have us use,
and the concept is consistent with the
Department's long-standing practice in
implementing the specificity test. (See
also, Final Affirmative Countervailing
Duty Determination Certain Fresh
Atlantic Groundflsh from Canada 51 FR
10041(March24, 1988) (Groundflsh) and
Netherland• Flowen.)
In addition, Respondents argue that
becauae the fore1try eector in Ontario
and BC is larger than the agriculture
sector in each of thoee provinces, and
becauee the Department hudetermined
that It will not regard a program as
being 1pecific solely becauee the
program ls limited to agriculture, It i1
ab1urd to find that a pro8J'.8m available
to all of a sector that ii larger than
agriculture i• specifically provided.
We disagree. A program is not
necessarily 1peciflc if it is limited to
agriculture becauee all of agriculture
cannot be considered a discrete cla11
and i1 certainly more than several
group• (eee, e.g., Final Negative
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Fresh Asparagus from Mexico 48 FR
21618 (May 13, 1983)). In agriculture,
there are a large number of distinct
industries producing a vast number of
products from many raw materials,
growing methods, production and
distribution techniques. In response to a
comment in Groundflsh, the Department
stated that fisheries programs were
beetowed to "two specific industries, the
salt water fishing industry and the
seafood products industry, as such,
these programs were available to no
more than a group of industries."
Although the saltwater fishing industry
and the eeafood product• industry
produce a large number of product•
(arguably at lea1t as large as the pulp
and paper and solid wood products
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industries), the Department rejected the
argument that the fisheries sector is like
agriculture, so broad as to not constitute
"a specific group or industries."
Similarly, regardless of the size of ill
economic contribution in a particular
political jurisdiction. forestry is not like
agriculture as a sector, because all
forestry products come from one basic
raw material, timber. The number and
diversity or products produced in the
forest industries are simply not
comparable to those produced in
agriculture. Therefore, the Department
does not regard a program as
nonspecific if it is available throughout
the forestry sector.
In fact, agriculture i1 defined as ''The
production of plants and animals useful
to human beings, including the
cultivation or soil, management of crops,
and the feeding, breeding, and managing
of livestock." 4 Arguably, therefore,
forestry could be considered part of the
agricultural sector. If stumpage
programs were analyzed in terms of
whether a specific group of industries
within agriculture bad received benefits,
the Department would most certainly
consider the program specific. Thus,
regardless of whether forestry is
coneidered as part of agriculture, even if
a program is available throughout the
forestry sector it is still specific. Because
we have found stumpage programs
limited to a group of indu1tries, we find
them specifically provided within the
meaning of the Act.
Haying determined that the stumpage
program• administered. by Alberta, BC.
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec,
Saskatchewan, and the Territorie1 are
provided to the primary timber
proce11ing indu1trie1 group, the next
eection addresses whether stumpase is
provided at preferential rates.
Preferendality
Having detennined that the stumpage
program• administered by Alberta, BC.
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec,
Sa1katchewan, and the Territories are
specific within the meaning of the
atatute, the Department must next
determine whether stumpage is provided
under these programs at preferential
rates pursuant to section 771(A) (ii) (Il) ·
of the Act. The standard employed by
the Department for making this
determination la set forth in I 355.44tf)
of the Proposed Regulations, which itself
reflects an approach first articulated in
detail by the Department in Ila
Preferentiality Appendix (Preferentiality
Appendix to the Department's
Preliminary Determination in the
• McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and
TechnolOI)'. McGraw-Hiii Book Company, p. 143.
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Administrative Review of Carbon Black
from Mexico, 51 FR 13271 (1986)).
Section 355.44(f) reads as follows:
(1) Provision of goods or services at
preferential rates. The provision by a
government of a good or service pursuant to a
domestic program confers a countervailable
benefit to the extent the Secretary determinea ·
that the price chaf8ed by the government for
the good or service ia le11 than. the
benchmark price. which normally will be the
nonaelective prices the government chaf8e•
to the aame or other uaen of the good or
service within the aame political jurisdiction.
(2) Where the Secretary determines that
there i• no benchmark price under paragraph
(f) (1) which ta not selective within the
meaning of I 355.43, the Secretary will
determine the existence of a countervailable
benefit based upon, in order of preference,
the following alternative benchmarks:
(i) The price, adjusted for any cost
differences. the government chaf8es for a
good or service which ia aimilar·or related to
the good or service in question. provided that
the similar or related good or service and its
price ii (aicl not selective within the meaning
of aection 355.43:
(Ii) The price chaf8ed by other sellers to
buyers within the aame political jurisdiction
for an identical sood or service:
(iii) The 1ovemment'1 coat of providing the
1ood or service: or
(Iv) The price paid for the identical sood or
service outside of the political jurisdiction in
queation.

. In the Preliminary Detenninatioli the
Department relied on the traditional
me&1ure of preference-price
discrimination- to determine
preliminarily that 1tumrage was being
provided at preferentia rates to
softwood lumber producers in the
provinces of BC, Ontario and Alberta. In
Quebec. the Department found· ·
preliminarily that 1tumpage was being
preferentially provided to softwood ·
lumber producers on the basis of a
comparison with prices charged by
private eellen of atumpage within
Quebec. as there wH not an adequate
basi1 to make a determination based on
the provincial government's sales of an
identical or similar good. Finally, with
respect to the stumpage programa of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the ·
Territories, the Department did not
reach the question of preferenliality
because the 1mall amount of exports
from these provinces and territories
meant that use of even the highest
estimates of subsidization on the record
would have led to no more than a de
minimis effect on the country-wide rate.
In this final determination. the
Department confirms its preliminary
finding that stumpage is being provided
to softwood lumber producere in the
provinces of Alberta, BC, Ontario and
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Quebec at preferential rates.
Furthermore. the Department has
determined that the benchmarks it
applied in the Preliminary
Determination for purpoaea of
identifying and mea1uring
preferentiality remain the appropriate
determinanta of whether preference and.
hence. a countervailable benefit exists
in these circumstancea (although. as
explained below, refinementa have been
made in our comparisons on the basis of
the resulta of verification and our
analysis of parties' commenta).
However, before turning to our
P.>tplanation of the 1pecific baaes for
findins preferentiality in the context of
each provincial experience, we note that
the parties to this proceeding have made
several arguments of a more
fundamental and crou-cutting nature
than whether a particular benchmark of
the propoeed I 355.44{f} (t)haa been
correctly aelected or applied. Theae
argwnenta call into queation the very
standard followed by the Department in
determining preference and (even more
fundamentally) whether atumpage
programs administered in the manner
which Canadian provincial govemmenta
currently administer them can ever be ·
found to confer countervailable
subsidiea. irrespective of whether
preference baa been exercised. Becauae
these &J'IUIDenta So to the very heart of
whether and/or how the provision of a
natural resource aood can con1titute a
subsidy, and becauae our acceptance of
any of theae &J'IUIDeDts would have
radically altered the manner in which
we addressed the preferentiality issue,
we addresa these arsumenta first.

cannot determine that a countervailable
subsidy exists where it has been
established that no market distortion
exista. In Respondents' own words:
A government only confers a
countervailable 1ub1idy when it act• in such
a way ae to create a market di1tortion. that
i9. when its action re1ult1 iD sreater
production by the recipient than would be the
caee in the ab1ence of governmental action.
or in a lowering of price• by the recipient ID
competition with American producen.

Respondenta' Joint Case Brief
Concerning Alleged Stumpase Subsidies
and Preferentiality, Vol. ill-A. p.111-24
(Apr. 21, 1992).
The first issue raised by Respondenta'
argument is whether the Department
must conduct what baa become known
in this case u a "market distortion tut"
in applyins the countervailing duty law
to importa from market economy
countriea; i.e., that a countervailable
subsidy cannon be found where there is
a demonstration that the subsidy in
question does not affect production or
price. Respondents rely heavily on
statementa made by the Department in
Wire Rod. in which the Department
determined that the countervailins duty
law did not apply to imports from
nonmarket economy countries. In
particular, Respondents cited the
followins statement from Wire Rod:

The issue in Wire Roa waa whether
Congress intended that the
countervailing duty law apply to imports
from nonmarket economy countries. The
Department, starting from the premise
that aubeidiea are a distortion of the
market procesa, reasoned that
"(s}ubsidies have no meanins outside
the context of a market economy", 49 FR
at 19375, and that a market benchmark
is needed to identify a subsidy:
To identify sub1idiea in thi1 pure market
economy. we would look to the treatment a
firm or eector would receive absent
aovemment action. In the abttnce of the
bounty or pnt. the firm would experience
market-determined C08ta for Its inputa and
receive a market-determined price for its
output. The aubaidy 1'11Ct1ived by the firm
would be the difference between the special
treatment and the market treatment Tbwa.
the market provides the neceu&rJ reference
point for identifying and calculatina the
amount of the bounty or grant. (Emphasia
added.)

Id Aa this statement indicates, the
Department never suaested in Wire
Rod that a market diatortion test, aa
proposed by Reapondents. wou1d
necessarily form part of the
Department'a analy1is in a
countervailins duty case involving
imports from a market economy co1D1try.
To the contrary, to the extent that one
can read anything into thia statement. it
We believe that a 1ubsidy (or bounty or
ia that in a market economy case, the
grant) is definitionally any action that
Department'• analysis would be based
di1tort1 or subvert• the market proceu and
on a comparison of a market-based
re1ult1 in mi1ellocation of reeources.
encourqins Inefficient production and
benchmark and • savemment-provided
leueninl world wealth.
price and that the existence of what
Respoadeuta call a market distortion
49 FR at 19375. Respondents also rely
heavily on the following atatement made would normally be preaumed. Likewise,
when the Department refemtd to Wire
by the Department in the background
Legal Analyaia
Rod and Georptown in ita Proposed
section of it1 Proposed Rqulations:
Respondents arsue that the proviaion
Regulations. it meant only that its
Conceptually, the regulatiom are baaed
of stumpage by the Canadian provinces
r.ountervailin11 duty methodology wa1
upon the economic model articulated by the
doea not constitute a coontervailable
based on the uae of market benchmarks
Department in its final determinations in
subsidy because there is no market
to determine the existence and value of
Carbon Steel Wire Rod from Czec:hoelovalda
distortion in thia case. Although
a subsidy. This reference certainly waa
and Carboa Steel Wire Rod from Poland
Respondenta' economic arsument ia
• • • and autained by the com1 in
not intended to mean that it would be
described in more detail below,
Georgetown SllleJ Corp. v. Unillld Slota
neceaary to condud th~ sort of market
• • •. Thia model. wbicb pnerally definn a
Respondenta enentially rely on an
distortion test propoeed by
sub1idy u a di1tortion of the market proceu
analysia aubmitted by Prof. William D.
Respondents.
Nordhaus to aupport the proposition that for allocatina an economy' a re1ource1,
Amonpt all of their quotes and
underHn the Department's entire CVD
stumpage charpa are in the nature of
citations. Respondents couveniendy
methodology.
economic renta. Because of thia fact.
isnore what was tbe key statement in
54 FR 23366. 23367 (1989) (citations
they arsue. stumpase charges cannot
Wire
Rod. After describins the manner
omitted). From these atatements,
result in increased production {i.e.,a
in which nonmarket ~onomies operate.
market distortion) unlen the provinces
Respondents conclude that a market
confer net harvest-related benefita on
distortion test is required as a matter of the Department stated:
In 1uch a 1ituation. we could not
tenureholders. They then claim that
law.
dieaareaate petlllMflt actiona in such a
We do not agree with Respondents'
there haa been no showing in this caae
way u to identify the exceptional action that
contention that the countervailing duty
that stumpap charges confer such net
is a nbaidy. Becaae tbe :notion of a tubeidy
law requires a market distortion test.
benefits. Respondents then cite the
i1. by definition. • ....Ut phenomenon. tt
First, by relying on selected statements
Departmenfa determination in Carbon
doea not apply in a nonmmet •ttina- To
Steel Wire Rod &om Poland. 49 FR 19374 from Wire Rod. Reapondenta have
impoee that concept when it baa no meaaiq
misrepresented the nature of the issue
(1984), and its companion cases. and
would force ua to identify every government
Georgetown, which aff'IJ'llled Wire Rod.
involved in Wire Rod and the thrust of
action as a 1ub1idy (or a tax). We are not
for the propoaitian that the Department
the Department's statements therein.
prepared to do this-we will not lmpoee the
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market-baaed concept of a subsidy on a
sy1tem where it has no meaning and cannot
be identified or fairly quantified.

49FRat19376. ln short. all the
Department meant in Wire Rod was that
it was meaningless to talk of subsidies
in the context of nonmarket economies.
Thus. neither the Department nor the
Court addressed the question of whether
a market distortion test would be
required in a market economy
countervailing duty investigation.
Thus. we do not agree with
Respondents that Wire Rod and
Georgetown establish a precedent for
the type of market distortion test they
envision. NevertheleBB, there remains
the question as to whether the
Department is free to incorporate such a
test into its countervailing duty
methodology, or whether Congress
precluded the adoption of such a test.
While we agree with Reapondenta that
one of the reasons for having a
countervailing duty law in the fll'lt place
is to combat the market distortions that
subsidies may bring about. we do not
believe that Congresa intended that the
fmding of a countervailable subsidy had
to be baaed on the actual application of
a "market distortion" analysis in
individual cases.
The best evidence of this lies in the
legislative history of the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979 and the
diacu11ion therein of the practice of the
U.S. Department of the Treasury
concerning regional subsidies and
offsets. Prior to the enactment of the
1979 Act and the transfer of
responsibility for administration of the
countervailing duty law to the
Department. Treasury had a practice of
taking into account the effects of
government subsidies on the
competitive positions of firms receiving
such subsidies. For example, if a firm
received a StOO million grant in order to
build a factory in a disadvantaged
region. but also incurred $50 million in
additional coats as a result of locating in
the disadvantaged region. Treasury
reduced the subsidy by ISO million. In
theory, if the amount of the additional
costs equalled or exceeded the amount
of the subsidy, Treasury would find no
subsidy at all. Although this practice did
not amount to a determination of market
distortion. it did reflect 'the view that it
was appropriate in certain
circumstances to look behind the
existence of a subsidy in an attempt to
identify the net economic effect on the
subsidy recipient. Respondents have
urged the Department to undertake just
such a practice in relying on Nordhaus'
arguments that there is no net economic
benefit or effect from stumpage
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programs. Congress was dissatisfied
with Treasury's practice, and in enacting
section 771(6) of the Act, 19 U.S.C.
section 1677(6), the "offset" provision, it
clearly indicated that the administering
authority was not to engage in this type
of analysis.
Commentators who have critiqued the
Department's countervailing duty
methodology, whether speaking of
"market distortion" or "entitlement",
have often cited this example as a
situation where the Department imposes
countervailing duties in the absence of
any showing that a foreign producer's
marginal cost has been affected. See,
e.g., R. Diamond, Economic Foundations
of Countervailing Duty Law. 29 Va. J.
lnt'l L. 767, 788 (1969). Yet at the same
time, these commentators generally
agree that the Department must find that
a subsidy exists in this type of situation.
See, e.g.. id.• note 59;. and Casa, Trade
Subsidy Law: Can a Foolish
Inconsistency Be Good Enough for
Government Work? 21 L.A Pol'y Int'l
Bus. 609, 641-42 (1990).
Respondents have essentially
contended that the legislative history
does not preclude the Department from
making its detennination of the
existence of a gro11 subsidy baaed on
the same factors which Congress
indicated could not be taken into
account for purposes of determining the
existence of a net subsidy. Modifying
the example set forth above. if the
additional coata incurred by the firm for
locating in the disadvantaged region
were $100 million. Respondenta would
presumably argue that the Department
properly could determine that no srot•
subsidy exists. However, this leads to
an anomalous situation. If. as
Respondents postulate, Congress
intended that the amount of subsidy be,
equated to the net economic effect on
the subsidy recipient in a particular
case, then the amount of subsidy
existing in the first example would be
only $50 million. Yet the statute is clear.
and Respondents do not contest. that
under the law the Department would
have no alternative but to find a subsidy
of $100 million.
Congress could not have intended
such an anomalous result from the
enactment of the offset provision. Given
that this is the only instance cited in the
legislative history which discusses the
type of analysis suggested by
Respondents. we cannot accept the
notion that Congre11 would endorse or
condone our engaging in any market
distortion analysis in circumstances
where the subsidy is otherwise capable
of being identified and measured

following established statutory or
regulatory principles.
Moreover, other than their references
to Wire Rod and Georgetown and a few
other cases taken out of context, ·
Respondents cite to no other cases
supporting the proposition that the
Department must apply a market
distortion test. They also do not cite to
the countervailing duty laws of other
countries or determinations thereunder
which would support the application of
a market distortion test. There is nothing
in the current GATT Subsidies Code
which mandates such a test. Finally,
nothing in the draft subsidies agreement,
MrN.TNC/W/FA. Part l, prepared as
part of the Uruguay Round of
multilateral trade negotiations, supports
a market distortion test. Indeed, that
document describes a countervailing
duty methodology which is quite similar
to existing Department practice.
In conclusion. therefore, we do not
believe that the Department's
precedents support the application of a
market distortion test in the
circumstances before us here.
Accordingly, we determine that the
Department is precluded froin measuring
the benefit conferred by stumpage
programs on the basis of a market
distortion analysis, such as the effect of
stumpage prices on output. However, we
do consider it appropriate to comment
on the information and argumentation
placed on the record by Respondents in
connection with Dr. Nordhaus' study, if
only because Respondenta have used
these analyses in an effort to show that
it is impossible for the Department to
rmd that the provincial governments are
subsidizing Canadian softwood lumber
producers through the provision of
stumpage at administratively-set rates.

Comments on Dr. Nordhaus' Analysis
As an initial comment, it bears
mentioning that although Respondents
a11ert that Dr. Nordhaus' theoretical
views concerning the economics of
stumpage markets are well accepted,
they nonethelesa fail to provide any
independent support for this claim. See
Respondents' April 21, 1992 brief, Vol.
lli-B. Attachment lli-2. p. 12. The
Department. therefore, has no basis in
the record to accept the validity of Dr
Nordhaua' analyses at face value,
particularly insofar as other economists
with at least as reputable a name in the
field of forestry economics appear to
espouse somewhat conflicting points of
view. See Coalition's April 21, 1992
brief, Appendices 60 and 61.
As to the substance of Dr. Nordhaus'
views. under his theory of economic
rent, be contends that the harvest of
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stumpage from the provincial stumpage
programs now in effect cannot exceed
that of a competitive market.
Furthermore, Dr. Nordhaus contends
that the price of stumpage under these
provincial programs will be higher than
what would prevail in a system where
stumpage prices were set competitively.
Dr. Nordhaus' analysis begins with
stumpage harvest. where he notes that
under provincial stumpage programs.
timber harvest is set on a sustained
yield l.iasis so that harvests can be
maintained at that level into the future.
At the same time. he assumes that since
a private market will seek to maximize
value. the harvest under these provincial
stumpage programs must be less than
under a competitive situation because
the provincial stumpage programs are
constrained to follow sustained yield
policies.
Dr. Nordhaus then goes on to describe
stumpage prices and harvests under
three scenarios: Net benefits, excessive
stumpage. and normal stumpage. "Net
benefits" would exist when the
stumpage charges are less than the
commercial benefits that the
government is actually providing to the
tenure holder. The effect, therefore,
would be to confer a subsidy on the
tenure holder and to increase the
han·est of timber. In his next scenario,
"excessive stumpage," stumpage
charges are so high that they raise the
cost of harvesting the timber above the
market price for stumpage. thereby
resulting in a decrease in stumpage
harvested. Finally, under "normal
stumpage," stumpage charges are
positive, but not so high as to tum
profits negative within the normal range.
Or. Nordhaus thus contends that normal
stumpage has no effect on harvest.
First. we take issue with Or.
Nordhaus' contention that stumpage
charges under the provincial stumpage
programs will necessarily be higher that
those in a competitive market. Under
provincial stumpage programs, each
purchaser is given the right to harvest
timber upon payment of the
administered stumpage charge. In a
competitive market, although the seller
of stumpage may set a minimum price
below which stumpage will not be sold.
potential buyers will still bid against
each other for the right to harvest the
stumpage. Any price determined in this
fashion will almost always be higher
than an administered stumpage charge.
Second, we are unconvinced by Dr.
Nordhaus' conclusion that the stumpage
harvest under the provincial stumpage
programs will always be lower than the
harvest under a competitive market.
Depending on the objectives of either a
provincial stumpage program or a
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private owner, a forest can be managed
to provide a high or low level of
sustained harvest. For example.
provincial stumpage programs managed
under a policy of sustained yield tend to
use biological criteria for choosing
rotation lengths. which is the time
period.between the establishment and
the harvesting of a timber stand. The use
of such criteria tends to give a higher
level of timber harvest than the
economic criteria which many private
forest owners use to set rotation lengths.
In addition to rotation length, there are
other factors which can affect the level
of sustained harvest. such as the
selection of tree species to plant, the
r:umber of trees to plant per acre. and
whether to clear-cut or use a single tree
method of harvesting. Varying the level
of these and other factors will determine
whether the level of sustained harvest is
high or low.
Finally, with regard to the "residual
value" or "economic rent" approach
used by Dr. Nordhaus to arrive at his
conclusions. we note the following
remark by G. Robinson Gregory. in his
book "Resource Economics for
Foresters," concerning the application of
the notion of economic rent to stumpage:
Neither rent theory nor the related
appraisal procedure involve consideration of
stumpage production costs or the possibility
of a reservation price on the part of forest
owners. It is implicitly a11umed that the
supply of all productive factors other than
timber is perfectly elastic, that the supply of
timber offered is perfectly inela1tic with
respect to price, and that the forest owner is
in a position to extract the rent. With these
a11umptions. the rent-baaed appraisal model
of stumpa11e pricing provides little assistance
for analyzin11 the'effect of chan11ing timber
supplies and/or production costs on t:ither
stumpa11e prices or on product prices.

See Coalition's April 21, 1992. brief.
Attachment 61, p. 215.
The phrase "the supply of timber
offered is perfectly inelastic with respect
to price" means that the supply of
timber does not vary with price: the
reference to "perfectly elastic" means
that the price of a productive factor does
not vary with the quantity consumed.
Finally. the "reservation price" is the
price necessary to persuade an owner to
sell stumpage.
The validity of the economic rent
model proposed by Dr. Nordhaus
depends on whether the supply of
stumpage varies with price. In this
regard, Dr. Nordhaus has not taken
account of the existence of intensive
and extensive margins in timber
harvesting. The extensive margin means
that, at any particular stumpage price,
only certain categories of stands can be
profitably harvested. As the price of
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stumpage drops, more and more stands
become economically accessible. which
allows the supply of stumpage to
increase. The intensive margin concept
applies to trees within a stand that is
currently economically accessible. It
recognizes that, within each stand. there
are certain categories of trees that
cannot be profitably harvested at a
given stumpage price. If stumpage prices
are lowered. the intensive margin is
expanded so that the formerly
unutilizable trees within a particular
stand can be profitably harvested.
thereby increasing the supply of timber.
Consequently, Dr. Nordhaus'
assumption that the supply of timber
does not vary with price appears to be
at odds with the very way in which
stumpage markets behave.
Or. Nordhaus states that his theory of
the economic rent of stumpage is a static
analysis. That is, the analysis considers
only one period in time. (See
Respondents' April 27, 1992 Brief.
section 3, Attachment A at 9.) Indeed.
· Gregory agrees with Nordhaus when he
states that rent theory is applicable only
in a stable, short-run analysis, which
essentially implies a static, single period
analysis. (See Coalition's April 21. 1992
brief, appendix 81 at 215.) Nordhaus
provides a two-period model to
demonstrate that his theory can be
extended to include dynamic aspects
(changes over time), but his example is
really nothing more than a simple
extension of a theory which is
essentially static in nature. The
Department believes that a theory of
stumpage supply which is based on
dl•namic analysis, as opposed to a static
analysis. and one in which stumpage is
not fixed in supply, provides a more
realistic representation of stumpage
harvest from provincial stumpage
programs. As such, the Department finds
the economic rent theory of stumpage
advanced by Dr. Nordhaus to be flawed
in several respects. By no means does it
show that provincial stumpage programs
are not countervailable subsidies.
In conjunction with their market
distortion analysis, Respondents argue
that, because Canadian forest products
companies have lower rates of retill'D
relative to other Canadian companies,
provincial tenure holders are not
receiving net benefits as defined by Dr.
· Nordhaus under provincial stumpa~e ·
programs. As such, according to Dr.
Nordhaus' and Dr. Litan's analysis. if no
net benefit is being provided, no subsidy
is being conferred. Further, Respondents
argue that if Canadian firms were
receiving preferential treatment,
presumably these firms would have
supra-normal profits.
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First, we do not consider a
comparison of rates of return between
industries to be relevant in determining
wnether a particular industry or group of
m<lustrtes has received a
countervailable benefit. Indeed. using
~ '.lCh a:t £malysis to pro.... e whether a
rnbsidy exists turns our subsidy practice
on its head. For example. many failing
~ompanies or industries with low or
ne~ative rates of return ha\·e received
mas.s:ve amounts of government equity
infosions. grants. and loans and still
,,~.perienced negative rates of return
r.;ee. e.g.• Final Affirmath'e
C:>unten:ailing Duty Determination:
New Steel Rail, Except Light Rail. From
C.mada. 54 FR 31991 (August 3. 1989).
Ful;owing Respondents' reasoning. there
would be no net benefits because the
~ompany or industry had a lower rate or
return than the rest of the industries in
1.~e country. Moreover. it is not unusual
for different industries to have different
rates of return regardless of whether the
~ovemment bas intervened.
Second. we also note that 'in Dr.
L:tan's analysis comparing forest
;>roduct companies' rate of return to
01her companies in Canada. the 13 forest
product companies listed include many
\erticall>· and horizontally integrated
prodi:cers of both lumber and pulp and
paper: and that the remaining companies
include financial service companies
which are inappropriate to use as a
bJsis of comparison for manufacturing
companies. Accordingly. we determine
that comparing rates ofretum is not a
\'alid method for determining whether a
s•Jbsidy ia being conferred by stumpage
programs.
In addition. Respondents argue that
t~e results of their TSPIRS analysis
snows that the government is providing
no net benefits to softwood lumber
producers in accordance with Dr.
0:ordhaus' theory. First. as explained
<1bo\'e, the Department does not
measure the net benefits provided to a
subsidy recipient. Second. as explained
below. the Department considers that
aespondents have failed to demonstrate
~~at their modified TSPIRS analvsis
would accurately reflect the
·
~ovemment'a cost of providing the good
:'.l this i:::vestigation.
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its Preliminary Determination. the
Department engaged in a "rote
application" of its preferentiality
benchmarks without regard or
explanation as to whether the
preferentiality benchmarks that 1t
selected were appropriate to use in tRis
case.
While Congress specified that the
provision of goods or services al
preferential rates is one example of a
countervailable domestic subsidy, it did
not specify the manner in which
preferentiality was to be determined.
Although the Proposed Regulations are
int.ended to codify the methodology
· which the Department has used in
particular cases to determine when
goods or sen•ices have been provided at
preferential rates. Respondents stress
that these remain only proposed rules
and were never intended to prescribe an
"immutable formula" for all future
cases. Citing IPSCO. Inc. v. United
States. 687 F. Supp. 614 (Ct. Int'! Trade
1988), Saudi Iron and Steel Co. v. United
Slates. 686 F. Supp. 914 (CL lnt'l Trade
1988). dism'd on other grounds. 698 F.
Supp. 912 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1988). and
other countervailing duty and
administrative law cases. Respondents
assert that the preferentiality hierarchy
in the Proposed Regulations cannot
provide a stand-alone rationale for
finding provincial stumpage fees to
constitute the preferential provision of a
good or service. Rather. the Department
must provide a reasoned explanation as
to why any particular benchmark is
"appropriate in light of the facts of this
case and the economic principles
applicable to those facts" (emphasis in
the original).
It is. of course, incontestable that the
Department is obliged to make a
reasoned decision reflecting Ute facts of
the case and to provide a complete
explanation of the basis for reaching
that decision. This principle was fully
respected in the Department's
Preliminary Determination. just as it is
now being respected in this final
determination. However. to ensure that
the facts of a case are being considered
in a manner which is fair and
understandable to all of the parties
concerned, our analysis cannot be
Pre/erentia/ity Hit!rarchy
conducted in a methodological vacuum
Respondents next contend that. to the which ignores past practice or the
agency's regulatory guidelines. be they
extent that the Department decides to
"proposed" or final To do so would
ignore the question of whether market
constitute little more than benchmarkdistortion has occurred in determining
shopping which. presumably, the
whether stumpage programs provide
c:iuntervailable subsidies. it still cannot Respondents would agree could result in
an arbitrary outcome.
tie blindly wedded to the particular
As the Respondents correctly point
mt?thodological formulation or sequence
out. the.Department's methodological
se1 !orth in the 1986 Preferentiality
framework for valuing countervailable
AppE'!ndix. Respondents charge that. in

benefits conferred through the provision
of goods or services is grounded in ·the
statute: whether goods or services are
provided or required to be provided by
government action to a specific
enterprise or industry or group of
enterprises or industries at "preferential
rates." On this statutory foundation. the
Department built a hierarchical
methodology for determining and
measuring when goods or services are
being provided at preferential rates in
the interest of maximizing
administrative certainty and
predictability in an area where (as
Respondents again corTectly note) the
statute did not provide considerable
interpretative guidance. The fact that
the Department indicated at the time
that it put forth both its Preferentiality
Appendix and. later. its Proposed
Regulations that these tests or rankings
may not always yield the most
appropriate means of measurement in
every case does not detract from their
usefulness or applicability as our
primary methodological tool in such
circumstances.
The ranking of the preferentiality
hierarchy should not strike parties as
unfamiliar or illogical as it reflects the
fundamental standard of measurement
established by Congress in section
771(5)(A)(ii)(II)-i.e.• preference. Thus.
the most common test which the
Department has applied in determining
preferentiality is whether the
government (or government-directed
supplier) is providing a good or service
at a price that is lower than the prices
the government charges to the same or
other users of that product within the
same political jurisdiction. Insofar as the
exercising of price discrimination by the
same seller for the same product
provides the clearest possible
manifestation of whether preference
exists. there is little need to justify in
each case why such a standard would
be appropriate to determining whether
goods or services are being provided at
preferential rates.
However, even in those cases where
comparisons based on price
discrimination. within the jurisdiction
cannot reliably be made, the
Department's sequential alternatives
nonetheless flow naturally from the
preferred test following certain
fundamental principles: (1) That
preference is most commonly
manifested through the behavior of the
pro\·ider of the good or service: (2) that
domestic subsidies should be
determined on the basis of comparisons
within the same political jurisdiction:
and (3) that prices offer the most
reasonable basis for making a
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comparison. While the first principle
relates directly to the standard of
measurement articulated in the statute,
the other two principles are identifiable
philosophical threads which run through
the entirety of our counter-..ailing duty
practice.
As a result, what the preferentiality
hierarchy presents is not a "mandatory
roadmap" but rather a series of
conceptual guideposts for evaluating the
facts of a specific case in the context of
Congressional intent and Departmental
practice. The hierarchy of benchmarks
constitutes a preferred sequence insofar
as. in most cases, it will faithfully reflect
both the meaning of the term
'preferential" and the historical
application of the countervailing duty
law. This does not mean that the
ranking is "immutable"; it does mean
that the Department will follow the
ranking unless presented with facts or
arguments demonstrating that it is
inappropriate. which was not the case
here. We note also that Respondents.
themselves. expressed no objection to
the ranking of the benchmarks as a
general rule.
Having determined that a
demonstration of "market distortion" is
not a prerequisite for the identification
of a countervailable domestic subsidy,
and having found that provincial
stumpage programs are specific within
the meaning of the statute, the
Department has applied its
preferentiality hierarchy in the order
described in the Proposed Regulations.
In examining the provincial stumpage
programs under investigation, we have
determined that the facts and
information on the record permit a
finding of preferentiality which
nccommodates the law's and the
Department's general predisposition
towards a comparison of actual prices
within the relevant jurisdiction. witholkt
having to resort to other benchmarks
which the Department has generally
recognized to be less consistent with the
fundamental principles underlying the
prcferentiality standard.
This brings us to the next of
Respondents' methodological arguments
with respect to the identification and
\·aluation of stumpage subsidies-viz.,
that the cost benchmark is the only
appropriate measure on the
preferentiality hierarchy for determining
whether stumpage confers a subsidy.
Respondents, particularly BC, argue
that the third alternative benchmark, the
government's cost of providing the good
or service, is the preferred means for
determining whether provincial
stumpage programs confer a subsidy.
They contend that a cost-based
comparison, when properly calculated.
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results in a finding of no preferentiality.
As proof. they have submitted a
modified TSPIRS analysis (Timber Sales
Program Information Reporting
System-a three-part reporting system
designed by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Forest Service (Forest
Service) to measure whether national
forest timber is being sold at "belowcost" prices) purportedly demonstrating
that revenues exceed costs on a
provincial basis in Alberta, British
Columbia, Ontario and Quebec. BC. in
particular, argues that the facts in this
case do not support a price-based
comparison for that province, and that
the Department's current abandonment
of the 1986 benchmark (i.e., cost) in
favor of a comparison to competitive
SBFEP prices is a results-oriented
contrivance designed to subvert the
replacement costs instituted by BC
under the MOU in order to obtain a
subsidy.
Respondents argue that a TSPIRStype, cost-based analysis is the most
appropriate methodology for
determining whether subsidies exist.
This methodology, they contend, was
designed by the Forest Service and the
General Accounting Office to determine
whether "'below-cost" sales of timber
were occurring on national park sales. It
has been officially adopted in the United
States as a measurement tool since 1989.
To apply a different standard in this
case than that used by the Forest
Service, Respondents claim, would be
arbitrary and capricious. They further
contend that if, as was indicated in an
April 20, 1992 memorandum from Marie
Parker, Director, Office of Accounting,
the Department had questions regarding
Canada's application ofTSPIRS or
concerns regarding certain data, these
questions should have been raised in the
Department's questionnaire or at
verification.
As explained above, the Department
follows its hierarchy of benchmarks
unless presented with facts or
arguments demonstrating that its
application of this hierarchy is
inappropriate. As the provincial
preferentiality sections show,
appropriate price-based benchmarks
exist in each of the provinces.
Furthermore, the Department has long
acknowledged that cost-based analyses
pose exceptional problems when they
are attempted to be used to measure
preferentiality in the provision of a
natural resource. See Preferentiality
Appendix.
Even though endorsing the
presentation of arguments regarding
cost issues in the joint case brief,
Alberta, Ontario and Quebec have all
raised concerns regarding the use of a
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cost-based benchmark in their
respective provinces. At the hearing,
Ontario stated that, ... • •in the context
of Ontario. a [cost] benchmark would
not be an appropriate measure."' See
Hearing Transcript, Volume II, p. 93.
Ontario further stated that ... • • there·s
so much difficulty in Ontario on sorting
out what kind of expenditures are
undertaken for what purpose that it
simply is not possible to come up with a
result that isn't arbitrary." (Emphasis
added.) See Hearing Transcript, Volume
II. p. 96. Alberta states that, "'* • • it is
clear that the Department need n'ot, and
under the Department's preferentiality
hierarchy should not, analyze the sale of
timber harvesting rights in Alberta using
any of its other less favored alternative
preferentiality benchmarks (i.e., private
prices within Alberta, cost. and cross
border]." (Emphasis added.) See Alberta
Case Brief, p. Vl-31. Finally, Quebec, in
its case brief on cost issues states,
Private stumpage prices in Quebec served
as the benchmark in the Department's
preliminary determination. Quebec endorses
that approach and has demonstrated that
private market prices in Quebec are the
appropriate benchmark to use to determine
whether public stumpage prices in Quebec
are preferential, if a preferentiality analysis is
employed. The Department's verification
confirmed this benchmark as the only one
appropriate in the final determination,
consistent with the Department's established
preferentiality hierarchy.
(Emphasis added.)

See Quebec Case Brief on Cost Issues,
Tab 2. p. 2.
With regard to BC'i argument that
Lumber II and the MOU established cost
as the appropriate benchmark for
measuring stumpage preferentiality. we
note that the Department's use of a cost
benchmark in the 1986 Preliminary
Determination was predicated upon the
lack of appropriate price-based
benchmarks and/or the lack of
information regarding the adjustments
necessary to the price-based
benchmarks. As outlined in each of the
provincial preferentiality sections, pricebased nonpreferential benchmarks are
now available in each of the provinces,
as is the information necessary for
making all appropriate adjustments to
the benchmarks. The MOU export tax
rates and the provisions regarding
replacement measures were the result of
negotiations. The fact that cost-based
replacement measures for static
negotiated export rates were allowed
under the MOU is immaterial to the
Department's subsidy analysis in a
countervailing duty investigation.
Even assuming arguendo that cost
were the appropriate measure of
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preferentiality In this case, the
Department doe1 not believe that the
modified TSPIRS approach used by the
Re1pondent8 ls the appropriate
methodology for determining whether
provincial 1tumpage prosram• are
providing timber to the softwood lumber
industry at preferential prices.
First. and foremost. TSPIRS was not
developed to determine whe!her a
government was providins a subsidy to
users of timber. TSPIRS wa1 developed
in response to growing public and
CongreHionel cofteem over the
er.onomics of timber sales and timber
manasement in the national forest•. in
particular. to-called ''below-coat" aalea
of timber from national forest land. See
Timber Sale Program Information
Reporting Sy1tem: Final Report to
Congreu. U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Forest Service. p. 5 (TSP/RS
Final &port). However. while the term
"below-coat tales" 11 found in both
TSPIRS methodology and the unfair
trade lawa. its meanina in the two
contexts i• not 1ynonymoua. In fact. u
admitted ID the Final Report to Cof181'"1
regardina TSPIRS. "{t)here i• no
consensue on the definition of a "belowco1t" timber sale." See TSPIRS Final
Report. p. 5. Furthermore. TSPIRS. as
applied by the Forest Service. require• a
three-part analy1ia lnvolvina the
consideration of a number of factors in
order to determine whether the goala of
the Forest Service regarding national
forest 1ale1 are beins mel In fact. both
the GAO and Congreu have 1tatecl that
an examination of any one of tha reporta
outside the context of the other two ia
inappropriate. See TSPIRS F1nal Report.
The ad hoc TSPIRS analy1i• conducted
by the Reepondenta doe1 not include all
three parta.
Second. TSPIRS wat desiped to be
applied 1trictly on a national foreet
basis. The Respondent•' UH of one
section of thia reportina 1yatem on a
province-wide baaia repreaenta •
sisnificant methodol09ical modification
ofTSPIRS.
Third. several modilicaliona and
&:stimaliona mad.a bf Reapolld.elll.I when
applying TSPIRS r.19e aerioua coocena
as to the reaulta of Reapondenta' TSPIRS
analysis. Thoae of primary concem
relate to in-kind tervicea. so-called
stewardship activitiea and backlog
silvicultwa.
All in-kind service• are recognized aa
revenue in the current year even thouab
the "benelt" provided by these services
may occur over an extended period of
time. The province• excluded all
stewardship activities from their cost
pools. Howeyer. activitlea paid for or
perfonned by tenure holders that are
considered br the provinces to be

stewardship activities wen recosnized
as revenues. Backlog 1ilviculture
responsibilttiet were also not included
in the provinces' TSPIRS cost pools.
Theae backlog responsibilities arose out
of the failure of the provinces to perfomt
certain silvtculture activities nece11ary
to maintaining the government's policy
of 1ustained yield and represent
1ignificant liabilities that would be
included in a Forest Service TSPIRS
analy1i1.
Finally. Respondents contention that
the Department should have addreHed
its TSPIRS concerns in the
queationnalret or at verification misset
the point. The Department did not
request any TSPIRS infonnation from
Canada. BC or any other province. 'Thi•
information was voluntarily submitted
by Respondentl. TSPIRS information
was examined at verification at the
behest of Reapondenta, not at the
Department'• initiative. Respondents
knew at the time of the Preliminary
Detennlnatfon that the Department wa1
focusins on price-based benchmarb to
meaaure preferentiality. lrreapective of
whether the Department solicited
additional infonnatlon conceming the
Respondenta' propoaed COit-based
methodology the fact remain• that, for
the realODI outlined in thia discunion,
theJ failed to demonstrate both that cost
is the moat appropriate benchmark for
atumpase and that their modified
TSPIRS approach would accurately
renect the government'• cott of
provtdina the good ln this inatance.
Lattly. in contrast to the
methodolCJSica) direction which
Respondent. advocate. the Coalition
arpe• that a croH-border comparison
of adjacent U.S. and Canadian timber
offers the prefemd means for
detennining whether provincial
stumpage prosrama confer aubeidies
because a crou-border comparison is
the only methodology which uses an
undistorted benchmark that most
accurately refiecta tnJe commercial
consideration1. The Coalition contend•
that the other benchmarks provided for
in the prefenmtiatity hierarchy are
distorted in this case by reason of the
log export restriction• and the tarp
amount of timber owned and
adminiatered by the provinces. In
support of ita position. the Coalition
citee Leather from Argentina: Final
Affinnative Countervailina DutJ
Determination and Countervailing Duty
Order. 55 FR 40212 (October 2. 1990)
(Leatherl. as an example of a case. in
which the Department choae to rely on
an extemal benchmark to id~ntify and
measure a domestic aubaidy.
'The Coalition's reliance on Leather is
misl)lacecl. While the Department did
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resort to an external benchmark for
measurina the effect of the hide embargo
in that ca1e. it did not do so within the
context of the Preferentiality Appendix
1ince we did not consider the embargo
to be the government proviaion of a
good or service. However, for the type of
subsidy being conferred as a result of
the hide embargo, we considered that
use of an external benchmark: was not
only appropriate. it was the only method
available to use for valuing the subsidy
benefit.
As stated earlier. it has been the
Department's longatanding practice and
preference to measure subsidies
provided by a government within the
jurisdiction of that government. TI1us. in
the absence of clear and persuasive
evidence that comparisons made within
the aame jurisdiction would 1omehow
yield skewed resulta. the Department
will not stray from its methodological
preference. We do nol find that the
Coalition bu presented such clear and
perauaalve evidence. Moreover, insofar
as we have 1ufficient and reliable
nonpreferential price data in this case
with which to compare stumpage price11
within the relevant provincial
jurisdictions, we fmd that other factors
wbich could adversely affect the
comparability of adjacent U.S. and
Canadian timber (e.g.. exchanae rate
nuctuations) merely underscore the
appropriatenesa of remaining within the
relevant juriadictiona. Consequently. we
have based our preferentiality
determinaliont on actual price
comparisons within each province. as
explained in peater detail below.

British Columbia
Pursuant to aection 771(5)(A)(ii)(U) of
the Act. the Department must examine
whether the BC-1 provision of 1tumpa19
to producers of certain softwood lumber
product• is at a preferential rate. As
explained above, the Department'•
preferred teat for detennining whether a
good or Hrvice is provided at a
preferential rate ia to examine "·hether
the government provides the same good
or Hf'Yice at a price that ia lower than
the price the government charge• to the
same or other users within the same
political jurtadiction. i.e.. whether there
is price discrimination by the
govemmenl
In our Preliminary Detennination. we
found that the Covemment of BC was
providing shunpage at preferential ratea.
We baaed tbis determination on our
tradiUonal mea1ure of preference-price
discrimination. A comparison of
administratlvelf·Ml atumpase prices
(primarily for major tenure•) to
compettttvely-bid etumpase prices in the
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section 16 Small Business Forest
Enterprise Program (SBFEP) indicated
that administratively-set prices. even
after accounting for differences in forest
management and other obligations, are,
on average, lower than the
competitively-bid prices that the
Government of BC charges other timber
harvesters. The Department considered
that, since the SBFEP section 16 sales
are based on competitive market forces,
these competitively-bid prices are
nonpreferential, and as such, an
appropriate benchmark.
In their April 21. 1992 briefs,
Respondents argue that the issue in this
case involves the provision of neither a
good nor a service, but rather a set of
rights and obligations:
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It is improper for the Department to
conclude that the clifference between the
average stumpage charges paid by the SBFEP
licensees and those paid by long-term
tenureholders (after makins adjustments for
differences in timber quality and obligations)
constitutes a countervailable subsidy. The
difference could as readily be attributable to
differences in how the relative benefits and
risks of the stumpage rights being compared
are valued by the snarket. As Dr. Nordhaus
points out. the prices for long-term and spot
contracts frequently diverge by substantial
amounts. Moreover. unlike adjustments for
differences in timber quality or tenureholder
obligations, it is exceedingly difficultperhaps impoBBible-to quantify properly the
adjustments needed to reflect differences in
the term, scope, and riskiness of timber
rights. (See Respondents' April 21. 1992
briefs, pp. 111-46. 47.)
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spot sales • * • " (See Hearings
Transcript for April 29, 1992. pp. 237-38.)
Second, stumpage rates assessed on
major tenures are not fixed for the
duration of the tenure; precisely like the
SBFEP, they change every quarter
according to the CVPS. In that sense,
they cannot be considered long-term
prices.
Third, even taking into account the
fact that the SBPEP tenures are shorter
in duration, there is no clear relative
over- or undervaluation of either the
competitive benchmark or the
administratively-set price, since short·
term and long-term prices do not, even
in instances when one might expect
them to, exhibit constant relative
relationships. For example, U.S.
Treasury notes are sold in durations
Under the preferentiality benchmark. in
They maintain that adjusting for
ranging from 3 months to 30 years. One
the Proposed Regulations. any price
differences i., the first two factors may
comparison used by the Department to
would expect that an investor who was
allow for rational price comparisons
determine preferentiality must involve either
willing to commit money over a longer
between similar or related goods. but
.. identical" good• or good1 that are
period of time would demand a higher
that when the comparison is between
sufficiently "1imilar or related" that
yield (i.e .. the price of money) in order to
different
sets
of
rights
and
obligations.
adjustments for "cost clifferences" will make
be compensated for the greater risk from
such adjustments alone will not make
compari1ons meaningful. Application of the
inflation and interest rate fluctuations.·
them comparable.
Department'• price comparison benchmarks
However, an inverted yield curve is not
Respondents focus their arguments
in ·this case. however, is complicated by the
uncommon during a credit crunch.
regarding the differing rights between
fact that what i• at isaue here is not really a
"good" or a "service," but rather a bundle of
Lastly, Quebec has urged the
SBFEP and major tenure• on temporal
long-term rights and obligations relating to
distinctiona. It is their contention that:
Department specifically to compare the
access to timber. (See Respondents April 21.
"(s]pot prices such as those occurring
prices of public and private timber in
1992 briefs, pp.111-M, 45.}
under the SBFEP and the prices of longthat province (which the Department in
fact has done). The public stumpage
We find that we did in fact use our
term contract• such as those
represented by major tenurea. will often rate• in Quebec are under long-term
preferred benchmark appropriately.
differ for sound economic reasons by
tenures (25 years) while the private
That is, just as in antidumping
substantial amounts." (See Respondents' sales cover two seasons at most. (See
investigations, where the Department
April 21, 1992 brief. p. VW-B-33.)
Hearings Transcript for April ao, 1992.
may examine sales of the same good1
First. the Department doe1 not
162-64.} In addition. in an attachment to
but adjusts for differences in the term•
consider SBFEP atumpage rates to be
Respondents' April 21, 1992 brief, Dr.
and conditions of 1&le, in thi1 inatance
1pot prices. Spot market• (1uch as for
Nordhau1 critiques the methodologies
we examined the aame good, i.e.,
implemented in the Preliminary
softwood timber, and made adjustmenta commodities or currencies) are
Determination but directs no critici1ma
which relate to the term• and conditiona characterized by price• which are
1ubject to change over time, but which
towards the fact that the Department
of the sale.
may be fixed at the time of the spot 1ale compared short-term and long-term
Respondents argue that the
for delivery within a relatively abort
sales in Quebec. (See Respondent.'
benchmark which the Department used
period of time. (See Hearing Transcripts. April 21, 1992 brief, Attachment 111-1. p.
in the Preliminary Determination (i.e.,
April 29, 1992. pp. 235-240 for Dr.
4.) Thus. it is difficult to fathom how
SBFEP 1ection 16 sales) is an
Nordhaus' diBCUasion of apot markets.)
abort-term private sale1 in Quebec can
inappropriate benchmark for this
While SBFEP licensee• may indeed.elect be an appropriate benchmark, but abort·
investigation. In their briefa they raise
to lock in the bid rate at the time of bid.
term competitively-bid 1ale1 in BC
four main objection• to the use of the
the upset rate (i.e., the minimum bid
SBFEP benchmark.
cannoL
which consists of the appraiaed value
Representativeness of SBFEP Pricn
Comparability of Rlghta and Obligations plus any developmental silviculture
Respondents argue that the
Respondent.' second major
levies) fluctuate• each quarter in
Department compared significantly
accordance with the Comparative Value contention i1 that SBFEP prices are not
different sets of rights and obligations.
Pricing Syatem (CVPS), which BC UHi
representative of the markeL They inaiat
They contend that the adjustments
in establiahing esaentially all 1tumpege
that SBFEP licensees sell marginal
necessary to make the rights and
prices. The interval from bid to harvest
1upplies to major tenure holden.
obligations incorporated in major and
completion of SBFEP aalea may be up to Because these marginal 1upplie1 fulfill
SBFEP tenures comparable are very
three years. which could incorporate 12
the incremental needs of major tenure
complex and muat take accolUlt of all
holders at particular points of time.
price changes. Furthermore. while Dr.
factors relating to: (1) Timber quality; (2} Nordhaus argues that the Department
major tenure holden are willing to pay
the obligations of the tenureholders;
erred in comparing 1pot and long-tenn
more for them than they would normally
and. (3) the rights of the tenureholdera.
prices, Dr. Nordhaus' testimony clearly
pay for timber. Therefore, Reapondenta
They maintain that the Department
does not eatablisb that SBPEP sale• are
believe that the SBFEP section 16 prices
examin'3d only the final two factora and
spot sales: "I'm not making a factual
are not a reasonable proxy for market
that:
a11ertion here that (SBFEP 1ales] were
pricea. and presented MOF official• aa
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well as industry participants to support
unaware if any major tenure holders
this assertion at verification.
made bonus offers during the POI and
Notwithstanding the anecdotal
(2) any additional obligations
information submitted by Respondents
undertaken by major tenure holders,
on this point. no studies or analyses
such as a commitment to perform
were supplied to confirm such
Incremental silviculture. were quite rare.
allegations. The Department cannot rely and for which the Department is
solely on such statements as a basis for adjusting in its final determination in
discounting the validity of an
any case. (See BC Verification Report.
observable market price. Absent
pp. 11 and 25.) Therefore, the
documented evidence to the contrary,
Department lacks sufficient evidence to
the Department considers that the
conclude that the major tenures are
competitively-bid SBFEP price is a
competitive.
representative market price.
Nonpreferential Price Benchmarks
The MOF did supply information.
Respondents' final point of contention
which the Department verified.
is that the Department's Preliminary
indicating that the value of softwood
Determination implicitly views only
timber on SBFEP stands is, across the
auction prices as competitive. They
entire province, essentially of identical
argue that auctions are often not the
\'alue to all other Crown timber.
Consequently, the Department considers best or the only way to establish
competitive prices. and that relatively
that the timber sold on both the SBFEP
and major tenure holders' stands are the few prices in the United States are
established through auction bidding.
same and hence comp~rable.
Moreover, economic theory indicates
They also maintain that the GOC
that it is precisely the marginal.
considers the auction system
\'aiuation that determines the
incompatible with its preferred longterm system of forest management
equilibrium price for an input in a
In choosing a benchmark for
competitive market. The latter point.
determining and measuring price
that the Canadian softwood lumber
discrimination. the Department uses
industry can be characterized as a
prices charged by the government which
competitive market, is supported by Dr.
Nordhaus' analysis: "Because of the low are nonpreferential. The Department
may find that prices which are not
le\·el of concentration of the lumber
established by competitive auction
industry, and given its high reliance on
bidding are nonpreferential. but In the
international trade, the industry is best
case of BC. auction prices were the only
characterized as a competitive
nonpreferential price available to the
industry." {See Respondents' February
19. 1992 submission. Appendix A. p. 22.) Department. While the Department
Therefore. at each price for logs (i.e., the maintains that competitively bid prices
are, by definition. nonpreferential, that
cost of logs to lumber producers).
does not mean that the Department
lumber producers will purchase logs up
could not have utilized a different
to the point where their marginal value
product from the last additional log (i.e.• benchmark had one been available. For
their marginal revenue) just equals their example, in this investigation. we did
not use auction prices for either the
purchase price (i.e.• cost) of the log.
Quebec or Ontario benchmarks. In
~loreover. even if one concedes
Respondents' claim that, due to the high addition, the Department could utilize a
nonpreferential auction price as the
costs associated with mill closures.
benchmark and still find no subsidy if
major tenure holders actually purchase
other prices were equivalent. Therefore.
!ogs beyond the point where their
while the Department has no allmarginal value product and coat of logs
encompasaing definition for what
equate (i.e., beyond the point of profit
constitutes a competitive price, in this
maximization). the analysis still holds.
case we find that the SBFEP auction
The equilibrium price will still be a
prices are competitive and
reflection of marginal valuation.
Therefore. the Department considers the non preferential.
Furthermore, we consider that the
SDFEP an appropriate market price.
Department can adjust for those factors
Competitiveness of Ma;or Tenures
which we consider relevant to the
Respondents' third major contention
calculation. thereby reasonably·
comparing the administratively-set
;s that major tenures are also
competitive since applicants for major
prices to the SBFEP section 16
benchmark price. We also find the
tenures may include bonus offers in
SBFEP benchmark price to be reflective
their application package or may
of an appropriate market price, that the
commit themselves to additional
available evidence does not pennit
obligations.
consideration of major tenures as
During verification. the Department
found that (1) the MOF was. in fact.
competitive. and that auction prices are

neither a mandatory nor general test for
preferentiality, but are appropriate in
this case.
Measurement of the Benefit
Both Respondents and the Coalition
have raised a number of issues relating
to the benefit calculation under a SBFEP
benchmark.

The SBFEP Price
Respondents argue that the
Department should have used all SBFEP
sales (i.e .• sections 16, 16.1, and 18) in
calculating the competitive benchmark,
rather than limiting the benchmark to
section 16 sales only. However, only
section 16 sales are based solely on the
highest bid. Therefore, by isolating
section 16 SBFEP sales, the Department
bas ensured that the benchmark reflects
stumpage rates that are essentially
market-determined. Including sections
16.1 and 18 sales would inject
nonmarket factors in a competitive
benchmark. precisely what the
Department wants to avoid. Section 16.1
sales are only partially competitive; they
are conferred on the bidder who submits
the highest combination of bid and
potential value added. Since a private
timber seller would be indifferent as to
the ultimate final product of the timber.
Including section 16.1 sales in the
benchmark would undermine the
nonpreferentlality of the competitive
prices. Section 18 sales are conferred
without competition (i.e., are
administratively set) and. as such, are
inappropriate to use in the benchmark.
Therefore, the Department limited its
benchmark stumpage rate to section 16
competitively-bid SBFEP sales in this
final determination.
Log Grades

Respondents also argue that the
Department erred in the Preliminary
Determination in making a grade-based
distinction between sawlogs and
pulplogs. They argue that grade is a poor
indicator of the ultimate destination of a
softwood log. They state that pulplogs
are often sawn and that sawlogs are
sometimes chipped. They also maintain
that in the Interior very little pulpwood
is sorted at the point of harvest. and that
sawmills typically attempt to mill all
logs delivered to the mill. Those that are
sorted out are usually logs which will be
traded to another sawmill. but whose
species or size are inappropriate for the
sawmill in question.
During verification. we found no
evidence that either the government or
companies distinguish log destination
(sawmill or pulpmill) solely by grade.
(See Verification Exhibit P-16.) In

Federal Register
addition. examination of a log yard
during company verifications provided
yet further evidence that sawmills do
not distinguish between sawlogs and
pulplogs. i.e.. they attempt to saw all
logs. Accordingly, we are using the
stumpage rate for all softwood logs, for
both the administratively-set price and
the competitive benchmark. in the
benefit calculation.
Method of Adjusbnents
Respondents maintain that. in
comparing the SBFEP section 16
benchmark and the administratively-set
stumpage rate, the Department
incorrectly adjusted the
administratively~set stumpage rate
upward by the costs of the major tenure
holders' obligations, rather than
adjusting the SBFEP benchmark
downward by the expenses incurred by
the MOF on the SBFEP stands.
Respondents claim that the latter
method is more accurate since it reduces
the SBFEP benchmark by the value of
services which SBFEP licensees receive
from the MOF. In addition. they state
that the MOF costs are the appropriate
ones since they best represent what the
SBFEP costs would be for perfonning the
same obligations on the same exact
stands. They also insist that the MOF
should not be considered to be less
efficient in perfonning these obligations,
since they use the same contractors as
the major tenure holders. Alternatively,
Respondents suggest using a simple
average of the MOF'a and major tenure
holden' coats.
In measuring subsidies, the
Department's practice is to measure the
benefit to the recipient. In this case. the
benefit to the recipient (i.e•• the
softwood lumber products producer) is
the difference in price {price includes
stumpage plus the coats of all
.
obligations) between administrativelyset stumpage and the competitive
benchmark. Although Respondents
maintain that the obligations the MOF
fulfills on SBFEP stands is a service
provided to the SBFEP licensee, that is
clearly not the case for some
obligations. For example, when the MOF
performs silviculture work on Crown
stands that are part of the SBFEP, the
MOF is performing work which
increases the value of a Crown asset; it
is by no means performing a service for
SBFEP licensees. Convenely, when
major tenure holders perform
silviculture obligations on Crown Janda,
they are in fact providing a service to
theMOF.
Lastly, MOF officials argued and
presented data which indicated that the
major tenure holders' and SBFEP stands
are. on average, almost of identical
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value. The Department verified and
accepted those data. Given that stand
accessibility, location. and terrain all
affect value, and that these same factors
also would account for cost differentials
relating to many obligations, the
Department finds these facts
incompatible with MOF costs which. for
some activities, are significantly higher
than those of the major tenure holders.•
Based on these factors, the
Department considers that in making the
adjustments, we should examine the
total costs incurred by both the major
tenure holders and the SBFEP licensees
as the most accurate method to
determine the benefit.
Application of Adjusbnents

Road Building and Road Maintenance
The Coalition argues that the
Department should amortize road
building costs since industry practice
and accepted accounting principles
regarding capital expenditures justify
such treatmenL Furthermore. it
maintains that major tenure holders and
SBFEP licensees did not face different
road building costs prior to October
1987; therefore. only road building costs
incurred since that time should be
included in the amortized portion for the
POI. Lastly, the Coalition states that if
the Department decides not to amortize
road building costs. it should base the
per unit costs on the actual harvest
volume, rather than the harvest made
acceBBible by the roads.
The Department diaagrees with the
Coalition's fust two points. First. we do
not consider that it is always nece11ary
to amortize capital expenditures. For
example. if one amortizes a recurring
cost over a given number of years, by
the last year of that amortization
schedule, expenses and amortized costs
will be equivalenL For example, if a
company amortizes, using a straight-line
depreciation schedule. a Sl,000,000 cost
every year for 10 years, in the tenth year
the amortization will equal Sl.000.000
(i.e.. $100,000 times 10 years). Secondly,
prior to October 1987, SBFEP tenure
holders and major tenure holders did
not face the same road building
obligations. Section 88 road building
credits apparently accounted for only a
small proportion of total road building
costs-perhaps 10 percent of off-block
roads. (See BC Verification Report,
• For example. MOF - ' 8 for lite preparation and
planting and uedllnp an1 100 and M percent
higher. reapac:tively. thaa r.rnt caala for the ..me
activitin. In addition, MOP admmiatration coata .,.
272 percent hipv than 1cbnini1tratioa c:oeta borne
by MTH (Sl.3t for the MOF ad I0..34 for MTHJ.
(See December U. 11181 BC reapoma. pp. H-1 and
H-6.)
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p. 26.) Therefore. the Department
concludes that road building costs are
essentially in a "steady state" and that
amortization is not necessary. 11 Lastly,
given that the major tenure holders do
not own the roads that they build or use.
one would not necessarily consider
these roads to be assets to major tenure
holders. For these reasons. the
Department considers the amortization
of road building coats to be
inappropriate and will expense such
costs.
The Department agrees with the
Coalition that the proper denominator in.
the per cubic meter road building cost
calculation is the actual volume
harvested as opposed to the volume
made accessible by the roads. The latter
figure would. by its very nature. be an
estimate, while the former is an actual
verified number. In addition. the
Department consistently used the
volume harvested in calculating all per
unit values. To deviate in this instance
would be to skew the cost calculation
for road building relative to all other
factors.
Silvicultme
Both Respondents and the Coalition
argue that the Department erred in using
ailviculture expenses as an adjustment
to the major tenure holders' price in the
Preliminary Detennination. Both parties
argue that silviculture liabilities are the
correct adjustment because they more
accurately reflect the expenses
associated with the cunent harvest.
However, the parties disagree on
exactly what the value of those
silviculture liabilities should be.
Thia disagreement explains in part the
Department's decision to use silviculture
expenses. Liabilities by their very nature
are, at least in part, speculative, while
expenses are actual costs which can be
verified. In addition. regarding the
amortization of roads. Respondents
state in their April 21. 1992 brief (p.. 7-14)
that "amortization adds needless
complexity." The same can be said of
silviculture liabilities. Lastly, aa MOP
officials demonstrated during
verification. this issue is only relevant
for the Interior, since silviculture
expenses and liabilities are eHentially
identical on the Coast given the aborter
growing cycle. 1 (See BC Verification
• The Department did make • 15 percent
downward adjuatment of road buildin& co1ta to
ac:c:ount for potentia& owriap of oblipticma between
M11i and SBFEP l i c e ' Durill8 the POI. lilvicultun expeMn on tha
Cout IUO while lilvt culture HabiHtln were
lt.83 (See DecemQer 13. 1981 BC re1po11H. p. H-4.)
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Determination. They state that there
should be an adjustment which takes
into account the assured supply of
timber which major tenure holders have
relative to SBFEP licensees.
The Department does not consider
Miscellaneous Expenses
that the long-term right (and obligation
Respondents argue that the
as well. given minimum cut
Department should allow, with the
requirements) to cut timber is
exception of scaling fees, the remaining
necessarily a benefit. This is consistent
miscellaneous expenses which it did not with the Department's position. vis-a-vis
allow in the Preliminary Determination,
Respondents'. that a long-term tenure
i.e.. engineering and layout, scaling.
does not necessarily imply greater risks.
cruising, head office forestry and
A secure administered supply, in and
engineering. and regional office forestry of itself. implies nothing without
and engineering. They state that, at
consideration of the price or other
most, engineering and layout and scaling requirements necessary to procure that
should be reduced by five and ten
supply. Furthermore. given that the price
percent, respectively, to account for
of administered timber. as well as the
overlapping costs incurred by SBFEP
concomitant obligations, can. and does.
licensees.
change, it is not evident that a secure
During verification the Department
supply is always advantageous. In fact.
posed numerous questions to MOF
the Coalition admitted as much during
officials. as well as to major tenure
the hearings: "Isn't it possible the [sic]
holders and SBFEP licensees, and
through intervention in the market. the
received a great deal of information
Govemment requires [major tenure
regarding miscellaneous expenses. (See
holders] to harvest timber that [they]
BC Verification Report. pp. 27-28 and
otherwise would not • • •" (See
33-35.) We also verified the actual
Hearings Transcript for April 29. 1992. p.
amounts incurred by the major tenure
266.) ln light of these uncertainties, the
holders for these activities. We now
Department does not consider that a
consider that major tenure holders do in tenure security adjustment is warranted.
fact bear a substantial administrative
Respondents raised the following
burden which is reflected by these costs factors which they maintain must be
and that SBFEP licensees do not bear a
adjusted for when using the SBFEP
comparable administrative burden.
benchmark:
• Some SBFEP licensees may be
Therefore, the Department has included
subject to lower tax rates than major
all miscellaneous expenses. with the
tenure holders:
exception of scaling fees which are
• Major tenure holders have greater
clearly bome by both mlljor tenure
costs related to aafety and first aid
holders and SBFEP licensees. in the
compliance measures, union wage rates.
benefit calculation. We also have made
waste charges, and employee
the estimated five and ten percent
downward adjustments noted above for withholding requirements:
• SBFEP have lower operating costs
engineering and layout and scaling to
resulting from a lack of capital assets
account for the small degree of these
and the associated financial carrying
expenses which are common to major
costs:
tenure holders and SBFEP licensees.
• SBFEP can lock in prices at the time
Gl:A Expe111188
of the bid:
• Certainty regarding their contingent
Respondents argue that all Gl:A
liabilities make SBFEP tenures more
expenses reported in the Price
Waterhouse survey for the Coast should valuable: and
• SBFEP licensees have the ability to
be included in the Cl:A per unit costs,
including those which the MOF does not make short-term and incremental sales.
First, whether SBFEP tax rates may be
allow for appraisal purposes. They insist
lower is not relevant since the
that such expenses (e.g.. charitable
Department does not consider the
contributions. company
indirect effect of taxes on subsidy
communications, and taxes) are valid
calculations. (See I 355.46 of the
busineas expenses and should.
therefore, be included in Cl:A expenses. Proposed Regulations.) The Department
only considers taxes in a countervailing
We agree and as such have included
duty proceeding when the tax itself is
these expenses in the Department's
the source of the subsidy. Second, the
benefit calculation.
Department does not consider capital
Other Adjustments
carrying costs relevant to this analysis
since we are expensing all costs. Third,
The Coalition contends that the
Department erred in omitting a tenure
some of those expenses listed by
Respondents were in fact incorporated
security adjustment in the Preliminary
Report, p. 29.) Given these facts, the
Department considers that the
silviculture adjustment should employ
current expenses rather than future
liabilities.

in our analysis (e.g.• waste charges) and
for others it is not clear from the record
that such costs are only borne by major
tenure holders and hence may be
irrelevant. Fourth, even assuming
arguendo that SBFEP tenure holders
lock in prices (see above), major tenure
holders have the option to reduce or
increase their harvest by 50 percent in
any one year to take advantage of end
product market prices. Fifth, it may be
true that the contingent liabilities of
major tenure holders could be increased:
however. they can be reduced as well.
For example, the MOF eliminated
interest payments for late stumpage
payments to major tenure holders in a
portion of the Interior for a period of five
months in 1990-91. (See December 13.
1991 BC response, pp. IV~1~2.) Lastly.
as stated above, the Department does
not consider short-term sales inherently
advantageous via-a-vis long-term sales.
Given these facts. the Department does
not consider that any of these
adjustments are appropriate for its
benefit calculation.
Calculation of the Benefit
In calculating the benefit in this final
determination. the Department based
the calculation on verified data and
followed the same methodology as used
in the Preliminary Determination.
However. some of the adjustments were
modified as explained above.
One of the modifications which is not
discussed above relates to the volume of
logs entering sawmills. i.e., the volume
of logs which are inputs to the subject
merchandise. In the Preliminary
Determination we based this distinction
on log grades. That is, we assumed that
particular grades of logs were likely to
be sawn. while other grades were likely
to be chipped for pulp. However, during
verification. both the BC and federal
governments presented data conceming
the percentage of all softwood logs
which enter aawmills in each region (i.e.•
Coast- and Interior) for 1985, 1986. 1988.
and 1989. Given that the Department
verified such data, and that these data
pro\ide a more accurate figure for the
volume of softwood logs entering
sawmills. the Department is applying the
percentage of softwood logs entering
aawmills in 1989 to the total volume of
the Crown softwood harvest subject to
administratively-set stumpage rates, in
order to calculate the volume of
stumpage entering sawmills which
benefits from the stumpage subsidy.
To calculate the benefit, we multiplied
the volume of the softwood sawlogs
(which are not competitively-priced and
which originate from Crown lands)
entering sawmills by the per cubic meter
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difference between the adjusted
administrative~y-set price and the
SBFEP benchmark to arrive at the total
stumpage program benefit. The
calculation of the country-wide rate is
discussed in tl.e "Country-Wide
Calculation" section of this notice.
Quebec
According to the questionnaire
responses, and as verified by the
Department, over 95 percent of the
stu..-npage harvested on provincial lands
in Quebec is harvested under Timber
Supply Forest Management Agreements
(TSFMAs). For purposes of setting
stumpage rates under TSFMAs. Quebec
is divided into 28 tariffing zones. the
boundaries of which, according to
Respondents, were set so as to ensure
that for each zone. the factors that
influence the market value of standing
timber (average tree size, type of soil.
topography, transportation distances,
etc.) were as homogeneous as possible.
At verification the Department learned
that the tariffing zones were originally
set up by a consultant hired by Quebec
to establish the zones according to
biophysical and geomorphological
homogeneity, and that private as well as
provincial lands were considered when
examining the biophysical
characteristics.
Quebec calculates a different
stumpage rate by species for each
tariffing zone and that rate applies
uniformly throughout the zone. The
stumpage rate for each tariffing zone is
set based on a "parity technique", which
uses information on stumpage rates from
private forest to calculate the market
value of standing timber (MVST) of the
provincial forest land in each tariffing
zone. The stumpage rate charged in a
tariffing zone is equivalent to the l\.fVST
for that zone. In setting the stumpage
rates. Quebec makes no distinction
between sawlogs and pulplogs.
In order to obtain private stumpage
rates, the government conducts a "full
census" of the private market once
every three years and a survey in the
intervening years. The first and only
"full census" was conducted in 1988,
and was used to set stumpage rates
during the POI without any adjustments.
At verification the Department
examined all of the raw data collected
in the various surveys and confirmed the
accuracy of the results.
Preferentiality Benchmark
Respondents argue that the parity
technique employed by Quebec to set
provincial stumpage rates matches
public to private prices and, therefore,
systematically excludes preference, and
precludes any need for a traditional

preferentiality analysis. They state that
if we decide to do a preference analysis,
the Department should apply, on the
basis of verified information, the
Department's preferred measure of
preferentiality by comparing stumpage
prices for standing timber sold to lumber
mills to the stumpage price for standing
timber sold to pulp and paper mills.
Respondents further argue that should
the Department chose not to rely on this
measure of preferentiality, it can resort
to two other viable benchmarks: (1)
Private forest stumpage prices; or (2) the
relationship of Quebec's cost of
providing stumpage· to the revenues it
receives from stumpage.
The Coalition argues that a crossborder comparison with the United
States remains the most accurate
measure of Quebec subsidies, and that
sawtimber stumpage prices in Maine,
which according to the Coalition are the
appropriate benchmark. are
considerably higher than sawtimber
stumpage prices in Quebec.
Concerning the Coalition's proposed
use of a cross-border comparison, see
the general "Preferentiality" section
above for a discussion of why the
Department is not using this potential
benchmark.
In order to examine government sales
of identical goods to different
purchasers in determining
preferentiality, as Respondents have
suggested, the sales used for comparison
must be nonspecific or, if they are
specific, must be demonstrated through
other means to be nonpreferentiaL
While it is true that Quebec does not
distinguish between sawlogs and
pulplogs in setting provincial stumpage
rates •.sales to pulp producers are
specific (see "Specificity" section
above). In addition, simply because a
government sells the same good to two
end users for the same price does not
preclude a finding of preferentiality for
those sales. According to information
contained on the record, the only
possible benchmark which could be
used to demonstrate the
nonpreferentiality of the stumpage
charged to pulp mills, private stumpage
rates, indicated that pulp mill stumpage
rates as well as sawmill stumpage rates
were preferential. Thus, the preferred
test (price discrimination) is not
possible.
Respondents state the Department's
first alternative benchmark, government
prices for similar goods, is nonexistent
in Quebec. The next alternative
benchmark is prices charged by private
sellers for the same good. Respondents
note that the Department established at
verification the viability of Quebec's
private forest as a legitimate
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benchmark. Respondents cite the
•
Verification Report, stating the
Department verified that the total log
harvest from private lands equals 23
percent of the total log harvest in
Quebec and 17 percent of the softwood .
log harvest in Quebec.
Note-About 10 percent of the total
Quebec softwood harvest by sawmills is from
private forests.

As a result of verification and an
examination of all relevant information
on the record, the Department is
satisfied that the private market sur\'eys
(done in connection with the parity
technique) accurately reflect the
prevailing private stumpage prices in
Quebec. Therefore, we determine that
the private prices provide a reliable
benchmark for comparison purposes.
The Coalition argues that the second
alternative benchmark in the
hierarchy-prices charged by another
seller within the same jurisdiction-is
not ideal, but would be a more accurate
measure of subsidization only if the
Department used .the Quebec sawlog
prices collected by a private company
for the New Brunswick Government.
According to the Coalition, the Quebec
survey relied upon by the Department as
a measure of private prices suffered
from numerous infirmities, whereas the
data collected for New Brunswick is
much less likely to be affiicted by the
same infirmities. The survey performed
for New Brunswick, according to the
Coalition, revealed much higher private
stumpage prices in Quebec than the
Quebec survey did. In large part this
may be because this survey examined
only sawtimber, whereas the Quebec
rates were based on a survey of all
timber-pulpwood and aawtimber.
Respondents counter that the private
stumpage survey conducted for New
Brunswick was not only unverified but,
as stated in a letter from the company
that performed the survey submitted by
Respondents, only the border zone
between Quebec and New Brunswick
was included in the survey.
Respondents also point out that there
were only five Respondents in the New
Brunswick survey in contrast to Quebec
survey of private forests, which included
149 Respondents throughout Quebec.
The Coalition contends the entire
provincial stumpage system in Quebec
is not "market-based" because private
prices in Quebec are distorted and
depressed by decades of artificially
cheap provincial stumpage, and these
prices are used to set public stumpage.
Citing a study published in 1988 of the
"20 quality zones" in Quebec done by
the Aktrin Research Institute of Ontario.

Fedenl R....._
the Coalition asaerta the "cost
adjustments" which Quebec uses to
make public and private timber
comparable are utterly fanciful and lead
to anomalous results. Respondents point
out that the Aktrin study cited by the
Coalition is completely outdated and
irrelevant 1ince it eumined a 1y1tem
that wa1 replaced in 1989 by Quebec'•
current system of 28 "biophysically and
geologically homogeneous tariffing
zones:·
We agree with Respondents that
pri\·ate prices In Quebec collected under
Quebec'• own contracted out surveys.
which we examined in depth at
ver\fication. are a viable benchmark.
The evidence cited by the Coalition Is
either outdated and irrelevant or
anecdotal. As for the private forest
stumpage prices collected by New
Brunswick. the study is far less
comprehensive than the private
stumpase survey conducted for Quebec
in coMection with the parity technique.
We calculated the private stumpase
benchmark by weight-averagins the
private stumpase rates collected in the
provincial sovemment private market
survey1 in the calendar yean 1990 and
1991. to reflect Quebec"s fiscal year. In
instances where a co1t or obligation was
borne by both thoee harvestjng on
pri\·ate lands and on provincial lands.
we have adjueted the provincial
stwnpase rate by the difference between
the two cotta or obli9ation1. a1
discus1ed below. U it is unclear from the
facts on the record a1 to the difference
between private and provincial lands.
no adjustment was made to either the
private 1tumpase rate or the provincial
stumpase rate.
Adjusbneall to Naacompetitive
P!oviDc:ial Rate
We determined the noncompetitive
stumpase rate by dividing the actual.
total stumpase fee• paid by aawmilla
and lath producers durins the POI (most
laths are within the scope of thi8
in\·estigation) by the actual amowit of
stumpage used by 1&Wlllill8/lath
producers durins the POI reported in the
questionnaire respooaeL
ln order to make an eqwtable
comparison. we have bad to account for
the fact that TSFMA holden are
required to fuUill certain forest
management and timber-harvestins
oblisations that may not be required of
those harvesting &om private lands. In
addition. the distribution of private and
provincial lands within the province
results in additional cost• incuned by
provincial tenure holden in the North.
Therefore, to determine whether
pro,·mcial stumpap ls provided at a
pr·~ferential rate, we have made
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adju1tments for all of the obli9ations
and eicpenses. on a per cubic meter
basis, that are incurred by TSFMA
holden but are not bome by those
harve1tins privately-owned timber.
These adjustments (on a per cubic meter
basis) are as follows:

To account for the fact that we are
only allowtns the adjustment in the
northem zones. we multiplied this
inflation adjusted differential by the
spruce-pine-fir harvest under TSFMAs
in those tariffing zones which lack
significant private forests. We then
divided this number by the total sprucepine-fir harvest under TSFMAs to derive
the appropriate per cubic meter
adjustment for the province-wide
calculation.

Harvestina Co.ta
Respondents have claimed an
adjustment to account for the
differential In barve1tinsJ costs between
provincial land1 and private lancla.
Road Con•truction and Maintenance
Respondents claim that 1ince most
Respondents contend that. as with
provincial lands are located in the
northern portion of Quebec where
harvesting costs. there are significant
differences in road construction and
conditions are harsh. harveeting coat•
are much hisher than for private lands.
maintenance costs incurred by TSFMA
holden harvesting in the public forests.
which. accordins to Respondents. are
located in the milder and more
Accordins to Reepondents. the
developed southern portion of Quebec.
information that was necessary to make
this adjuatment was missing at the time
We note that accordiq to the
of the Preliminary Determination but
questioMaire response, close to fifty
was submitted prior to \;erification and
percent of the total softwood harveet
under TSFMAs are in the tariffins zones is now part of the verified record.
Therefore. they claim the Department
which also contain the private forests
aurveyed by Quebec for u.. ia the parity should make an adjustment for the
additional costs in road building and
technique. In addition. 81 discussed in
the Verification Report. when eetting up maintenance costs incurred by TSFMA
holden.
the tarifflns zonee. the consultant hired
Respondents state that the additional
by Quebec considered all lands, both
road buildin& and maintenance costs
provincial and private, in determinins
imposed on TSFMA holders are
"biophysical and seomorphological
primarily attributable to the costs of
homoseneity.'' ln fact. the orisiftal 28
tariffint zones were later checked by an buildins and maintainins primary roads.
althoush 1ilviculture requirements
independent rnearcb foundation (also
noted in the Verification Report), which unique to TSFMA holden also require
had a mandate from Quebec to examine more secondary and tertiary road
the tariffing zone limits and reviM them buildins and maintenance than is
needed in the private foreats. Because
whenever juetifiable. Thia rel88rcb
foundation reaffinaed the tariffins zone Quebec'• private fore1ts are
concentrated In the more heavily
boundariee as they were orlplly 1et
populated and developed southern
up.
portions of the province. a preexistins
Based on theM facte. we see no basis
network of primary roads connects the
for a daim that harvntina cost• on
private fore1ts to Quebec"• commercial
provincial lands would differ
centers. Consequently. Respondents
significantly from the comparable costs
on private lands in thoee tariffins zones allege road buildins and maintenance in
the private forest, when required. is
with private and public forests.
However, we do asree that a harvesting limited to aecondary and tertiary roads.
By contrast. accordins to
cost differential exist between private
Respondents. access to Quebec's remote
lands in the mostly southern zones and
public forests requires the construction
the public land in the northem zones.
and maintenance of primary roads to
Therefore, we only applied this
connect the public forests to commercial
adjustment to those zolles in northern
centers, as well as 1econdary and
Quebec with no private forests. Before
tertiary roads that coMect the primary
making thi1 ad;ustment. we first
adjusted for inflation since the cost data roads to the actual harvesting sites.
Primary roads built and maintained by
upon which Respondents made the
TSFMA holden must comply with
claim were from period• prior to the
primary road specifications established
POI. The data submitted by
by Quebec becauee those primary roads.
Respondents on co1ts in the private
as well as any aecondary and tertiary
forests w&1 collected in 1988 and the
roads. become part of Quebec!\ public
costs in the public fore1ts WH for FY
road 1y1tem and are open to public use.
1989/90. We adjusted both of these
Dy contrasL secondary and tertiary
fisures to 1990 usins the Statistics
roads built.la private forests are the
Canada Industrial Product Price inde!l
property of the landowner and need
and then derived the differential.
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only satisfy the requirements of the
landowner.
Respondents further argue that,
regarding secondary and tertiary roads,
the conditions that exist in the public
forests impose far higher operating costs
than do the conditions prevailing in the
private forests. The verified record of
this investigation, according to
Respondents, now contains a detailed
break-out of the different road
construction and maintenance costs
imposed on TSFMA holders in contrast
to harvesters operating in the private
forests. Since the information the
Department deemed missing from the
record at the time of the Preliminary
Determination has been provided and
verified, Respondents argue that the
Department should adjust the TSFMA
rate by an the incremental cost of
primary, secondary, and tertiary road
construction and maintenance imposed
on TSFMA holders.
The Coalition argues that like private
harvesters. Quebec tenure holders pay
for secondary roads and that
responsibility for main roads has
recently been passed to the tenure
holders. Citing the Quebec Supplemental
Questionnaire Response (page 61), the
Coalition asserts that since the
responsibility for road building was
passed to TSFMA holders, Quebec no
longer requires that the roads meet any
building or maintenance standards,
thereby reducing any possible road
costs. Further, the Coalition argues.
again citing the Supplemental Response,
even so. and even assuming that
licensees in Quebec incur significant
costs on primary roads, road building
expenditures are used for roads that will
be used for many harvests. According to
the Coalition, any cost of primary road
building must be amortized over the
harvests likely to be associated with a
given road. In addition, the Coalition
states. that no adjustment should be
made for the costs of maintaining
tertiary and secondary roads because
these are borne by all harvesters
regardless of land ownership.
At verification, it became clear to the
Department that in conducting the
survey of private forests for use in the
Parity Technique, Quebec merely
assumed that primary roads were not
built on private lands and never
explicitly requested specific information
on these costs. In fact. footnote one of
Verification Exhibit No. 3 states:
"Primary roads in private forests are
absorbed into the Quebec road network
because the private forests are located
in populated areas. Consequently, there
are no private costs for their
construction and maintenance."

However. Rt:spondents have noted in
their questionnaire response dated
January 8. 1992, that primary roads built
by TSFMA holders also become the
property of Quebec. In addition, these
roads themselves do not need to meet
any standards except those of the
individual TSFMA holders.
At verification, the Department visited
tariffing zone 14 in northern Quebec
which has a significant amount of
private forests and saw nothing to
suggest that the primary road
requirements for private forests in this
zone would be any different than for
provincial lands. Because of the lack of
information pertaining to private land
primary road costs and because the
reasoning used by Respondents for not
reporting these costs could equally be
applied to primary roads built in
provincial forests, we have made no
adjustment for primary road costs.
We have, however, made an
adjustment for the differential between
the costs associated with secondary and
tertiary roads on private and public
lands since we consider the data
provided by Respondents to be
reasonable. This data was carefully
examined at verification as were maps
showing the geographic position of the
private and public forests relative to
conditions that affect timber harvesting.
As was done for the claimed harvesting
cost differential, we adjusted the data
for inflation and the fact that we are
allowing no cost differential in zones
that contain significant amounts of both
private and public forests in a similar
fashion. To avoid double-counting, we
deducted the amount of the per cubic
meter silviculture road maintenance
adjustment (described below) from the
provincial secondary and tertiary road
cost before calculating the differential.
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with respect to silviculture credits
towards TSFMA stumpage fees, it
"significantly undercompensates" tenure
holders is unsupportable and that it
seems likely Quebec overreimburses for
silviculture treatments. The Coalition
cites four reasons in support of its claim.
First, Quebec's assertion that it
undercompensates TSFMA holders for
silviculture is based on the Mallette
report which was widely discredited
during the 1990 MOU renegotiations. For
example, individual cost estimates were
found to be far above actual costs
incurred in the United States. Second,
Quebec sets most of its silviculture
reimbursement levels based on the cost
to the government. Work ordinarily is
performed at a lower cost by private
sector firms because of, inter alia, lower
costs and increased efficiency. Third,
the incentives in tenure systems such as
the TSFMAs are to treat "mandatory
silviculture expenditures on Crown land
as operating costs to be minimized."
Fourth, for treabnents not yet performed
by the government, Quebec estimates
the cost based on "available data." The
Coalition states that "available data," as
the Department found at verification,
essentially include anything the Ministry
chooses to use and whatever arbitrary
adjustments to the data the Ministry
adopts.
We disagree with the Coalition's
assertions concerning overcompensation
of silviculture. At verification. the
Department thoroughly examined all
aspects of the Mallette Report and was
satisfied with its results. There is
nothing on the administrative record of
this investigation to suggest that the
Mallette Report was "widely
discredited." At verification, the
Department learned that like Quebec.
most TSFMA holders contract out for
Silviculture
silviculture work. In addition, at
verification, we carefully examined
Under the TSFMA tenure
contracts between Quebec and a private
arrangements. companies must perform
silviculture contractor and compared the
all·silviculture treatments in order to
achieve sustained yield. Most of the cost costs listed in the contracts to the
Mallette Report results and saw no
of this silviculture is credited toward a
major discrepancies. Finally, we
company's stumpage fees, but some
compared the silviculture
costs, such as planning and
reimbursement amounts under Quebec's
transportation of seedlings are not
Private Forest Development Program
credited. The responses report the total
noncredited silviculture expenses under (PFDP) to the silviculture credits for
all TSFMAs. The Respondents reported TSFMA holders and found that the
the following "non-credited silviculture" TSFMA silviculture credits were
costs for TSFMA holders: transportation significantly less than the PFDP
reimbursements.
of seedlings, silviculture roads, and
control and planning costs. We have
With regard to the Coalition's
accepted Respondents' claimed
comments on Quebec's estimation of
silviculture costs for treatments not yet
adjustments.
The Coalition's comments concerning performed by the government. we note
silviculture focus primarily on credited
that these treatments account for an
silviculture costs. The Coalition states
insignificant amount of the silviculture
that Quebec's claim at verification that
performed by tenure holders. In
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report. Quiabec'a calculatima af tM coet
of the u•mined treatment walu

below thet of a contractor tMt ,.am.
tbe noted treatment for TSPMA holden.
For non-c:redited ailviculture
treatments W9 have made the followina
adiuatmen&I:
Tran•porltolion of Slledlinp
Replantlft& i• a lilviculture
requlnnmmt of TSPMA holden and
altboqb eeedUap are provided to
TSFMA bolden br Quebec. tenure
holden _,.. requtnd to tranaport them
from IOvemmeDt Duneri81 to harvnt
aitee. 8ba private forMt barveaten are
not requind bf Quebec to replant. we
have adfuted the TSPMA atumpqe
nte to reflect Iba coat for tranaportatioa
for
bone by TSPMA holden.

....um.

Road~

forest protection qeney.11ie
aovernment auwnes 50 percent of the
cost of fire protection and extinction
while the forest protection &&fDCY
aHWDQ the other 50 percenL At
verification. we learned that cartaia
private land ownen (i.e.. tboee ownina
800 or more hectarea) are a1IO obligated
by the aovenmaent to be""'8 to the aame
fore1t protec:Uon qeaci8e that TSFMA
holden beloaa and to a•ume aimilar
financial obliptiou. Therefore. to make
the appropriate adjuatment. we divided
the total amount of the co.a of the fire
protection and extinction lnc:uned by
TSFMA bolden throuab the forett
protec:tioa qeacy by total barve1t under
TSPMAa and 1ubtracted from thia llpre
the total UDO\IDt of the cost of fire
protection and extinction incurred by
.
private laDcl OWIWI divided by the total
private foiut barve1t duriaa the POL

TSl'MA lloldtn. ID addition to
l11611CI and DiNO# Prottlction
buJlcUn, rdedl to facWtate the buvnt of
TSFMA holden are allo requhwd to
•tandilll ltablr. lllUlt maintain and
- belo111 to an orpnization for the
repair dlole l'Ooldl IO u to permit
· protection of the fonet qalmt lnHcta .
maadato17 tlhk:albart to be performed. ud diHa.., (SOPPIM). M with Dn
In Otdar 1111 aalculate the appropriate
protectiaa. tbe pvenunent w
80
adfua• •al. ww dlftded tha total coat far pen:aat of the coat. At veriftcatioa. we
tlU -=tlwffJ, wllkla wu cUcked at
leara.S that private land ownen belona
verillaallaa. br the total harvelt aadlr
to SOPPIM oa a atrictlJ voluaW, bui8.
TSPMAa to Ill a per cubic mew
Tharefore. we did not adjuat what
adjuatment. Became thia maintenance
TSPMA holden paid by coatl for prlvate
expenae ta IDcludtd iD the Provincial
rore1t owners. To calculate tbe ·
SecoaduJ and Terttarr Road coet u
adjuttment we divided the total aJDCNDt
reported bJ CBRJIO, the per cubic meter of the eo1t of the. IDMct and diaeaae
protection lm:urnd b7 TSFMA holden
amount of dlil ooet wu deducted from
that
cak:ulatina the
throuP SOPP1M by the total huv81t
Seconcluf ud TertiarJ Road Cott
uact. TSPMA&.
Dilrlrmual adiuatmeat dacribed above
to tlimmat8 double couatfnl. We have
AdJWlfl • Oelmed br R11pan t
made the lilvk:ulluN road coet
but Nae~
adjuatmeat ..._. oa the totel TSPMA
Envilonm11111al Compliance
huvat becaw lilvk:ultun obliptioal
ltelpaadenta claim that enviroameatal
for TSPMA baldel'I applJ dlrouPoai the compliance ..nerally iac:reaMI coata for
provblce.
TSPMA holden bec:auae rntrictioaa In
Control tatd PlottnJns
cattma require more tentto17 to be
SUviculbn creditl R.'lllMA
hanested to obtain the same number of
bolden are aalcuJat8d. -~baaed tnn thaa would be poulble if
oa the . . . ..._ ODMl·1'd r'Abt
· hamittllll wtn more IDdlacrtmtnate.
advk:ultwe tnatmmtl. ciilli.i and
Work oa more terrltOIJ requirn more
plaJudai coet1 allOCiatell Widt
roada. bridpe. and tramportatioa co.ta.
ailftcubln natmeata . . . . . . - by
Relpondnta admit that th. . hat'*"
TSFMA...,..... are not creditecl
no 1y1temaU~ quantiftcatloa of theM
~~-~faaato ~.~ ·
COiia alnce IMtronmlatal NI• became
• _._,_ n..tora, ...,.
atrtcts under the Pore1t Act.
adjutmeat . . diwided tbt total coat
RttpOlldeatl claim the Department
incumd br TUMA boJden b7 the total ha1 recttved ud ""8ed detailed
huv•t ader tbe TSFMAa to derive the eftvlluamental compllance coat data
per Uldt .,_...._.
provided bf the laraeet TSPMA holdiar
ID Qmbec. ahowtna
Fite,,,,..._ t»d lbclhtt:tim
direc:dy attrilNtable to complJtnl wlda
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environmental obliptiom impoeed on

TSFMA. boldere. contrattina the

obligatiom impoeed oa TSFMA holden
witb tboee lmpoeed on Urve,ten .
operatfna ID the private f-te.
Aa noted ID the Vertflcettoa Report.
Respondent. calculated their reported
coat for enYironmental compliuce bJ
multiplytna the per unit costa of a
company by the total buvnt ander
TSFMAa. In c:hecklDa the calculation for
thia company at vertficetioa. the
DeputmeDt wu unable to Yerify a
major componellt or the company'a
reported C09t for environmental
compbance. ro9d coeta. It ailo became
dear at verlflcatioa that the are certain
environlllfttal obliptlolll. tither at the
provincial or municipal lnel. auociated
with barvealfnl In priftte fONtta. which
Rnpondenb did not 111tematicelly
quaatifJ acrot1 private loretta province
wide.
we did not make the
claimed adlutment for environmental

•tnal•

n..rare.

comp11anae.

Conll'OI of VtiU.lion
The Coalition 1tatea that no
adjuatmmt ahoald be made for "control
of utillutlon" COltl a1 wa1 done in the
PrelimlaarJ o.t.miutloa •inc:e thele
apparently are acaUaa COltl. They
further arp9 that there la no indication
that the reepoaaibditfel of non-TPSMA
holden dlSw from tho• of TSPMA
holden.
witb tbe Coalition.
Reapondea• did not mab clear in aar
of ita quntloanaiN rwponHI that it1
reported "control of utiliutlon" coeb for
TSPMA holcl9n were In fact limply
lcaliat coeta. Tbe Department
dilCOVeHd thta fact at ftriftcatton.
Retperndenta did not IJMematically
quantifJ acaUns coeta for private foretta
nor did tiler quantify how acalina coata
for TSFMA holden differ from ecall111
coata for timber ~UV81ten on private
landa. n..ror.. altboqb we adiuated
for thia expeue In the Preliminary
Determinatloa. we uw not makins thi1
adtuatmeat In our final calculation.
FotWI <;amp.

w.....

~ta claim that Ul adjUltlfteQt
1houl be . . . to the provincial
1twnpqe rat8 lar f..a campa ID
provilldal laretta. Rupondenta claim
there an no lilld1ar coet9 In private
fonata - .. . they are close to
populatlollcmten. A.a noted in the
Verification repart. when collectina da'l8

on pri_nte .._..far ue ID the paritJ
tecbalq• Quebea-.1, ...wnec1
th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . CUlpl built OD
private.__
.
At vert&atm. the Dlputment aaw
noevtdeace thet ~ actuallr

.f'edend .Register
attempted ta GUa:1Ufy the logging camp
costs on private lands on a provmce
wide basis. Furthennore, despite their
daim that logging camps do not exist on
p~ivt1te forest land in the southern :zones
·:i:.:e to che cloie proximity of population
i;cnte:s. Respondents report logging
:-:amp costs for provincial forests in
t:xact1y the same zones. Anecdotal
•!vtdence to the contrai;·. it is clear that
Respondents' &bsolute dismissal of
;rivate logging camp costs based on
: .mffin:; zone location ia without meril
Therefore, given their failure to provide
rJ1e private togging camp cost needed for
.l cost differential calculation, we have
made no adjustment for logging camp
costs to the administratively set
.:aumpage rate.
Subsldy Calculation
\Ve 3dd.ed the adjustments described
.!i.1ove in the section entitled
'.\djustments to Noncompetitive
t'rovincial Rate.. to the administratively;et stumpage rate to obtain the total per
u::it rate paid by TSFMA holders
!':arvesti:ng softwood sawlogs. To
calculate the benefit. we subtracted the
-idmir.istratively-set per unit rate from
che pri\"ate per unit benchmark rate. We
multlpli~ the differential between the
benchmark rate and the
adminiatratlvely-aet rate by the total
:>oftwood aawlog harvest during the POI
to obtain the aggregate benefit from the
.-ulministrativel1-1et stumpage prosram.
>he calculation of the country-wide ad
;·aiorem subsidy rate ia discussed in the
..Country-Wide Rate Calculation"
;ection of tbia notice.

Ontario
According to the questionnaire
respoosea verified by the DepartmenL
the Govemment of Ontario charges two
rates for stumpqe harvested from
provincial lands: the integrated rate and
~he nonintegrated rate. Both of these
rates are adminiatratively ael
Generally. the integrated rate is paid by
pulp producers. and the nonintegrated
rate Is pald by lumber producers. The
;ntegrated rate la charged to integrated
Ucenseea which. under Regulation %34 of
the Crown nmber Act. are defined as
companies that own or operate a pulp
mill. Pulp la manufactured either from
whole logs or from the chips produced
a3 a by-prodoct of lmnber.
However. it the atumpage harvested
:,}' an integrated Jlcensee ia destined for
·:i sawmilL the nonintegrated rate ia
charged. The nonintegrated nte ia also
charged to noniDtegrated licensees (i.e..
i:censeet which do not own or operate a
p•Jlpmill). Over 99 percent of the Crown
;;oftwood stumpage harvested In Ontario
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is paid for oa the basis of one or the
other of these rates.
The nonintegrated rate is iower than
the integrated rate. In setting these
rates. howe\•er. the Government of
Ontario has not made a distinction in
physit:al characteristics (e.g., grade.
species. or size) between the log charged
the integrated rate and the log charged
the nonintegrated rate. A pulplog is
simply defined as the log that enters a
puipmilt and a aawiog is defined as the
log that enters a sawmill Because of
technological advances that enable
sawmills to obtain lumber from smaller
diameter logs. which comprise the
overwhelming majority of the Ontario
harvest there is little difference in the
timber consmned by pulpmilla and
sawmills. Thus. the sole factor affecting
the price that a licenaee wilt pay is
whether the log is proce98ed In a
pulpmilt ot' in another type of mill (e.g.• a
sawniilt). Since the government provides
stumpage to some oompanies (i.'11.•
nonintegrated licenaees. or, most
commonly. sawmills) at a price that is
lower than the price the government
charses to other companiea {i.e..
integrated licenaee1I. Mt determine that
the Government of Ontario is providtns
stumpqe to lumber producers at a
preferential rate.
Having determined that stumpage is
provided to a •pecilic 8J'OUP of
indaatria that includes pulp mills. we
must examine whether the higher
integrated rate paid by pulp producers
for 1n1mpqe witseU nonpreferential.
The Government oi Ontario provided
survey information on private priC89 for
atumpap in Ontario. Although the
. survey mformation w not
comprebensive. and '- not uaed by die
Government of Ontario to establiab
stumpage rates. these private prices do
provide us with an indication that the
rate paid by inU!grated licenseea Cw
pulp i9 nonpreferential CompariD&
printe atwnpqe pricea from the survey
with tbe p:ovincW integrated atmnpap
price, we have observed that the
integrated rate ia on averase higher.
Therefore. we determine that the
integrated rate ia DODJ)referential and
have med it u the benchmark price.
The Coalition argues that the
Department ahould make an upward
adjustment to the integrated rate
becaiae pulpwood is an inferior good.
We have declined to make an
adjustment for the reasons discussed
above in the "Ge~ Calculation
Issues .. .ection oI this notice.

ann's length. We have declined to make
an adjusbnent for the reasons diacuNed
in the "General Calculation Issues"
section of this notice.
The integrated and nonintegrated
stumpage rates are a combination of
Crown dues. area charges. and bonus
charges. Crown dues are the major
portion of the integrated and
nonintegrated stumpage rates and are
administratively set every quarter. To
calculate the Crown dues rate for the
· POL we took a simple average of the
differenl quarterly Crown dues rates
because the Government of Ontario did
not provide the appropriate volume
information to calculate the wef8bted
average. Different Qoown dues apply for
integrated aad aonintegrated
companies. with the administratively-eel
base rate being adjuted accordina to
pulp and paper and lumber indices. Both
the integrated and nanintegrated
stumpage rates are double-indexed to
make the rate especially aemitive to
price fluctuatiou in the indices. The
base rate. bowner. waa originally set to
meet revenue p k of Ontario and bean
no relatioa to the market value of
stumpage.
An area charge is a yearly cha.rse
baaed on the total area of a tenure
arrangement. To calculate the area
charge on the unharveated and
harvested area of alt tenure
arrangemenbl for all tenure holdera. we
allocated the area charge paid during
the POI to the total volume of timber
purchased by pulpmills and sawmilla.
The bonua charp waa calculated for
integrated and DODintegrated compaaiea
from the T"unber Scaling and Billing
System. 'Iba bonua charge varies with
the harvest in a given year. and ia
supposed to reflect the desirability of a
tenure tract (s.g.. acceaaibilityj.
It u not aeceuuy to make any
adj111tmeata to the integrated ud
nonintegrated atmnpase rates becaaae
licemea paJinl the iDtegrated rate aad
licensees paJiDg the noaintegrated rate
share die um.e obligations {such as road
building and aiMcaltureJ oa their
respeclive tenme arrangements.
Ontario collects infonnation on
stumpage throush two systems: the
Timber Scaling and Billing System
(TSBSJ and thmugh mill licente retums.
Ontario bills purchaaera of atumpage
throush the TSBS. 'I1le TSBS la on the
fiscal year ud contains hlll'V8st
information on Crown land and the ·
Adjustmeah
rates charged for stumpage. Mill license
Respondents, for their part. argue that returns provide actual roundwood
consumption by
and are on the
the Department mu1t make an
calendar year.
adjustment for all log11 purchased at

mm.
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Calculation of the Benefit
To calculate the benefit. Respondents
argue that the Department should use
mill license return data, which provide
the amount of timber used by Ontario
sawmills. and then adjust that number
for roundwood for which the integrated
or a competitively-bid or salvage rate
has been paid. which would be provided
from the TSBS. Ontario mill license
return data are for the calendar year
1990. and not the POI. As such. the
figure for the POI would have to be
estimated. Instead of using estimated
figures to calculate the benefit. as
Respondents sussest. the Department
has used the actual figures for stumpage
purchased by sawmills at the
nonintegrated rate during the POI. These
fig•ires were verified from the TSBS.
- To calculate the btfnefit, we have
deducted the per cubic meter
nonintegrated stumpage rate from the
per cubic meter integrated stumpage
rate and multiplied the difference by the
volume of stumpage sold at the
nonintegrated rate to sawmills. The
calculation of the country-wide ad
valorem subsidy rate is discussed in the
"Country-Wide Rate Calculation"
section of this notice.
:\Jberta
The Alberta Forest Service provides
stumpage under three types of tenure
arrangements: (1) Forest Management
Agreements (FMAs): (2) Timber Quota
Certificates (quotas): and (3)
Commercial Timber Permits (CTPs).
FMAs are provided to companies that
require a long-term tenure: as a result.
f'MAs last 20 years and are renewable.
In addition to paying stumpage fees, or
"Crown dues," FMA holders are
responsible for a number of in-kind
services including construction and
maintenance of roads. reforestation of
all areas harvested. and other forest
management obllgationa required by the
Forest Service. such as operational
planning and forest inventory. The
Crown dues paid by FMA holden are
either administratively Ht by the
Alberta Forest Service in its schedule of
General Rates of Crown Dues. or they
are.negotiated between the Forest
Service and the FMA holder.
Quotas are also long-term tenure
arrangements. Quota holders obtain the
right to harvest a percentage of the
aMual allowable cut established by the
Forest Service for a particular forest
management unit. Like FMA holders,
quota holders are responsible for road
construction and maintenance,
~cforestation of all areas harvested. and
certain other obligations. While some
quot.:is are sold by a competitive bid, all
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quota holders pay an administrativelyset stumpage fee. Together. FMA and
quota holders accounted for
approximately 94 percent of the
softwood sawlog harvest on provincial
forest lands in fiscal year 1990/91.
The third form of tenure arrangement,
CTPs. provides for a fixed volume of
timber to be harvested on a short-term
basis. usually for two to three years. The
CTP holder pays a reforestation levy to
the Alberta Forest Service, which then
carries out the majority of reforestation
activities. The CTP holder is
responsible, however, for the
construction and maintenance of certain
roads. While some holders purchase
CTPs through a competitive bid, other
CTP holders pay an administratively-set
stumpage fee.
For purposes of the Preliminary
Determination, we compared the
indexed. negotiated rate paid under
pulplog FMAs to a weighted-average
rate for the remaining tenure
arrangements, which we had
preliminarily determined were
administratively aet. Based on our
verification and on certain arguments
presented in case and rebuttal briefs, we
have revised our calculation
methodology for purposes of this final
determination.
• FMA•
We confirmed at verification that
under pulplog FMAs, prices charged for
timber used in pulp production are
higher than the prices charged for timber
used for other types .of production. At
verification, we reviewed
documentation indicatin1 that the
distinction between pulplogs and
sawlogs relates exclusively to their
ultimate mill destination, and not to
differences in qualities or other physical
properties of the logs.
In the FMAs for pulplogs, the
stumpage price for pulplogs is
negotiated between the tenure holder
and the Forest Service. We confirmed at
our verification of a pulplog FMA holder
that the pulplog rate is, in fact,
negotiated. and.that the negotiated rate
is then indexed. Under these pulplog
FMAs. there is a provision that the
negotiated pulp price will be adjusted
annually according to a price published
in Pulp• Paper Week. an independent
trade journal.
The prices paid for stumpage other
than pulplogs are the rate of Crown dues
established in the schedule of General
Rate of Crown Dues. Thfs stumpage rate
is paid by sawlog FMA holders and by
pulplog FMA holders. on those logs not
destined for pulpmills. The prices paid
for both pulplogs and sawlogs under
saw log FMAs are also established by

the schedule of General Rates of Crown
Dues. The rates established by the
schedule are not indexed by any market
price.
Respondents argue that the
Department's verification results
indicate that every clause in an FMA.
including the sawlog rate, is the result of
a competitive negotiation. However, we
note that the sawlog rate included in
every FMA is set according to the
General Rates of Crown Dues and is not
indexed. Further, at verification, we
received no indication that the separate
sawlog provision. which is at the same
rate in every FMA. is the subject of
negotiation. For these reasons, we
conclude that the price paid for sawlogs
in FMAs is administratively set and,
therefore, does not represent a
nonpreferential price.
&cause the price paid by pulplog
FMA holders for pulplogs is originally
negotiated and subsequently indexed
based on published pulp and paper
prices rather than set administrati\'ely,
we determine that the pulplog price is
nonpreferential and. therefore. can be
used aa a benchmark for sawlog prices.
Because no physical distinction is made
by Alberta between pulplogs and
sawlogs in selling stumpage. we do not
need to make any adjustments for
differences in the grade, species. size. or
quality of the timber.
For theae rea1on1, we determine that
stumpage ia provided at preferential
rates to softwood lumber producers
because the Govemment of Alberta
provides softwood sawlogs under FMAs
at a price that is lower than the
nonpreferential price the government
charges to certain other FMA holders.

Quotu
No quota holder can access coruferous
timber without having a coniferous
timber license, the rates for which are
administratively set, plua an appraisal
factor. At verification we determined
that some quota holders receive their
quotas through a competitive bid, while
other quotas were granted. for various
reasons. on an administratively-set
basis. Those quota holders who bid. pay
a one-time competitive bonus bid at the
time of acquiring the quota, which 1s
amortized over varying lengths of time.
We do not consider all of the quotas
claimed by Alberta as competiti\'e 10 be
bona fide competitive bida. Alberld
claims that all quotaa for which a
bidding process was held are
"competitive," including those sold
originally aa far back as 1968. or earlier.
and renewed in 1988 without additional
payment. However. because Albert.1
provided information on the quan!1!it>s

Fedeni Resiller
sold and amo1111ta bid only for tbOle
quotu auctiaaed io l98Z and after. we
are unable to naUiate their claims
regarding whether the pre-198Z bids
were actually competitive. Accordinglr.
for purposes of this fiaal detennination.
we have not considered the quotas sold
before 1982 to be competitively sold
and. therefore. ooo-prefereotial. Because
we were unable to evaluate the
competitiveaeu of the quotas bid belore
t98Z. we can.oot reacb the issue of
whether or DOt quota sales conducted by
lhe Alberta Forest Service begimtioa in
1966 through 1982. and renewed in 1988
without additional payment. constitute
b1Jna fide competitive bids.
At verificatioa. we examined and
reviewed several examples of
competitive bids c.ondw:ted for quotaa.
In addition. we received a doc:umen.t
listins. for quotaa aold atartma in 1982;
the amounts bid ud the annual
allowable cut for which the bid was
held. We therefore accept Alberta'•
claim that at least those quotas bid in
and after 1982 represent bona fide
competitive bids. aad are. therefore.
non-prefermtiaL
In these circumstances. where a
govermunt pnmdes a 1ood at both an
adminiltratively-aet price and a
competitint,.Gid price. we detcmille
the adminislrativel7-eet, price is
preferenu.i to the extent that it i9 ie.
than the ampetitiYelJ-bid price.
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a benchmark rate against all other
tenure arrangements became: (1)

Significant forest :management .
respoosibili.ties ue incurred by FMA
holders. u opposed to other tenmes.
thereby reDderinB an analysis hued on
·only one element of the FMA invalid: (2t
quotas and CTPs cannot be comi.dered
administratively-set becaaee tJaer are
allocated according to competitive bid
in most instances: and (3) ln BDJ cne.
CTPs. because they are short-term
tenures. should not be compared to
FMAaataU.
Because we were able to gather
~ufficient information at verification. we
have conducted a tenme-by-tenare
analysis for die purposes of the final
determination. Because we could make
comparisons within eadl temn. with
identical obligations beins incmred. no
adjustmeat1 for ciifferiDB obfications
were necessary. Sued on the
comparisona detailed below. . .
determine that stumpap ia beiDg
provided to lumber prodaaa at
preferential ratea.
To caicolate the benefit far FMAa. we
multiplied tbe difference between It.
negotiated stumpqe duel paid_oa a
c12bic meter basis bJ FMA holden who
harvest palplop and the
administrativel,-.et per mbic meter
sawlog rate by the volume of IOftwood
sawlop harvested.
For quotas, baaed on the.Jnformation
provided at verification. we talculated
CTPI
tbe sum of the ai •petitive quota banaa
Some Cl'P holden bid competitiYelJ
bids for which we had Afficient
for theU t.eaure. while others receive
information. and the· per .cubic mets
their tenure oa terms which an
stumpage dues paid by thou
administratively-set. ID our Prelimiury
competitive quota holden. We aUocaCled
DeterminatiOIL we iadicated that
the bona bida over the awmber of yun
becaUl8 we lacked the necenary
for \\'hich we had informatioa. aad
information. we were unable to
conwerted tlaem to a per cabic-sar
determiae the axtenl to wbic:h CTPI
amount. From thi• total. we •btrac:ted
were competitively bid. Alberta bad
the per cubic meter wunpap daa paid
previously indicated. however. that a
by quota holden wha pay onlJ diie
certain volume of CI'Ps have been
adrninistratively-.it rate for aawtap.
sranted on an adminislratively-set basis. We thea ID\lltiplied tbia ctiffarm br
At verification. we examined ud
the softwood aawlas huwlt
reviewed several examples of
quota holders wbo paid only tbe
competitive bids conducted for CTPs. A. adrninistratiwly-.Ht Mlllllp&lll nte to
a result. we detsmine that certain CTPa arrive at the fmal benefit for q.a.n.
in effect during the period of
For CTP boida'a. we Rbtradeci aa
investiption were in fact competitively- adjusted amount paid for
administratively-set CTPs from the
bid. and therefore. aonpreferentiaL Jn
these circumatances, where a
amount paid for competitfnir bid CTPs.
We multiplied thi• di&reDce by tbe
government provides a good at both an
softwood 1awia& Yomu banmted.
adminiatratively-set price and a
under the admmiltrativelJ-aet CIPa to
competitively-bid price. we determine
arrive at the benefit. We tb8ll ......ct
that the admini1lratively-set price is
each of die iDdividaal beaefita
preferential to the extent that it is less
calculated for FMAa. cplOtU. and C'Il'I
than the competitively-bid price.
to arrive at a total benefit.
Cakadelioa of tbe Benefit
Respondents coateDd that tbe
Respondents contend that contrary to Department should. hue ita caladaaan
our Prellmia.ary Dete.nniaation. the
of the benefits cm the am1NDt ol Awiop
pulplog FMA rate should not be ued as goins to 1awmill1. rather than on the

...._for
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volume of the sawlog han-est. To
sapport tDeir position. they reiterate
their explanation that "sawlog. w as a
catch-all term. of necessity includes logs
used for purpoleS other than the
production of lumber in a sawmill They.
propose a methodology by which the
Department iCOU.ld estimate the volume
of sawJos• entering sawmills.
We cannot accept Respondents"
proposed methodoloSY to estimate the
volume of uwlog1 entering sawmills. It
is based on the uae of two variables. a
nominal volwne to actual volume
conversion factm. and a logs to lumber
recovery rate. The methodology
a11wnes that the nominal to actual
recovery factor calculated for 2 x 6s is
applicable across all the dimensions of
lumber. Hi>wenr. Respondents did uot
justify why the 2X 6 nominal to actual
recovery factor value should be
cou.aidered u representative. Because
Alberta did not provide an adequate
explanation for its use of the 2 x 8 value.
and because the Department baa no
other information on the record
resardins this issue. we did not make
their propoaed ad;ustment.
Altbollflh Reapondenta argued that in
calculati111 the subaidy rate, the
Department should increase the figure it
used for coproducts/by-products in the
Preliminary Determination to account
for firms which did not participate in its
aurvey. Because attributing a value to
coproducta accordins to Respondents'
methodology would assume that
coprodacts are produced and sold by the
non-participating companies in the same
ratios as those that responded to the
survey, and because the values reported
in the •urveJ were on an actual dollar
amount rather 1han on a per cubic meter
baais, We did not adjust the verified
value of coprodacta we used in the
Preliminary Determination. The
calculation of the country-wide ad
valorem 1ubsid7 rate is discussed in the
"CountrJ-Wide Rate Calculation"
section below.

Manitoba. Saskatchewan. the
Northwest Te"itories. and the fokon
Territory
In the Preliminarr Determination. the
Departmmt noted that. although it
considen a•mnpage iD Manitoba.
Satka•c:bewan. and the Territories to be
spedficaUy provided. it did not reach
the issue of pM'mentiality because the
softwood 1maber export volumea from
the1e jurildictiom to the United States
are so small tbat. evm when the highest
potential .oady rates found in the
record are applied to them. the effect on
the coantry-wide rate would be de

minim&
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We received a comment from
Respondents indicating that they agreed
with the Department's characterization
of the scale and effect of potential
subsidies from these jurisdictions.
Respondents then concluded that the
continued inclusion of these
jurisdictions clearly served no purpose.
and requested that they be excluded
from the investigation.
The Coalition contended that the
Department's treatment of these
jurisdictions in the Preliminary
Determination serves to encourage
foreign governments to "subsidize a
little a lot." (See Coalition Brief at 11~2.)
In addition. the Coalition contends that
the Department does not have the
authority to ignore subsidies, and that
the Department's action was contrary to
its own Antidumping and Countervailing
Duties; De Minimis Dumping Margins
and De Minimis Sub§idies, 52 FR 30660
(August 17. 1987), which indicates that
the countervailing duty de minimis rule
applies ot\ly to aggregate net subsidies. ·
not to those programs that are examined
in the calculation of the aggregate net
subsidy. (See Coalition Brief at Il-M61.) Finally, the Coalition states that if
the Department were to continue to
disregard the subsidies in these
jurisdictions. it should at a minimum
remove the value of lumber and coproducts for these jurisdictions from the
denominator.
The Department is investigating the
government provision of stumpage in
Canada. Our investigation covers
exports of certain softwood lumber
products from Canada. However,
stumpage is provided by different
jurisdictions within Canada. The four
largest jurisdictions, Alberta, British
Columbia, Ontario. and Quebec account
for over 98 percent of exports and over
98 percent of total softwood lumber
shipments in Canada. Thus, an analysis
of these four provinces coven virtually
all exports to the United States.
A full investisation of the additional
programs in Manitoba. Saskatchewan.
and the Territories, which would have
provided for only marginal incremental
coverage. is unnecessary and would
have resulted in an inefficient use of
scarce resources at the expense of more
significant aspects of this investigation.
However. these provinces and territories
cannot be excluded from the
investigation simply because they are so
small. The fact that their production of
softwood lumber products is small
relative to that of the other provinces
simply means that their impact on the
country-wide rate is insignificant, it
does not mean that their production and
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exports are not, or should not be.
on exported merchandise. a duty that
covered by the investigation.
does not take into account the relative
Although the Coalition noted that the
weight of the different levels of exports
Department referred to the de minimis
would not accurately capture the
provision in its regulations for the
subsidies that exports of softwood
Preliminary Determination. we are not
lumber products from Canada enjoy.
relying on the de minimis rule in the
Log Export Restrictions
final determination. Because the
calculation we conducted at the
In the Preliminary Determination. we
Preliminary Determination
found that the log export restrictions in
demonstrated that had an exhaustive
BC conferred a countervailable benefit.
preferentiality analysis been performed, We also found that the log export
the resulting benefit. using even the
restrictions in Alberta, Ontario. and
most adverse assumptions. would still
Quebec did not confer a benefit. We
be insignifi.cant when compared to the
have evaluated all information regarding
• these export restrictions submitted in
total benefit calculated for the
remaining programs. Moreover. because the context of this investigation and
these jurisdictions cooperated in the
confirm our preliminary finding. We
investigation. there is no basis for the
determine that only the log export
Department to apply adverse
restrictions in BC are countervailable
assumptions to them.
and that the log export restrictions in
We therefore applied a zero rate in
Alberta, Ontario and Quebec do not
our calculation for these jurisdictions.
provide a subsidy to lumber producers.
However. because this investigation
was on certain softwood lumber
British Columbia
products from Canada (with the
Market Distortion
exception of the Maritime Provinces),
As discussed earlier in the
and because Manitoba. Saskatchewan.
"Preferentiality" aection, we have
and the Territories produce and export
established that proof of market
to the United States certain softwood
distortion is not. as a matter of law, a
lumber products. their export values of
prerequisite to a finding of a subsidy.
softwood lumber products, have been
Nor can market distortion, defined by
included in our calculation of the
respondents as an increase in output or
country-wide rate.
a decrease in price, be the measure of a
Calculation of the Counlry-Wade Rate
subsidy. Nonetheless. we have relied
for Stumpaae Programs
upon a supply-and-demand analysis for
To calculate the country-wide rate. we purposes of the log export restriction
divided the benefit for each province's
issue. because this analysis is the only
program by the value of its lumber
method by which we could determine
shipments plus the value of all bywhether BC softwood lumber
product shipments produced during ·the
manufacturers receive countervailable
lumber production process. We weight
benefits as a result of BC's log export
averaged each rate by the province's
restrictions. To examine the concept of
share of exports to the United Slates of
market distortion, i.e.. price changes.
the subject merchandise to calculate a
within the context of the log export
rate of 2.91 percent od valorern.
restrictions. it is useful to summarize
Respondents argue that the
some of our earlier analyeis.
Department, when calculating the
According to our reading of
country-wide rate, must weight the
Respondents' arguments, the issue at
various provincial rates by lumber
hand is whether the Department is
production. Further, Respondents argue
required to show a correlation between
that weighting by a province's
the subsidy and the net economic
percentaae of exports to the United
effect • on the
as reflected in the
States of the subject merchandise
or
prices.
If such an effect
firm's
output
ignores the benefit to lumber production
can be shown. there is the additional
not exported.
It is the Department's normal practice issue of whether the Department must
calculate the benefit on the basis of this
to weight the subsidy by the relevant
net economic: effect. We maintain that
share of exports to the United States.
we are not required to show such a
(See Preliminary Results of
correlation and that, even if we could.
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review: Live Swine from Canada, 58 FR we are not permitted to measure the
subsidy on the basis of such a
29ZZ4 (June Z8, 1991). lf the Department
were to weight by-total production. it
1
ThrouaJiout thl1 diacuuion. - ant u1in1 tne
would not collect the appropriate
term ••net economic affect" to m..n a chan1e in
countervailing duties on the exports of
output or price. which could be echieved by a
the subsidized subject merchandise from c:henp in a flrm'1 marpnal c:oeta in the abort n:n. or
Canada. Since duties are collected only a chenp in the firm'• ftlled cnata in the Joni run.

rum.
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correlation. Moreover, we maintain that
none of the Department's
pronouncements in the past contradicts
these aaaertiona. Despite Respondents'
claims to the contrary, a careful reading
of Wire Rod. supra .. shows that the
Department did not imply that it was
required to show conclusively an
increase in supply or a decrease in price
in order to find a subsidy, or that it was
required to measure the subsidy on the
basis of the precise relationship
between the subsidy and the
theoretically "corresponding" increase
in supply or decrease in price.
Baaed on our analysis of the
legislative history to the 1979 Act, supra.
we'COnclude that Congress forbade the
Department from calculating subsidies
on the basis of the net economic effect
on the subsidy recipient. except in
carefully prescribed circumstances (viz.
19 U.S.C. 1677(6), the "offset" provision).
Yet this conclusion does not in any way
imply that Congress did not recognize
that subsidies. as a general matter. do
have a net economic effect on a firm. For
example. the statutory definition of
"domestic subsidy" clearly describes
examples of government programs that
lower a producer's marginal coats (e.g.,
the provision of goods at preferential
rates or the a11wnption of any coats of
manufacture, 81 provided for in 19
U.S.C. 1877(5)(A)). Therefore. Congreaa
did not forbid the Department from
identifying countervailable subsidies on
the baaia of the effect of the subsidy on
the producer'• marginal coats. and the
resulting effect on the producer'• output
or prices. lnatead. we conclude that
Congre11 forbade the Department from
mea1uring the 1ub1idy on the basi1 of
the effect of the 1ubaidy on the
producer's marginal coat1. or on the
basi1 of any other net economic effect
on the rum. A corollary to thil
conclusion i1 that Congre11 could not
have intended that the Department be
precluded from countervailing a 1ubaidy
a1 a matter of law. 1imply becaUle there
has been no demonatration of the net
economic effect of the 1ubaidy on the

firm.
From a practical perspective.
Respondents' thesis would puah the
Department into a complex causation
analysis in every case and for every
type of countervailable subsidy.
including all the usual direct subsidie1
that the Department analyzes. The
following hypothetical example
illustratn this point. Suppose a widget
finn receives a SI million grant from the
government. According to Respondentl'
theory, in order to find a subsidy. the
Department would have to show that
the finn either increased itl production
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of widgets or lowered its price of
widgets. Yet. it would be difficult to
show a causal link between the grant
and the additional number of widgets
produced or the exact amount by which
the price of widgets decreased. Absent
such a conclusive showing, according to
Respondents' argument. the Department
would be compelled to find the grant not
countervailable. As another example. if
the widget producer received a tax
break. Respondents' thesis would
arguably mean that the Department
would have to determine the amount of
the decreased tax that wa1 passed
through to the conswner in the form of
lower prices. If the Department could
not prove any pass-through. according to
Respondents' theory, it would be forced
to find the tax break not
countervailable.
Yet few would argue. given the
statute, legislative history, the
Department'• regulationa. and itl
longstanding practice, that.either the
grant or the tax break is not a sub1idy.
Further. there is little doubt that the
Department would be justified in finding
both to be countervailable if given
exclusively to this firm or a limited
number of firms or industries.
In conclusion. while we determine
that the Department is precluded from
measuring benefitl on the ba1is of the
net economic effect on the auhlidy
recipient (whether defined in term1 of
market distortion. an increase in output,
a decrease in price. or a change in
marginal or fixed costs), the Department
is not precluded from identifying and
analyzing a subsidy in tem11 of market
distortion (i.e., marsinal co1t.and price
changes).
This discussion is of equal relevance
to both 1tumpage and log export
restrictions. The preferential provision
of stumpap lowers a firm'• marginal
costs by decrea1ing the price of the
major raw material input used in the
production of lwnber. Likewise, and as
discussed in greater detail below, 191
export restriction• in British Columbia
also lower the lumber producer'•
marginal costs by decreasing the price
of the same raw material inpuL
Although in the rnt instance, the effect
on the producer's marginal co1t1 can be
shown through a normal comparison of
preferential prices to a competitive
benchmark price. in the second imtance,
the effect on the firm's marginal co1t1
can only be shown through a market
distortion analysi1 (i.e.• supply-anddemand). However. our calculation of
the amount of the benefit from the IDS
export restrictions i1 in no way related
to the net economic effect. or change in
marginal costs, or increa1& in output. or

decrease in price, experienced by
individual lumber producers as a result
of the restrictions. Nor does the
calculation in any way attempt to
measure the subsidy on the basis of the
precise causal link between the effect of
the log export restrictions and the
actual. observed incidence of increased
output. or decreased prices. of lumber
producers. Even if the Department had
considered attempting to calculate the
subsidy in this way, it would have been
legally precluded· from doing so.
Having defined what the benefit of the
BC log export restrictions is on lumber
producers, the Department is statutorily
required only to show that the BC
government program falls within the
ambit of the countervailing duty law. To
make thil showing, the Department must
demonatrate that the government
program in question constitutes a
"domestic subsidy" within the meaning
of the Act. determine that any benefit
received is specifically provided, and
calculate the benefit.
As 1hown below, we have concluded
that the BC log export restrictiona
constitute a "domestic subsidy" within
the meaning of the Act. Furthermore. we
determine that the restrictions, Which
provide a measurable benefit. are de
jure 1pecific. To calculate the benefit.
we have employed a methodology that
is conaistent with that used for other
types of programs: we have calculated what the domestic BC price of logs
would have been absent the restrictions
and made all appropriate adjustment• to
that price in order to enaure a fair,
apples-to-apples comparison with the
current domestic BC log price. We
multiplied the differential by the total
aawlOB volume consumed by lumber
producer1 in the affected area1 of Briti1b
Columbia and allocated the benefit over
the total lumber production in those
areas.

...... Requbemaotl
Caantenailable Government Programs
Citing to, inter alia. the Act.
legislative history, and administrative
precedent, as well as to the GAIT. the
GAIT Subsidies Code, and the U.S.Canada Pree-Trade Agreement (FrA),
Respondents contend that the export
restriction1 covering logs imposed by
the provinces of BC. Ontario. Alberta.
and Quebec do not constitute
countervailable subsidies as a matter of
law. The Coalition. on the other hand.
contends that these export restrictions
are countervailable, advancing the
position that any foreign government
action (1) which is "specific" within the
meaning of the Act. and (2) which
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produces a measurable effect on prices
of outputs or inputs, conatitutes a
countervailable domestic subsidy. The
Coalition also contends that the
Department e!Ted in the Preliminary
Determination by not findlns the export
restrictions imposed by the Provinces of
Ontario, Alberta, and Quebec to be
countervailable.
For the reasons set forth below, the
Department reafflJ'llla the Preliminary
Determination with respect to the log
export restriction isaue. Specifically, the
Department determines that the export
restrictions maintained by the Province
of BC constitute a countervailable
domeatic subsidy, but that the export
restrictions imposed by the other
provinces do not confer countervailable
benefits upon Canadian manufacturen
or exporters.•
Before the Department had issued ita
final determination in Leather. the long:r1tanding and consistent administrative
practice of both the U.S. Department of
Treasury (Treasury), the previous
administrator of the U.S. countervailing
duty law, and the Department wu that
border measures. such aa export
restrictions. generally did not constitute
countervailable subsidies aa a matter of
law. 10 Administrative agencies,
however, are authorized to depart from
a long-standing and consistent
practice-provided that they (1) offer a
reasonable and rational explanation for
doing so. and (2) demonstrate that the
new practice is not inconsistent with the
applicable statute. 11

• eeca- oar ualyli1 cie-1ra1e1 d11t the
l!llpoft

rntrlctl- maiataiMd bf et. otlwr

_._il80Ae

;>rovinc:n do not c:onfw UJ
beneflla. our lepl ua1'9ie ill llaited IO Ille l!C loe

export rntricli- (For a diecuuiaa of our_.,..
to th• export rntndlma mailltalMcl
hv the other pro¥inc:el. - btlow.I
w1!!1 rupect

••See.,.,., Udwp ' - Maaico. fl7 7 - DK

14i 1111971 lexport WI uapo.d llpclll-jor illpllt al
finished product under lnftlltiplion aot
countervailablel: Anhydroua and Aqua Allunania
from Mexico. 41 FR zs.azz. 21 sz+n ns (lm)
(upon tu on input not coantanailable becauee
··nol provided lo a lpecific ....,...,.. no~
that ··government cauMd tbe "-atic pric9 of the
input • • • 10 drop lbraqb the-al the uport
!.ill." and "propoaitiOD tbat --~ actiClll
necenanly conf• bountiel or puta la 11111-bla
on 111
and unnpportad bJ Iba Act ud lta
le1111lalive hiafory."): No.Rubber r . _
.\rpntlna. 41FRUZZ11. .l l.._1: GalYlllliad
Steel Sheet &om Aualralia. 48 FR 1.11711. .I
I import rn'1ictlou per N not coantervailable
parwuant to U.S. law). One notable amptton IO tbia
11eneral propoaitloa ill et. exce.mve nbeta of u
indirect tell. whlcll
coanlWnileble
pununt lo the Tariff Act and Iba CATI' Subaidiea
Code. S..19 U.S.C. 111'771SHAlll): CATI' Sublidi•
coa. 1llU1tr11ttve Lilt. Item l1J.
11 See Secretory of Apicalture ,,, U.S.. 347 U.S.
1145.1153 (19541: AJhombra Ftlfllldryv. U.S..•
F Supp. tZ.U !Ct. lnl"L Trade l•J: Mit&heJI 8-f'IY
CofJI. v. FERC. 5IO F.2d 7a3. 795 (Sth Cir. 11'18). ca1C.
tknil!d. 4511 U.S. 974 (1111121: Katanich v. DontMrn.
6911 f. Supp. 11111ar 1•1. Thill pnipoeitloD rollowa
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This principle applies with particular
force and effect where, as here, the
statute does not define the tenns at
issue-namely, "subsidy" and "bounty
or grant." See id. The U.S. Supreme
Court haa held that an agency baa wide
latitude to define such statutory terms
so long aa its construction is reasonable
within the meaning of the applicable
statute and ia supported by substantial
evidence. (See K Mart Corp.• v. Cartier
Inc.• et al.• 486 U.S. 281. 288 (1988): PPG.
at 1568.)
After a careful re-examination of the
relevant statutory languase. l~slative
history, and judicial decisions. as well
as the underlying purpose of the U.S.
countervailing duty law, 11 the
Department concludes that. bad
Congre11 ever squarely addressed the
question of whether export restrictions
fall within the ambit of the U.S.
countervailing duty law, Congress
would have answered this question in
the affirmative. Thia conclusion.
moreover. ia consistent with the GAIT
and the GAIT Subsidiee Code.
Based upon this analysis. the
Department further concludes that the
pre-Leather administrative
determinations finding-border measures
in general to be per 1e
noncountervailable pursuant to U.S. law
were wrongly decided aa contrary to
Congressional intenL ta Therefore, the
Department declines to follow these
determinations and. instead. is following
its recent determination in Leather.
In Leather. the Department
determined that an embarao imposed on
the export of raw hides. the primary
input used in the manufacture of the
finished product under investigation
(i.e., leather), constituted a
countervailable domestic subsidy. The
rationale underlying that determination
wu that (1) the embargo on raw hides
"applie(d] only to (raw] cattle hides.

rn.. the w.U-tabllabed lenet diet !here ill no rule
of adminilllraUn •tale dtlCiai•. S.. NLRB v. /.
Wei"IOl'fmr. Inc., 420 U.S. 151 (19751.
purpowof the U.S. coanternillngdaty
law ill lo offlet UJ CDU11tenailable benefit•
caaf9'l'ld upoD ronip manuractven or uport. .
by tbatr p - t a . Zoith Radio Corp. v. Unii.d

••The

Sto-. 431 U.S. 443. 458 (19711}.
••We alao emphasize that the pre-Leather
detlrmimitiom niploJ taalDlo&ical reelClllina: lheM

determimnou- a1

a,_

die very
concluaicm Ibey ue MelUna to prove-that ii.
border mealllftll in aenaral. includina export
rntnc:tl-. per"" ue not coantervailable punuant
lo U.S. law. S... &f~ Ca/lfollized ShHI .f,_.
Au.trolia. 411 FR 8.1111 ("the abeardity or lllCh a
propoeilion Ii·•~ tbat border - - ue
countervailable) II nlf-elrident and uc..arily
beyond the Intent of the Conarna In enaclins the
CVD law.1 lempha111 added): Anllydtow and Aqua
Ammonia from Muico. 41 FR 21.5211 ('"The
propolition diet 1ucb penmutal actiona
- n l y confer bowilin or ll"'nll la 1U1tnable
on ill race•• 0 1 (emphaai• added).
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which are eold primarily, if not
exclusively to leather tannen (and.
therefore,) • • •(was) limited to a
specific industry, .. and (2) the export
embarao "caused hide prices to be lower
than they would have been absent the
embargo" and. thereby, enabled the
leather tanners to sell the rmisbed
product. leather, at a lower price. 55 FR
at 40,213-214 ("the embargo bad a direct
and discernible effect on hide prices in
Argentina'1 (emphasis added).
In following Leather in the current
countervailing duty investigation
involving softwood lumber from
Canada, the Department acknowledges
that the U.S. Customs Court correctly
overturned Treasury'• determination in
Litbarge from Mexico-a determination
in which the agency had found that a
Mexican export-tax scheme. which had
the effect of reducing the price of the
major input of'the finished product
under investigation, did not constitute a
countervailable subsidy. See Hammond
Lead Products, Inc. v. United State11, 308
F. Supp. 480 (CusL CL 1969), rev'd on
procedural grounds, 440 F.2d 1m.
(C.C.P..A. 1971), cert. denied. 404 U.S.
1005 (1971) (Hammond Lead). Although
the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals (CCPA) revened the lower
court' a decision on jurisdictional
grounds, holding that the etatute in
existence at the time precluded
challenges to neaative countervailing
duty-determinations, 440 F.2d at 1024,
this reversal. contrary to Respondents'
contention. did not ..nnllif[y)" the
Customs Court'• ruling. ..
This conclusion follows from the wellsettled rule "that a judgment of reversal
is not neceaaarily an adjudication by the
appellate court of any other than the
questions in terms discussed and
decided." Mutual Life Insurance Co. v.
Hill. 193 U.S. 551, ~ (1904). More
important. in legislatively overturning
the CCPA'a jurisdictional ruling in
Hammond Lead by providing U.S.
petitionen with the right to challenge
negative fmal countervailing duty
determinations in the Trade Act of
1974, 18 Congreaa did not either approve
or disapprove the Customs Court's
decision on the merits. 18
•• Government of Canada Memorandum

Co-ma, The Non-CoanterTailabilltJ Of
Canadian Los Export ltepiaU- • (Mar. z. t•J.
11
Pub. L ...u.. Stat. 11'18. 21Ml 11175}. ..
codified at 19 U.S.C. Ultk - a1lo HJ\. 1'7M.112d
c:o..., 2d Seel. llCtion (al (197%).
11 See H.Jl t57'M. Ud CcJna., 2d Sea. HCtlon fe)
(197%): S. Rep. No. 3111t.12d eon,.. 2d Sna. llCtioa
le) ft1'7%): us Coq. Rec. %3.m (111'121 (1ta1-t of
IJIOlllOI' Rep. FWton~ ua Coai- llac. za.a. tt972)

See

(•ta'-I of Sen. Fallllin, introducina a bill to
oftrtllrn the procedural rallna In Hammond Lead).
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Rather. CongreH addressed only the
;>rocedural jurisdictional question and
refrained from confronting the
substantive question of whether the
Mexican export tax regime in Hammond
Lead constituted a countervailable
subsidy pursuant to U.S. law. See id.
Congress's actions concerning the
substantive isaue are nothing more than.
in the words of the Federal Circuit in
Smith-Corona Group v. United States.
"a legislative 'no comment.' " 713 F.2d
1568, 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (where
Congresa did not provide clear guidance
on the meaning of the phrase
"circumstance of sale"), Hence, any
attempt to divine Congress's intent
concerning the substantive isaue
presented here from the Hammond Lead
controversy is highly questionable.
Because Congresa never has squarely
addresaed the question of whether
export restrictions may constitute a
countervailable subsidy within the
meaning of the U.S. countervailing duty
law. our task is "to discern dispositive
legislative intent by 'projecting as well
as it could how the legislature would
have dealt with the concrete situation if
it had spoken.' " Georgetown Steel, 801
F.2d at 1314 quoting Asahi Chemical
Industry Co. Ltd. v. United States, 548 F.
Supp. 1261, 4 CIT 120, 124 (1982))
(quoting District of Columbia v.
Orleans, 406 F.2d 957, 958 (D.C. Cir.
1968)). In other words, we must
determine whether, had Congre11
directly confronted this question when
enacting or amending the U.S.
countervailing law, it would have
applied the countervailing duty law as a
matter of law to border measures, such
as the export restrictions at isaue.
To make this determination in this
investigation,"we must ascertain
whether BC export restrictions confer a
countervailable benefit or subsidy upon
BC manufacturers of softwood lumber
within the meaning of the U.S.
countervailing law. United States v.
Zenith Radio Corp.. 562 F.2d 1208
(C.C.P.A. 1977), aff'd sub nom.. Zenith
Radio Corp. v. United States. 437 U.S.
443 (1978). To resolve this question. we
must undertake a two-tier inquiry: (1)
Whether these export restrictions
provide a benefit to such manufacturers:
and. if so. (2) whether the BC
Government provides the benefit to a
"specific" group of industries (see
Proposed Regulations.)
The logical starting point of our
analysis is the statutory language.
United States v. Esso Standard Oil Co..
42 CCPA 144. 151 CAD. 587 (1955). At
the outset. we emphasize that there is no
single. universally accepted definition of
the term "subsidy" in U.S. law.

Nonethelesa, it is well settled that not
all foreign government actions that
confer a benefit to particular products or
industries constitute actionable
subsidies pursuant to the Act. Zenith.
562 F.2d at 1209, aff'd, 437 U.S. at 443. In
other words. there is a distinction
between what a layperson might regard
as a subsidy and a subsidy which is
countervailable pursuant to U.S. law.
Both the Act and the GATI provide
examples of foreign government actions
that can be considered subsidies. The
Illustrative List of Export Subsidies of
the GATI Subsidies Code, incorporated
by reference into U.S. law, provides a
nonexhaustive list of countervailable
export subsidies. 19 U.S.C.
§ 1677(5)(A)(i). Similarly, the U.S.
countervailing duty law provides a nonexhaustive list of countervailable
domestic subsidies. 19 U.S.C.
1677(5)(A)(ii)(l)-(IV).
Because the BC log export restrictions
affect BC users of logs and are not
contingent upon exportation or export
performance. these restri~tions. C8;DDOt
constitute an export subsidy wi..thin the
meaning of the Act. See 19 U.S.C.
1677(5)(A)(i). Rather, these restrictions
affect the production of all softwood
lumber, whether sold in the BC domestic
market or export markets, and.
therefore, fall within the purview of the
domestic subsidy provisions. See 19
U.S.C. 1677(5)(A)(ii). Accordingly, the
Department must undertake its analysis
pursuant to section 771(5)(A) of the Act.
Section 771(5)(A) provides in relevant
part:
(A) In Ceneral.-The term "1ubeidy" baa
the Mme meanin& a1 the term "bounty or
srant" .. that term ii used in section 303 (of
the Act), 17 and includes, but ii not limited to.
the following:

•

•

•

•

•

(ii) The followins domntic subaidin.

if

provided or required by go~mment action to
a 1pecific enterpriM or industry. or group of
enterpri1e1 or indu1trin, whether publicly or
privately owned and wh~ther paid or
be1towed directly or indirectly on the
manufacture. production or export of any
cla11 or kind of merchandise:
(I) The provi1ion of capital. loam or loan
parantees on tenn1 incomistent with
.
commercial coneiderations.
(II) The provision of1oods or 1ervicn at
preferential ratel.
(ID) The srant of fundl or foqpveDftl of
debt to cover operatin& lo.... sustained by a
1pecific industry.
• • Section 303 of the Act. 111 U.S.C. 1309. wea the
exclu1ive U.S. counterveilina duty lew befoft
pauage of the Trade Agreementa Act o~ 1979.
Section 303 continue• to apply today to 1mporta
from. inter alia. nearly every country that ba1 not
1iped the GATI" Subaidin Code.
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(IV) The a11umption of any costs or
expen1e1 of manufacture. production or
distribution.
19 U.S.C. 1877(5)(A)(1991) (emphaei1
added).
Section 303 of the Act. in tum. refen to the
term "bounty or srant" in the following
manner:
(W)henever any country • • • shall pay or
bestow. directly or indirectlv. any bounty or
arant upon the manufacture or production or
export of any article or merchandise
produced in 1uch country. then upon the
importation of 1uch article or merchandise
into the United States. there shall be levied
and paid. in all 1uch ca1e1, in addition to any
duties otherwiM impoled, a duty equal to the
net amount of 1uch bounty or 1rant • • • •
19 U.S.C. 1303 (1991) (emphasis added).

Althouqh the Act does not define the
operative terms "subsidy" and "bounty
or grant." the legislative history of the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979
demonstrates that Congress intended to
incorporate into the definition of a
"subsidy" under section 771(5)(A) the
administrative and judicial precedents
construing the term "bounty or grant"
under section 303. See S. Rep. No. 249,
96th Cong., 1st Sesa. 84 (1979) ("The
definition of 'subsidy' is intended to
clarify that the term has the same
meaning which administrative practice
and the courts have ascribed to the term
'bounty or grant' under section 303 of the
Tariff Act of 1930. unless that practice
or interpretation is inconsistent with the
bill.") (emphasis added).
As diacu11ed above, the Customs
Court overturned Treasury's
determination in Litharge-a
determination in which the a8ency had
refused to countervail a Mexican exporttax scheme that had the effect of
reducing the price of the major input
product (i.e., refined lead) used in the
manufacture of the final product under
investigation (i.e.• Litharge). Hammond
Lead. supra. Although the CCPA
revened the Customa Court's decision
on purely procedural grounds. supra. the
United States Congre11 le8islatively
overturned the CCPA's procedural ruling
when pa11ing the Trade Act of 1974.
In reporting out of committee an
amended bill 11 designed to overturn the
11 Althoulb the H-Senale conferHS accepted
the amendld bill the "'bill WH not brou•h• to • vote
In the H - ea u ac:commodalion to the Secretuy
of the Trea111ry, wttb the undel'9tandina 1h11 the
matt.r would be pven attention in the contut of
trade lefllslation in the next Coft11'911.'" .~SC
/ndutri-. Inc. v. Unitad Sta•. 4117 F. Supp. !ZOO.

1228 (Cut. Ct. 1979) (cltiJla H.R. Rep. 92-1583. 112d
Coft1., Zd S... (181'12): S. llep. 113-12911. 112d Con11 .• Zd
S.... (1972): 118 Coftl. Rec:. 31.088 (t9nJ). ··while
tbe Executive Brencb'1 trad1 leg11la11on propoHI of
April 11173 contained no proviaion for 1ud1c1a I
revt- of neplive counlervailins du1y
determinationa. Collll'llN provided one 1n 1he Trada
C""n~1n.d
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CCPA's procedural rulins in Hammond
Lead. the Senate Finance Committee
stated in pertinent part:
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statutory terms "bounty or srant." (2)
the Cuatoms Court had atruck down one
Treasury determination that refused to
countervail an export-tax ecbeme, and
{3) the aame court bad concluded that
foreign government programs that
indirectly reduce a foreign
manufacturer' a production coat•
constitute countervailable subaidies.
A reasonable reading of thia historical
background, in conjunction with the
legislative history of the 1979 trade
legislation. further demonstrates that
Congre11 intended to incorporate these
principles into the term "domestic
subaid[y)," as appearing in section
771(5)(A)(ii) of the AcL See H.R. No. 96317, 96th Cong.. lat Se11. (1979) ("In
deciding whether any other practice is a
[domestic) subsidy, the standard
remains that presently used l\'ith regard
to a 'bounty or grant' under section
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23.380. 23.382: Carbon Steel Wire Rod
From Spain. 51 FR 36.579 {Oct. 14. 1986j
(''The granta were provided to the firms
The Committee believn that American
in the Basque region • • •"); Industrial
producers 81 well a1 importera 1hould be
Phosphoric Acid From Israel. 52 FR
pennitted to have the naht to judicial review
ZS.447 ijuly 7, 1987) (domestic grants);
in countervailins duty caM1 u a matter of
Stainleu Steel Cooking Ware from
b81iC eqwty and fairnen. and 81 a means to
Korea. 51 FR 42.887 {Nov. 28. 1988}
secure administration of the law in keeping
("[e}xemption from acquisition tax on
with the intent of CortBreu mf/ected in the
purchase of land. buildings. and capital
broad. explicit and mudatory tenm /i.e.•
"'bounty or srant'1 uted In aection 303.
equipment for firms establishing
s. Rep. No. 92-1221. 92d Cona.. 2d Seu. a
factories in rural areas • • •. ").
(1972) (emphaaia added).
The historical background provided
The CCPA echoed neentially the same
above, in combination with the relevant
view in Zenith when diacunlng the
legislative history and the statutory
parameters of the 1tatutory tenna "'bounty or
langaqe, can also reinforce the
gnnt":
concluaion that Congresa intended that
Conpen' Intent to provide a wide latitude
within wh.ich the [Secretary) may determine
the Department treat foreign government
the exiltence or nonexiltenc8 of a bounty or
schemes that have even an indirect
grant ia clear from the 1Ultute itleif. and from
effect upon a manufacturer's production
ihe cangreuional refuaal to define the wordl
C08ta u a "domestic aubsid(y]." In this
'bounty.' (orj 'arant' • • • In the atatute or
regard. the legislative hi1tory provides
anywhere el•. for almoet 80 yean.
303.").
.
that when tha Department i1
582 F.2d at 1%18. affd, 01 U.S. at 443.
Therefore, contrary to Respondent.'
contemplating any expaaaicm of the
Shortly after the Zeruth dec:ision-4n
fundamental contention. Congress did
illustrative list of domestic subsidies,
fact. only three months before Conaresa not intend to constrict the definition of
that expanaion must be "consistent with
had iuued the Houae and Senate
the term "domestic 1ab1id[y]" by
the balic definition" of a domestic
Report& to accompany the Trade
codifying the four illustrative examples
subsidy contained in the li•L S. Rep. No.
Agreements Act of 1979 and nine
of domestic subsidies (e.g., direct or
249, 98th Cong.. tit Seas. 85 {1979).
months before the effective date of the
indirect provision of goods or services at
In other words. "to the extent [that]
1919 statute-the Cuatoma Court
preferential rates), a as set forth in
the [four illustrative) enumerations [of a
overturned another neptive
section 71'l(A)(5)(ii). The House Report
domestic aubsidy) under this provision
countervailing duty determination
to the 1979 legillation cumot be any
misht provide a basis for expanding the
issued by Treaaury. ASG lndustrin. Inc. more explicit in this resard:
present standard." such expansion of
v. Unitsd Stataa, 481 F. Supp. 11.00 (CuaL
the liat must be "conliltent with the
,,.. Committee doea not intead Car tbia ta
CL 1979). In concludiq that regional
be i comprehelllive. exclulive eaumeralfaa
underlying principles implicit in these
development programs adminiatered by of domntic pncttces which will be
enumerations." and only "then (can) the
the Government of Italy, incluma,_ inl4r comiclentd nblidfel. It la • minilllUllr lilt. Ill standard • • • be IO altered." H.R. Rep.
alia. investment grants and low-interest identification. for parpoaea of c:lali8c:ation. of No. 317. 98th Cong. lat Seas.. 74 (1979).
rate financing. constituted
thOM prac:ticea wbich Ult deflnitaly
These Conarea•ional statement. are
lllblidiea.
countervailable subsidies, the Cuatoma
nothing more than an express directive
Id.
(empbalia
addeci).ao
Court declared in relevant part:
Accordlnsly. that a domestic practice that. when the Department interpret. the
U.S. countervailing law. the agency must
Unquntlonably, the effect of theae
is not expresaly described in the
p.,,...._ ba1 been to Ndace (the
statutory list of illuat:ratiw examples of apply the well-established maxim of
re1pondent'1J coat of prodaci111 Ooat stau.
statutory construction of ~jutldem
domestic subsidies does not entail that
And whether the reduction iD coat ia
aeneria.
the
foreip
BOVemment
practice
is
not
occaaiwied by direct cab paymenta, or by aa
Thia maxim of statutory construction
act of government redllCfns labor coat. c:apila} countervailable: indeed. the statute does
provides that where general words or
not even purport to provide an
co1t. or the ~t of any other factor of
tenm of a statute precede specific terms
exhaustive list. Furthermore. the
production 11 of no CODMqllmOL For ii a
or pbraHI in a statute, the ..aeneral
benefit or advantage ii Neli"Nd ta .
Department routinely countervail•
connection with the prochactloa of the
words are construed to embrace only
certain domestic practices that are not
mercbandiM. that beuftt or adwantap la•
objects similar in nature to thoae objects
included on the list. such u domestic
bounty or pant on pradacdoa. AllCl to tbe
enumerated by the • • • specific
srants and domestic tax 1ub1idiea. See
extent that IUCh bolllatied (aic) mm:baadiM
words." Sutherland Statutory
Propo98d Replatiom. at 23.8.
ia exported to the United Stata it coma
Construction.
I 47.17 (5th ed. 1992).
equarely within oar coantervailia& duty
law-eection 303.
•• Tha otbs .... .....,.. iadlla. ll) ... dll'lct Application of thia maxim to the general
terms "subsidy" and "bounty or grant."
or lndlnet provilion of capilaL .._er 1Ma .
W F. Supp. at 1%13 (llllpMiia 1upplied in
palllllltea OD tenDI i _ ....._. Witll
IFQU
when combined with the Congressional
oriliaal).
con1identl-. (%) the diNct or hKflnct .-it of
directivea
set forth above. demands the
Thia hiatorical backgroancl
fundl or fOlliv- of debt to c:onr .,,..tint
conclusion
that. in order for a domestic
'
.....
1n1c1
br.
ap.alk:
lnclaeely
.....
f3J
the
demonatrates that. by the time Congren
practice not expreuly identified in the
dilec:C or iDdll'ld ••• •& 11uo of.., _.. •
was drafting the subsidy provisions of
•xpenHI of manufacture. produc:tion. or
statute to be countervailable. the
the Trade Agreement. Act of 1919, (1)
distribution. See 19 U.S.C. t877(5J(A)fi1J(I). (RI). (IV).
practice in question must be similar in
Consre•• itself already bad ascribed a
••The Saute Raport contaim Milu laftlU8lll: nature to. or like. the four illustrative
somewhat broad meanins to the
111• r e f - to apadfic: nbaicllae Ill tba
categories of dome1tic sub1idies. Sett id.
definition ill not all induaive. but ralber ill
lbese four catqoriu of illustrative
illU1t1'8tiff
of
pncdcea
whicll
IN
aublidl•
witlain
Act of 1974." Id. (c:itinc HA Rep. D·l'1l. t3d Cons.
countervailable
domestic nbaidies
the
~
of
llw
word
u
llMd
ill
the
bill.
lat Sell. 79 (11173); S. Rep. a-ua. ad ea.,.. :td
abare certain common characteristir.a:
s. Rep. ~%49. . . eon., lats.a. (l171J,
Seu. lG (11174)).

e.a..
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for leu in competition widt our domestic
to that extent by thia parqraph the
duties fLud in the ac:bedule of the act are
increased. It waa a result eoo,re. wu
seeking to equali&e regardlua of wbataver

Having established that the BC export
restrictions can be considered a
"domestic aubsid(yJ" practice within the
meaning of the Act. our next task is to
determine whether there is a proximate
name or in whatever manner or form or for
causal relationship or correlation (i.e ..
whatever puzpose it wu done.
regression analysis) between the BC
308 F. Supp. at 467~ (quoting 7 Ct. Cu1t.
Appls. 97. 10&-107 (1916). a.ff'd. 249 U.S. at 249 export restrictions and the domestic
(emphasis supplied in original}).
price of BC logs. See Hammond Lead,
306
F. Supp. at 470. ln other words. we
Because BC does not maintain direct
must ascertain whether these
control over the log prices through the
restrictions have a "direct and
imposition of its export restrictions. the
discemible effect" within the meaning of
Department determines that the BC
Leather u upon the price of BC logs. 55
export-restriction scheme constitutes
1:osts).
FR at 40.213.
indirect.
rather
than
direct.
government
By considering the indirect provision
In particular. the Margolick and Uhler
of goods or aervices at preferential rates. action. Nonetheless. thia indirect
study 14 submitted on the record
scheme.
as
demonstrated
below.
ha1
the
as weU as the indirect assumption of
effect of reducing the production coats of demonstrates that the BC log export
production costs. to constitute a
restrictions have a "direct and
BC
softwood !umbel' manufacturers..
"domestic subaid(yJ," the United States
discemable effect" upon the domestic
upon
the
maxim
of
eju.sdem
Based
Co~ss unambiguously intended that
generis. in combination with the expreu price of BC logs. n By reducing the
the genetal statutory term "domestic
demand for BC logs that otherwise
Congressional directives in the
subsid(y)" Include other indirect
would exist in the absence of the BC
go\-emment schemes that are similar to. legislative hi1tory. BC'a export .
export restrictions. the BC border
restrictions
covering
lop
are
similar
~
or like. theee two illustrative
measures
have the effect of reducing the
example.:-that is. programs the indirect or like. the illustrative examplea and.
price of lop sold in the BC domestic
therefore.
fall
within
tbe
ambit
of
the
effect of which is to reduce a foreign
market.••
statutory term "domesUc aabaid(yJ." IA
manufacturer's production costs. Thus.
Even the BC Select Standing
fact. tbe net reault of the BC log export
Congress was concerned not so much
Committee
on Forests and Lands has
restrictions
ia
no
different
in
aabatance
with the manner (i.e.. direct or indirect)
acknowlecfaed that "{tJhe reduced
from what it would be if BC aimplil had
by which a foreign recipient obtained a
overall demand for logs resulting from
granted theae manufacturera a refund
benefit. but with the aabstance of the
arbitrarily restricting 101 exports
upon
aa.le.
Furthermore.
DOthias
in
the
benefit (viz.• that. by the end of the day.
provides the domestic processing sector
legislative history auaau that
the recipient. in fact. had procured a
with
a lower log price." (See '°Forest
11
Congress
intended
to
aupport
the.
cognizable and measurable benefit).
narrow interpretation of a "domeatic
A pasaase from the Cwitoms Court'•
subaid(y}" espouad by Resporvlenta.
C-larWilllll Diily A.dmiailtraUve a...- . 54 FR
decision in Hammond Lead. supports
38.S41. 3UG (19DJ.
Accordingly. we di...-e with the
this conclusion. Quoting the Court of
.. ,,,. 1tandard that - ued in LeatheT-lhe
Respondents' contention that. becaue
Appeals in Nicholas 8' Co. v. United
. •direct and di-tble efl'ed'• •ta~nem,,ted
BC.
accordiD8
to
Respoadenta.
baa
aot
States. the Cwatoma Court explained in
ID detlnlliDe whether the bordar measure in that
made some kind of "financial
cue. ao..,... .....,..,_ bM • dinlc:t effect an ca.
Hammond Lead:
price of Iba ilqNt product. raw bldea. even lbouab
contribution" 0r foreaoae IOIDe
Tbere ia aodiiag oblcuN. abattuae
- ~ dlel tM elfect 111JC111 the proceaeed
government revenue. the BC export
mystic.or eV11D ambisuau about (the term
predaet .....
indinct. Sit JIR at
reatrictiou are not c:oantervailabla.
Mgrant" or "bounty•) which haa been. aa to
t0.ZIS-Zl4 . . . . pnciaaiJ. _ . . . to delnmine
wbedw..__a_...t6oa lhnllllil the uae of
First. such a conatruction of the
the parttcular words. a part of all our tariff
c1m-•8D!!Ml nidem:e b e ' - dwexport
acts from 111'1 to and inctadina the prnent
statutory scheme conflict• with the
Mlba11IO aad chanlle ID raw hide prices. kl. To
act. lta plain. U)lilcit. and unequivocal
maxim of ejusdem generis. Second.
purpoee i1: Whaaav• a foreip power or
beneftl In Lndter. - Clllfltl8'ld
Reapondents' interpretatian
ArlenliM llide pricaa- & pariGcl of
dependency or ..., political nhdiviaian of a
impermiaaibly
reada
oat
of
the
statute
appro.._...llO,.....iDnilatiDalDa~
govemmeat ahall lift·ur aJd or
hued upaa U.S. prime Iba ,._ penod. /d. W•
the term "indirectly" and the pbra•
lo exportera of aoodl imported into thia
delermilled. beeed upClll probabllily theory •nd
"but
not
limited
to."
aa
appeuias
in
·
coun~ tJwefrom whereby they may be aold
carrefatialr _ , , . . tllat ctom.lic pr!cn for hides
section 77t(SKAJ of the AcL Third.
directly linbd ID die laide eml>arsa because. as explained more fully below. analyud hide prims . . . . periode in which die
'' FOi' - - - die U.,..iw hM.
•
embup
wu. and
aot. iD elfec:t. /d.
neither
the
GA
lT
nor
the
GAIT
(;(JUl!tervaded llldiftld i..fita • llllbaadiae 1111 a
.. Maflllllidr. and llbler. Th• l!collomic Impact of
vanecy of ocx:nl-. S... a.11- Ptnal Dateminaliaa
Subaidiea Code JHH' aB requirea a
Removilll Laa Export Rnlricliona in British
omd Ca.~ill.. Duty Ord9r: Certain SW
showins of BOVemmeDt financial
Collllllllla (April 1. . . (Marlolic:kt.
Produr.t1 from die Federal Republic of Centany. 47
contn'butioo to tnaer the impoaitioo of
FR 39.353 (~ T; 191121 (indirect dOll\ftltic
See · - H. Kepplar. c-.acltJ Export Tua.
countervailins dutiea. it followa that the u ..
• Meane of Promotina International Proceuing
.ubaidin pollnMaU,--.ailablel: Final
lndualri-A General Equilibrium Model In f:
Affumalive Cauntanaillaa OW, Detennillation: Oil U.S. countervailina duty law doea not
Wemblatl. ed.. 1'1le l!conomlce of!xport
Counll'f Tubular Cooda from korea. 49 FR 48."9
require such a showing eitber.11
Reltric:litMI Ill (tat: cf. c.Jnnimd S&eel
(Nov.....,._a 1•1 (indlr9c:t .-.nn-t
resources with a tangible value from a
foreign government to a oarticular
benehcidry or recipient (e.g.• dire<:t
pmvision of capital): (2) the indirect
l.>estowa\ of tangible resources wHh a
measurable '11alue from a foreign
go·:cmment to a recipient (e.g .. indirect
provision of goods or servir.es at
preferential rate&), and (3) the indirect
bestowal of intangible but, nonP.theless.
T.casurable benefits from a government
to a specified claH of recipients (e.g..
indirect assumption of any production

goods.

.._....tfon -

·-the

ad.,..._.

w•

_....bankml.,...

in,......_ . . . .
counlerVailaW.: peo& of loaaa availaWe IO
•
maDUfaa- lhlll lldlioarwla would llOt laave bellD
HailMble In a ' - of pwnamil inlltrftntlont;
PiulAHl,_..~Outy ·
·
DetenninatlOIUI Oil Slain!- Sleet st.et. Stri;t. and
Plate from die t!niled klaadom. 411 FR l9.QSZ {A4Jril
".:/, 1913) {aub8idla med lo dote rechmdllnt
rai:ilitln or ID purcha11 tclle
constitute

•-ta

i:>di.- countenailable henefilal.

r ••

"'°"'

...._,el
p.,,.,.. ..,,..,.................. ,...._,

~wh8Ular-a.....-1a--.Mabla.the.

Auatnalla. te Pit au.It may be tne m at1
abatract a - - = - !Mt ..ca &npcm
rntric:U-. ill ~ aiinpetitiolt ill the
dotwtlc ..Utplac:a, do~ bemfitl of
•1 IH818 ....,.., nae- ID the donlNtic
prod- of the pnldwct •• . , (emphnil
Mppliedl. Pora di9c:wialaa and e~ of

Department U - - . the benefit ...........

M.,..itck. -

•• S... ~Qlaridefnmlpaia.•FR
38.424-ZS \t•I ("Wllile . . _ ie •clMst

IC'V--t fllllda, tM ti.lfitli - - - O D die
COlllfMIRla ere IM nistdt of a p - . t mandated
te

and DOI the caet IO die~- Sae Certaill Textile

Mill Pmducts from Meldco: Pina! nmdts of

infra.

"For a~ aad explanattoa of Marwotict.
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Federal Register

Act-Part 12 {Log Exports) and the
Vancouver Log Market." Second Report
of the British Columbia Select Standing
Committee on Forests and Lands. 4th
Sess .. 34th Par! .• Legislative Assembly of
British Columbia 15 {1991).) Therefore,
becauae logs constitute the major input
of softwood lumber, BC softwood
lumber manufacturers enjoy a benefit in
the fonn of lower input or production
costs. See id.
Respondents contend that the
Department's "direct and discernible
effect" analysis is flawed. Specifically,
Respondents contend that this analysis
is not based upon any empirical
evidence or data that conclusively
proves that. "but for" the BC export
restrictions, there would be no. or only a
slight, difference between export prices
and BC domestic prices.
Respondents' contention. if accepted,
would preclude the Department from
ever finding a "direct and discernible
effect" in any case. Contrary to
Respondents' characterization of the
issue, no social science study, including
econometric studies, can prove
conclusively that one factor or variable
is the sole "cause" of another factor or
variable, See generally Lapin, Statistics
For Modem Business Decisions 9>-146,
311-396 (3d ed. 1982). Rather, social
science studies are based upon
probability theory or correlation
analysis (i.e.• regression analysis); the
stronger or higher the ccrrelation. the
more likely or probable that one factor
or variable is the "cause" of the other.
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The major flaw that Respondents find
with the Margolick study is that it is
based upon aggregate data. In making
this attack, Respondents ignore the
reason why Margolick based his study
upon aggregate data: to avoid studying
separately several different marketa for
a relatively large number of species and
grades of timber. See Margolick at 6.
Such an approach is sufficiently
reasonable to satisfy the substantial
evidence requirement pursuant to the
Act.
Respondents also contend that. based
upon the unique facts of this case, the
Department cannot satisfy the "direct
and discernible" standard. Thia
contention follows from the fact that. in
contrast to Leather. where the Argentine
embargo was in place intermittently, the
BC export restraints have been in place
continuously since 1906. We find this
line of argumentation to be
unpersuasive. because it produces an
absurd result-namely, if a foreign
government subsidize& continuously, it
may be immune from countervailing
duty liability: if. however, that same
government subsidizes intermittently, it
may be subject to such liability.
Having established that the BC log
export restraints can be considered a
"domestic subsid[y)" practice within the
meaning of the Act, and having
established that such restraints have a
"direct and discernible effect" upon the
BC domestic price of-logs and. thereby,
confer a benefit upon BC softwood
lumber manufacturers. we now must
Id.
determine whether this benefit is
"specific" within the meaning of the Act.
The Margolick study is precisely
See PPG. at 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
grounded upon this generally accepted
social science method of analysis. Based (domestic subsidies that provide
upon this study, we determine that there benefits countervailable only if provided
is a relatively high or strong correlation to "specific" class of recipients);
between the BC log export restraints ·
Spedftc:ity Test
and the significant price differential
To make this determination, we must
between exported and domestically
ascertain whether BC provided this
consumed logs. Stated otherwise, it is
domestic benefit "to a specific
highly probable that the BC export
enterprise or industry, or group of
restrictions are primarily responsible
enterprises or industries" within the
for. or a "cause" of, this price
meaning of the Act. 19 U.S.C.
differential.11 Significantly,
Respondents have failed to place on the 1677(5)(A)(ii). In the Preliminary
Determination, we found that BC log
record any probative evidence of their
export restrictions were "specific" to a
own that reasonably explains why this
group of industries within the meaning
price gap exists in the first place.
· of section 701(5) (A) and (B) of the Act.
Specifically, we determined that the
11 111• analy1i1 b - i1 entirely conaittent with
that of Leathar. There. the Department"• relied upon compilation of laws and regulations
cin:umatantial evidence lo thaw that there WH a
governing log exports in BC de jure
correlation between Iha Arpntine export embarso
conferred domestic benefits upon the
end chaftlH in the price of raw bidn. 55 FR et
40.Ztwtt. Similar to our approach here. we did not primary timber processing industries.
have or UM any empirical data in Leather thet
Respondents argue that because the
condu1ively proved that the Argentine embargo
Department did not separately analyze
WH. in Re1ponden11· worda, the '"but for"' cauu of
the effects and the specificity of the BC
raw hide price change•. In contn•t to our approach
here, - did not UM econometric ttudie1 in Leather. log export restrictions. the agency did
Id.
not substantiate its conclusion that the

BC log export restrictions are specific to
the primary timber processing
industries. First. although the
· Department did not undertake a
separate specificity analysis for the log
export issue in the Preliminary
Determination, we now reaffirm our
earlier finding that the BC log export
restrictions are "specific" to essentially
two industries: the solid wood products
industry and the pulp and paper
products industry.
Second. Respondents' contention that
some other group of industries (other
than those producing products possibly
made by stumpage holders, as discussed
more fully above;) may derive a benefit
from the BC log export reatrictions is
unsupported by the facts of this case.
The BC log export restrictions, on their
face, benefit only BC users of logs (i.e..
the solid wood products industry and
the pulp and paper products industry).
See Part 12. section 135, 138, and 137 of
the BC Forest Act. Accordingly, the
domestic benefits conferred by these
export restraints are de jure limited to a
specific group of industries. See Leather
at 40.213 ("The embargo applies only to
cattle hides, which are sold primarily, if
not exclusively, to leather tanners [and,
therefore,] is limited to a specific
industry.")
Respondents also contend that the
Department should take into account the
differential impact that the log export
regulationa would have based upon
different geographical locations and log
quality. Thia argument baa no
persuasive relationship to a
determination of specificity. If anything,
this argument would seem to reduce the
number of usera of the program. making
the program even more specific.
Because the BC log export restrictions
constitute a "domestic subsid[y}" that.
as demonstrated below, provides a
measurable benefit to "a specific
enterprise or industry, or group of.
enterprises or industries" within the
meaning of the Act, the Department
detennines that these export restrictions
constitute a countervailable domestic
subsidy. See Hammond Lead. 306 F.
Supp. at 469 (quoting Nicholas. 7 Ct.
Cust. Appls. at 106 T.D. 36426 (1916)),
affd, 249 U.S. at 34.
GATl' and GA'IT Subsidies Code
The Department's determination that
the BC export restraints covering logs
constitute a countervailable domestic
subsidy pursuant to U.S. law confonns
with the GA'IT and the GA'IT Subsidies
Code as well. 28 Similar to the Act.
H We find Rnpondentl nA arguments
unperna1ive. First. nothina in the FTA precl11ce1
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neither the CA1T nor the GATr
Subsidies Code pro'ridn a waivenally
accepted definition of the term
"subsidy." Nonethelea • c:arefui
readins of the GATI;.t.extdemonatrates
that border meaaurei. aacla •• expon
W1tes or restnctiona. Call coa1titute •
"'s,1b~idy" within the meaninS of Articles
VI or XVI of the GA IT. as implemented
by the GATr Subsidies Code. Ju1t as the
doctrine of ejusdem generi1 applies as
an aid to interpret a U.S. statute, ao this
doctrine ii equally applicable when
interpreti111 an intemational agreement.
si:ch as the GATr or the GA1T
Subsidies Code. In this regard. Article
t t(ll of the GATr Subsidies Code aeta
forth a non-exhaustive list of illustrative
domestic subsidies that includea. amons
other domestic practices, fiscal
incentives. GA1T Subsidies Code. art.
tt. para. 3.
The BC export restraints covering lop
a:e baaed in pan upon a complex fiscal
tax system (i.e.• 100 percent export taxt
that taxes lOst destined for th& export
muket. but exempta from the tax loss
sold in the BC home market. The net
result of this fiac:al regime. a.a
demonstrated above. is a partial
reduction in the production coat.a of the
BC softwood lumber manufacturers.
Becauae the BC export restraint is
based in part upon a fiscal tax regime.
this measure is similar in nature or
analasou• to one of the illustrative
examples of an Internationally
recognized domestic subsidy. 19
Application of the maxim of ejusdem
seneri•. therefore. warrantt that the
Un!ted States treat BC log export
restrictions as another kind of
illastrative "domestic subsidy" pursuant
to the GATr Subsidies Code.
That BC confert this domestic subsidy
indirectly does not take this pnctice
outside the purview of the GATr either.
Both Article VI of the GA1T and Article
t of the GATr Subsidies Code expreuly
pro\'ide that the term "countervailing
aaty" include •a special dutJ levied for
:!le purpose of off-setting IDJ bountJ or

u.s.

•~• ~111cmen1 !ram •pplyina Ille
co>1:n1ern:lin1 duty law a9aillft a r.oun1e,,,a1l .. ble
p."'3"1m. """- Mt. l!IOZ. pera. t. US. COWlletHthn'
dJIY law fur FTA pulllCl9ft Uldudee di.
Oepan1M•l't m1e,,...111aoa of rbe "rel11•an1
11.. 1111... lesauu•·• hstory. reauJa1tona.
admini1tralltt practice. [indudi119 Leetlll!r.1 ud
judietaf p1ecidlnta." Id. Second. rhe ~·
delllnlliaaliall ID - - . a i l BC'1 lot e11pa1t
re•rnctiona ct.. 11111 prohabil IC from continuilll IO
implement and enfon:e lllew reatricliona: lbe
()epal'lllMtll ta nwniJ llnpm. . a -~•iliftl
du1y to offaet Iha countenailabla benefi1 enjoyed by
rt:e BC aoftwood lumber~

.. a.

Hami-.d LHd. - r ..... •1410.. nv'd Clll
procedural ll'*ndl. 440 F.2d at t~ (complex flaca1
"'1''118 that l&ud illl*I product upon uportation.
t.u1 e"m&*d 1npat fraat lllullon wlleft told
,,,,'llHttcaDJ, deemed coun111nailablal.
4.

subsidy bestowed dinctly or lrtdil'flClly
upon the manufacture. production or
export of any merchandise • • • :·
GAlT Subsidies Code. art. t. n. 4.
(emphasia added).
Furthermore. Respondents' "rmancial
contribution" arsument is overstated.
Neither the GATr text nor the GAlT
Subsidies Code text. a1 currently
drafted. per s~ requitft a aisnatory
country to make an affirmative ahowins
of "financial contribution" before
finding a countervailable 1ubaidy.
Althoush Respondent.cite to Item (I) of
the Illustrative Uat-"(a)ny other charp
on the public account"-to 1upport their
"financial contribution" theory. no
GAIT panel or Workins Group has
issued a decision or report that reads a
"financial contribution" requirement
into the GATr or the Subsidies Code.3•
Moreover, the so-called "Dunkel text"
appears to eliminate any potential doubt
in this resani: If. a1 Respondents
'Uf!Plt. the GATr or the Sutmdin
Code currently contained such a per se
requirement. then the "Dunkel text"
would not be attemptina to perform the
redundant exercise of creatins a
standani that already was in existence.
Respondents next manhal the
araument that the Department'• attempt
to countervail BC'a 109 export
restrictions is GATI illesal. because
border measurn. such as export
restrictions. fall within the exclusive
domain of the bilateral and multilateral
consultative mechanism of Article XI of
the GATT. Tn.is aJ'IWDent iprn the
upreu lanpap of Article VI of the
GATI and Article 19(1), footnote 31. of
the GATT Subsidies Code.
Article VI. perasreph 3. of the GATr
providn in relevant part:
The lenn Mcounle"eilinl duty" 1hall be
undenlood to mean e apec:ial duty levied for
lha parpoee of offsettins any botlnty or
1ub$tdy bntowd. dlncdy or indirectlJ. upon
the manufacture. production or export of any
merchandlae.
CATI'. a.rt. \.1. para. 3 (empba111 supplied).

qualification "any bounty or subsidy
bestowed." resard&eu of whether that
subsidy practice falls within the purview
of another article of the GATr.
More importanL footnote 38 to Article
t9. perapph 1. of the CATI Subsidies
Code exprnaly provides that paragrapb
1 of Article 19 (i.e.. "No 1pecific action
against • subsidy of another sisnatory
can be taken except in accordance with
the proviaiona of the General
Agreement. as interpreted by (the GATr
Subsidies Code)") "i1 not intended to
preclude action under other relevant
provisions of the General Agreement.
where appropriate.'' GATI Subsidies
Code. art. 19. para. 1. n.38. Thus. the
CATr Subsidiet Code-the agreement
that constitutes the asreed
interpretation of Article VI of the
GATr-specifically envisions that
signatory countries may invoke Articles
VI and XVI of the CATI in addition to
"other relevant provisions of the
Genetal A&ntement" to address a
specific unfair trade practice. Id.
Thia analysis reinforces the general
GATr precept that the coverage of a
particular practice under one GATr
article does not nece..arily supplant or
preempt a proceedins asainst that
practice under another. equally
applicable article. See GA1T. arts. VI.
XVI (contractins party may invoke
either article to remedy actionable
subsidy}. In fact. there is only one
in1tance In which the GATr drafters
created an exclusive remedy for an
unfair trade practice. In this resard.
Article VL parasrapb s. of the GATr
providea:
No product of the territory or any
contracti111 party imported into the temlory
or another conlnc:tlq party 1hall be subject
to both aati-dumpins end countervailina
dutiea lo companute ror the aame 1ilualion
of du111pin1oraiq:ort1ub1idization.
CATI'. art. VI. para. 5.

Thit requirement demonstrates that
the GATr draften knew how to impo•
The expre.. terms of this definition do a restriction on the availability of the
countervailina duty remedy and.
not in any manner carve out an
therefore. could have provided such a
uception for 1ub1idy practiC89
restriction for measures covered by
described elsewhere in the GAlT. To
XL The strikin& absence of such
Article
the contrary. the unambiguoua languaae
a requirement in Article XI. coupled
quoted above covers without
with the exi1tence of such a requirement
in Article VI. parqraph 5. is additional
aa In fact. o 1981 Report on Sub91die1 by a Croup
evidence that the GATr draften did not
uf CATI' lbporto •"PIW91J racopisa -lnrJ le
intend to limit the availability of the
Reapondllflta' con-1-. dial o 1uboidy . _ . not
req·JiN • "financial contnbuuon" ao Iona •• •
countervailina duty aa a remedy when
benefit ii provided by the foreipt a o v - ' . In
Article XI mea1ure1 were involved.
diacUMint Illa q-noa of levy ud Aboidy
Hence. contrary to Respondents'
ICb- die
re.:cgnilasd dial
contentiona. treating export restrictiOM
•lthDUlft aadJ ~ UW lllll --.ailable
whn punl1 "voluntary.• audl ~ - ........
as a aubeidJ would not n19uJt in Article•
lo Ille stnctuno of Arude XVI af Illa CA'IT ..._
VI and XVI tulmamina the entire GATr
they aN "d"'*'*"I for dleir . . . , _ _ . . . or renderina Article XI mere aurplu..,..
ftmn of penimenl actiolL- levi- "8nuat to
An1cle XVU. CATI'. 9th Supp. BISD lta (tt11i.
If export reatrictiom confened

c-.........,
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countervailable benefits, then a
contracting party would have the option
of seeking relief pursuant to either
Article VI of the GAIT or Article XL or
both. Article VI of the GAIT would
provide the legal mechanism to impose
countervailing duties to offset the
countervailable benefits conferred by
the restrictions. Article XI. on the other
hand. could result in the other
contracting party having to dismantle its
export restrictions.
If, however, the export restrictions in
question did not confer countervailable
benefits, then the contracting party
could not impose any countervailing
duties: the contracting party under such
circumstances could seek relief only
pursuant to Article XI of the GAIT.
Such a construction of the GAIT
frustrates not one article of the
Agreement. but rather gives force and
effect to all of its provisions, "so that no
part will be inoperative or superfluous.
void. or insignificanL" Sutherland Stat.
Const. I 46.06 (4th ed. 1984).
Because the GAIT specifically
envisions that contracting parties may
invoke multiple articles to remedy a
single unfair trade practice, there is no
reason for creating a conflict between
Articles VI and XI. In fact. it is a wellsettled canon of treaty interpretation to
construe a treaty or an international
agreem~nt to avoid such a conflict See
Corfu Channel, LC.J. Reports (1949) 1,
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Measurement of Benefit
Areas of Consideration
In order to understand much of the
following discussion. as well 88 the
calculation. it is important to start with
a brief discussion of the administrative
geography of BC. as defined by the BC
MOF.
For administrative purposes. the MOF
has divided the province into two
principal areas, the administrative coast
region (which includes the Vancouver
forest region plus the North Coast forest
district of the Prince Rupert forest
region), referred to in this notice as the
coast. and the administrative interior
region. which we will refer to 88 the
interior. During verification,
Respondents described three areas
within the interior. The rirst. the
tidewater interior, refers to that portion
of the interior with acce11 to tidewater
ports. This area includes the Kispiox.
North Kalum. South Kalum. and C88siar
forest districts of the Prince Rupert
forest region as defined by the MOF.:11
The second area is the border interior.
which include• those forest districts
approximately within 100 miles of the
U.S.-Canadian border, exclusive of the
coast and tidewater interior. These
forest districts are Cranbrook.
Invennere, Arrow, Boundary, and
Kootenay in the Kamloops forest region,
and Vemon, Penticton. and Lillooet in
the Nelson forest region. again as
23-24. 28 (1949).
defined by the MOF. The rmal area. the
For the reasons set forth above. the
north/central interior. is defined as the
Department'• determination to
interior area le11 the tidewater interior
countervail BC'a log export reatraints
and the border interior.
pursuant to the U.S. countervailing duty
In the Preliminary Determination, the
law 11 consistent with the GAIT and the Department stated that "(d]uring the
GAIT Subsidiea Code. BC'a export
POI. 52 percent of total exportt were
restrictions are aimilar in nature to one
from the coast and 48 percent were from
of the Subsidiea Code's illustrative
the interior." We based these
examples of a domestic subsidy.
percentages on information submitted
Furthennore, that these restrictions fall
by Respondents in their questionnaire
within the purview of Article XI of the
responses.
GAIT does not preclude the United
At verification and in their brief•.
States from countervailing-thia measure Respondents stated that 99.24 percent of
pursuant to Articlea VI and XVI of the
exportt originate from the coast and that
GAIT. as implemented by the GAIT
0.78 percent originate from the interior.
Subsidiea Code.
In this instance, they dismi11 any
Accordingly, we determine. based
administrative mapping of the province
upon the Act. legialative hiatory. prior
and delineate the coast as the
judicial and administrative precedent.
administrative coast plus the tidewater
as well aa the GATI' and the GAIT
interior: they define the remainder of the
Subaidiea Code, that the BC export
province as the interior. Thia
restrictions covering loga conatitute a
delineation, however. leads to confusing
countervailable domestic subsidy. In so and misrepreaentative results in
doing. we decline to follow our preLeather precedent and. instead. embrace
aa TM hUVftl in the Canier forn( dialrict ii
the holding of Leather. For these
quite email relative to the other fornt dittricta in
reasons. we determine to countervail the the tidawatar interior. and the majority of the
harvatl in Ca11iar it concentrated in the extrema
BC export restriction• in the amount of
eouthem portion. At wat 1hown durina verification.
the measurable benefit as calculated
only thil area In the extreme toulhem portion of
and explained in a subsequent
a11iar ii conaidered pan of the tidewater interior
subsection of thia notice.
rqion.

Respondents' analysis due to the
different definitions of the coast.
Rather than rely on Respondents
redefinition, we have defined the
regional breakdown of the province
within the framework of the MOF's own
administrative mapping. We do not
agree with Respondents' new
delineation of the coast and interior
because it is essentially an arbitrary
reclassification of areaa designed for
purposes of this investigation. The coast
and the interior are statutorily defined
areas with different appraisal systems.
. different scaling systems. different
grading systems, different stumpage
rates. different species types and. as
Respondents have continually pointed
out, different timber quality.
Although Respondents claim that a
reclassification is necessary in order to
account for the transportation costs in
the tidewater interior (which has coastal
acce11), we determine that export
transportation costs are not cause to
redefme administrative regions. Export
transportation costs are an adjustment
that the Department has accounted for
in its calculation (see below).
Based on our analysis, we determine
that BC's log export restrictions
artificially depre11 the domestic log
prices on the coast and in the tidewater
and border interior areas of BC. Based
on information on the record and as
described in the following sections of
this notice. we find that. absent these
restrictions, tenure holders from these
areas would ,respond to the demand
present in the Pacific Rim market for BC
logs by increasing the volume of BC logs
sold on the Pacific Rim market. The
result of the increased exports would be
to increase the current domestic log
prices in the domestic market caused by
the restrictions in the r1r1t place.
However. we rmd that the north/central
interior of BC would experience no such
price effect. Because of its geographic
characteristics and the costs of
transporting logs from this area. both
under currenfmarket conditions and
under conditions that would prevail
absent the restrictions. we determine
that the north/central interior would not
exhibit any significant level of exports
even without the restrictions. Therefore.
the domestic price of logs in the north/
central interior would not be subject to
the same type of upward price pressure
if the restrictions were lifted.
Export/Domeetic Differential
While Respondents argue that any
difference between the current export
and domestic prices is due to differt'nces
in quality and costs, the Department
agrees with the Coalition's assessment

Federal Register
that "(b]y placing a tax on the
differential between export and
domestic prices. British Columbia
implicitly concedes that. for identical
species and grades. export prices are
higher than domestic prices" (see
Coalition Case BrieO.
Given the minuscule volume of BC
logs exported. under present market
conditions. BC is a price-taker in the
Pacific Rim market for logs (see
discussion below). What is taxed is the
differential between the world market
price and the domestic log price in BC.
Respondents claim that the differential
between the prices is equal to the costs
of exporting and any species/quality
differences. According to Respondents,
when comparing identical species and
quality. as the province does when
computing a tax. the differential it
calculates is due only to export costs.
Essentially. then, BC is claiming that it
taxes exporters on their export costs, an
aHertion that is nonsensical.
Respondents have placed on the
record a study by Dr. Kalt that uses the
change in the fee-in-lieu of
manufacturing in BC to test whether
changes in the export volumes have
affected the price for domestic logs
relative to the price for export logs. Kalt
uses a regresaion analysis purportedly
to show that the changes in the export
volumes aa a result of changes in the fee
had no effect on the ratio of export to
domestic log prices.
A fundamental error in )Calt'a analysis
is his mi1t111e of the fee-in-lieu of
manufacturing. During the 19808, this fee
was raised in steps from 15 percent to
100 percent. However, as Respondents
themselves have stated, the 100 percent
fee covered le11 than 35 percent of the
logs exported fri>m BC during the POI.
Blanket exemption• under various
orders-in-council (OICa), along the Midand North Coast. bear a maximum feein-lieu of manufacturing of 15 percent.
not 100 percent. These exporta
accounted for more than 85 percent of
the log exports from BC durina the POL
as was shown during verification. Kalt.
however. a&1umed that all of the exporta
were subject to the 100 percent fee, an
incorrect auumption. Since Kalt did not
apply the fee-in-lieu of manufacturing
correctly in his analysis, his study is
invalid.
Furthermore, the Kalt analysis
implicitly assumes that the change in the
fee-in-lieu of manufacturing policy
would have an impact on the export
price of logs from BC. That is, explaining
the export/domestic log price ratio using
the change in the fee-in-lieu of
manufacturing policy a11ume1 a causal
relationship between export log price
and the change in the fee policy. Given
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the very small volume of BC logs on the
export market (owing to the very
effectite export restrictions). BC. under
present conditions, is a price-taker in
the Pacific Rim market for export logs
(i.e .• it is highly improbable that the
current tiny volume of BC exports could
have any significant effect on Pacific
Rim log market prices). As such. even
assuming arguendo that the change in
the fee policy in BC did not cause a
change in the domestic/export
differential one way or the other. such a
conclusion says nothing about the
potential effect of the lifting of BC's
restrictions in toto. Therefore. Kalt's
thesis cannot prove or disprove the
Department's contention that the liftins
of the BC restrictions, in toto, would
have a significant effect on the BC
domestic price of logs.
Respondents have also placed on the
record a study by Dr. Finan. The
objective of this study is te evaluate
whether there was a causal relationship
between BC log exports and the
differential between export log prices
and BC domestic log prices. Finan
claims that the Deparbnent has
incorrectly theorized that. as export
levels rise (or the ratio of export to
domestic sales increases), the
differential between export prices and
domestic- prices should decrease. His
study Ul88 a regre1&ion analysis to
demonstrate a lack of evidence to
support the Deparbnenf s hypothesis.
Finan concludes that no such causal
relationship exists.
We agree with Finan'• hypotheais that
there ia a correlation relationship
between the volume of BC's log exporta
and BC domestic log prices. However,
we disagree that Finan haa disproved
such a causal relationship. Finan basea
his .conclusion on a showing that
minuscule changes in the current level of
log exporta have no significant effect on
the differential between BC domestic
and export prices. As noted above, this
conclusion is unfounded, given the
current tiny volume of export sales in
comparison with the high Pacific Rim loa
demand. BC. under present market
conditions. holds no sway over Pacific
Rim log prices. Additionally, while Kalt
applied the fee-in-lieu of manufacturtna
incorrectly, Finan completely
disregarded it, taking no account of the
po11ibility that the fee might have had a
significant impaci on the.incentive to
export and, therefore, on export
volumes. Given the weaknesses. we
conclude that Finan's study fall• short of
disproving a causal relationship
between export volumes "nd domestic
prices.
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Benefit on the Coast and Tidewater
Interior
Respondents allege that BC's log
export restrictions do not distort the
market 1md, therefore. do not confer a
benefit on the province's lumber
producers, either on the coast or in the
interior. Respondents maintain that the
coast and the tidewater interior are
differentiated from the border and
north/central interior of the province
and the other provinces in Canada by
their access to tidewater ports and the
distortions introduced by Japanese and
U.S. trade policies. On the coast and in
the tidewater interior. Respondents
assert that the log export restrictions
merely serve to offset the distortive
effects of Japanese and U.S. trade
policies. By counteracting these policies,
Respondents claim that the restrictions
allow for the same allocation of
resources that would prevail in an
undistorted market. i.e.. a market absent
Japanese and U.S. trade distortive
policies. 11 Therefore, Respondents
assert that, in order to determine
whether the log export restrictions
actually distort the market and lead to a
misallocation of resources, the
Deparbnent must net out the distortive
effects of the Japanese and U.S. policies,
rather than hold them constant as the
Department did in the Preliminary
Determination.
Respondents' arguments with respect
to the trade distortive effects of
Japanese trade policies, and U.S. trade
distortive activities for that matter. are
relevant only .to the extent that world
market conditions may have been
different in 1983, the year in which
Maraolick based his study, and 1990. the
POL Kalt implicitly recognizes this
potential measurement problem in
stating that one of the reasons the
Margolick study cannot be used Is that
U.S. restrictions on log exports have
increased since 1983. To account for this
pouibility, we have relied on the
Newport submission. which uses 1990
pricing data to update the Margolick
study.
Margolick relied on U.S. export prices
as the Pacific Rim log market price
81 We note tbeL on the one bend. lt"ponden&a
haw Ul'l8d tbaf th11n1 really 11 no price differential
betwwn export and domntlc lop. tbat eny

epparent differential la due to export coata and
1peci.. /quality dilfetenc-. On the other band. they

imply that then i. a price dllfeftlltlal becaUM Iba
aonmment ha1 1tepped In to control the muket.
Thi. 11 done by rntrictina exporta which then
depreeH9 Iba domntic price. Couequently,
llespondenta admit that the domntic priC89 would
rl8e abeent the reslrictiona. PYllll the cummt mark9'
conditions. and that a price differential ectueUy
exilta ~ the export price and the depre •'led
do-tic price.
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became the United States supplies the
overwhelming majority of softwood lop
to that market. That the United States
maintains its own export restrictions, or
that Japan baa high import barriers to
lumber products, does not make the U.S.
export price any less the appropriate
Pacific Rim log market price. It may not
be the perfectly competitive price that
would exist in a perfectly competitive
world with no national boundaries or
national trade policies, but. during the
POL it WH the market price that
reflected world market conditions at
that time. including Japanese trade
barriers and U.S. trade policies. ID fact,
as a Pacific Rim market price. it is
supposed to reflect these conditions: if it
did not, it would be distorted.
The countervailing duty law is aimed
at particular government prog!"llms that
provide subeidin to specific industries.
Our analysis and line of inquiry focus on
the effect• of those government
prosrams within the relevant
jurisdiction. which i• the country of
exportation. We do not seek to
determine what prices. interest ratn, or
exchanse ratn would be in a completely
free world without borders and political
entities. Nor do we examine the reasons
that government• put particular
program1 into place. We are interested
only in the effect• of thoee prosram11 on
indu1triea that export to the United
States. In this case. we have measured
what would happen to BC dome8tic log
prices if the i.trictiona were lifted-ell
other thinp beint equal If world market
conditiou chllll8e. 1ucb. aa by Japan'•
liftina ill import barrien. the export
demand for lop would drop, and the
Margolick factor would likely falL There
are many other factan that could affect
world market demud for lop. ncb aa a
change in deductible martpp interat
policy in the United Stat... AA thae
chU11• oc:car, export market pricm will
automatically reflect them. ad tbe
Margolick factor, or other aimilar
factor, would rile or fall depenctiq an
the change.
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conclude that log export restrictions in
whatsoever on the export of lop other
the other investigated prorincn do not
than a general quantitative ceiling. In
confer a subsidy should be applied to
Ontario, exporters apply for export
the BC interior, with similar rnults. The permits in writing, and these are
tidewater interior i• affected by none or routinely granted as long as the overall
the geographic and economic
.quota is unfilled. Despite this. the los
constraints that Respondentl attribute
export quotas have never been filled.
to the rest of the administrative interior,
By contrast. many of the exemptions
nor do Respondents make ncb an
for export granted from the border
assertion. Therefore, the following
interior were for economic or utilization
contentions do not relate to the
reasons. These typea of exemptions are
tidewater interior.
highly restrictive in scope relative to the
Respondents araue that. lib Alberta.
quotas of Ontario. For example, they
the timber harvested in the interior ia of apply only to particular stancb of timber
low quality, and the principal harvesting deemed by the province to be
areas are more than 150 mil• from any
sufficiently unprofitable if harvested for
export location. Tbey note that average
domestic sale. The exporter muat submit
haul distances rans• from 41 to no more detailed analyse. of harvesting costl
than 66.5 milu in tba interior, and that it relative to expected domestic return.
is coat-prohibitive to tr&Dlpart these
Furthermore. the exemption proceu ia
low-quality logs lcmser diataacea for
lengthy, entailing a significant amount of
export. Respondentl refer to Kalt. and
paperwork. In addition. by their very
explain:
nature, economic or utilization
exemptions cover 1tanda that are
Profe1IOI' kalt noted that. dae to thaee
expensive to harvest. increaaing the
fac:tora. tbe Northern and Cabal Interiorwhich account for 88 percent of lbe B.C.
likelihood that. even iD an amestricted
harvelt-ere. aa a comequenc:e. beyond the
market. logs from theu stands would
range that woaJd aialte lop bannted tbenr
not be exported.
exportable. Profneor Kalt indicated that 'for
There were also several exemptiaM
very simple and powerfal renom. tbe lop
for export F&nted from the border .
harv"ted then are am milled thera.' ladeed.
Profeuor Kalt 1tated that. tiYm tba eaauomk: interior baaed on the 1orplu1 criterion.
Under such an exemption. the exportu
con1traint1 that tranapanalioa coata impme
mu& pay a 100 percent fee-in-lieu of
OD moviq lop iD tba bderiar. m 'Olds limit
of 100 miln can be uad to cammvalively
manufactw'in& on the differential
define the likely area' of any potential
between the export and domestic log
exportl from the Interior. (... Rnpondentl
price. Unlike the coast (•ee below). the
ea.. Brief. p.54).
·
domeMic price used in this fee
We accept that it wauld be inefBcieDt calculation in the interior ia baMd on a
and prohibitively expeuive. both under IUl'Vey of potential purchuers in the
area and reflectl the current market
current market conditioaa and under
conditiom that would pnvail abtient the value of the domestic log. Therefore. all
surpln exemptiona are subject ta the
log export restrictions, to export from
full too peramt fee~ Consequently, there
the north/central interior. We have
is no incentive for sellers to export IOll
determined that the tao.mile limit
from the barder interior. u evidenced
recommended by Respondentl, 8J'8Uinl
by the low volume or exports.
in the altematift, accurately dacribet
Respondentl note that. in detenninina
the area of potential expOrta from the
that Quebec's log export policie1 have
border of the interior.
no significant economic effect, the
Next. Respondents allep that. lib
Ontario, the low level ol exports and the Department relied on the fact that
unfilled export quot&1 in the interior
Quebec imported far more logs that it
indicate that BC'1 log export restriction• exported. Respondent• state that the
Benefit in the Nartll/c..nl and Bonier have no impact there. They explain that baJance or trade in lop in Quebec is not
Interior
only 0.78 percent of total exports during as much of a distinguishing factor
the POI originated Crom the interior, and between BC (including the Interior
Respondents thea araue that IOI
region) and Quebec as the Department
virtually all of these were within 25
export restriction• have no significant
believes. Respondents further argue tl\at
milee of the U.S. border:- all other
effect in the north/central and border
in the Preliminary Determination. the
export• originated from the coast and
interior areaa of BC. They contend that
the interior tidewater. Re9p011dent1 also. Department overlooked the fact that the
these interior areu abare tha same
geographic and economic clwacteriatic:s allese that the province routinely grants United States bani the export of logs
from public lands in the Western half of
export exemption• in the interior that
u tba• pn>Yincn in the interior of
the United States, but imposes no
Canada with respect to which the
often go unfilled or result In no export1.
limilar ban on exports from public_ land
Department determined that no benefit
We note that there are •ipificant
in the east. Thu, according to
differences between the Ontario log
i• conferred on lumber producen from
export quotas and the procedures
Respondents, the limited volume of
IOI export rntriction• (see Alberta.
through wbicb logs are uportad fram
import• relative to exportl in BC reflects
Ontario, and Quebec section below)~
Therefore, they allqe that the ume
the effect of the U.S. log ban a1 much 81
the BC interior. The export quotas in
Ontario place no reatrictiom
facton that led the Department to
any other factor.

Federal Register
We disagree with Respondents'
assertion resardins the similarities
between the Quebec's and BC'a
respective los trade balances. First. a
sisnificant amount of the timber
harvested in Quebec (about 22 percent)
is from privately owned forests and is
statutorily unencumbered by any log
export restrictions. Despite the
significant amount of unrestricted land,
Quebec's los exports are still only a
fraction of its imports. Concerning U.S.
log export restrictions. we note that in
Washington. Montana. and Idaho. all of
which border BC. almost two-thirds of
the 1990 timber harvest was from
private lands, whose logs are free to be
exported. In addition. timber from
significant portions of public land is
eligible for exportation.
In conclusion. we determine that.
because of the cost of transportation
and the subsequent unlikelihood of
exports from the north/central area
even if the restrictions were lifted. there
was no benefit accruing to lumber
producers in the north/ central region of
BC during the POI. The border region of
the interior, however, does not
experience from such prohibitive costs.
due to the proximity to export markets
in the United States. Consequently,
tenure holders in the border interior
would likely export logs if there were no
export restricticms. Also, we do not find
the current low level of exports or the
balance of trade situation to be
indications that there is no effect from
the log export restrictions in the border
region of the interior.
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extent. already taken place" (see
Respondents Case Brief, p. IV-82).
We disagree with Respondents. The
various procedural features they cite as
an illustration of the porousne11 of the
restrictions do not, in fact. demonstrate
such a porousness nor any resulting
price equilibration. First. Respondent•
asaert that various blanket OIC
exemptions, which account for over 65
percent of all log exporta. provide for the
"virtually unfettered" export of loga.
This is a mischaracterization. The parameters of blanket OIC1 are defined
by the province. Since moat have a
maximum volume of allowable exporta
and a specified expiration date, they do
not all provide for "virtually unfettered"
exportation. Indeed. at verification.
Respondents pointed out the existence
of only one OIC that allowed for
unlimited exports. This OIC waa granted
for economic and utilization reaaona
(see BC Verification Report). Alao,
because we were not able to trace from
approved exemption application• to
permits granted to actual exports, we
have no basia for evaluating
Respondents' a11ertiona aa to the actual
volume of export• resulting from the
OIC exemptiona.
Respondents claim that in the
Preliminary Determination the
Department overstated the impact of the
100 percent fee-in-lieu of manufacturing.
At verification. provincial officiala
explained that the fee waa based on the
differential between the export and
domestic log prices. However, they
explained that the domestic price is
generally based on a three-month
Flow of Exports
weighted-average market value
Respondents maintain that the export calculated by the MOF for the
restrictions do not hinder the
Vancouver log market (VLM). Therefore,
exportation of logs and that certain
the domestic value subject to the fee
procedural aspects of the log export
could actually overstate or underatate
regulations demonstrate the slackne11 of the real domestic value of the particular
the restrictions and the resulting price
export boom (see BC Verification
equilibration between export and
Report). Reapondents claim that any
domestic log prices.
potential differential is a potential
aource of profit offering exporters the
Respondents assert that the logic
applied by the Department in the
incentive to ship.
Preliminary Determination resardins
We recognize that the fee-in-lieu is
BCs log export restrictiona is flawed.
applied on a weighted-average basia.
insisting that the Department atated that Nonethele88, the "potential differential"
"a significant amount of logs are
between the actual value and the
exported despite a de facto embargo pn calculated VLM value is unpredictable,
exports" (see Respondents Case Brief,
both in term• of time and magnitude.
p.IV-82). They claim that the
Respondents infer that sellers, therefore.
Department's reasoning is illogical and
would engage in arbitrage between the
that "a substantial volume of exports
two market• in an attempt to capture the
can hardly be deemed evidence that the higheat profit margin. If the VLM value
restraints are restrictive." They
is below the real domeatic price. the
conclude that "the restrictions do pennit seller would choose not to export.
a significant flow of exports and that the Respondents provided no information
price equilibration the Department
on the incidence of sales in the export ·
claims would take place in the absence
market due to such arbitrage. Indeed,
of Provincial controls has. to a great
we conclude that. because of the
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extremely low level of exports under the
harvested surplus exemption subject to
the 100 percent fee. sellers do not often
capture a positive differential. and.
hence. do not export.
Finally, Respondents contend that. in
the Preliminary Determination, the
Department ignores the nature of the
minimum processing requirements of
logs as a means of circumventing the
export restrictions (e.g., cants come
under the definition of "processed wood
product," not logs). However, because
Respondents have not submitted any
verifiable data regarding the extent of
thia alleged circumvention. the
Department has no means to evaluate
this assertion and its relevance to the
isaue at hand.
For all of these foregoing reasons, we
reaffinn our preliminary finding that the
complex web of restrictions in BC, in
effect. bane what would otherwise be a
1ignificant now of log exports abroad.
reaulting in a domestic supply of-logs in
BC that i1 artificially high.

Calculation
Aa in the Preliminary Determination.
in order to meaaure the benefit to
lumber producera during the POI, we
examined the difference between the
current domeatic log price and the price
that would exi1t if the restriction• were
not in place. However. for the final
determination. we have changed some
of the adjustments, aa described below.
Both the Coalition and Respondents
objected to the Department'• basic
methodology for mea1uring the aubsidy
from the log export re1triction1. The
Coalition'• preferred analysia is a crosaborder compariaon that capture• the
benefit from both the atwnpage
programa and the log export restrictiona.
The Coalition atates that. although not
ita preferred methodology, the "price-toprice" analysis used by the Department
ia alao a fundamentally sound manner in
which to measure the subsidy. It claims.
however. that in applying the
methodology, the Department
overeatimated the requisite adjustments
and generally used too conservative an
approach.
Reapondents raise numerous
objectiona ttt the Department'•
methodology. They 1tate that the
Department bu not demon1trated that
the log export restrictions have a direct
and diacemible effect on actual log
prices: that the Department failed to
take all relevant coats into account in
the calculation: and that the
methodology is corrupted by the use of
imperfect surrogates for actual prices.
leading to unacceptably flawed results.
They summarize their objections by
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stating that the calculation is a
"teetering compound of weighted
averages" and that the "measurement
potentially amounts to nothing more
than the margin or enor attributable to
the Department's methodology."
As we stated in the "Stumpage
Preferentiality" section, we are reluctant
to resort to a cro11-border price analysis
when intra-provincial information is
available. Rather. determining what the
price of loge in BC would be absent the
restrictions is the preferred method to
use for examining the benefit from this
program. Thia methodology follows our
normal line of inquiry for moat of our
subsidy calculations. For example. in
calculating the benefit from a grant. we
determine what a firm would have had
to pay for a commercial loan in the same
amount: for a tax credit, what a fll'Dl
would have paid under normal
corporate tax schedules.
Reapondenll have exaaerated the
lack of observed data in our analysis.
The "derived values" to which
Respondenll refer are. in fact. observed
export prices gathered by Statistica
Canada, as explained in the export price
section below. In the Preliminary
Determination, we constructed a value
for the interior domestic price because
we did not have any actual prices.
However, at verification. we were able
to obtain interior log values from
Statistica Canada and actual log prices
for the tidewater interior, and have used
theae data in oar final calculations.
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effect on domestic prices. Nonethele11.
we believe that these data accurately
represent the market value of los1 to the
. manufacturers in the survey. We were
able to compare the Statistica Canada
data from the coast with the Vancouver
log market prices for the coast and
found that the values were very close.
Therefore, it is reasonable to asaume
that the Statistics Canada data for the
interior are a reasonable reflection of
actual prices.
Respondents object to the
Department'• weighting of the coast and
interior domestic log prices according to
the total BC log harvest in calculatinl
the domestic log price. They contend
that auch weightinl resulll in a grossly
understated domestic log price that
artificially creates a subsidy. Given the
virtual absence of exporll from the
interior, they argue that the Department
should eliminate the interior from the
calculation or weight the interior harvest
by the percentase or total exporll from
the interior.
A.a we explained above, we have
included only those area1 of the interior
in our calculation that would be affected
by the lifting of the export re1trictiona.
The BC domestic Joa price used in our
calculation should be baud on. and
weishted according to, the barvnt from
the areas under consideration. not the
exports used from tho1e areas. To
weight according to the cumnt level of
minu1cule exportl from thol8 area1
would imply that we are calculating the
effect of the restrictions only on the tiny
Domeatic Price
volume of lop currendy exported.
We have calculated a domestic las
Instead. we must calculate the effect of
price baaed on price information &om
the restrictions OD aU Of the lop
the Vancouver log market for the coast.
potentially affected by the liftfns of the
obae"ed 109 prices in the tidewater
re1trictions.
interior, and
Statistics Canada las
We weipt-averapd the price/value
valuation data, adjusted for inflation. for data accordins to the percentqe of
the border interior. The Vancouver log
harvest &om each area included in the
market price information ii baaed on
calculation of the benefit
observed log prices for the coa1l We
Approximately fM percent of the harvest
obtained actual log prices &om a
under comidention occun in the coast,
company located in the tidewater
to percent occur1 in the tidewater
interior at verification. Al these data an interior, and 28 percent occura in the
the only ol>Hrved prices on the record
border interior.
from the tidewater interior, they are the
Sped8a/Grade
Adjuatmmt
moat accurate domestic log prices for
In the Preliminary Determination. we
that area. We alao obtained the
adjusted the weighted-averap dom..UC
Stati1tic1 Canada domestic las volume
and value data for the interior at
las price for the different specin/pada
di1tributiona between the export and
verification. and we have used these
data for the border interior. Althouab we domestic markell ao that the domestic
price would be comparable to the export
could not isolate border interior prices
price and a fair comparison could be
from theH data. the Stati1tica Canada
averqe interior prices an the only data made. Tbe 1pecie1/pade adjustment
reflected differencn in the value of los
available on the record for that felioa.
Re1pondent1, however, find fauft with price• on the coast baaed on the
domestic and export 1pecies and pade
the StatiltiCI Canada data, 1tattns that
it l• baled on e 1urvey of costs, not
di1tribution by volume. Becauae we
prices. and. therefore, cannot be uaed to lacked any data deacribins the domestic
demonstrate a direct end discernible
species/grade profile for the two interior
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areas under consideration. we applied
the coastal species/grade adjustment to
the interior as the best information
available. Both Respondents and the
Coalition object to this application.
Respondents claim that exported loss
from the tidewater interior are of the
same quality aa exported logs from the
coast, but that loss sold in the domestic
market from the interior are inferior to
coastal logs sold in the domestic markeL
Therefore, they assert that the species/
grade adjustment for the tidewater
interior should be larger than that for
the coast. Conversely, the Coalition
believes that the exports from the
tidewater interior are of lower quality
than those from the coast and. therefore,
the adjustment should be smaller for the
tidewater interior.
We must make a species/grade
adjustment for the tidewater and border
interior area1 becau1e we-have included
these areas in our overall calculation.
We recognize that quality differences do
exist between loga from the coast and
those from the interior. The1e
differences apply to both· export and _
domestic logs. However. Respondents
have placed no information on the .
record indicating that the interior
1pecie1/grade adjustment should be
lower or hiper than that calculated for
the coast. On the one band. lince
interior species and pdes are generally
of lower quality than thoae on the coast.
it would nem that the potential interior
adjustment should be lower than that for
the coa1t. On the other hand. given the
lower·quality of interior lop. export
prices would al10 be lower. On balance,
baaed on the information we have, there
11 no rea10n to conclude that the
potential interior adju1tment should be
any different than the coastal
·
adjustment. Tberefore. we have applied
the ipeeie1/pade adjuttment for the
coatt to interior lOIJI a1 well.
Export Price

Reapondenta object to the uae of the
export unit value u1ed in the
Department's calculation on the grounds
that it waa "derived" &om Statistica
Canada volume and value figure1
provided by the Coalition. Re1pondenta
a11ert that 1ince the Department lacked
actual empirical evidence on which to
ba1e it1 export price benchmark. it
cannot produce any evidence of a
"direct and di1cernible effect" on actual
prices. at required by the Department'•
decision in Leather from Argentina.
We di1881'ff with Retpondenta'
auertion. Tbe Department verified that
the Statiatica Canada data are ba1ed on
empirically ob1e"ed prices taken from
Customs records (see Federal
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Government Verification Report). lnita
que1tionnaire respoans. BC reported
the same volume and value deta from
Statistics Canada aa we ued in om
calculation, only on an aarepte balia.
Also. the information on log exportl
published by Statistics Canade i• the
only complete information available
concemlng BC log export prices. The
export unit values calculated from the
Statistics Canada information are not
"derived" values, but rather originate
from actual tran1Bction1 and. thus. can
be used to demomtrate a direct and
discernible effect.
Re1pondents than assert that the
Statistics Canada volume and value
figure• reflect export pricea for lop
harvested and marketed OD the coast
alone. They contend that the export data
do not accurately reflect a mix of cout
and interior apart pricas. aa tbe
Department claimed in tba Praltminarf
Determination. Respondenta upa that
because no export pricu for tba mtericr
reaton are included in the StatlMlm
Canada data. tbe interior lhaaJd not be
included in the Departmaat'a calc:alatkm
of the averase export log price or, at a
minimum. the Departmmt lhould 1118
actual export pricee for tbe interior that
renect tba lower quality of interior lop.
The Coalition sua-ta tbat. if tbe
Department decide• to pmform a
Hparate analysia for tbe cout ud
interior, a weiabtackvarqa dalivered
log price from the Eutern Wubblltm
and Northern ldabo region 1boald be
used as the interior axport price.
We determine that the un of crou.
border information wowd be
inappropriate when intra-proYiDcial
information ii available (... the
"Stumpage PrefarentiaUty" section of
this notice). In addition. we believe that
Respondenta have milchancaemed the
origin of the Jog exporta. The Statiltica
Canada data represent loa aporta that
originate primarily from tlie tidewater
interior and the coast, not limply the
coast. A IDlall portion of nporta allO
originate• from the border interior (...
BC Verification Report). Al dfacuued
above, we used the coast, the tidewater
interior and the border fntarior fn our
calculatton1; we did not include tba
north/central interior. We ued the BC
unit value for log exporta from Statildca
Canade Bl an export price for the coest,
the tidewatar interior and the border
interior. Moreover, H I• the only
information on the record reprdln1
export priceL
F.coaoadc Adjmlmaat
In the Prellmmary Determination. the
Department 1djuated the export price
downward bJ a price equilibrium fector
to account for the decreaee in the BC
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export price that woWd result from
lifting the 101 export restrictiona.

Respondents object to the
Department'• analysis. Tbey suggest
that "the Department suhetituted
various a11wnptiom purporting to be
generally accepted prindplee of
economics." rather tbaD perform an
actual empirical analyail of the effect&
of BC'1 restrictiona u required by the
Department'• determination in Leather.
As we stated in the Preliminary
Determination. the factual
circumatancea in this cue are more
complicated than tho11 in Leather and,
as such; the mea1Ur1ment 1urroundina
BC loa export reatrictiou and Argmatine
hide rutrictiom are dissimilar. The
Argentine hide restricttcma were in place
sporadically, allowiq few an analylia of
the on-and-off effecta. The BC loa export
re1trictlon1 have been in place In llOlll8
form or another ainca 1808. therebr
forcing the Department to • • eccmomia
modela u a ma&1UN1Dt1Dt tool
R11pondents seem to be
that,
because tbe facts in dUa ca• ue
different from thOM in lather, the
Department •• precludecl from uliq.
more appropriate metbodo&o., ud
therefore pncluded from followblf tbs
Leather pncedenL Tbil . . .HtiOll la
impermissible. The Department IDDlt
examine the relnant fact.I iD 1acb cue
and chooM ID. appropria18 mMbodoioa
to dMl with thole facta.
We maintaiD that if the loa export
· reatrictlau an lifted. th• app)J of lop
available iD the Padflc Rim market (the
market far• percat of BC exporta)
wowd iDcreaM and the price of
exported lop WoWd
The
MU1olick ltady analysed the effect9 on
the BC coutal economy of the complete
removal of the restrictlom OD the
quantity of logs exported. It attribute• a
22 percent decre11e In the BC export
price for lop to the remcmrl otthe log
export l'fttl'icdon1.
The Coalition contends that the
MU1olick study provtdn an ac:carate
reprnentatlon of tbe impact of Jog
export rertricdonr. (IH Coalition Call
Brief, Vol 1. Sectfon 3 at 8Z.) In 1upport
of ita assertion. It placed on the record a
study by N8wport which reviews the
M&J'IOlfclc ltady and update• the
Maraoliclc factor ('"Marlolick/Newport
factor'").
Convenely, Respondents have
nmnerua• obfectton1 to the
Department'• uae of tba Maraolick
study. They state that the atadJ
"•igniftcantly undentatet the steep drop
from aport prices to tba domestic price
leval. in tha event of any diff'ermce
between such prtcee" (,.. Rnpondenta
Rebuttal Brief).
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Reepoodenta challenge the
Department'• me of the Margolick study
by questioning the model'• external and
internal validity. Reepondenta then
cont.eat the study'• application to the
facts in BC.
Pint. with respect to the model's
external validity, Respondenta claim
that tbe Margolick study don not take
into account the multiple facton that
influence npply and demand in the BC
coutal loa markeL These facton
include the "feedback effects"
poetulated by Kalt. Japanese trade
polic:ia ad resulting demand
elaaticitlel, U.S. trade polidea,. the
potential for increased supply of lop
from the Commonwealth of Independent
Stataa (CIS). and a11oci.atad
mieappHcation of·elasticiU... They state
that the11 multiple fa.-. can only be
accounted for ID a pneral equilibrtam
model The Maraolick study, on the
other bad. ts. accordina to Kalt. based
on a partial equilibrium analywts.
We maintain that moet, if not all.
eccmomatrlc 1tadfe1 are. by their Vflrf
natme. baaed on a partial equilfbrtum
analylia. That la. only an econometric
model In wbicb tha market fn question la
~entirely by behavioral
relatiouldpt. and In which no
11aamptiom atern-1 to the model are
nec:aury, cen traJ,be considered a
pnenl eqalUbrium ,.wy1t1. Dae to
their probfbittve cost. pneral
equilibrium models are rarely, ff ever,
constructed. Al a practical matter.
external aasamptiona are required to
coutruct econometric models, 11 WBI
true fn the CIH of the Margoliclc study.
Tbe appUc:ation of 1acb a11amption1
does not nnder the partial equilibrium
model lnftlfd. Al rucb. we do not agree
with Rerpondenta' contention that the
Department should reject the Margollck
study simply because ft i• a partial
equilibrtmn analywiL
Second. Rnpondenta dispute the
intemal validity of the Margollck 1tudy.
We note that their flnt challenge, that
the Maraotlck 1tudy fails to establish ua
eqaflfbrfam p~ce that adequately
renectr the likely decline in export
price1 that would result from lilting the
re1trlcdoD1. re1t1 simply on a
mathematical error: Respondent. faJ1ed
to note that the Margolfck study
measured the percentege increase or
decreaH ID the prices. not the
percemap incnase.or decrea11 on tbe
difference between the prices. u
Respondenta incornctly contend.
The otber major contmtlou. raised
by Respcmdats with respect to the
intemal validity of tba Muaolick study,
·
are the 1tatiltical reliability of the
results. iDCGll'ICt appropriation of
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independently-derived elasticities into
the model. and the use of out-of-date
infonnation.
All of these objections state that
improvements in the Margolick model
can be made, but we note that thii ii
also the case for all econometric studies.
The Margolick study had been reviewed
before it was published. presumably by
the BC government officials who
provided partial funding for this study.
We also note that Respondents did not
submit any poet-publication unfavorable
critiques suggesting that the model waa
invalid. that is. until the Department
used the study in ita Preliminary
Determination.
With respect to Reapondenta' criticism
regarding statistical validity, we note
that this concept ia related to what
economic modelen call "model
validation." Model validation
encompasses how well the model
performs in relation to theory and
whether the predictions appear
reasonable and are statistically
aignificanL Aa noted above. we belien
that the Margolick study conforms to
accepted economic theory. Al to the
model' a prediction of the effect of liftiq
BC'a log export restrictions, we believe
that the Margolick study paaan the teat
of reaeonableneu. Althoush we qree
with Reapondenta that it would have
been preferable to have a measure of
the 1tati1tical significance of the
predictions. we note that the lack of
such a teat does not invalidate the
reaulta of the Marsolick study.
Respondents contend that the
Marsolick study cannot be used in the
Department's calculation becauae the
study is baaed on 1983 data. which ii
outside of the period of inve1ti8ation. In
arguins against the Margolick factor,
Respondents have a11erted that the
study does not take into account
changes that have occurred in the
Pacific Rim market since 1983. The
Department acknowledpa that to the
extent that world market conditiou
were different in 1983 than in 1990, the
Marsolick factor, which was 2Z percent
in the Preliminary Determination. ii
inaccurate and could lead to an
oventatement or understatement of the
benefiL
Al noted above, the Coalition bat
placed on the record a study by
Newport. which updates the Marsolick
study using 1990 data. The results of the
Newport update indicate that the BC
market price, after removal of the export
restrictions. would be 27 percent hfsher,
and the corresponding Pacific Rim
market price 18 percent lower. We have
used information from the Newport
upd~te, the Margolick/Newport factor,
in the calculation of the benefit.
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Finally, Respondents contend that the
Margolick study does not examine the
effects of price equilibration in the
interior. We do not agree with
Respondents that our application of the
Margolick factor in the Preliminary
Determination waa "wholly
unreasonable." In their own analysis,
even Respondents infer that the study
applies to both to the coast and
tidewater interior, as although it was
baaed only on prices from the coaaL
While it may not be ideal to apply the
Margolick factor acro11 the entire
province. we do not find such an
application unreasonable. We have
simply added the border interior region.
another geographic area that would be
directly affected by the removal of the
restrictions. Therefore. for purposes of ·
this final determination. we consider it
appropriate to apply the price
equilibrium factor to the tidewater
interior and border interior.
We judp this in no way to be an
adverse adjustment towards
Respondents. Indeed, if the Department
did not decreaH the interior export
price, as was proposed by the Coalition.
the differential between the interior
export and domestic price• would be
significantly greater, thereby nilina die
benefit.
Finally, many of the above crtticiaml
are not unique to the Margollck study,
but apply to many econometric modela
publiahed in peer-reviewed iournala.
The standards that Reapondenta have
argued the Department should hold the
.Margolick model to far exceed any
standards applied to econometric
models by academic. government. and
industry reaearchera who coaatruct.
apply, and review such moclela.
Export Cotta

In the Preliminary Determination. we
adjusted the average las export price for
the incremental sort coats involved in
dry land sorting and lost volume, and for
export transportation coata.
Reapondenta assert that they have
established the basil for the coata they
claimed. that the Department baa
verified the information. and that the
Coalition's experts have conceded that
the coats are reasonable. Respondents
conclude, therefore. that the province's
coata are the only information available
.. R.pondentt lack of clarity on wbat coaatitatn
the cout and what comlitulll the interior II furth.demoMtrated when they ltltl HO O O the.only
rea-bll c:ond1111ion ii thaL due to the lnWriar'1
llOll'llpbic: ilolalion from lidewats porta. thare
would be no price effects In the Interior." M not9d
above. and 11 explained to tb1 Departa.nt dartq
verification. the tidewater interior ii - of tine
.,... In the lnlarior. and. 11 delined. bu ICIClll IO
llde-ter por11. See Rnpond1111t' JolDt ea.. .wt
April Z1, tllft. Vol IV-A at 119.
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to the Department and must form the
basis of the Department's determination.
The Coalition disagrees and charges
that Respondents have miacharacterized
the position of the Coalition'• expert
regarding these coats. While the
Coalition's expert agrees with the
general description of the coats, he does
not agree with Respondents'
characterization that all the coats,
particularly falldown sort coats, are
coats of exporting logs.
Contrary to Respondents' claim. we
did not verify all of the coat data.
Rather, what we ''verified" consisted
largely of individual testimonials and
hypothetical examples illustrative of
potential coata. We did examine several
random invoices, choHn by
Respondents. pertaining to eome of the
costa. Respondents were unable to
demonstrate the repreaentativeneaa of
such invoices. and we were unable to
trace moat claimed coata to any
backarouad doaunentaticm. Therefore,
we have made coat adjustments baaed
upon the reasonableness of the
testimonials and invoices via-a-via other
information on the record. not upon
definitively verified coata.
Reapondenta assert that Hllen incur
incremental sort coata (dry land sort and
volume loet coata) when exporting lop.
They claim that these costa. aa reported
in the questionnaire responaea, are
repreaentative of the vast majority of
export Alea from the province. They
maintain that the Department correctly
adjutted for these coats in the
Preliminary Determination by usina the
coata that Respondents reported in the
questionnaire re1ponae1. 'Ibey add that,
at verification. they provided testimony
of an induttry expert documentins these
coats. which they state were
aubtequently confirmed by other
industry representatives.
The Coalition a11erta that the
adjuatmenta the Department applied in
the Preliminary Determination for
incremental coata were overestimated.
For a tidewater interior plus coast
analysis. it propoaea reducing the dry
land sort adjustment baaed on revised
estimates of the difference between the
wefshted average dry land sorting coata
a11ociated with export lop and the
weighted average dry land sorting coata
a11ociated with domestic logs. The
Coalition recommends not making any
dry land sort coat adjustment for the rest
of the interior. The Coalition alleges that
the coata of the volume lost claimed by
Respondents were exaggerated and
proposes that the coats be reduced. It
claims that a significant amount of the
coata of the volume lost is recoverable
through the sale of the discarded volume
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on the open market. aa ia true in the
United States.
We disagree that such co1la are
recoverable. At verification. we
interviewed the manaser o{ a dry land
sorting operation who indicated that
most of the volume loat is burned as
waste and not sold on the open market.
However, we did correct the volume lost
claimed by Respondents for the coast.
We discovered at verification that this
cost was based on the 1ame
hypothetical example discusaed above
in the "Export Coats" section that
Respondents did not substantiate.
Nonetheless, we have accepted this
hypothetical as an adjustment to the
export price for the coast because thia 11
the only information oa the record.
However, rather than allocating the cost
of volume lost to the export sort aa
Respoodenla did. we have reallocated
the coat of volume loat to the CJrilinal
sort. from which the volume Iott
ofilinated.
At verification. we alao obtained cott
information on vobame lost from a
compuy located in the tidewater
interior. We U88d thia figure as the
averap volume Iott {or the tidewatar
interior. We weisbt-«verqed. K1COft1ina
to tba percent of lxpor1I from the
tideweter interior and the coast. the ccast
o{ volume lOlt in order to calcWate •
coat for volume lost for the entire uu
under c:omlderatioa. We have no
evideDce iDdicatina that the volume Jost
in export aorta ii different from domestic
sortln& COila in the border interior.
Tberelon, we did not adjust for any
volume lost coat in that areL
Baaed on Information obtained at
verification. we carrtcted tbe dry land
aort cottl clabned by RelpOlldenta. 111•
claimed drJ lad sort COila ued were
bued upon the reported tncnrmental
aortin8 COltl betwaen dametttc and
export IOl'tl. ts.oo and llUO.
re1pecttvely, for the Vancoawr am. At
verlftcaUoa. we lnrned that the 10ft1D1
coata. aa well a all ofthec181med
export coata. wen bald apaa a
hypothetical example (. . IC
Verification Report). We obtab:aed eo1t
information from a priYate CGIDJNlllY
while viaitiq a dry lad IOI'& location Jn
the Vancouver area. We determine that
thia uw, actual blfarmatloa la
prefaoable to the bJPOthetical
illformetkm aabmittld bJ Re.pcmdatl
and bne. dm9fcn. bal9d the drJ land
ICll't adl•..,.. OD that prtyate
compu11'1 COltl.

We allo obtaiaed IOrt COit
Information for the tkllw8ter battri• at

Ylftflaatloa. Wt weiabt..ftrqed.
accordlaa ta the permnt ol aportl from
the U.Wawr illterlar ud the coa11. tht
inr.mMDtal IOrt caeta ill order to
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calculate an incremental dry land IOrt
cost for the entire area under
consideration. We have no information
indicating that export aal1ing coala are
different from domestic sortins coata for
the border area. Tberefon, we did not
adjust for any incremental tarting coala
for the border area.
Additional export transportation coala
(towing. storage. and yarding) on the
coast occur when log exporta are sold
on a free-elons-side (PAS} baaia.
Respondents maintain. baaed on their
hypothetical example, that vendors on
the coast sell logs approximately 25
percent of the time on an FAS basil (75
percent of the time lop are aold on a
F.O.B. raft basia, the aame terms uaed in
domestic sales). The Coalition claima
that. compared with thoae in the United
Sta tea, not only are tbe FAS coata
exaggerated. but the frequency o£ FAS
1alet la also exceasive. Therefore.
according to the Coalition. tba export
tranaportation coata for the cout sbould
be reduced.
We used the export tranaportation
coala for the coaat provided b1
Respondenta beoauae there ii no other
information on the record naardina
tranapartation coata on the couL At
verification. we obtained export
transportation eo1t1 for the tidewater
interior.
For the interior, Rapondentl uaert
that the Department failed ta
incorporate export tranaportatian costa
auociated with any potential log
. exporta. They claim that, bad the
Department calculated an avenp
traJllportation cost fram the matn1
interior to eitb• tidewater ports or the
U.S. border. the entire aDeaed aubtidy
would be eliminated. The Coa1iticm.
upet that no export traupartaUon
adjuatment ii needed in the illterior. Jt
claima that lop tranaported to the
United States from the BC Interior an
likely to be treated and transported Jn
exactly the aame ID8DDel' u lop aold
domestically. Therefore. the Coalition
contends that no adJuatment for export
transportation coala should be made for
lot exporta from the lDtertor. ·
We have determined that an export
tramportatlan cost adjutment la
appropriate for lot exporta from the
bord.r interior. Durtnt 'ftll'tflcetioa. BC
prcmded ntdenc:e of lot baallq coatl
and diatucn for tha bltmior frOm the
Mimltry of PONltl llltmm Lo11b11 Colt
SurveJ. Thia lanef indicated t6afthe
av. . . . baal diltmlell for tb11Camlaop1
and Nelaon f88lou. tbt l'eliaaa inc:ladtcl

Jn the border .,... wen n ud •
kilometml 1apectiYtlJ (IZ mila GD
aven..J. Uatna 1Calt'11CJO.milt limit.
described above, ta deflm the border
lDterior, we calcalaaed tbe •'fW811
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abippins diltaoce from the border region
to be approximately 110 miles baaed on
our delineation of the border area and
the general location of U.S. mills at
approximately 60 miles from the border.
The incremental export diatance ia
therefore approximately 60 milea. We
multiplied the incremental export
distance by the haul rate for the area
that we examined at verification to
calculate the incremental export
transportation coat far the border region.
We weight-averaged, according to the
percent of export• from the coaat. the
tidewater inblrior, and the border
interior. the coat of export
transportation In order to calculate a
total export transportation coat
adj\18tment {or the entire area under
conaideration.
Respondenta etaert that {alldown eart
coala ahauld be deducted from the
export value. 111ey maintain that
falldown tart coata lll't the c:oltl
a11ociated with dfapotlint of thON lop
that
after the hiah srade and biP
wttbfn.srade lop haYe been removed
for exportation. Rnpondenta claim that
"the reductlon in value attrtbatable to
the falldown boom 11 a part of the cost
of obtandna the potential extra retm'lll
that come from exportlna the better
qaalft1 lop" (aee Respondenta' Caae
Brief). Tbq contend that such coltl ue
not dapltcative of the Department'•
1peciea/srede adbaatment. a1 the
Dep.rtment claimed Jn the Prelimtna17
Determtntthm. Reapondent1 farther
aaa.-t that the Vancoaver IOJ market
pricel on which the apecfn/srade
adjaatment wa baaed lnducfed onlf
price• reported for the first arm'1-lqth
aalt oftop. 111q claim that molt
falldown IGrtl me ncand aalea and that
price• chuted for faDdown aorta.
therelon, ue not Included fn the
aven,. Vanco11Y91' loa market price. Al
a reault. Reapondenta claim that the
apedea/pade adj111tment fa01 to take
Into account the important redactiona in
value aeodaled with ncb falldown

remmn

aorta.

The Coalition upea that while the
falldowa tart that mnatm after export
lop bne been removed from a
dam..Uc aart 11 wartb len than an
anrqe domestic aort. dda doea not
repreHDt a true coat of exportina. nor
doea the creation of a faUdown iort
affect export price• In 1DJ malllUll'. 'l'ht
Coalition contends tbat falldown aort
COltl an not nil txptn1• borne In
order to pnpan lop far export.

Wt rtafBrm oar PrellminarJ

Determination not to adjuat the export
..... far tbt al1tlacl falldowa IOl't COila.
Wt bc:l 1tapcmdtat1' falldowD aort

clUa boda oGafultd ad milplaoecL We
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do not dispute that a falldown sort may
result when an export sort is removed
from a camp-run sort (i.e.• the collection
of total logs in the boom representing
the entire harvest of a forest stand). The
camp-run sort is the sum of the "export
sort" (created by removing exportable
logs from the "true" domestic sort). the
faildown sort (the sort that remains after
the exportable logs are removed) and
the volume lost (see infra). We dispute
that the falldown sort is a cost of
exporting.
We disagree with the method
Respondents use to measure the
potential effects of the falldown sort. As
we understand Respondents' argument,
because higher quality logs are
exported. leaving lower quality logs (the
falldown sort). the price of those export
logs (comprising the higher quality logs
of the grade) cannot be compared
directly with the price of the domestic
logs. However, the value of falldown
sorts and the quantification of within6J'ade variations are separate iHues.
We agree with the Coalition that the
creation of a falldown sort is not a cost
of exporting, especially when the
falldown sort is sold for its market
value. as we found at verification.
Indeed. if it were correct that "the
reduction in value attributable to the
falldown boom is a part of the cost of
obtaining the potential extra returns that
come from exporting the better quality
logs" (see Respondents' Case Brief), aa
Respondents claim. then the increase in
ihe value is a benefit of exportins lop.
The exporter does not suffer from the
creation of a falldown sort. He would
:~ave had to sell these logs in the
domestic market anyway. We recopize
~hat the overall value of the true
domestic sort is lower without the
exportable logs, since the "cream" has
been skimmed off the top. so to speak
(creating the falldown sort).
~onetheleH. this "1011" ls more than
compensated for by the much higher
price received for the top quality lop in
the export market than would have been
~eceived if those same top quality lop
were sold in the domestic market.
\'iewed in this way, we would add the
benefit from increaaing the value of the
export logs to the cost of exportins logs
:md arrive at an even higher overall
subsidy. Obviously, this is not
Respondents' intent.
Therefore, we have not made an
allowance for the falldown sort cost. We
have accounted for these differences in
the species/grade adjustment. 14 Also,
•• U1i111 lhe hypolhetlcal example provided lo the
Depenment during verification
BC Verdicatiall
ReportJ, - identify lhe incnmfttal pill of Ille
l!llport IOr1 ((IUD/1113-'70/1113) • 511 m3•1ZUSO)

<-
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we were told. but were presented no
supporting evidence at verification. that
falldown sorts are generally secondstage sales and therefore not included in
the calculation of the average VLM
domestic log price. Indeed. if this were
true. the inclusion of the price of a
falldown sort in the VLM average
should reduce the VLM average
domestic log price and increase the
differential between the export and
domestic values (thereby increasing the
overall subsidy).
During verification. Respondents
began arguing falldown sort costs from
another perspective. that is. that a
falldown adjustment is really a withingrade adjustment. Respondents
attempted to measure a within-grade
variation between export and true
domestic sorts using the difference in
value between a falldown sort and a
true domestic sort. As for this variation
cetween export and domestic sorts, we
do not contest that a quality range can
exist within statutory log grades.
However, we were presented no
evidence that only the high quality logs
within a grade were exported. Because
we have no evidence of a within-grade
average difference between exported
and domestic logs, we cannot accept
that such an adjusbnent Is in order.
much le111 quantify the difference or
make an adjustment to the export value.
More important. we have no reason to
believe that the species/grade
adjustment we made does not account
for within-grade differences.

reference to "generally accepted
economic principles." Finally,
Respondents state that the Department
made no effort to measure the cash-flow
effects on integrated firms arising from
log export restrictions.
In contrast, the Coalition argues that
the Department's methodology correctly
applies the benefit to all logs. including
those harvested for use by integrated
firms. It notes that integrated firms will
assign the same market value to
internally and externally sourced logs,
indicating that the "decline in the
market price of logs that is caused by
the export restrictiona rebounds
substantially to the benefit of the
integrated producers' lumber divisions."
(See Coalition brief at 111-125.)
The clear intention of a restriction on
the exportation of logs is to encourage
the conduct of value-added processing
within a jurisdiction. in this case BC.
rather than in another area. The very
fact that BC. while pursuing its
employment. dP\'elopment. and other
goals, feels compelled to enact (and
strengthen as recently as 1990) laws and
regulations severely restricting the
export of logs is the most eloquent
argument po111ible for the proposition
that absent the restrictions, the rationaL
profit-maximizing firm would choose to
export at least some of Us harvest. To
the extent that an integrated firm is
prohibited from following its first. best
use of a resource, which undoubtedly in
certain instances would likely be the
exportation of logs; it would then tum to
Application of Benefit
the next best use. In this case, the next
Respondents contend that the effect. if best use would be additional lumber
any, of the log export restrictions would production. In fact. the Percy study
be limited to firms purchasing lop in
demonstrates that an increase in log
arm'•length transactions. In addition.
exports would have the effect of
Respondents state that the Department's reducins the export competitivene11 of
analysis incorrectly focuses on the logs
the 8.C. wood products industry by
that an integrated firm does not (or
increasing costs. (See Percy study at
would not) proce111 into lumber. instead page 49-50.) It Is precisely this outcome
of examining the effect on logs
which the maintenance and
proce11ed into lumber. Respondents
strengthening of the B.C. government's
argue that the Department'• extension of log export re1trictions. in place for
the benefits of log export restrictions to
nearly 90 yean, aeekl to avoid.
Integrated fums is baaed solely on
Country-Wide Rate Calculation for BC
a111ertion. speculation. and one vague
Los Export RatrictioD8
where IUD/m3 l1 lhe ellport price. "9/m3 l1 lhe
camp-run price, and 515 1113 11 the Hport volume.
The incnmental Ion of the felldown It (('70/
1113-DU0/11131 • 3115 m3• . .0S3) wbere DUO II
the velue of Ille falldown ead 3111 111311 the felldowa
volume. Thlt yield9 e differwnce of 123.117. which.
when carried OD the oftaillel camp nlll volume Of
1000 m3. yielda en incremental pin or 123.17 1113.
1'11at thia nplaCff the epeciee and quellty
adj111tment 11 eYident Crom the feet thet ell campnan lop are ell torted into export or falldowa IOr1a.
ead the dry lead IOrt ii a IOl'l by 11"9de ead apeciea.
The Department allO now. bow similar in
-pitude Ille SZ3.17 It lo the 1peciee ead quality
adjuetment used In thia detemtnalioa.

To calculate the country-wide rate. we
divided the benefit for the program by
the value of BC's lumber shipments plus
the value of Its by-product shipments
produced during the lumber production
proce111. We then weight averaged this
rate by BC's share of exports to the
United Statet of the subject
merchandise to calculate a country-wide
rate of 3.80 percent ad valorem. See
"Calculation of the Country-Wide Rate
for Stumpage Proframs" section.

Federal Register
Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec
The Coalition has made a number of
arguments against the Department's
Preliminary Determination that the log
export restrictions in Alberta, Ontario,
and Quebec do not provide a benefit to
lumber producers. These comments
focus on the restrictiveness of the laws
and log import and export levels.
Concerning the restrictiveness of the
laws. the Coalition states that even
though the laws in these provinces do
not cover private and federal lands, the
Federal controls under the Export and
Import Permits Act (EIPA) sufficiently
restrict log exports from these lands. In
addition. the Coalition states that, based
on the verification reports, these
provinces explicitly restrict exports as a
matter of policy and employ such means
as a "surplus to domestic needs" test
The Coalition states that the low level of
exports is in and of itaelf evidence of the
restrictiveness of the laws and that even
in provinces like Quebec. where there is ,
a significant amount of unrestricted
private land, log exports are kept low by
the Federal law rather than a lack of
export demand. It states that a high .
level of log imports into Ontario and
Quebec does not indicate that exports
would not increase following a lifting of
the restrictions and that the restrictions
themselves are what cause log imports
to predominate over exports.
• The Coalition provides nothing
beyond anecdotal evidence to support
its claim that Federal laws effectively
restrict exports from the three provinces
or that there is a large export demand
for logs from the three provinces. At
verification, we found that the Federal
Government grants export permits
routinely and quickly. We found no
evidence of a meaningful "surplus to
domestic needs" test in Ontario.
Quebec. or Alberta.
The few U.S. mills that expressed
interest in buying logs from these
provinces can hardly be said to
constitute huge pent-up export demand.
In the case of Alberta; tranaportation
costs alone preclude most of the timber
harvested there from beins sold in the
United States.
Finally, export restrictions, according
to the Coalition's own argument,
depre1111 domestic prices relative to the
export market. The Coalition fails to
provide a credible reason why mills in
Quebec and Ontario, which supposedly
benefit from sisnificantly underpriced
domestic logs, would bother to buy such
a significant volume of expensive U.S.
logs.
In spite of these observations, we
agree with the Coalition that there are
some procedural impediments to the
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exportation of logs from Alberta,
Ontario, and Quebec. For example, only
one request to export logs from Alberta
was received during the POI. The
intended destination was Japan. The
request for export was -eventually
withdrawn: because. according to the
applicant, the government took too long
to make a decision. In Quebec. the only
request to export logs durins the POI
took six months to be approved. In
Ontario, written requests to export
under the quota were processed quickly.
However, at verification we learned that
there were many more telephone
inquiries about export.procedures than
actual written requests and that after
speaking with Ontario officials. few of
the callers bothered to submit a formal
request to export.
Although these procedural .
impediments may have a minor effect on
log exports. we.determine that log
export restrictions in Alberta. Ontario,
and Quebec do.not have any sisnificant
impact in -those provinces. Aa discuHed_
in the Preliminary Determination. in
contrast to BC. where the
preponderance of evidence points
towards a virtual de facto ban on the
export of logs. and where we can show
that this de facto ban has a significant
downward effect on the price of BC
domestic logs. the preponderance of
evidence in the other three provinces
does not point to any such de facto ban.
Therefore, we determine that the log
export restrictions in Alberta, Ontario,
and Quebec are not countervailable.
Reviaiom To Factual Information From
Preliminary Determination
In the Preliminary Determination. we
described the log export restriction
laws, regulations, and policies of the
Federal government, BC. Alberta,
Ontario, and Quebec. Our description
was accurate except for the following:
Federal Government Log Export
Coalrola
In the Preliminary Determination. we
implied that the "Notice to Exporters"
issued by the Federal Government
applies only to BC. when in fact it is
intended to describe generally how the
export permit system under the Federal
EIPA works and to bring to ~e attention
of exporters the requirements for
obtaining an export permiL These
notices have a special section with
respect to BC describing the procedure
for exporters wishing to obtain a
Federal export permit for logs harvested
on lands in BC under Federal
jurisdiction. We also implied in the
Preliminary Determination that this
"Notice to Exporters" amounts to a
Federal regulation when. in fact, it does
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noL However, even though these notices
have no regulatory effect, the Federal
Government does not issue an export
permit for any logs harvested in BC
unleH the exporter has first obtained a
BC export permit (see Federal
Government Verification Report).
British Columbia Log Export Controls
We learned at verification that there
are two possible ways of obtaining an
exemption to the provincial log export
restrictions according to section 136 of
the Forest Act: An OIC granted by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council and a
Ministerial order granted by the MOF. A
ministerial exemption is basically an
administrative procedure, requiring
approval only at the MOF. By contrast
an OIC requires approval by the entire
cabinet. as represented by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council. One or
the other of these exemptions is
necessary before logs can be exported.
The lieutenant Govemor in Council or
Minister must be satisfied that the
timber or wood residue is surplus to the
needs of the domestic industry, cannot
be processed economically in the
vicinity from which it is cut, or that an
exemption would prevent the waste, or
improve the utilization, of the timber cut
from Crown lands. The procedure for
evaluating economic or utilization
reasons are similar, involving a cost
analysis and export valuation. In the
case oh ministerial order, the timber
must be harvested. and the volume
cannot exceed 15,000 cubic meters for
each export application. All standing
timber applications must be approved
byanOIC.
In the Preliminary Determination we
implied that the harvested surplus logs
constituted the majority of exported logs
during the POI. This is not the case. At
verification we learned that only about
35 percent of total logs exported were
"surplWI to domestic needs," about 48
percent originated in Kalum/Cassiar
under a blanket OIC, and the remainder
was from areas covered by
miscellaneous blanket OICs or from
stands exempted for economic or
utilization reasons (see BC Verification
Report).
·

Proarams Determined Not To Be Used
Durins the course of the investigation.
two private silviculture reimbursement
programs were discovered. After further
examination and verification of these
prognms. we determine that aubsidies
are not beins provided on the
manufacture, production. or exportati9n
of the subject merchandise under either
of these programs:

Federal Regiat.er
Private For9St Dnelopment Programs in
Quebec and Ontario
In our Preliminary De&ermination. we
detennined tha\ the reimbunemem of
silviculture expenses under the Private
Forest Development Program (PFDPJ in
Quebec provided a countervailable
benefit to 90ftwood lumber. We
discovered the exiatence of thia program
through Quebec's initial questionnaire
response.
Quebec's PFDP. which has been in
e:ocistence since the early 1970s. is a
program eat.ablished by Quebec to help
private woodlot owners improve their
woodlots. Under the progl'am. "woodlot
owners who have been recognized as
forest producers.. are eligible to receive
reimbursement amounts for silviculture
that are calculated to cover 90 percent
of the estimated costs for certain
silviculture treatments. According to the
PFDP. to be recognized as a forest
producer. a private woodlot owner must
own at least Coar hectares of woodland
forming a single block. and eam income
from this land primarily throqfr the
prochn:tion of wood. maple sugar. or
Christmas trees. PriTllt~ land owners
who do not qualify for rec:t>prition ••
forest prudacers mar receive seedliap
for the reforestation of their land under
the PPDP bat are not elisible for other
PFDP reimbmaementa.
Atverification.bow"8~the

Department bmd no informatian
showina that producers of the
merchandi• subject to· this
investigatien receive paymenhl or
reimbunementa under the PFDP.
Therefore, we determine tbac this
program does not confer a subsidy to
producers of thesubjeet..merchandiH.
Reapondenb have made-a numberof
comments on the Depertment'a
PreliminarJ Determination with respect
to these prosrama focuainS on
specificity. the- time period. for ret:eipl of
bene&ta. and th• DoncountenailabiUty
of thct program. Sillce tha Department
has determined tbal this program was
not used by producen of tha 8Ubject
merchandlae. these commenta need not
be addressed.
During the veriflcatioA of the Ontario
responses. we found that the
Govemment of Ontario pays for
sil vicultlll'9 on· pmate land. Moat of fbe
expeadilures incurred relate to
silviculture. activitiea undertaken on
poor agricultural. Janda. The provincial
government will pay for site
preparation. acaling. une.ven-aged
managemenL and other silviculture
activitiea. Tlie pro8J'am ia designed to
develop forest laDd on depleted
fannland (CJuisbnaa tree production ia
not covered). High value trees, such as
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white pine. are often planted. (See
Ontario Verification Report p. tZ.)
As with the PFDP in Quebec. the
Department found no information
showing that producers ofttre
merchandise subject to this
investigation receive payments or
reimbursements under Ontario'•
silviculture expenditures for private
lands. 111.erefore. we determine that this
program was not used byprodacersof
the subject merchandiH.
Ccwmtenta
All issues and commenb not
discuned in the abcmt aeetions areaddressed irr this section.
Comment 1: In tfJe. joint case brief the
GOC requested that all oftfle.prot'inces
subject to this investigation be excluded
from the investigatimt based on their
claim that the investipted program• are
nonspecific and. nonpreCetentiaL

DOC PoBition: We dilqree. Ourdetemrinatkm with respect'te t1Jeee.
claims is fOU!ld in ti. "Sbmlpep" and
"Log Export Restricti0111"' section• of
this notice.
Comment Z:Quebec all8fta that it
should be- exempt frmn d9 invHtfgation
beca111tt (11 it wae eaeentfally exelllpt
from the export tax under the MOU du~
to its replacement meaeares. and (2J its
parity tedmiqw for settfq pnwincial
stumpap rates mirron that of thtr
excluded Maritt.. ProYinces. fa
particalar New erunewfci•a 111h!in. .
The- Coalition diSplltes. ttle I>.-. fos
Quebec's Nfl1lHt for aemption. iD
particular Quebec'• auediGA thalita
system for settiq pub&.amapage
price• is "indisputably identical" to New
Bninswiclt's.
DOC Pmdtiorr. We dis.-witfl
Respondents. 'Fiie expert tn rat• oder
the MOU Went negotiated rat•not
related to any final d'eterminatkloof
subsidizathm. 'ntey did not neeeeearily
reflect the actlllli rate· ol aub.wizatioD iD·
1986. much less now. The offset ol \beae
static rates through provincial
replacement measures was alJO the
result ofnegotiafiOD and.in.no way
addreased the i11ue of cmrent ·
subsidization. Moreover. QUebec.did not
fully replace its export tax rate under
the MOU. Q.uebec•s rate at the time of
Canada's unilateral termination of the
MOU was 8.% percent and· was
scheduled to fall to ~.t percent in
November 199t.
'nte M'aritfma Provim:ea were exempt
from thia invesffgatimr solely becamur of
the ....pecial circumstaacea· mprirement
for self-initiatioa underCATf. TfJe
special circumstance forseltinitfation
of this investigation was the GOC"s
unilateral temliaation of the MOU. The
Maritime Provinces were exemptfnmr
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the MOU. theref~ tfte special
circumstam:ea Deceu&RJ foi- selfinitiatioR did not exist for the Ma~
Provinces. and the Department was
precluded. from aelf-initiating against
these provinces. Quebecwas not
exempt &oar the MOU. For Quebec. theprerequiaite special circumstances
existed. Moreover; the Department had
sufficient evidence caacerniDg Quebec'•
stumpage proarams to include them in
the self.iJWiatiolr of a countervailing
duty caae an.tering softwood lumber
imports from Canada.
Comment 3: BC atates that it was tha
only pl'O'l'inat to adopt full replacement
meaauru under the MOU and that the
United States accepted those. measures
and amended the MOU to exclode BC
fram dm apert tax.. BC fmtber argues
that itaaituation is exactly like that of ·
the M•rWme ptavinc:ea which wera
enmpt from. thia case becama they
Wft'IP exempt&am the expert charp.
Therafme. BCcoutends that. like the
Maritime Provinces. it sboald be exempt
from this investigatialt becaase the
Depetmentfailed te> meet the apecial
circumatulces or aafficient eridem:e
requimmeat of Article 2.1 of the GATI'
SublidiaCode.
The Coalitiml stat.es that public
stumpage plicea in BC are aat set by the
mark.t aiace.. and aa this. whole cue bu
demonstrated. BC adminiltered
stumpage bu lqpd well below tbecompetitift SBFEP rate and "in no
e11eatiai nmmeria market-based."
DOCAltlititmr'We d:iaagree with
Reapondeng. Aldleaab dte export tax
for BC IHldW'the MOU waa reduced Co
zero. BC was not exempt from the MOU.
Despite- tile zero rate, Bea operation of
replacement mea18"11 was still aab;ect
to consultations wi1h the United Starn.
and monitoriq by both governments.
Althoush BC's export tax rate-waa zero.
a decrene-inita replacement meeSUl'es
would haM resulted in the reimpoaition
of some or all of the. 15 percent export
tax. Thi• WH aottbe-case for the
Maritim• Provinces. The Maritime
ProYincea were exempt from the export
charge: '"'teinapoaition of the uport
charge was po11ible during the lifetime

of the-MOO.
In additimr. asdiseuased·above int~
response to Comment Z. the- Maritime
Provinces were-exempt from·
investiptioa solely becaus~ of thct
specialehcmnstam:e'I requi1ewient for
self-initiation underGA:'IT. TheMaritime Pn>vinces were exempt from
the MOU; BC wn not A• in Qaebee.
and every other province and tenitory
not enmptamfertheMOU. the
prerequisiW special c:ircamstances
existed for BC. and H demonstrated iit
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our notice of self initiation, the
not include a request for information on we deemed necessary for making our
Department found sufficient evidence to federal stumpage programs. We
final determination. Our verification
self-initiate an investigation against BC. expressed no intentii:>n to examine
results are outlined in the public
Comment 4: Respondenta argue that
federal programs in either our initiation
versions of the verification reports.
the Department must provide a
memo. our initiation notice. or in our
Suspension of Liquidation
mechanism to identify imports of
questionnaire. We note that federal
products that cannot benefit from the
- In accordance with section 705(c) of
stumpage represents a minuscule
alleged subsidies under investigation.
amount of total stumpage harvested
the Act, we are directing the U.S.
Furthermore. the Department must
from government-owned lands in
Customs Service to continue to suspend
exclude lumber made from U.S.-origin
Canada. Such a small amount. even if
liquidation of all entries of the subject
logs and logs from the Maritime
investigated. would have virtuaJly no
merchandise from Canada. except for
Provinces.
impact on the country-wide subsidy
the provinces of Prince Edward Island,
DOC Position: The Department cannot rate.
Nova Scotia. New Brunswick, and
exempt products that we have
The Coalition indicates in its comment Newfoundland (the Maritime Provinces),
determined are within the scope of the
that it identified the amount of potential which are entered. or withdrawn from
investigation. (See "Scope Exclusion
subsidies arising from federal stumpage warehouse. for consumption on or after
Requests" section of the notice.) The
programs-in its January 30, 1992
the date of publication of this notice in
appropriate avenue for exclusion is
preferentiality submiHion. Even if the
the Federal Register, and to require a
through the company exclusion process
Coalition were to have argued that its
cash deposit or bond for all entries of
and. in fact, we have excluded ts.
submission represented an allegation
this merchandise equal to 6.51 percent
companies that used solely or
that the provision of federal stumpage
ad valorem for each entry of this
principally U.S.-origin logs. It is virtually was a subsidy discovered during the
merchandise. Because exports to the
impoHible to identify the origin of the
course of an investigation within the
United States of certain softwood
timber used in the manufacture of any
meaning of section 775 of the Act and
lumber products produced in the
given shipment of softwood lumber
I 355.39 of our regulations. which it did Maritime Provinces were exempt from
when that shipment arrives at the
not do, the allegation would have been
payment of the export charge under the
border. Furthermore. in contrast to the
untimely because it was submitted
MOU. the Maritime Provinces are
examples provided by Respondents, the before the 40 days allowed for in
exempt from this investigation. This
large number of lumber shipments
I 355.31(c)(1)(i) of our regulations. It
exemption does not apply to lumber
makes it impracticable if not impossible would have been questionable even if it manufactured in the Maritime Provinces
to identify the origin of timber used to
had been timely, once the exceedingly
from provincially-owned timber
manufacture lumber on an individual
small amount of the po88ible additional harvested in other provinces.
lumber shipment basis.
subsidy and the complexity of
The following companies are excluded
Comment 5: The Coalition contends
performing any analysis regarding these _ from the suspension of liquidation and
that the Department excluded the
stumpage programs were conaidered.
all cash deposit and/ or bonding
federal administered stumpage
However, we note that the Coalition's
requirements:
programs from the Preliminary
allegation of the benefits from federal
1.
J.A. Fontaine et Fils, Inc.
Determination without comment. The
stumpage program amounts has virtually
2. J.D. Irving, Ltd.
Coalition notes that it submitted
no impact when taken over the total
information on the record contending
value of shipments the Deparbnent used 3. Marcel Lauzon. Inc.
4. Les Produits Forestiers DiG, Limited.
that federal stumpage programs provide in its calculation of the country-wide
5. Francois Giguere, Inc.
countervailable subsidies, and that the
subsidy rate. This insignificant effect is
Department's failure to consider these
6. Real Grondin, Inc.
itself significant because only the
programs in its preliminary analysis is
preamble to our regulationa states that
7. Bois Daquaam.
contrary to law.
in "considering whether 'sufficient time
8. Rene Bernard, Inc.
DOC Position: Underlying the
remains' to investigate an additional
9. Wilfrid Paquet i Fils, Ltee.
Coalition's comment is the assumption
subsidy practice, the Deparbnent would 10. Grondin Industries.
that the Department self-initiated and
take into account the potential
11. Carrier 6 Begin. Inc.
pursued the investigation of federal
significance of the additional subsidy to 12. Clermond Hammel, Ltee.
stumpage programs durill8 the course of the outcome. of the investigation * * *"
13. Paul Vallee, Inc.
this investigation. Neither the Notice of
(See Countervailing Duties: Final Rule,
14. Scierie Te88ier Lachance, Inc.
Self-Initiation, nor the questionnaire,
53 FR 52306. 52344.) For these reasons.
15. Scierie La Patrie, Inc.
directly refer to federal stQmpage
we did not investigate federal stumpage
As explained above (see "Shipment
programs.
programs in our final determination.
Values Used in Denominator of the
We note that our cover letter
Verification
Subsidy Calculation" section of this
accompanying the questionnaire to the
notice), because the fmal mill data upon
GOC requested that it collect data
In accordance with section 776{b) of
which the Department preferred to
regarding the provision of 1tumpage
the Act, unless otherwise noted, we
calculate its subsidy rate did not exist
from "the provincial govemment1 of
verified the information used in making
and could not reasonably be calculated.
Alberta, British Columbia. Manitoba,
our fmal determination. We followed
Ontario, Quebec, Saskatchewan. and
and because the Department determined
standard verification procedures, ·
the federal government on behalf of the
including meeting with government and that Statistics Canada data used in the
Northwest Territories and the Yukon
subsidy calculation accurately reflected
company officials. inspecting internal
first mill data. the Department is
Territory * * *" (See cover letter to
documents and ledgers, tracing
countervailing duty questionnaire,
directing Customs to apply the cash
information in the responses to source
November 8, 1991, page 1, emphasis
deposit and/ or bonding requiremen !s on
documents, accounting ledgers and
added.) In addition, section 2 of the
financial statements, examination of
a first mill basis in the following
questionnaire, labelled "Questionnaire
situations if provided with the
original source documents, and
for the Government of Canada," doe1
appropriate documentation
collecting additional information that

Federal

RePer f

demou.._a. first miJI•• P.OJJ.
price: fl> wr.. • Canadiaa milt leHa
direct to • U.S. eu11omer. f2J wfttllt .. miH
sells to a lJl.S caetomer b.f the prodact
ia further proceaaed bJ a eeceocl mill
prior to 1hipment to the United States.
aad f31 wftea tr.HCOftttmill aelJe u
well as remanafacturee the product prior
to shipment to the United States. With
f88&nf to f!J 8lld (3J aboft. in addition
to docameetatton necessary to
demonstrettt dut first milt"• F.O.B. price.
appropriate doeamentation must be
presented to Customs demonstra1ing
that the tnnsection between the first
mill nd the l8COlld milt wu madtt at
ann-.. lensdt- It lhouJd be noted that
further procnaiDg tn this· context does
not ladude lhe planiq procu1 from
rouab-cat to pined hmaber;
The Departmeat ii atao directiag
C:U.toma to deduct fDiand lran1portation
coats between atAe milt end the
wholaaler or reloed/dlatrlbutioa center

Vol 51. No. tm

I Thursday.

May 21. 1lm

if provided wit& appropriate
documentalion repnf'mg t:b Ktulll
inland fretgftti ffl'el'l&n a1eociated witft
th~entry. These ndbdCtioM apply
whetherornot dle-1altr-to-the-U.S.
customer took phn:tt befon!' betrqr sent m
the reload/distribution
locqr
the saltt took ptam prior m shipment to
the United Slates. TheR i111buctiol1S
also apply when th original shipper to
the reload oentei was a wfmfesaler
rather than a mill as lolll'D attsfilctory
freight documentation ia provided to

center••

Cuaroma.
ITC Noll&cM6aa

or

In accerdance with l8dion 105(dl
the Ad. wa will aotilJ the. rrc.of our
determiAatiaa. IA addiaioa. wa uemakiag aveikhle to tltalTCalL
nonprivilepd M MApmprietuy
infonnatiola
to tbia
iDvestip&ka We will allaw &bl> rrc
ec:ceD to all flivil.ep4 Md ._.,a n

•••iag

I

Netice.

mes

proprietary fnfonnatio& brow
pnwicfee the rrc Ceftfirn• thet it wil1
not dl9daee sue:& inbmation. eitherpublidT or mMler att adJnitristratift'
protective orderfAPO}. witboat thewritten consent al'lh• Assistant
Secretary few Import Alhninistration.
This notice elso serves ••the only
reminderte> parties subject to APO
their respensihilitr eonceming the
return or destruction of pfOPrie&ary
information disclosed under APO in

or

accordance-with ltJCFR 39.:MfdJ.
Failure lo COl'l'IPl1 is a ,;olation of th~
APO.
nu. cfefermimtieft is publi•hecf
pursuant le Metton 705fd1 of the Act fl9
U.S.C. t911dfd)} and 29 CFR 355.2D.
O.ted: Map u..1-.
AlaaM.0.-..
A 11il..., Soc au J' flw haflt#t
Adini•.,.,,,.,.
.
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APPENDIX B
CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnes.s at the International Trade
Commission's hearing:
Subject

SOFTWOOD LUMBER FROM CANADA

Inv. No.

701-TA-312 (Final)

Date and Time

May 28, 1992 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in conection with the investiption in the Main hearin& room
101 of the United States International Trade Commisslon, 500 E Street, S.W.,
Washinaton, D.C.
In Support of Imposition of
CountervaUing duties:

Dewey Ballantine
Washin&ton, D.C.
on behalf of
Coalition for Fair Lumber Imports
C.T. "Kip" Howlett, Jr., Chairman,
Coalition for Fair Lumber Imports
Dick Bennett, President, Bennett Lumber
Company
Brenda Elliott, Marketing Mana1er, Solid
Wood, Temple-Inland Forest Products
Corporation
Daniel Klett, Vice President, Capital Trade
Incorporated
William Ross, Fu Associates
William Noellert, Economist, Dewey Ballantine
Michael H. Stein

)
)-OF COUNSEL

Joho Ragosta

)
-MORE-
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In opposition to the imposition of
Countemlllna duties;
.JOINT PRE5ENIATION;
)
)
)
)

Steptoe and Johnson
Wasbiqton, D.C.
on behalf of
Canadian Forest Industries Council
Dr. Robert Litan, Senior Fellow,
Brookings Institution

)
)
)
)
)

Dr. William Nordhaus, the A. Whitney )
)
Griswold Prof~or of Economics,
Yale University
)
)

)
Michael Flannery, Vice President,
of Pope and Talbot's Wood Products )
)
Group
)

Paul Ehinaer, President of
Paul F. Ebinger and Associates

)
)
)

Jon Marshall, Vice President for Sales )
)
and Marketin& of Champion
)
International Corporation
Bill Fman, Law and Economic
Consultin& Group
Pieter Van Leeuwen, Law and
Economic Consultin& Group
Charlene Barshefsky)

Susan G. Euennan )-OF COUNSEL
Gnda M. Bers
)
Weil, Gotsbal and Manaes
WasJUnatmt. D.C.
OD beb11f of

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

The Government of Canada

M. Jean Anderson-OF COUNSEL

-MORE-

)
)
)
)
)
)
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In opposition to the imposition of
Countenailing

.JOINT PRESENTATION CONT'D;
)

Arnold and Porter
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of

)
)
)
)

Government of Province of Alberta

)
)
)

Michael T. Shor-OF COUNSEL

)
)
)

Miller and Chevalier
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of

)
)
)
)

Government of British Columbia

)
)

Stuart E. Benson
Grant D. Aldonas

)
)-OF COUNSEL
)

)
)
)
)

Hogan and Hartson
Washinaton, D.C.
on behalf of

)
)
)
)

Government of the Province of Ontario

)
)

Mark S. McConnell )-OF COUNSEL

)
)
)

Howrey and Simon
Washinaton, D.C.
on heb•lol

)
)

)
)

Gouvernement du Quebec

)
)

Elliot J. Feldman- )
)-OF COUNSEL
Michael Hertzbeq )

-MORE-

)
)
)
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In opposition to the imposition of

Countervailin& duties;
Ros.. and Hardies
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Clemson Corporation
(doin& business as National
Frame Company) ("National Frame")
Robert Rosecrans, President, National Frame
Company
Joseph S. Kaplan
Michelle F. Forte

)
)-OF COUNSEL
)

National ~iation of Home Builders,
Washington, D.C.
Michael Carliner, Staff Vice President
for Economic Housing Polley

-END-
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APPENDIX C
INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO THE REQUEST OF
THE GOUVERENMENT DU QUEBEC
THAT THE COl\fMISSION EXCLUDE QUEBEC
FROM ITS DETERMINATION IN INV. NO. 701-TA-312 (FINAL),
SOFfWOOD LUMBER FROM CANADA
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Quebec's Arpunents for Province-Specific Treatpent at Comm,erce
Throughout the course of Commerce's final subsidy investigation, the
Province of Quebec argued that Commerce should apply province-specific, as
opposed to country-wide, rates in this investigation. In support of that
argument, Quebec made the following points:
"(l) U.S. law recognizes provinces as "countries• for
countervailing duty purposes; (2) Canadian provinces have
exclusive jurisdiction over timber within their borders; (3) there
are no federal programs or joint federal/provincial programs that
contribute to the countervailing duty rate; (4) one province
cannot control the softwood lumber prograDU1 in another province;
(5) application of a country-wide rate to a province whose
individually calculated subsidy rate is lower than the country·
wide rate violates U.S. law because the Department must assess a
countervailing equal to the amount of the net subsidy; (6) the
Department can never apply a true country-wide rate in this
investigation because the provinces of Prince Edward Island, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick (the Maritime Provinces) were excluded from
the initiation; (7) the provinces were individually responsible
for the export charge under the MOU and for instituting
replacement measures; and (8) if the Department does not issue
province-specific rates it should apply the •significant
differential• test used for companies under 19 CFR. 355.20(d).• 1
co.... rce rejected Quebec's arguments for province-specific rates. Among
other things, Commerce stated that while the term •country• includes political
subdivisions such as provinces, the meaning of the term depended on the
context. For instance, Commerce noted if •country• always meant province,
imports from Quebec would not receive the benefit of an injury test under
section 701(a) of the Act, because Quebec is not a •country under the
Agreement• within section 70l(b) of the Act. 2 Additionally, Commerce went on
to state its belief that the intent of Congress in section 706(a)(2) of the
Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 was that the word •country,• as used in that
section, possesses its normal meaning. In other words, •country-wide• means
•nationvide.•J
With respect to Quebec's contention that application of a country-wide
rate to a province with a lower subsidy rate violates U.S. law, Commerce notes
that the •purpose of a country-wide rate is to determine whether, on average,
imports froa a country under the Agreement are subsidized.• Such a rate is
applied •to all .. rchandise from the country regardless of whether the program
is a provlncl•l~ regional, or state program.•' Hence, Commerce goes on to say
that the aa. .rtion that it is in violation of U.S. law by assessing a countrywide rate is erroneou., as a weighted-average country-wide rate will "almost
always result in individual firms being subject to a rate which is higher or
lower than their own individual rate.• 5
As regards Quebec's argument that province-specific rates must be
assessed since the exclusion of the Maritime Provinces precludes a true
country-wide rate, Commerce noted that while the Maritime Provinces were
1

57 F.a. 22578, May 28, 1992.
57 F.a. 22579, May 28, 1992.
J Ibid.
' Ibid.
5 Ibid.
2
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excluded, it was not because the self-initiation covered the subsidy programs
in some provinces but not other provinces. Rather, it was because the
Maritime Provinces had been exempted from the export tax collected under the
MOU and, therefore, the 'special circumstances• required for Commerce's selfinitiation did not apply to these provinces. Additionally, Commerce found
that province-specific rates were not warranted by reason of the provinces
having individually assumed responsibility for the export charge and for
instituting replacement measures under the MOU. While these responsibilities
were assumed, it was only as directed by the Government of Canada, because it
was required under the MOU.
Finally, Co1111erce rejected Quebec's arguments that it consider provinces
as •firms• and apply a company-specific •significant differential• test,
stating that it had consistently treated the provinces as the government
providing the subsidy, not as a company receiving a subsidy.• In addition to
the precedential and legal reasons cited in rejecting Quebec's arguments for
province-specific rates, Commerce noted two other factors that played a part
in its decision. One was the number of practical administrative concerns
raised by such an approach, particularly with respect to the difficulty the
U.S. Custoas Service would have in enforcing province-specific rates. The
other factor of which Commerce took note was the fact that it had not received
a request for province-specific rates from the Government of Canada. 7
Subsequent to Commerce's public announcement of its final subsidy
determination (Kay 16, 1992), counsel for the Government of Canada requested
that Co1111erce •amend its final determination determination to exclude the
Provinces of Manitoba, Quebec, and Saskatchewan, and the Northwest Territories
and the Yukon Territory• from this investigation.• Counsel for the Government
of Canada noted that, as to Quebec, Co1111erce •has determined that Quebec's
system of selling access to Crown timber does not provide a countervailable
subsidy to producers of softwood lumber.•' With respect to Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and the Territories, counsel goes on to note that Commerce made
no finding that producers of softwood lumber products in those provinces and
territories receive any countervailable subsidy. Further, counsel noted that
Commerce made no preferentiality finding applicable to the stumpage systems in
these provinces and territories. 10 By letter, dated June 10, 1992, Commerce
advised counsel for the Government of Canada that it would not reconsider its
final determination in this investigation. 11
Quebec's Reqyest for Proyince-Specific Treatmtnt by the Co1111tission
In its prehearing and posthearing briefs, as well as in testimony at the
Commission's he~ring in this investigation, counsel for the Government of
Ibid.
57 F.R. 22580, Kay 28, 1992.
1
Letter from K. Jean Anderson, Counsel to the Government of Canada, to the
Honorable Barbara H. Franklin, Secretary of Commerce (Anderson letter), May
26, 1992.
' In the •Country-Wide Rate Calculation• document, a public document
provided by Co1111erca at its disclosure conferences on Kay 21 and Kay 22, 1992,
the margin calculated for stumpage progra11s in Quebec was 0.01 percent.
Attachment to Anderson letter.
10
Anderson letter and 57 F.R. 22604, May 28, 1992.
11
Letter from Joseph Spetrini, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of.
Compliance, Department of Colllllerce, to K. Jean Anderson, Counsel to the
Government of Canada.
I

7

Quebec, using some of the arguments it made before Commerce, argued that the
Commission should determine that softwood lumber imports from Quebec do not
materially lnJure or threaten to injure the United States softwood lumber
industry. In making this argument, counsel for Quebec states:
"There are at least six reasons why the Commission should
conduct a distinct injury analysis of softwood lumber imports and
find no injury or threat of injury from Quebec's imports. First,
the U.S. Department of Commerce ('Conunerce' or '!TA' or the
'Department') specifically found that Quebec does not subsidize
softwood lumber. Second, Commerce actually utilized the specific
Quebec provincial subsidy rate in making its company exclusion
analysis. Third, all parties acknowledge that only provincial
programs are at issue in this case and the Government of Canada
has expressly asked the United States to exclude the provinces and
territories for which no subsidies have been found. Fourth,
Commerce issued its final determination, at least in part, under
the mistaken belief that the Government of Canada did not request
that imports from Quebec be excluded, and acted erroneously in
failing to honor Canada's and Quebec's requests that Quebec
imports be excluded. Fifth, whereas Commerce purportedly
calculated a 'country-wide' rate and did not exclude all Quebec
imports from its determination, Commerce did not in fact issue a
'country-wide' rate: the four Atlantic Provinces were not
included either in the investigation or in the determination.
Thus, Commerce, in its own determination, utilized alternative
'country• definitions, one for Canada without the Atlantic
Provinces, one for each province and territory, and one for
Quebec.
Finally, the Commission has its own inherent authority to
determine the definition of 'country' for the purposes of its
injury analysis under Title VII, and the Commission is not
constrained by any definition use by Commerce. The Commission has
the inherent authority to treat Quebec as a country under 19
u.s.c. § 1677(3)." 12
Information with regard to U.S. production, imports from Quebec, imports
from the rest of Canada and their respective shares of apparent U.S.
consumpt1on are presented in table C-1. During 1986-91, Quebec's share of
total imports of softwood lumber from Canada reached its highwater mark at
13.5 percent in 1987. The following year Quebec's share fell to its low point
at 12.3 percent, then steadily increased to a 13.0 percent share in 1991. As
a share of appar~nt U.S. consumption during the same period, Quebec's share
experienced its high point in 1987 at 3.9 percent, then dropped each year to
3.3 percent in 1990 before climbing to a 3.6 percent share in 1991.

12

Posthearing brief of the Gouvernement du Quebec at pp. 2-3.

Table C-1
Softwood lumber: U.S. production, exports of domestic merchandise, imports from Canada, 1 total imports for consumption,
apparent consumption, and imports from Quebec, 1986-91
Ratio

Apparent
consumptio

Proeriod ductlo

Ratio (oercent} of-Canadian
Quebec
imports
Quebec
imports share of
to con1
sumption to con- imports
without
sumpfrom
Canada
uebec
tion

{oercent~_gf--

Imports
to consumptio

Canadian
imports
to consumptio

Exports
to product ion

Quan ti tv {mmbf}
1986 ...
1987 ...
1988 ...
1989 ...
1990 ...
1991 ...

35,462
38,235
38,134
37,546
35,790
33.856

1,890
2,469
3,261
3,445
2,994
3.121

14,249
14,695
13,811
13,582
12,182
11.762

14,119
14,577
13,705
13,470
12,108
11.669

47,821
50,461
48,685
47,684
44,978
42.496

29.8
29.l
28.4
28.5
27.1
27.7

29.5
28.9
28.l
28.2
26.9
27.5

5.3
6.5
8.6
9.2
8.4
9,2

1,836
1,968
1,686
1,670
1,501
1.517

25.7
25.0
24.7
24.7
23.6
23.9

3.8
3.9
3.5
3.5
3.3
3.6

13.0
13.5
12.3
12.4
12.4
13.0

390
425
351
371
334
351

26.2
23.2
23.6
24.7
24.8
-----24.8

3.9
3.7
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.5

12.8
13.7
11.9
11. 7
11.6
12.5
f

100.5
94.6
91.9
93.7
97.7
98.7

98.8
101. 5
96.6
94.6
93.6
95.8

Value 2 (million dollars)
1986 ..
1987 ..
1988 ..
1989 ..
1990 ..

.
.
.
.
.

1991 .. •

1986 ...
1987 ...
1988 ...
1989 ...
1990. . .
1991. ..

7,675
9,242
9,182
9 ,517
8,657

644
855
l, 139
1,424
1,347

3,071
3,143
3,003
3,198
2,916

3,035
3,105
2,956
3,159
2,873

J. C:.I.
U,..,_,._

f·""'"

c.,uu-

')

')

340.90
346. 51
349.46
413. 38
450 .10
439.02

215.49
213. 90
217 .41
235.47
239.38
245.18

Q

216.43
241.72
240.79
253.48
241. 88
249. 70

,

"'.ll""Jn

1111 /.

10,101
11, 530
11,046
'11,292
10,225

111 0

0

+r'-'!-'

214.95
213.01
215.67
234.52
237. 31
241. 62

Ot:: "'J

"'•-'Vf

211. 23
228.49
226.88
236.80
227.34
234.54

30.4
27.3
27.2
28.3
28.5
'lll

0

f-""'"

Unit value
102.0
93.6
95.8
99.4
105.3
104.5

30.0
26.9
26.8
28.0
28.l
28.J
fr

•

8.4
9.3
12.4
15.0
15.6
16.2
tY•"

(dollar~ ~er

101.8
93.2
95.l
99.0
104.4
103.0

mbf}
157.5
143.4
145.1
163.1
186.1
175.8

212.36
216I12
208.43
221.96
222.19
231.52

!:

101. 9
93.0
95.5
99.8
105.3
103.7

1

To the extent imports from the Maritime Provinces are included, imports from Canada and related ratios are slightly
overstated.
2 CIF value.
Note.--1989 import quantity data are based on staff estimates derived from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Co111Derce.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Conunerce, the Western Wood Products Association,

and the NJtioual Forest Products Association.
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Table C-2 (same as table 25 in main body of the report) presents
Canadian production by province. For each year from 1986 through 1991, Quebec
was the second leading producer of softwood lumber after BC. Quebec's portion
of overall Canadian production dropped steadily during that period from 19.9
percent in 1986 to 16.S percent in 1991.
As shown in the following tabulation, the share of Quebec's production
being exported to the United States dropped from 1986 to 1988, then steadily
climbed through 1991. Nearly all of Quebec's exports to the United States
occur in the SPF group.
Exports to the
United States
(billion board
Period
1986...........
1987 ...........
1988...........
1989...........
1990...........
1991... . . . . . . . .

~)

1.8
2.0
1. 7
1. 7
1. s
1. s

Share of
Quebec prodµction
(percent)
40.7
38.S
37.7
39.0
39.S
42.8

After the United States, France is believed to be Quebec's largest
export market.
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Table C-2
Softwood lumber:

Canadian production, by Provinces, 1986-91
Bi;:itish Columbia
Coast Interior

Period

Total

Quebec

Maritime
Ontario. Provinces

Prairie
Provinces

Total

1,618
1,798
1,917
2,002
1, 971
2.053

22,630
25,870
25,166
24,538
22,755
21.463

Quantity (mmbf)
1986 ..........
1987 ..........
1988 ..........
1989 ..........
1990 ..........
1991 ..........

3,753
4,675
4,583
4,140
3,798
3.465

9,582
11, 212
10,989
11,094
10,400
9.843

13 '335
15,887
15,572
15,234
14,198
13.308

4,512
5,100
4,470
4,279
3,799
3.542

2,256
2,147
2,266
2,178
1,926
1.822

909
938
941
845
861
738

Share (percent) of total production
1986 ..........
1987 ..........
1988 ..........
1989 ..........
1990 ..........
1991. : ........
Source:

16.6
18.1
18.2
16.9
16.7
16.1

42.3
43.3
43.7
45.2
45.7
45.9

Statistics Canada.

58.9
61.4
61. 9
62.1
62.4
62.0

19.9
19. 7
17.8
17.4
16. 7
16.5

10.0
8.3
9.0
8.9
8.5
8.5

4.0
3.6
3.7
3.4
3.8
3 .4

7.1
7.0
7.6
8.2
8.7
9.6

100
100
100
100
100
100
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APPENDIX D
SOFTWOOD LUMBER:
SUMMARY DATA CONCERNING THE U.S. MARKET
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Table D-1
Softwood lumber:

Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1988-91
Reported data
1988

Item
U.S. consurnption 1
U.S. imports:
Subject imports:
Quantity . . .
Share of consurnption2
Value' . . . . . . . .
Share of consurnption2
Unit value 5 • • • • • •
Ending inventories 1 • •
Total imports:
Quantity 1 • • • • • • •
Share of consumption2
Value' . . . . . . . .
Share of consumption2
Unit value 5 • 7 • • • • •
U.S. producers'··
Average capacity 1
Production . . .
Capacity utilization2
U.S. producers•-- 8
Average capacity 1 • •
Production . . . . .
Capacity utilization2
U.S. shipments: 8
Quantity 1 • • •
Value 4 • • • •
Unit values
Export shipments:
Quantity . . .
Value' . . . .
Unit values . . . . .
Export/shipment ratio 2
Ending inventories 1 • • •
Inventory/shipment ratio 2
Production workers
Hours worked (l,OOOs)
Total wages paid9
Hourly wages jaid
Productivity 1
•
Unit labor costss
Net sales'
COGS/sales ratio 2
Operating income (lossJ 4
Op. income/sales ratio
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11

Percenta~e

1990

1989

1991

1988-91

48,685

47,684

44,978

42,496

13' 705
28.1
2,956
26.8
$215.67

13,470
28.2
3,159
28.0
$234.52

12,108
26.9
2,873
28.1
$237.31

11, 669
27.5
2,819
28.3
$241. 62

-14.9
-0. 6 3
-4.6
1. 53
12.0

13. 811
28.4
3,003
27.2
$217.41

13' 582
28.5
3,198
28.3
$235.47

12,182
27.l
2' 916
28.5
$239.38

11, 762
27.7
2,884
28.9
$245.18

-14.8
-0. 73
-4.0
l. 73
12.8

39,242
38,134
97.2

39,527
37,546
95.0

39,545
35,790
90.5

39,545
33,856
85.6

0.8
-11. 2
-11. 6 3

18. 591
17,383
93.5

19,663
17,627
89.6

19,376
17,460
90.l

17,950
16,539
92.1

-3.4
-4.9
-1. 43

14' 778
3. 911
$264.78

14,967
3,974
$265.65

14,619
3,808
$260.61

13 '885
3,722
$268.19

-6.0
-4.8
l. 3

755
311
$412.29
4.4
1,414
8.2
32,280
69,234
711, 886
$10.28
251. l
$50.15
4,336
87.6
331
7.6

828
374
$451.36
4.7
1,421
8.1
31, 734
70,154
748,917
$10.68
251. 3
$52.19
4, 596
88.9
295
6.4

796
350
$439.39
4.5
1,385
7.9
30,533
66,333
717,166
$10.81
262.2
$51.74
4,567
95.8
(31)
(0.7)

748
333
$444.57
4.5
1,205
7.2
27,492
60,675
670,556
$11.05
271. 6
$50.18
4' 385
92. 9
107
2.4

-0.9
7.1
7.8
0. 13
-14.8
-1. 03
-14.8
-12.4
-5.8
7.5
8.2

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

In million board feet.
In percent.
Percentage point change.
In million dollars.
Per 1,000 board feet.
Not available.
From public data sources.
From respondents to U.S. producer questionnaires.
In 1,000 dollars.
Board feet per hour.
Less than 0.05 percent.

Source:

Compiled from data presented in the body of this report.

-12.7

(11)

1. l

5. 33
-67.7
- 5. 2 3

chan~e
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INFORMATION
CONCERNING BED FRAME COMPONENTS
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At the public hearing in this investigation, as well as it its pre-and
post-hearing briefs, National Frame Company (National), 1 Leggett and Platt,
Inc., (Leggett and Platt), and the International Sleep Products Association
(ISPA) 2 argued that bed frame components constitute a separate like product
and that imports of said remanufactured softwood lumber products are not a
cause of injury to the U.S. bed frame component industry or the U.S. softwood
lumber industry as a whole.
Prior to its presentations to the Commission, National, Leggett ~nd
Platt, and the !SPA had requested that Commerce specifically exclude bed frame
components from the scope of Commerce's investigation. Parties in opposition
to that request at Commerce as well as the request before the Commission were
the Coalition and Fred Tebb and Sons, Inc. (Tebb), a U.S. remanufacturer of
softwood lumber. 3 Commerce rejected National's request as well as a much
broader request for exclusion of remanufactured softwood luaber products
(remans).
In turning down the request for exclusion of remans, Commerce rejected
arguments by various parties that such products are not the same class or kind
of merchandise as dimension or rough sawn lumber and, therefore, not covered
by the investigation. Commerce held to its view initially articulated in its
preliminary determination:
"Since the scope of our investigation includes those products
covered by the U.S.-Canada Memoranduna of Understanding on Softwood
Lumber, which includes not only dimension lumber but a wlde
variety of other lumber products, all of these products are
considered to fall within the scope of this investigation."
(Emphasis added by Commerce).'
From this, Commerce concluded there was no basis for excluding remans
from the scope of the investigation just because they are different from other
lumber (e.g., dimension or rough sawn). Further, Commerce went on to say
there was no basis for determining that remans as a group are a separate class
or kind of merchandise. In this regard, Commerce noted that there is no
widespread agreement on an exact definition of remans, which "essentially is a
term of convenience that indicates that at least some additional processing
has been performed on rough sawn lumber." 5 Additionally, Commerce said that
the descriptions of remans on the record were "laced with generalities too
broad to conclude that even a subset of remans constitutes a separate class or
kind of merchandise."' In discussing the difficulties in describing what
might constitute a reman, Commerce noted that some of the descriptions were
mutually exclu.ive. For instance:

1

Clemson Corporation d/b/a National Frame Company.
ISPA is an association of companies that includes manufacturer~ and
suppliers of mattresses and box-springs, and components thereof. Among ISPA's
members are importers and producers of wood bed frame components, which are
used in the production of box-springs. ***·
3
These parties opposed not only the request for exclusion of bed frame
components, but a broader request for a general exclusion of remanufactured
softwood lumber from the scope of investigation.
• 57 r.a. 22571, May 28, 1992.
I Ibid.
1
Ibid.
2
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" . . the ILR.\7 ~ndicated that only the best quality lumber can
be used for remans, resultin~ in remans always being of a superior
quality wood than standard dimension lumber. However, !SPA and
Leggett and Platt stated that its reman product of interest, .bed
frame components, is produced using wood from the undesirable
outer portion of a log, which is often used for the manufacture of
wood chips, and therefore is, at least in some respects, unlike
the more expensive prime dimension lumber which they argue is the
focus of the investigation." 8
Yet another problem Commerce encountered in trying to distinguish among
remans was •conflicting evidence• regarding the amount of value-added to the
lumber product by the remanufacturing. For instance, ILR.\ and Leggett and
Platt argued that there is substantial value added, while Tebb and others
indicated that such was not necessarily the case, noting that their businesses
consisted of nothing more elaborate that cutting the lumber into customerspecified sizes. 9
Another argument rejected by Commerce was the contention by various
parties that because remanufacturers purchase softwood lumber as an input at
arm's-length prices, Commerce had not found that remans receive a
countervailable subsidy. As this applied to bed frame components, Leggett and
Platt and the IPSA argued that Commerce could not include such merchandise
within the scope of the investigation because it had not found that Canadian
producers of bed frame components themselves had received countervailable
subsidies. In rejecting this argument, Commerce noted that it had
investigated whether remans benefitted from the subsidies investigated and had
determined that they, indeed, do. Commerce went on to note that not all
remans are manufactured by independent producers; some reman producers are
integrated companies which purchase stumpage and manufacture both dimension
lumber and remans. 10
Finally, among the exclusion arguments at Commerce, was the position
that Commerce could not include remans, including bed frame components, withtn
the scope of the investigation because it had not found that the subsidies
provided to Canadian softwood lumber producers are provided to independent
reman producers. As such, countervailing duties on imports of remans could

7

In the Comaission's investigation, Counsel for the Independent Lumber
Remanufacturers_Association (II.RA) entered a notice of appearance, and
indicated that the II.RA intended to appear at the hearing. However, after
issuance of Co1111erce's final determination, which provided for assessment of
any countervailing duty on the first-mill valuation, the II.RA withdrew its
notice of intent to appear at the hearing.
Assessment of countervailing duties on the first-mill valuation exemp:s
the value added in remanufacture from the duty. As noted in the text, the
II.RA had argued to Co1111erce that Commerce should find remanufactured lumber :o
constitute a separate class or kind of merchandise, and exclude it from the
scope of any order. In the alternative, the II.RA argued that any duty shouLJ
be assessed on the first-mill valuation. Apparently, the II.RA was sati~fieJ
with the success of its second argument before Commerce, and determined no: :0
expend the resources to address this issue before the Co1111ission.
8
57 F.R. 22572, Kay 28, 1992.
' Ibid.
10
Ibid.
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not be imposed absent an affirmative upstream subsidy 11 determination with
respect to the imported merchandise. Commerce rejected this argument, noting:
"The scope of this investigation covers certain softwood
lumber products, and includes both dimension lumber and remans,
the former being the input to the latter. Both dimension lumber
and remans are produced by stumpage holders which receive stumpage
at preferential prices. Reman producers that purchase lumber from
stumpage holders at arm's-length prices argue that the Department
cannot impose a countervailing duty order on their lumber products
without conducting an upstream subsidy investigation to
demonstrate that the remans are receiving a countervailable
benefits. As we discussed above, the Department found that some
producers of remans are found to be receiving countervailable
benefits. The Department is not obligated to investigate every
producer of the subject merchandise if some producers are found to
be receiving subsidies." 12
With respect to bed frame components as a "like product," in terms of
physical characteristics, such merchandise is, like all softwood lumber,
whether or not remanufactured, wood from coniferous trees sawn to specified
dimensions. Bed frame components are the internal structural elements of box
springs. 13 They are generally 1 inch thick and usually range in length from
37 to 79 inches and may have curved "radius cut" corners or square cut corners
depending on customer needs. 1' Like much of the wood used in remans, sales to
remanufacturers producing bed frame components take place in smaller lots
(truck loads as opposed to rail car loads) and are generally purchased on a
mill-direct basis rather than through a middleman.
Softwood lumber used to produce bed frame components is generally taken
from the less desirable cuts from logs (e.g., the thinner outer slabs produced
at the head-rig). These cuts are used in a variety of products in addition to
bed frame components, such as pallets, skids, shipping materials, and other
utility lumber. 15 Additionally, these cuts are sometimes sent to be chipped
for uses in pulp mills and the production of composite building boards.
According to National, Leggett & Platt, and the ISPA, "Canadian spruce" 16 is
generally the softwood "species of choice" 17 among bed frame component
producers. Spruce is generally preferred over other species because it is
lighter in weight and that which is used for bed frame components is low in
value. While National and Leggett and Platt use imported softwood lumber for
their bed frame components, other smaller producers purchase from domestic
11

Section 771A(a) defines an upstream subsidy as any subsidy that is
bestowed on an input product used in the manufacture of the merchandise
subject to investigation, if there is competitive benefit bestowed on the
subject merchandise that has a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing
of the subject merchandise.
12
57 F.R. 22573, May 28, 1992.
u Bed frame components are provided for under HTS subheading 4407.10.00,
under which moat softwood lumber is imported into the United States.
1
' Prehearing Brief of Leggett and Platt and ISPA (ISPA brief), p. 8.
15
Utility lumber is a grade of softwood lumber used when a combination of
strength and economy is desired. It is suitable for many uses in
construction, but lacks the strength of Standard, the next highest grade in
light framing, and is not allowed in some applications.
1
SPF is also grown in the
' This is an industry term for Canadian SPF.
United States.
17
Posthearing brief of National Frame Company (National brief), p. 3.
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producers. In the latter instance, the mills are generally in close proximity
to the remanufacturer.
With respect to data concerning this industry, the only information
provided concerns the financial performance of *** and a submission from the
!SPA containing the results of a very general survey of its membership as to
the nature of their operations. ***'s financial information is provided in
the following tabulation (in dollars):

Sales ..............
Cost of sales ......
Gross profit .......
Income before
taxes ............
*

18

***

*

ill!

l2ll

12..2.Q

illl

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

*

*

*

*

*18
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APPENDIX F
COI\1MENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE
IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF SOFTWOOD LUMBER
FROM CANADA
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL,
AND/OR EXISTING DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF
IMPORTS OF SOF1'\.100D LUMBER FROM CANADA
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND/OR
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
anticipated negative effects of imports of softwood lumber from Canada on
their existing development and production efforts, growth, investment, and/or
ability to raise capital. Five companies--***--did not supply any conunents.
Ten companies--***--indicated they suffered no negative effects. The
responses of the 35 producers which supplied comments are as follows (not all
companies had a response for each question):
Response of U.S. prociucers to the followin& questions:
1.

Since January 1, 1988, has your firm experienced any actual negative
effects on its growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or
existing development and production efforts as a result of imports of
softwood lumber from Canada?

*
2.

*

*

*

*

*

Does your firm anticipate any negative impact of imports of softwood
lumber from Canada?

*

*
3.

*

*

*

*

*

Has the scale of capital investments undertaken been influenced by
presence of imports of softwood lumber from Canada?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

~he

